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Chinese Proverbs 
There is no such a thing as a road, just many people walk through and make 
it. 
A thousand mile's journey has to start from the very first step, and who knows 
it is actually a forward step or a backward one. 
Is there anybody who ever makes a thorough effort to evaluate whether others' 
work is a contribution or a detraction to our civilization, say which (work) is 
which (a contribution or a detraction) and which is whose? 
A barrel fully-filled with water won't make a sound but the under-filled barrel 
makes most noisy. 
Ships can either be carried away by water or be sunk by water. 
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Brief Abstract 
Binding appears in logic, programming and concurrency, e.g, it appears in Lambda 
Calculus, say the )-abstraction. However, the binding in Lambda Calculus is unary. 
Certainly, we can generalize the idea of unary binding to an arbitrary finite numbers 
of binding. Algebraically, we can extend the framework of Universal Algebra [23, 
28,56] and take arbitrary finite bindings as primitives. Therefore, operations in the 
new extended signature must be of second order instead of first order, and we name 
them as Binding Operators. The resulting framework is named as a Framework for 
Binding Operators, which coincides with Shapiro's diminished second order language 
[138]. 
With a modification of Aczel's Frege Structure [4], we derive the algebras for 
Binding Operators, i.e. eBAs. The usual first order algebras, Plotkin's 2w-model 
of Lambda Calculus [105,118,133,134], and Girard's qualitative domains [47] turn 
out to be special cases of eBAs. And also eBAs turn out to be (i) a generalization 
of Kechris and Moschovakis' suitable class of fun ctionals in Recursion in Higher 
Types [83] and (ii) a generalized Volken's X-family [7, p.127]. Following Birkhoff 
[16], we would like to equationally characterize Binding Operators. Kechris and 
Moschovakis' Enumeration Theorem [83] suggests that an algebraic characterization 
of such might be possible. 
Unfortunately, eBAs and the usual satisfaction =eBA  of Binding Equations over 
these eBAs, in Birkhoff's approach, do not work. Therefore, we have to find either 
a remedy for it or a new semantic model for Binding Operators. We will present 
two solutions, one for each. 
(a) For a remedy, we discover a condition for Birkhoff's approach to work. This 
condition is necessary and sufficient, and we call it an admissible condition, which 
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turns out weaker than Plotkin's Logical Relations [121] in the sense that "logical" 
implies "admissible". An admissible equational calculus ,BA  for Binding Equations 
is obtained, which is sound and complete with respect to admissible satisfaction 
I=eBA The relationship between Completeness and Admissible Completeness (or 
between satisfaction =eBA  and admissible satisfaction ,BA) is discussed, although 
it is not completely clear. Other problems remain open as well, say the closedness 
of direct products and the admissible variety problem. 
(b) For a new semantic model, we will give a new binding algebra, i.e. iBA, 
which is intensional in contrast to the previous (extensional) one. Actually, an 
iBA is a generalization of Friedman's Prestructures [46]. A sound and complete 
equational calculus HBA (in iBAs) is established. However, the derivability of HBA 
is weaker than the one of HeBA. In other words, to share a same proof power 
with HeBA, HBA has to use axiomatic schemas instead of pure axioms. Also, the 
relations between extensional satisfaction =eBA  and intensional satisfaction HBA, 
and between admissible calculus HCBA  and calculus F-BA  are discussed. 
Examples of applications with present Framework for Binding Operators and 
HBA are given. They are equationalizations of (i) First Order Logic [140,139], (ii) 
Lambda Calculus and Combinatory Logic [32,33,7], and (iii) Milner's Calculus of 
Communicating Systems [108,109] with data-dependency. These demonstrates that 
the Framework for Binding Operators provides a unified algebraic framework for all 
of logic, computation and parallel computation. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Brief Overview 
From 1959, Kleene published his work on recursion in higher types [87], which was 
soon considered to be a deep and significant extension of the theory of recursive 
functions on natural numbers. More recent work in this area can be found in a 
paper by Kechris and Moschovakis (see [83]), in a book by Fenstad (see [44]), and in 
a paper by Kolaitis (see [92]). Theories of finite types as well as finite orders naturally 
occur in many mathematical practice as demonstrated by Feferman, by Beeson and 
by Troelstra and Dalen in [43,13,159]. The effective aspect of these theories, which 
is one of our main concerns of these theories from computer science point of view, 
lead us to consider of incorporating Recursion Theory of finite types with them. The 
wide range of these theories seems to suggest a more general algebraic framework, 
like Universal Algebra for first order theories. The equivalent represent abilities of 
r.e. relations and of inductive definable relations support this very idea. 
In 1962, Kleene also gave an equivalence between )-definable functionals and his 
generalization of Recursion Theory in [88]. Later, Scott showed that Pw model of 
Lambda Calculus, discovered by Plotkin (see [118,1051), can be regarded as a model 
for Recursion Theory, see [133]. Further, Aczel exploited the above phenomenon in 
his paper related to Frege Structure, and apply to First Order Logic and Set Theory, 
see [4]. In this thesis, we proceed along this line and take arbitrary finite bindings 
as primitives. 
For example, the binding in Lambda Calculus is unary. Certainly, we can gen-
eralize the idea of the unary binding to arbitrary finite numbers of binding. Alge- 
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braically, we can consider an extension of the framework of Universal Algebra to 
accommodate the new feature of binding. Therefore, the new extended signature 
is of second order instead of first order, and the operators in the new signature 
are type-2 operators. We rename them as Binding Operators (BOs). The resulting 
framework is named as a Framework for Binding Operators (FBO). 
As we understand, the common practice seems in favour of higher types instead 
of higher orders. Recently, Shapiro argued in favour of higher order, i.e. extending 
languages from first order to second order [138]. He claimed that "diminished" 
second order languages are the lower bound for such an extension. His "diminished" 
second order language coincides with FBO. 
Like the well-known Church-Rosser property of Lambda Calculus leads to equa-
tional presentation of it, we will seek an equational characterization of BOs (type-2 
operators). Along this line, Aczel gives a Church-Rosser theorem for certain BOs 
[3], which can be generalized to all BOs. Also, with a modification of his Frege 
Structure [4], we can derive an algebra for BOs (extensional Binding Algebra or 
eBA). The derived eBA turns out to be a generalization of the following examples: 
(i) first order algebras (see Subsection 1.3.3), 
Kechris and Moschovakjs' suitable class of functionals [83] (see comments 
after Definition 1.2.1.3), 
Volken's A-family (see Subsection 9.5.3 and [7, p.127]), 
Plotkin's 2w-model of Lambda Calculus [133,134,105,118] (see comments 
after Definition 1.2.1.3), 
Girard's qualitative domain of F system [47] (see comments after Definition 
1.2.1.3). 
Naturally, following Birkhoff [16], we would like to characterize BOs equationally. 
Kechris and Moschovakjs' Enumeration Theorem [83] suggests that an algebraic 
characterization of such might be possible. 
Unfortunately, eBAs and the usual satisfaction I=eBA of Binding Equations (in 
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Birkhoff's approach) do not work. Therefore, we have to find either a remedy for it 
or a new semantic model for BOs. We will present two solutions, one for each. 
For a remedy, we discover a condition on satisfaction for Birkhoff's approach 
to work. This condition is necessary and sufficient, and we call it an admissible 
condition, which turns out weaker than Plotkin's Logical Relations [121,144] in the 
sense that "logical" implies "admissible". An admissible equational calculus F eBA for 
Binding Equations is supplied in Chapter 3. And the relation between satisfaction 
eBA and admissible satisfaction kBA is discussed in Section 3.13, although this is 
not completely clear. Other problems remain open for the time being, such as the 
admissible variety problem. 
For a new semantic model, we will give a new Binding Algebra (iBA) which is 
intensional in contrast with the previous extensional one (eBA). Actually, an MA is 
a generalization of Friedman's Prestructures [46]. A sound and complete Equational 
Calculus F- BA for iBAs is established in Chapter 5. However, iBA is weaker than 
HeBA in proof power; and the precise difference between them is discussed in Section 
11.2. Also, the relationship between extensional =CBA and intensional I=iBA will be 
discussed in Section 11.1. 
Examples of application of F-IBA to equationalization of First Order Logic, of 
Lambda Calculus and Combinatory Logic, and of Calculus of Communicating Sys- 
tems (CCS) with data-dependency are subjects of Chapter 8, Chapter 9 and Chapter 
10 respectively. 
This chapter mainly serves as an introduction to new concepts and results. In 
what follows, Section 1.1 provides a Framework for BOs. Semantic issues and alge-
braic characterizations are classified into two approaches, i.e. Birkhoff's vs Fried- 
man's (or Extensional vs Intensional), and summaried in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 
provides the following: 
Issues related to implementation and presentation such as relationship among 
Diophantine equations (or presentation), recursive functions and Flowchart Com-
putability (or implementation) are in Subsection 1.3.1. Subsection 1.3.2 gives a 
reason for not choosing Combinatory Logic's approach in this thesis. Subsection 
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1.3.3 serves to verify that first order algebras are special cases of eBAs. Review of 
works related to binding such as Variable Binding Term Operators (VBTO), Henkin, 
Tarski and Monk's Cylindric Algebras, Haloms' Monadic Algebras and Polyadic 
Algebras are presented in Subsection 1.3.4, Subsection 1.3.5 and Subsection 1.3.6 
respectively. These demonstrate that the present Framework is a generalization 
of them. Relationship between Logical Relations and Admissibility is discussed in 
Subsection 1.3.7. A potential usage of the present Framework for BOs is of dealing 
with Natural Languages, and this is mentioned in Subsection 1.3.8. 
Some future developments closely related to Computer Science are supplied 
briefly in Section 1.4. They are: 
(1) an introduction of higher sorts, which is accompanied by discussions 
on the distinction between higher types (or sorts) and higher orders 
(Subsection 1.4.1), and 
on categorical aspects of eBAs and iBAs vs 2-Categories (Subsection 
1.4.2); 
(2) generalized Full Abstraction (Subsection 1.4.4); and 
(3) generalized Institutions (Subsection 1.4.5). 
1.1 Framework for Binding Operators (FBO) 
1.1.1 	Binding primitives 
Semantics is the essence; and languages, expressions and mathematical machinery 
obtain their remarkable power by properly capturing semantics (or meanings) to 
syntactic level. I substantiate this claim by picking up some handy examples, say, 
(a) existential quantifier: 3x.P(x) in First Order Logic (see [160,140,113,139] 
and many others for references to First Order Logic), 
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let-expression: let x be d in e in functional programming language ML [55, 
62], 
A-expression: Ax.M in Lambda Calculus [26,7,71], and 
input command: a?x.B(x) in either CCS [108,109], in CSP [73,166,74], or in 
LOTUS [79,18]. 
However, abstraction is not our ultimate goal. Let us take an obvious (naive) 
view such that a theory A of a subject is said to be more abstract than another 
theory B of the same subject if expressions of A are shorter than the ones of B. 
Then, some basic results from Information Theory (or Kolmogorov Complexity, see 
[95] for a reference) show that A can do so only up to certain extent after that B 
would be more abstract than A if we keep the previous view; furthermore, regardless 
how sophisticated A is and how trivial B is, this result stands without any change. 
Therefore, instead of seeking arbitrary abstraction, we consider a proper abstraction, 
which means that the abstraction makes more sense in human intuition. 
Now, we return to the previous examples from (a) to (d). These examples used 
here is not only to emphasize the importance of abstraction but also to bring in the 
idea of binding primitives. Observing them carefully, you would discover that there 
is a general representation, say 3, let, A and in-a, so-called Binding Operators (BUs 
for short). To put this point of BUs more explicitly, I denote a binding primitive 
as (: ), where the first "hole" shows the bound variables in the second "hole" - 
(term) separated by the sign ":", and alter the previous examples accordingly, i.e. 
existential quantifier: ((x : 
let-expression: let((x : e), d), 
A-expression: A((x : M)), and 
input command: in-a((x: B(x))). 
Nevertheless, (_ : ) is a unary binding. It binds the free variable x in terms 
of P(x), e, and M to make the function terms of (x : P(x)), (x : e), and (x : M) 
respectively. 
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It is quite easy to generalize the idea of unary binding (_: _) to arbitrary finite 
binding (, -, ..., - : -) (n 	Nat), even to infinite binding, say countably infinite 
n times 
w (_, -. ...... : .), or even uncountably infinite. But we only consider the arbitrary 
U, 
times 
finite binding in this thesis, and infinite binding is deliberately left out. However, 
infinite binding (or more precisely closed binding) has been considered in Cylindric 
Algebras [66,67]. We will briefly return to Cylindric Algebras later in this chapter 
in Subsection 1.3.5. 
The above observation lead us to consider binding in a broad sense. The wide 
spread examples involving binding from the above and as well as from [43,13,159] 
suggest that binding deserves a more general framework for investigation. A frame-
work with great generality in our mind is Universal Algebra. We can think of 
extending the framework of Universal Algebra to include bindings as primitives. 
However, this does not mean that we do not like categorical presentation. On the 
contrary we would very much like to see how the distinction of syntax and seman-
tics of Tarskian doctrine in present thesis to be presented in categorical way and 
the corresponding interaction between them (see Subsection 1.4.2 for more details). 
Nevertheless, for people who prefer categorical presentation, they should note that 
Universal Algebra (or Free Algebra) can be presented through an Adjunction or a 
Monad, see [97,70,6,128,9] for more details on this issue. 
In Subsection 1.1.2, we proceed along the idea of algebraic extension and work 
out what is the signature with binding primitives in such a framework. 
1.1.2 Signature with binding primitives 
The signature with binding primitives can be thought of as an extension of ordinary 
signature E to include all arbitrary finite Binding Operators. Therefore, we have 
to raise the order of the language from first order to second order, i.e. the new 
extended signature 	° has operations of second order. 
We know that Second Order Logic is incomplete [19] and that there is a potential 
inconsistency in equational theories if we combine )-abstraction with equational 
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theories [20]. It is very reasonable for us to accommodate the new feature of binding 
in some restricted way such that the new extended language will still be very rich. 
We let the new extended signature EBO be indexed by (8* x S)*  x S x S, (or 
more meaningful (S* 	S)* x S --4 S if you prefer a "typed" presentation) where S 
is Sort(EBO) and the superscript * means strings of elements from S (traditionally 
called the Kleene star operator). However, should you be confused by (syntactic) 
higher orders and (semantic) higher types, see Subsection 1.4.1 for more analysis. 
It is just to remind you of that = belongs to the kind of syntactic higher orders. 
Such a EBO  is powerful enough to include all previous mentioned examples. Let us 
demonstrate this for the single-sorted case, 
the existential quantifier: 3 E 	and 
A-expression: A E EBOand 
let-expression: let e EBO 	and 
input command: in-a E 20 
Note that the meaning of s -+ • is different from . 	•. The former shows 
an object being mapped from one domain to another under interpretations, and 
the latter intuitively is the sort for function space. This will become clearer after 
"interpretations" having been defined. Also, the above derived signature makes 
BOs coincide with type-2 operators, which are syntactic names for generalized type- 
2 functionals. 
Having derived the signature EBO  with binding primitives, we can now turn to 
the language (or binding terms) for the intended framework. 
1.1.3 Language with finitary binding primitives 
For a start, we concentrate on single-sorted algebras of finitary Binding Operators. 
There are three reasons for this. 
Philosophically, we are thinking of some kind of type-free theory. 
Notationally, this makes things more simple. 
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(iii) The last one is quite realistic, i.e. the distinction between higher orders and 
higher types as well as their interactions is not entirely clear. 
Therefore, the subject of how to present many-sorted and/or higher-sorted Frame-
work for BOs becomes delicate. It is a good idea to postpone this to a later stage 
of development, at least for the time being. Of course, if we do not consider higher 
sorts, a possible extension to such simple many-sorted Framework for BOs and their 
algebraic characterization can be worked out accordingly and it will be mentioned 
in Chapter 7, but rather briefly. 
Since >IBO  is single-sorted, the indices can be simplified to Nat*  x Nat, where 
Nat is the set of natural numbers. Let V be a countably infinite set of ordinary 
variables with a linear order, let x, y, z, ... range over V; and Y, , z, ..., range over 
lists of (distinct) ordinary variables. Let FV be a family of FV,, (the set of function 
variables with arity in > 0), and f, ... range over FV. For all in > 0, FV, and V 
are all disjoint from each other. 
Definition 1.1.3.1 (binding terms BT): Binding terms BT is a pair of 
< T, FT > where T is the set of ordinary terms and FT is the family of FT,,, 




X  T' 
 
T 
(f E FV and n E Nat); 
f(4,t 2,...,t) E T 
 
tET; xl ,x2, ... ,XkEV 
( X i :A: xa ifi  
(xl,x2, .... xk:t)EFTk 
 
4. for < ñ, n >E Nat* x Nat and £ = 
ft 1 E FTm1 , ft 2 E FTm21  ..., ftt E FTm , t1, t 2, ..., t E T 
I 
0'(ft1,ft2,...,ft,t1,t2,...,t)E T 
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The above definition deserves some explanation: 
for a conceptual reason, we keep zero binding term < E : t > different from 
ordinary term t; 
(2) when n = 0, the second condition above becomes 
fEFV0 
fQET' 
when k = 0, the third condition becomes 
tET 
t) E FT0 ' 
where e is a special symbol and denotes the empty list; 
when £ = 0, the fourth condition becomes 
t1,t2,...,iE T 
(T e 
o(ti , t 2 , ..., t) e T 
further if also n = 0, it will become 
(a 
a() E T 
(5) when n = 0, the fourth condition becomes 
ft, E FT,,,,, P2 E FTm2 , ... ,ftE FT,,,, (a E 
0r(fti,ft2,...,ft) E T 
Also, we obviously have FVm fl FT, = 0 (ifl> 0) and V c T. 
Later for convenience, we introduce some abbreviations as follows. 
f(t 1, t 2, ..., t) is often abbreviated as f(I) such that n = I FI , 1(j) = t j , and 
1(j) means the jth element of list 1, where fl means the length of list t 
(x1 , x2, ..., xk: t) is sometimes shortened as (: t) where k = 
a(fti , ft2, ..., ft, t1, t 2, ..., t) is usually written as a(ft,  1) where ft(i) = ft, 
j)=t, If tl = and n=fl. 
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1.1.4 Equational examples with BOs 
So far, we have the syntactic set-up of the Framework for BOs. With this set-up, it 
is possible to treat many theories in FBO. 
For example, the 9-conversion of Lambda Calculus can be expressed as 
(3) 	app(Ax.f(x), y) 	f(y) 
where \x.f(x) is a conventional abbreviation for \((x : f(x))), app C- 	2> and 
expresses "is equal to". 
Because of the well-known Church-Rosser property, Lambda Calculus may be equa-
tionally presented. 
For functional programming language ML, there is an equivalence relation 
with Lambda Calculus, simply 
(A-let) app(\x.f(x), y) 	let x be yin f(x) 
where let x be y in f (x) is a conventional abbreviation for let(x : f(x)),y). This 
leads to an equational characterization of ML inherited from the one for Lambda 
Calculus. However, we can certainly develop the equational characterization of ML 
on its own. For instance, 
let((x : h(f(x), z)), y) 	h(let((x f(x)), y), z) 
or conventionally 
let x be y in h(f (x), z) h (let x be y in f (x), z) 
expresses a property of ML that if a variable, say x, is globally declared in h but is 
only used locally in f then it can be declared locally instead. This property can be 
used to reduce the number of global variables in programming. 
In First Order Logic, let us take the existential quantifier as an example. 
Its role can be captured as follows. 
True} c_+ 	True 
{ x.t True} u True 
(-elirn) 
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where 3x.t is a conventional abbreviation for ((x : t)), x is not free in u, '-* means 
"implies", True means the value true in truth-values, and the bar -- stands for 
the inference which says that the bottom • is inferred from the top •. 
For the top part of (-elim), It True} —* u True is a conditional (binding) 
equation, which is renamed as a quasi-dependent Binding Equation for certain reason 
to be presented in Section 2.6. Informally, the quasi-dependent Binding Equation 
expresses that the implication from the true value of t to the true value of u is not 
dependent on the value of the variable x. Similarly, for the bottom part of (-elim), 
{ x.t True} 	u True says that the true value of 2x.t implies the true value 
of U. 
(4) For CCS, let us consider the input command in-cE. There is a rule helping to 
characterizes the relationship between an input and an if-statement if b then t else u 
(or b D (t, u)) i.e. (?-then-r-elim) rule (see Lemma 10.3.8): let c?x.t be in-a((x 
t)), then 
{a?x.t 	a?x.u} i—* a?x.(b D (t, v)) 	a?x.(b D (u, v)), 
where • i-* . is another kind of implications (dependent) different from the previous 
one like —* (quasi-dependent), it means either that the front • does not hold or that 
the rear • holds'. This axiom schema plays an important role in equationalizing 
the weak bisimulation of CCS with data-dependency, especially the elimination 
of the silent action T in an if-statement prefixed by an input. For instance, this rule 
is needed in deriving 
a?x.(b D (T.t,v)) 	cE?x.(b D (t, v)). 
All the above examples demonstrate how equations with BOs (i.e Binding Equa-
tions or BEs) can be used to express logic, programming and concurrency. This 
'These two kind implications i-# and 	have been recognized by Henkin as 1= and 
respectively. And he presents two deduction systems for natural numbers in [65] (see 
Section 2.6 for more). 
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leads us to characterize BOs by equations in general, like Equational Logic in Uni-
versal Algebra. Going along this idea, we are further interested in whether there 
exists an inference rule system for such equational characterization, like Birkhoff's 
Theorems of Equational Logic in Universal Algebra. If such an inference system 
does exist and if we are able to capture it precisely, then we would like to obtain the 
equational characterization of BOs once for all. Therefore, it is up to a user to spec-
ify which individual system he want to work with, say either in Lambda Calculus, 
in ML, in First Order Logic, or in CCS provided that he can give proper axioms for 
each. More importantly, he can work with several theories at a same time without 
switching frameworks. Of course, this is reliant on the availability of axioms of the 
corresponding theories in the Framework for BOs. 
However, before we can possibly answer the questions raised above, we have to 
know what a Binding Algebra is. In other words, what is the semantics of BOs? 
Without a semantics, we can never know whether an equational characterization is 
sound, to say nothing of completeness. 
1.2 	Semantics for BOs and their characteriza- 
tions 
With regard to semantics (or meanings) of binding terms, we motivate the inten-
sional aspect and the extensional aspect of the meanings of a function by the example 
of a polynomial, say in Number Theory. A polynomial x2 + x + 1 can be viewed as a 
"transformation" which relates the object n to the object n2 +n+1  (say n E Nat), 
and the same polynomial can be viewed as the object which stores the whole "trans-
formation". The latter view is the intension of the polynomial and the former is the 
extension of it. So, the first "obvious" attempt to semantics is the extensional one, 
and it is called Birkhoff's approach. Aczel's work on Frege Structures [4] can be 
regarded as following this approach. For the intensional attempt to semantics for 
BOs, Friedman does some work on equality between functionals [46] along this line. 
Statman puts Friedman's work in another way and says that Friedman only treats 
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closed terms [143]. In what follows, we are going to present results by following 
each approach. Subsection 1.2.1 is devoted to Birkhoff's approach where we show 
that Birkhoff's method in first order algebras can not trivially applied and certain 
modifications are needed. Subsection 1.2.2 serves for Friedman's approach. The 
last part (Subsection 1.2.3) is to present the core result of the present thesis, i.e. 
(intensional) Completeness of HBA and (extensional) Admissible Completeness of 
H eBA. 
1.2.1 Birkhoff's approach and its remedy 
This subsection will exploit the extensional aspect and establish the definition of 
an extensional Binding Algebra, eBA for short. First, we will give a definition for 
eBAs (Definition 1.2.1.3), which can be regarded as borrowed from Aczel's Frege 
Structures [A80] with a slight modification. The definition of interpretations in 
eBAs, Definition 1.2.1.4, follows after that. 
Definition 1.2.1.1 (explicit closedness): Let A be a set and let .Tm (A) be 
a subset of function space Atm —* A for m > 0. A family < A', F(A) > such that 
A' c A and .F(A) = {.Fm(A)im E Nat }2  is called explicitly closed if 
(eBA-cons) for each m > 0 and a G A', there is a unique function Cm,a E 1m 
such that Cm,a(a) a for in Atm. 
(eBA-proj) for each m> 0 and 1 < i <m, there is a unique function, named 
lrrn,j E .Tm, such that irm,j() = a, for al in A. 
(eBA-cmp) for m> 0, k > 0 given g E F, and gi E .Fk  (1 < i < m), 
there is a unique function h e .77k such that h(a) = g(g1 (â),g2(), 	 or 
h = gO <i>; sometimes, it is further abbreviated as g(g). 
2The reason for A' being a subset of A rather than just A is to share the same concept of 
explicit closedness with binding subalgebras. However, the formal introduction of binding 
subalgebras is postponed to Chapter 3 (Definition 3.1.1). 
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Note that we purposely use ® for the usual compositional functional, instead of 
o to avoid a potential confusion with another use of o in the future (see Subsection 
1.2.2). Also, we will write .F and .Fm for .T(A) and F,,, (A) respectively if no confusion 
involves. 
Informally, the explicit closedness of a family means that the family is closed 
under constants, projections and function compositions. Such a closure is not nec-
essarily preserved by any map over the family. We, therefore, introduce the concept 
of uniformity over the family. 
Definition 1.2.1.2 (eBA-unif): For o E 	(In I= 	an interpretation 
of it is in general a functional A : 	x A - A (or Fmi X  ;'2x  ... X 	X A 	A) 
of a is uniform over < A',F> if for any k > 0, given g j E k+m,  (i = 1, ...,.), and 
.q+j E .F (j = 1, ..., n), the function h is in .Fk where h(a) = A, (h, ) for all d in 
(A' )k.  Here, h(a) = gj(, a) for all a in Am and i = 1, ..., £, and b = g + ) for 
j=1,...,n. 
Note that hi is in 	since 
hi = gi® < Cmi,ai , Cmj,a2, ..., Cmi ,ak , 	 , 7rmilmi > 
for 1 <i < £ where al ,a2,...,ak E A' and k = 
Now, we are able to define an extensional Binding Algebra (eBA) as following. 
Definition 1.2.1.3 (eBA): An extensional >BQalgebra  (extensional Binding 
Algebra or eBA) A is a pair of < FA, A> such that 
FA =< A', .E(A) > is an explicitly closed family and A' = A and ..TF(A) = 
{Fm(A)Im E Nat}, 
A = { A a E >BO } and for each a E 	A (or A, o4, or even a) is 
uniform overTA  
Sometimes, we write T for .TA  and leave A be decided by contexts. 
Compared to Kechris and Moschovakis' suitable classes of functionals in [83], an 
eBA is said to be a generalized case of them in the following sense: (a) the condition 
(i) above corresponds to the composition of "addition of variables" (closed under 
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constants), "substitution of projections" (closed under projections) and "composi-
tions" (closed under function compositions); (b) the condition (ii) above corresponds 
to "functional substitutions"; (c) the other conditions for a suitable class of func-
tionals are actually limited to the standard model of natural numbers. Also, their 
concept of concentration of a suitable class of fun ctionals is similar to the explicit 
closedness. 
Another example of eBAs are first order algebras, see Subsection 1.3.3 for an 
illustration on this. 
A third example of eBAs is Volken's )-family, see Subsection 9.5.3. 
A fourth example of eBAs is Plotkin's 2w-model of Lambda Calulus [105,118, 
133,134]. To see this more clearly, let A be 2w and .Fm be the continuous function 
space from m product of 2w to 2w (apparently this .T is explicitly closed), then 
given k E Nat we have that [Aj < curry 1(g), h > and appØ < h, h2 > are 
continuous for each g E .Fk+l and every h, h1, h2 e .F. This implies that 	and 
app]j are uniform over T. 
A fifth example of eBAs is Cirard's qualitative domains in F system [47]. More 
specifically, let A be a qualitative domain, and ,T, be the stable function space from 
Atm to A. Obviously, this T is explicitly closed. Furthermore, Theorem 1.11 (i) and 
(ii) in [47] guarantee that 	(i.e. (i)) and app (i.e. (ii)) are uniform over stable 
function spaces. 
Next, we turn our attention to interpretations. Let A be an eBA, a valuation 5' 
on A is a family of functions p (from V to A) and pk (from FVk to Fk for lc G Nat). 
Later, we will denote a valuation - as a pair of < p, ç> where is a family of ço 
(k = Pk, k E Nat), simply denote it as <p, >. Sometimes, we call a valuation 
an environment. Let <p, w > be a valuation on A. Then for any x e V and any 
a E A, p[a/x] can be defined by 
I p(y) ify~x p[a/x](y) = I  a 	ify=x. 
From this, we have (1) that p[a/x][b/x] == p[b/x] for all a E A and (2) that 
p[a/x][b/y] = p[b/y][a/x] if x 	y, for all a, b E A. Therefore, we can let p[d/J 
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be p[a1 /xi][a2/x2] ... [a1 /x11] where la-1 = jil, since the result does not depends on 
the order of the appearances of variables. 
Definition 1.2.1.4 (interpretation in an eBA): Let A be an eBA, and 
<p, ,> be a valuation of V and FV on A. An interpretation 	of binding 
terms in BT over A under the environment < p, y> is defined inductively by 
Afr(p, ) =jj p(x) for x E V; 
Alf (1)(p,) =df ç(f)(Afl(p,ço)) for f E FV and t j E T (1 < j 
where J FJ = n and ..4fJ(p, ) is the abbreviation of list ..4ti ](p, p), At 2 ]J(p, p), 
..., At7 j(p,(p); 
Aa(ft, 	(p, ) =df aA(Aft(p, ), Afl(p,(,o)) for a E > <, n>, fti E FTmi 
(1 < i<I?) and t3 ET(1 < j sn), 
where ifti = Iffil = £ and Aj(p,) is the abbreviation of list 4 ftiHp,c), 
..., Alftt j 
4{(:t)Ifl(p,co) =dfg, 
where g() =df At](p[ä/],c) and !dl = l. 
The well- definedness of the above is not obvious, and this matter will be dis-
cussed in the very beginning of Chapter 3 (Theorem 3.0.5). However, Kechris and 
Moschovakis' Functional Substitution Theorem in [83] may provide some confidence, 
since functional substitution corresponds to uniformity as we pointed out before. 
In general, a binding term p "is equal to" another binding term q, written as 
p 	q, if and only if (or if) all evaluations of the two binding terms under every 
environment (commonly referred to as interpretations) are the same, i.e. they can 
not be distinguished from one and the other. Informally, two binding terms p and 
q are indistinguishable by an eBA A if all possible interpretations of p and q in A 
are the same, denoted as A =eBA p q. Formally, 
Definition 1.2.1.5 (satisfaction =eBA): A eBA P 	q (or A j= p 	q for 
short) if Al[p(p, ) = AqJj(p, p) for every environment < p, p> over A. 
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Further, we can naturally extend the above property of an individual eBA to 
the property of a collection of eBAs, say the collection of all possible eBAs. This 
universal property is written as I_—eBA p 	q (or = p 	q), and is defined by 
A heBA p 	q for every eBA A. Apparently, this kind of Indistinguishability is 
commonly said "equality" and it is very strong. Certainly, we can weaken it a bit 
and still get an interesting property, which deserves our study. For example, let -Y 
be a set of Binding Equations (BEs) and A (or p q) be a BE, thus we have the 
following: 
dependent Indistinguishability y -+ A, so-called a dependent Binding Equa-
tion (dBE), i.e. if A = A' for each A' e 'y  then A = A; and 
quasi-dependent Indistinguishability 'y '-+ A, a quasi-dependent Binding 
Equation (qBE), i.e. under every environment, if the corresponding interpretations 
of each pair p' q' E -y are the same then the interpretations of the pair p q = A 
is the same. Formally, 
Definition 1.2.1.6 (dBEs and qBEs): Let -y be a set of BEs and A be a BE. 
 
A' E y implies A = A; 
A H6BA y '-* A (or A HeBA Y '- A even A HeBA y '-* A ) if for each 
environment < p, >, if AD] (p,p) = Aq](p,ço) for each pair p' q' 
then AIJpJ1(p,() = Aq(p,o) where p q = A. 
Later, we shall sometimes use "equality", "dependent implications" and "quasi-
dependent implications" instead of Indistinguishability, dependent Indistinguisha-
bility and quasi-dependent Indistinguishability respectively. 
By definition, we should know that a dBE is an equational form of an inference 
for a deduction of BEs. Because of this, y '—p A can be viewed as either an inference 
rule of the deduction of BEs () or a -y F-* A. This idea will play a crucial role in 
our complete equationalization of First Order Logic in Chapter 8. 
We should also point out that the terms of "dependent equations" and "quasi-
dependent equations" are "equational implications" and "conditional equations" 
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(or "quasi-equations") respectively. They are so chosen is to show our intention to 
unify and to relate the old and unconnected terms like "equational implications" 
and "conditional equations" (or "quasi-equations" or universal Horn Clauses). The 
old terms seems not serving this purpose well. The reason for such terminology is 
given in Section 2.6. 
Further along the idea of unifying, you might notice that there is one thing in 
common among BEs, dBEs and qBEs. That is, the equality of the pair of binding 
terms in A is closely related to the equality of every pairs of binding terms in y. 
Technically, we can bring these three forms together and combine them into one 
form, say {(m)A(-)Im E M} '—* (y '—* A) or simply ft More specifically, 
we take its meaning as the property which is defined through the suggestion of its 
notation. That is, when M = 0, Q becomes a pure qBE, i.e. 0 '— ('y — A) or 
-y c A for short; further if -y = 0, Q is a pure BE, i.e. 0 i—  (0 —* A) or A for short; 
when all -y's are empty, Q is a pure dBE, i.e. f 	A(m)Im E M} '—p (0 —* A) or 
JA(m)lm E M} —+ A for short; of course, further if M = 0 1 is a pure equation, i.e. 
0 i— A, A for short. Therefore, we arrive at a universal form for the three kinds of 
equational forms. We can simply name this equational form as universal Binding 
Equations, uBEs for short. 
Definition 1.2.1.7 (uBE): For a uBE Il, A =eBA  1 (or A eBA 2 even 
A 	eBA ) if A 	
(m) ,. A(m) for everym EM implies A 	A. 
The main aim of this thesis would be to capture the In distinguishabili ties of 
eBAs syntactically, and try to derive complete syntactic calculi (or inference rule 
systems) for BEs, dBEs, qBEs and uBEs accordingly. 
As usual, the term eBA T is constructed from binding terms in BT. The key 
point of the construction is to build an explicitly closed family .TT  from BT as the 
carriers with uniform interpretations of BOs in EBO  (Theorem 3.4.9). An extensional 
Binding Homomorphism (or an eBH) from an eBA A to another eBA A' is a family of 
function from A to A' and functionals from F.A  to .FA1  for rn E Nat, simply written 
as 	: A —+ A', such that it primarily preserves constants, projections, compositions 
and functionals of BOs. That is, an eBH is the family which not only preserves 
functionality (or compositionality) but also preserves some primitive functions like 
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constant functions and projections (Definition 3.1.3). Then, with certain effort we 
would arrive at that (1) A = p q if (2) C(.) = (•) for every C : T - A, where 
we let e[ p] denote the element in .FT  which corresponds to the binding term p. This 
shows the importance of eBHs and implicitly demonstrates the significance of their 
binding kernels in capturing Indistinguishability, where a binding kernel Ker(() of 
an eBH C : A -* A' is the least extensional Binding Congruence (eBC) containing 
the core Vc  of C where an eBC is an equivalence relation on an eBA preserving 
compositionality and Extensionality, and binding core VC of an eBH ( : A - A' 
contains {< a,a' >e A x A!C(a) = ((a')} and {< g,g' > T, x mIC(g) = ((g')} for 
each m E Nat. We further expect that a certain Birkhoff-like theorem such as the 
following four statements are equivalent with each other: 
(1.2.1) A 	p 	q, 
(1.2.2) ((•[ p]) = C(•) for every C : T - A, 
(1.2.3) <[p],S[q] >E flc:T_A-17'(C),  and 
(1.2.4) T/ flC:T-A Ker(C) 	p q. 
However, Birkhoff's approach does not work as expected. It breaks down on 
the commutativity property, say the commutativity of C : A - A', the natural 
A - A/Ker(() and ( : A/Ker(C) -* A'3. That is, there does not in general 
exist a commutative diagram below, see Figure 1-1. 
In other words, C does not always exist as we expected. This breakdown implies 
that (1.2.2) and (1.2.3) above are not equivalent, although (1.2.3) and (1.2.4) are 
equivalent. That is, let Mod(F) be the class of eBAs satisfying IF, the equivalence 
between 
Mod(F) HeBA p q 
and 
T/9 HPBA P q, 
3A/Ker(() is the quotient eBA of A over kernel Ker(C).  Their precise definitions can 
be found in Chapter 3 (Definition 3.7.7 and Definition 3.7.14). 
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A 	 p A/Ker(C) 
A' 
Figure 1-1: commutativity 
where z9 is flAEMod(r)  Ker(A) and Ker(A) is fl:TA Ker((), is valid if we in general 
relax the satisfaction I=eBA  to HeBA  and replace Mod(F) by a larger class Adm(F), 
where A E Adm(F) if Af=eBAF;  although we have that 
FH eBAP D q 
if 
T/9 IeBA P q 
where 9 is almost the same as z9 except that it only involves admissible eBils. 
So, we are led either (*) to exploit the intensional aspect of "transformation" as 
explained in the beginning of Section 1.2 or (**) to find a remedy for the "obvious" 
extensional attempt to the semantics. Actually, we will provide two solutions in the 
present thesis, one of each kind. 
(*) For Birkhoff's approach, we discover a necessary and sufficient condition on 
interpretations (or on eBHs), called Admissibility condition, of having the commu-
tativity. This is a result from Theorem 3.8.5, Corollary 3.8.7 and Lemma 3.10.1. 
That is, the existence of is completely dependent on whether C satisfies the Ad- 
missibility condition. The essence of the Admissibility condition is Extensionality, 
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i.e. : A —* A' is admissible if its image of A is a perfect sub-eBA of A', where 
an image of an eBH is always a sub-eBA and a perfect sub-eBA is a sub-eBA with 
Extensionality. This Admissibility leads us to study admissible Binding Equations 
(admissible BEs). Informally, two binding terms p, q are admissibly indistinguish-
able by an eBE A if all admissible interpretations of p and q are the same, denoted 
as A=eBAP q (the dot on top of ,BA  to show the admissibility). Formally, 
Definition 1.2.1.8 (Admissible BEs of eBAs): A=eBAP q (or A p,—:-q) 
if A[p(p, p) = .4qJp, p) for every admissible environment < p, p >, where an 
admissible environment means that its generated eBH is admissible. 
We succeed in proving the Admissible Completeness of Equational Calculus HeRA. 
This is the best result we have in Birkhoff's approach so far. Possible improvements 
and the relationship between satisfaction I=eBA and admissible satisfaction I=eBA 
along with the comparison between Birkhoff methods in both the first order case 
(Section 2.1) and in FBO (or eBAs) is provided in Section 3.13. 
(**) The intensional (non-extensional) solution in Friedman's approach is the 
subject of the next subsection. 
1.2.2 Friedman's approach 
The intensional aspect of semantics was introduced in the beginning of Section 1.2, 
which can be viewed as to treat all free variables in binding terms BT as bound. 
From eBAs, we understand that an intensional Binding Algebra (iBA) B must 
contain a collection of B, prk,(1 < i < k), om,k(m, k > 0) and 7(T E >< n>, k > 
0) where F3 is a family of sets Bk(k > 0), prk,j is an element in Bk, 0 m,k is an operation 
in Bm x (Bk)' —p Bk (or B,,,XBk x Bk x ... x Bk — Bk), and of is an operation of 
m times 
Bk+ x (Bk)- 	Bk (or Bk+mj X  Bk+m2 X ... X Bk+mt,1 X Bk X  Bk X ... X Bk 	Bk). 
m times 
This collection is said to be a binding pre-algebra. Intuitively, it can be viewed as 
if there is a certain carrier A such that (1) Bk is the function space of Ak , A 
(2) prk, j is a projection map, i.e. PTk,i : A' —p A, and (3) °m,k : ((Am 	A) x 
A) x ... x (Ak 	A))) 	(Ak — A) is a compositional operation, which 
m times 
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will be used in a more readable way g°m,k < h > than om,k (g, /) (I  h= m), and 
even g(h) leaving the choice of k to be determined by the context. We also write (h) 
for list gi (h), ..., g7 (h) (j 	= n), and write Pr for list prk,j, ..., prk,i (1 	i 	j 	k). 
Definition 1.2.2.1 (iBA): Let  bea pair of< fl,B > such that = {Bm m E 
Nat} and B = > O and a E I <,, > and 1 < i < k} and it is a 
binding pre-algebra. Thus, it is said to be an intensional Binding Algebra (iBA) if 
it satisfies the following: 
(iBA-assoc) 
Suppose f is in Bk, § is in (B)k  (i.e. 	= k) and 1 is in (Bm)' (i.e. / 	n), 
then (f(ö))() = f()) Bm. 
(iBA-left-proj) 
Suppose !is in (Bk) (i.e. ill = n), then p'r,(f) =fi: Bk. 
(iBA-right-proj) 
Suppose f is in Bk, then, f(Pr,k) = f. 
4. (iBA-unif) 
Suppose o is in 	and r34 = £, J is in Bk+ (i.e. f, is in Bk+mi for 
1 < i < f), -  is in (Bk)' and h is in (B3)'. Then, 
(u(f,))(i) = 	(j',il(i)) B3  
where f = fj(Pr ,Mi ,/(PrT m.+j )) for i  
Note that the last law of the above is to preserve functional composition of an 
MA. So, its presence sounds of a technical reason. However, we will comment on its 
profound role with binding after defining interpretations (Definition 1.2.2.2). 
iBAs can be viewed as generalized Friedman's Prestructure in [46]. And an 
special case of iBAs is worked out by Aczel [5]. However, their formalizations only 
considered )-abstraction operator, and he does not generalize it to more general 
BUs as the present thesis does. 
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Unlike the case of eBAs, we can not go straight to interpretations of binding terms 
in iBAs. The reason for this comes from how to interpretate function terms. For 
example, intuitively we know that cr-convertible terms in Lambda Calculus, which 
are different from each other by their bound variables, have the same denotation. 
This should be true for binding terms in general as well. But we deliberatively omit 
this kind of technical preparation, and postpone it to Chapter 5 (see Theorem 5.2.2). 
Definition 1.2.2.2 (interpretation in an iBA): Let ' be a family of functions 
:FVm —*Bm (m':~!O). Then, for tET and ftEFTm (mENat), let {x}CV 
such that JYJ = k, Free(t) fl V c {} and Free(ft) fl V ç {}4, an interpretation 
13 over B under the function environments ' on BT i.e. !3IJt] and B:&tjp where 
B is a functional of V - (BT - (Env -* B)), is inductively defined by: 
B4xjo =df pr11, j, for x = 
164f(fl=df 0(f)0,k <134th,>, 
where I rl = n and B41} is the abbreviation of list 13 IJt1, !3 lJt21 
BjJtJ; 
Ba(t, i)L, =df 17k(B4ft, BdiTJ,b), 
where a >BO E 	with 177A = £, and Bdf_tj is the abbreviation of list Bf 
BtJft2]1, ..., 1391f4; 
B(: t)], =df Bdti[:= ] i, 
where i'[7 := ] is a simultaneous substitution, i denotes an "identity" substi-
tution map, z j is the least z E V such that z (Free(t)—{})U{}U{4_1}, 
and i[k containing first k element means the list obtained from the first k el-
ements of the list i'. 
4(a) {a} means the set having and only having all the elements x3 of i, i.e. {} = {y E 
VIy = x(j) for some j }. 
(b) Free(t) and Free(ft) mean all free variables in 2 and ft respectively (Definition 
5.1.2). 
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Note that we will adopt the conventional omission of identity substitution map 
i in substitutions later on; e.g. we will write t [7 := ] for ti[17 := 1] instead (see 
Section 5.1 for more on substitutions). 
Similar to previous subsection, the well- definedness of B4.], e.g. whether 
Bt] is in Bk and whether B4ft]o is in Bk+m with JY I = k, is not entirely obvious; 
and it is postponed to Section 5.2 (see Theorem 5.2.2). However, Friedman's work 
[46] as well as Aczel's [5] should be able to supply enough confidence for the time 
being, although they only considers the )-abstraction operator. 
In iBAs, the role of binding is represented by the index on operations, say the 
index k in o. Such indices are not random, they are (semantically) inter-related 
with each other by the laws presented in Definition 1.2.2.1, say (iBA.-unif) law. We 
should also be aware of that iBAs are not like first order algebras. That is, each 
operator a E BO has a group of inter-related interpretations {aJk E Nat} rather 
than just one interpretation as in first order algebras. 
Analogous to Definition 1.2.1.5, under the context of iBAs we define the in-
tensional satisfaction I=iBA below. The central idea is to bind free variables in all 
arbitrary ways. informally, two binding terms p, q are indistinguishable by an iBA 
A if all possible interpretations of p and q are the same. Formally, 
Definition 1.2.2.3 (satisfaction F=BA): B F=iBA p 	q (or B 	p 	q for 
short when a confusion can be resolved by context) if B4p] = L3gJqJp for every 0, 
{} ç V and (Free(p) U Free(q)) fl V c {}. 
On the other hand, the intuition of binding pre-algebras can be exploited be-
cause they only involve projections prk,j, compositions 0m,k  and indexed operations 
ak. And constants are missing. Furthermore, the index k of operations Uk gives us 
a clue to bring down the order of languages, i.e. from second order to first order. 
This is formalized as b-clones which are certain kind of many-sorted algebras (see 
Definition 5.3.2 and Fact 5.3.3). The treatment of b-clones is put aside and will 
be resumed in Section 5.3. But the discovery of b-clones leads us to reduce Equa-
tional Calculus iBA  (Definition 5.5.1.1) to Equational Calculus F- EQ of many-sorted 
first order algebras (Definition 2.1.32). The reduction is established by discovering 
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two translations trg and tr between binding terms BT and the terms of b-clones 
(Theorem 5.5.2 and Theorem 5.5.3.13). These translations preserve derivations. 
Actually, the proofs of preservations of derivations exemplifies the popular belief of 
representations of variables by projections and vice versa. 
Analogous to Subsection 1.2.1 (Definitions 1.2.1.6 and 1.2.1.7), other Indistin-
guishabilities can also be given, which include dependent BEs, quasi-dependent BEs 
and the universal BEs. 
Definition 1.2.2.4 (satisfactions of I=iBA' l=iBA and =iBA  in iBAs): Let 
B be an MA, -y range over collections of BEs, and A range over BEs. 
B BA -iF-3 /. (or B HBA -*/evenB H 	-  L.)iffB =z' for every 
E -y implies B = 
B I_-IBA ' __4 A (or B HBA -y -4 A even B -y 	z) if for each {} c V 
and {} 	U pqE-yu{}  (Free (P) U Free(q)), if 13H[p'Li = BlJq']j for every 
q' E 'y then B4p = B4qJ V, where p q = 
B I=BA Q (or B 1=iBA  Q even B = ) if B H 
y(m) > thu) for every rn EM 
implies B = -y -* L. 
1.2.3 	Core of this thesis - calculi 1eBA  and 1iBA 
For F-6BA and iBA, we shall obtain soundness and completeness theorems. Since 
Birkhoff's approach (extensional approach) does not work well as expected, we have 
to seek an alternative. The one we present is in Friedman's approach (intensional 
approach), which reduces Equational Calculus HBA to the one of many-sorted alge-
bras through b-clones. The remedy for Birkhoff's approach is also discovered. From 
a set-theoretic (or model-theoretic) point of view, the remedy is more interesting. 
Nevertheless, the core of the present thesis composes of two parts. 
The first part is Chapter 3. It follows Birkhoff's method in first order algebras 
but under the context of binding, and achieve a similar result as Birkhoff's Theo-
rems in (many-sorted) first order algebras. Due to the fact that function spaces are 
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carriers in an eBA, there are two concepts instead of one corresponding to subalge-
bras in first order algebras, say sub-eBAs (Definition 3.1.1) and perfect sub-eBAs 
(Definition 3.1.2). The difference between sub-eBAs and perfect sub-eBAs is Ex-
tensionality. Extensionality also plays a role in extensional Binding Congruences 
(or eBCs) and binding kernels of eBHs (which are eBCs), see Definition 3.7.1 and 
Definition 3.7.14 respectively. Most significantly, Extensionality is the essence of Ad-
missibility, where the "admissible" concept is very important because the diagram, 
see Figure 1-1, commutes if C is admissible. Because the admissible condition is 
necessary and sufficient to have commutativity, we may think that Admissible Com-
pleteness (or completeness for Admissible BEs) of calculus HeBA, is the best result 
we have in Birkhoff's approach (see Corollary 3.10.11 and Section 3.13). Directions 
for a possible improvement is given in Section 3.13. 
About 'eBA  or simply I- (see Definition 3.10.9), it is almost the same as HBA (see 
Theorem 1.2.3.1 below or Definition 5.5.1.1) except for the substitution rule, where 
the substitution rule of F — BA is only applicable if the involved families of substitution 
functions are limited to functional ones in contrast with arbitrary ones in H eBA. 
The second part is Chapter 5. It is to capture the equality of iBAs. The central 
idea is to relate this to the corresponding equality of many-sorted first order algebras. 
The connections between them are established 
by discovering two translations between binding terms and the terms of b-
clones, and 
by verifying that the two translations preserve the equalities and the deriva-
tions between iBAs and b-clones. 
Hence, the soundness and completeness of F-2BA follows from their counterparts of 
F-EQ in many-sorted first order algebras. We now present the calculus 'iBA,  and 
state its completeness. 
In what follows, Fb  is assumed to be a set of BEs, i.e. each element in Fb  is 
of form p q such that either p, q E T or p, q E FTk for some k E Nat, where 
index b of Fb  means binding (however, index b is often omitted for simplicity). 
We say that a family of substitution functions is functional if for all m > 0, 
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Vf E FVm.Free((f)) fl V =0 and Vx E V.(x) E V (see Section 5.1 for more on 
substitutions). Then, Equational Calculus HBA  is as follows. 
Theorem 1.2.3.1 (Theorem 5.6.1.1 and Theorem 5.6.2.2): The following 
calculus FBA, defined in the judgement form of 
F 1 iBA p q or simply F H p q, 
is sound and complete; where F is a set of BEs, and F- BA has (a) Identity rule, (b) 
Reflectivity rule, (c) Symmetricity rule, (d) Transitivity rule, (e) Weakening rule, 
and (f) cut rule (or Modus Ponens) with extra rules in the following: 
HBA (:t) 
where t E T, {} c V, {7} ç V, y3 E V and y3 0 (Free(t) - {}) U 
{yl,y2, ... , ya-1}; 
() 
	
F iBA 	U 
I bZBA  X : t,) : U) 
where t,u E T and xj E V (1 < j 	I) and x 2 	(i 0i); 
() 
F HBA (: t) 	(: u) 
F HBA t[7:= ] u[z:=  ]' 
where {} fl Free((y: t)) = 0 and {} fl Free((z: u)) = 0; 
(func-sub) 
F HBA P q 
I 	iBA P 
where -is a functional family of substitution functions; LO 
(cmp-1) 
F HBA t1 	U1, t 2 	U2,...'tm 	Urn 
F HIBA f(t1,t2,...,tm ) f(U1,U2,...,Um) '  
where! E FVm, t j ,u j E T (1 < j < rn), and F F- BA t1 u1,t2 U2 ...,tm 
Urn is the abbreviation of list F HBA ti 	u1, F HBA t 2 	U2, ... F HBA t m - 
UM; 
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6. (cmp-2) 
	
F HBA ft 1 	fui,ft2 	fU2, ---,ftt 	fu,t i 	n1,t 	u2 , ...,t 	u 
F HBA 0'(P1, P2, ..., ft, ti, t 2, ---,t.) 	a(fui, fzt2, ..., fut, u1, u2)  ..., u) 
where o E E <> with Iñi = £, f t i, fu E FTm2 (1 < i < £) and t j ,u j E T 
(1 < j < n), and F 1iBA ft1 	N, P2 	fu 2,...,ft 	fu, t i 	U1, t2  
u, is the abbreviation of list F F- BA ft 1 	fui, F 'iBA t2 	fu 2, 
You should notice that the absence of 3-conversion-like axioms in 1iBA  Also, 
there is one interesting thing about the completeness of HBA, i.e. (e-1) is not needed 
when the given F does not involve function terms (see Remark 5.6.2.3). The simul-
taneous presence of () and (_1)  shows an important phenomenon in programming. 
That is, when we declare a procedure, we break off the binding primitives and write 
down the body of the procedure; and when we call the procedure, binding primitives 
are put back and the procedure is used as an intensional object. 
The equivalence between HeBA  and =iBA  is established for all semi-closed bind 
ing terms, i.e. binding terms without free ordinary variables in Section 11.1. The re-
lation between H eBA and iBA  is characterized as the equivalence between FHeBAP 
q and cla (F) F- BA p 	q, where cla(F) is the closure of F under substitutions and 
a-conversions. Finally, the equivalence between =eBA  and 'BA  is established for 
eBAs with up to cardinal Ro of ordinary carriers. Possible improvements of this 
result to large cardinals (N > o) is discussed in Section 3.13 (see [155,82,80] for 
references of large cardinals). 
So far, we only show the calculi for pure BEs. From here, we can extend these 
calculi to include dBEs, qBEs and uBEs; and we obtain calculi eBA, HBA, HBA, 
HnA, and F-6BA HBA respectively. Applications of these calculi are provided in Part 
V, which consists of Chapter 8, Chapter 9 and Chapter 10, that cover a complete 
equationalization of First Order Logic through uBEs, equivalences between Lambda 
Calculus and Combinatory Logic through dBEs and equationalizations of the weak 
bisimulation and strong bisimulation of CCS with data-dependency through dBEs. 
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1.3 	Review with relevant works 
We have shown that Binding Algebras (or eBAs) have close relationship with Re-
cursion Theory in higher types. People interested in such connections can further 
pursue them along the line of hierarchies, see Hinman's book [72] for recursion-
theoretic hierarchies. In what follows, we are going to show the other relations of 
the present Framework (FBO) with other relevant work. 
1.3.1 	Equational theories and their feasibility 
Equational theories are quite powerful, e.g. Lambda Calculus and Combinatory 
Logic can be presented equationally. More strikingly, Matijasevic shows that re-
cursively enumerable predicates are Diophantine [102] (this gave a negative answer 
to Hilbert's 10th problem [35]), which connects a constructive part of First Order 
Logic with certain equational theory (Number Theory). This can also be viewed as 
showing the expressive power of equational theories. Along this line, recent work on 
Diophantine equations emphasizes on search of natural and manageable presenta-
tions [103,81]. Others like Bergstra and Tucker demonstrate the expressive powers 
of equations and conditional (or quasi-dependent) equations and their differences 
in [14]. It is also worth to comment that their work can be regarded as showing 
the power of binding when you see the hidden enrichments as certain binding over 
signatures. 
With regard to implementations of equational theories, i.e. extracting algorithms 
from equational theories, we just need to point out the followings. 
Kreisel and Tait, Kleene, Gödel show that recursive functions can be defined 
through collections of equations [94,85,48], which involves type-2 functionals (BOs 
are their syntax names); 
Strong gives a bi-transformation from recursive equations to flow charts [148], 
which is nice from a realizational view; and 
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(iii) Wang and Ershov show that recursive functions are flowchart computable 
[163,39]. 
There are some people working on the issue presentations combined with imple-
mentations. For example, Hayashi [64] and Paulin-Mohring [117] pursue this issue 
under Intuitionistic Logic with Realizability and under Calculus of Constructions 
[29] respectively. Also, O'Donnell take equational logic direcctly as a programming 
language [115]. 
1.3.2 Combinatory Logic 
There might be an alternative approach to ours along the idea of Combinatory 
Logic (CL) instead of generalizing binding from Lambda Calculus. On this sense, 
the present thesis can be regarded as a companion to Kiop's thesis [89]. Also, Bun-
der provides a higher order predicate calculus through Combinatory Logic in [21]; 
Cylindric Algebras can be viewed as taking a similar philosophy as Combinatory 
Logic by introducing closed binding (see subsection 1.3.5); and Tarski and Givant 
give a formalization of Set Theory with similar idea of Combinatory Logic [157]. 
However, whether Combinatory Logic's approach can be more algebraically gener-
alized to more general cases, say like the Framework for BOs (FBO) is to be seen. 
A simple example, which is picked up from Barendregt's book [7], can illuminate 
this point. In general, CL I- t 	u does not necessarily imply CL I- )\* x.t 
(where ) is the counterpart of ,\-abstraction in Combinatory Logic to eliminate the 
need for binding), say CL H Tx x, but CL V S(KT)I I . Also, This example 
explains why taking bound variables as meta-holes (to be filled in) can not work 
well. Nevertheless, Curry extends CL by a finite set A13 of closed equations such 
that CL + A13 is equivalent to Lambda Calculus. A better understanding of A13 
will certainly be helpful in algebraically structuralizing Combinatory Logic, and in 
eliminating the need of variables for substitutions. Recently, Bunder, Hindley and 
Seldin made a step toward this direction of understanding A13 [22]. 
For people who are interested in the debate between Lambda Calculus's approach 
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and Combinatory Logic's approach, Curry's paper [31] and Scott's paper [136] are 
good ones. 
1.3.3 Universal Algebra 
We compare eBAs with first order algebras as follows. Let us suppose that = 
0 if ñn =h €. So, this >BO  can be viewed as an first order signature, and an extensional 
BO-algebra  A (i.e. an eBA) consists of 
Jr- =< A, {m(A)Im E Nat}> and 
for each a E EBI > (of every n E Nat) its interpretation A, is uniform over 
T. 
Apparently, for every m E Nat if Fm (A) is the full function space from Am to A, 
then any arbitrary interpretation A of each a E >1 >  is uniform over T. Thus, 
eBAs are more general than first order algebras. In other words, the latter is a 
special case of the former. 
However, if we do not require the existence of eBHs between these (first order) 
eBAs, then .Fm can be the full function space from A to A; otherwise, we have 
to consider the least function space from Am to A closed under constant functions, 
projections and compositions. The reason for this is better explained by a concrete 
example given after Definition 3.7.14. That is, there is no eBH ( satisfying composi-
tionality if the example takes the full function spaces as its function carriers. More 
specifically, there is a function go  such that no function can be its image of C: 
(go)(a) = (go)(((a)) = (go(a)) = C(a) = a, 
C(go)(a) = (go)((c)) = C(go(c)) = C(b) = b. 
Also, an eBH is no longer an arbitrary family of functionals which only preserves 
compositionality (functionality) as a homomorphism in first order algebras seems 
to be. It has to satisfy some minimal requirements, like preservations of constant 
functions and projections. 
Categorically, we fix a EBO  such that = 0 if ñ 	, let Alg(Y30 ) 
be the class of first order algebras with signature EBO  (forgetting binding), and 
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eBAlg(BO) be the class of eBAs with signature BO•  Then, Alg(Y °) and eBAlg(Y°) 
are categories. There is a (embedding) functor r1EBo : Alg(>JBO) 	eBAlg( °) 
such that for D e Alg(EB0)  (D =< D,V >), I7E Eo(D) = A E eBAlg(EB0 ) where 
(1)D=A and V=A, 
(2) for each m e Nat, J contains 
Cm,a (a E D) and 
7r,,i  (1 < i ; m) 
(3) the family {Jrn E Nat} is the least family closed under compositions of 
constant functions (2.a) and projection functions (2.b). 
For a morphism t : 	—* D2 , I7ERO(t) is a morphism T1EB0(71) : A1 —+ A 2  where 
7Eo (i) preserves constant functions and projection functions. 
1.3.4 Variable Binding Term Operators 
As far as I know, BOs have not been well studied in an algebraic form regardless 
of whether the study is systematic or not. The work relating to Binding Opera-
tors (BOs) in literature is mostly restricted to Variable Binding Term Operators 
(VBTOs). In general, a signature >VBTO  is indexed by elements in UmENat (Sm x 
S)* x 5, where S = Sort(YiVBTO) That is, BOs are technically more primitive than 
VBTOs, and >VBTO C >BO strictly. For example, V, ,\ and in-a are VBTOs and let 
is not a VBTO but a BO. Therefore, the work [1,2,63,34,30,125], only dealing with 
VBTOs, is a kind of special case in the Framework for BOs. Also, since CC-like 
calculi (CC is short for Calculus of Constructions) [61,29] involves only VBTO's 
operations (say ,\, sum E and product H), the same as First Order Logic, equation- 
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alization of them seems to be feasible in the present Framework for BOO. On the 
other hand, whether the difference between VBTOs and BOs is significant is yet to 
be seen. We will touch on this point in Subsection 1.3.8 later. 
1.3.5 Cylindric Algebras 
Closely to eBAs, there is work on Cylindric Algebras, Monadic Algebras and Polyadic 
Algebras, see joint work of Henkin, Monk and Tarski on Cylindric Algebras [66,67], 
Halmos' work on Monadic Algebras and Polyadic Algebras [58,59,67]. This kind of 
work can simply be put in the spirit of taking algebras out of First Order Logic. 
So, the essential part is the treatment of the quantifiers. In turn, the feature of the 
binding being dealt with is more or less the kind of VBTO's binding. 
Technically, Cylindric Algebras are a special kind of Binding Algebras, namely, 
closed Binding Algebras. To see this relation more explicitly, we observe that all 
terms appearing in Cylindric Algebras are closed function terms in Binding Algebras, 
i.e. they are all bound by 7 (list of all variables in V). Since every V is associated 
to an ordinal a, Cylindric Algebras are a-closed Binding Algebras. The ordinal a 
can be viewed as the dimension of Cylindric Algebras. In particular, let a be w 
(the least limit ordinal), then we would have the following. The kth cylindrifier ck 
over a function term (V : t), say ck((V : t)), behaves like an existential quantifier, 
say 	over the corresponding function term like 1((1 M. If we imagine that 
-. 
(V : t) i 	i 	 cyls an object n w-dimension geometry, k  has the behaviour of fixing other 
dimensions and only allowing the kth dimension to change. This can also be viewed 
as a cylinder along the kth axis in the w-dimension geometry, which is probably the 
origin of the name Cylindric Algebras. (k, j)-diagonal element dk,j  can be expressed 
by a qBE, i.e. 
xk),ft) 	oCYl((V x),ft) ,' ft 	dk,, 
51n fact, a complete axiomatization of Calculus of Constructions in FBO is done in 
[153] after completing this thesis. 
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where o is a BO for the composition functional associated with Cylindric Algebra, 
ft = (V : t), (V xk) and (V : x) are kth and jth projection functions respectively. 
1.3.6 Monadic Algebras and Polyadic Algebras 
Monadic Algebras and Polyadic Algebras (see [58,59,67]) are alternatives to Cylin-
dric Algebras. Monadic Algebras are special cases of Polyadic Algebras. Each of 
them is a special kind of Binding Algebras as well. To illustrate our point, let us look 
at Monadic Algebras first. A Monadic Algebra is a Boolean Algebra extended to 
include one "existential" quantifier mon,  where mon(( : t)) can be viewed as short 
for (x 	1((x : t))) and 31 is the usual unary existential quantifier and the index 1 
is to emphasize the arity. 	For Polyadic Algebras, °1((x : t)) ({} c V) 
can be thought as (: ii((: t))), where 3k  is the usual k-ary existential quantifier 
with k = H. 
The relationship between Cylindric Algebras and Polyadic Algebras can be found 
in [67]. There are other ways of algebraizing First Order Logic, say Projective Alge-
bras (a special case of Cylindric Algebras) and Relation Algebras (another special 
case of Cylindric Algebras), see [67]. 
The above work can be viewed as extending first order algebras so that the re-
suiting algebras can have the expressive power of First Order Logic, just like Boolean 
Algebra shares the same expressive power with Propositional Logic. In the present 
thesis, we seem to follows the same line by introducing binding primitives but with 
further extensions from pure equational calculus to dependent equational (equa-
tional implications), quasi-dependent equational (conditional equations or quasi-
equations), universal equational calculi. The final output is very significant, i.e. 
we provide a complete equational reasoning for First Order Logic. Therefore, we 
show that there is no significant difference between equational reasoning and logical 
reasoning. This result seems not to be easily derivable from the other approaches 
demonstrated so far. 
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1.3.7 Logicals Relation vs Admissibility 
Logical Relations have been used to characterize )-definability in one way or another, 
see [154,76,46,121,142,143,144] for examples of using ordinary Logical Relations. 
[110] and [112] are references to second order Logical Relations and partial Logical 
Relations, respectively. Another way to look at Logical Relations is to view them 
as morphisms (correspondences) between two structures (models). However, full 
type hierarchy and their corresponding Logical Relations are not necessary in the 
present thesis. Therefore, our discussion on Logical Relations is of up to rank 2, 
which should not be difficult to extend to full type hierarchy. 
In [121], Plotkin uses Logical Relations (or LR) to show that a functional satis-
fying every LR is )-definable provided that the base domain is infinite. Since he let 
A(0T) be the full function space from 	to AN, his result can be classified into 
extensional approach. 
In a contrast, Friedman does not give any relationship between A(T)  and 
A(T) in [46]. Statman puts this in another way and says that Friedman only treats 
closed terms [143]. Therefore, Friedman's work [46] can be classified into intensional 
approach. Accordingly, his completeness corresponds to completeness of F- BA but 
the latter is a generalized result of the former. His surjective partial homomorphisms 
are his terminology of Logical Relations (by omitting partiality). 
With regard to Logical Relations in eBAs, we say a : A -p A' is logical if for 
each rn E Nat and every pair of g E .F and h E .T,, Va.  E Am.(g(a.)) = h(((a.)) 
implies C(g) = h. Informally, this means that the image of a logical C has enough 
points in its base not only 
to identify the functions within its image function space (i.e. ((FA)) but also 
to identify functions inside the full function spaces of A' (i.e. .FA'). 
However, an admissible C can only do the former (i) not necessarily the latter (ii). 
Therefore, a logical eBH must be admissible (see Section 3.12). 
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1.3.8 Natural Languages 
The Framework for Binding Operators (FBO) is very powerful as demonstrated 
above, although the language is of restricted second order. People might wonder 
whether it is over powerful since none of the work related to binding has treated 
binding in so general a form. Therefore, it is worthwhile to point out a potential 
usage of the extra power. 
Since a framework of Variable Binding Term Operators or the like can not treat 
first order objects and ordinary objects at the same time, the framework for Variable 
Binding Term Operators suffer a set-back on dealing with Natural Languages. That 
is, it may not be a proper framework for Natural Languages. As we know, dealing 
with Natural Languages is not an easy task. To show the difficulty, we just need to 
remind you of many semantic paradoxes, say the Liar paradox (see [100]). Compared 
with framework for Variable Binding Term Operators, The present Framework for 
BOs does not have this disadvantage. The aspect of treating first order objects 
and ordinary objects as the same is being considered as a very crucial point in 
providing a framework to deal with Natural Languages, see Barwise's argument in 
Situation Theory [11] for instance. Therefore, I am quite optimistic in predicting 
that the present Framework for BOs would have a bright future related to Natural 
Languages. 
The work of Plotkin's [124] on the illative theory of relations can be regarded 
as applying the work presented in this thesis to Situation Theory. Also, the work 
of Fenstad and Benthem with others [45] on equational presentations of situation 
in natural languages, and Westerstahi's work on quantifiers of formal and natural 
languages [165] can be regarded steps toward this direction. 
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1.4 	Future developments 
I have to admit that the work presented in this thesis is just an opening for a wide 
area of research. For example, the issues related to Equational Logic discussed by 
Tarski, Taylor and Huet in [156,158,78] can be reconsidered in the present Frame-
work for Binding Operators. However, we want to justify the claim by tentatively 
foreseeing some other developments briefly as follows. 
1.4.1 Higher types vs higher orders 
Pure equational theories are rather weak since their languages only contain asser- 
tions of the form p 	q. For instance, three well-known natural number systems 
(Presburger Arithmetic, Peano Arithmetic, Robinson Arithmetic) are not totally 
presented in equational forms. Naturally, one might wish to unite First Order Logic 
with equational theories. For such a "union", it would make more sense if we can 
provide a framework to contain First Order Logic into an algebraic system. Since 
quantifiers, say existential quantifier, are of non-first-order objects, the algebraic 
system can not be of first order. In the literature, it is a common practice to intro-
duce higher types instead of raising the order of languages to resolve the problem of 
non-first-order objects. The Framework for Binding Operators can be regarded as 
trying (to lead) the other alternative. 
The issue of extending languages to higher orders is quite delicate. Recently, 
Shapiro argued strongly in favour of extensions of languages from first order to 
second order [138]. One of his reason is categoricity (intended interpretations of 
mathematical theories). He proposes a "lower bound" for such an extension, and 
named it as diminished second order language. He also point out that such a lower 
bound language was implicitly proposed and called "applied" first order language by 
Church [27]. It turns out that Shapiro's diminished second order language coincides 
with the present Framework for Binding Operators. 
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Although there may not be an essential difference between higher types and 
higher orders, it is still a good idea to separate them for the conceptual reason. 
However, further introduction of the two kinds of higher types and higher orders 
into the Framework for Binding Operators is a worthy subject to pursue, and to see 
how the two kinds interact with each other (see Chapter 7 for many-sorted FBO). 
1.4.2 2-category, eBAs and iBAs 
Besides introducing higher types and higher orders into the present Framework for 
Binding Operators, there is another area (which might be fruitful), i.e. to connect 
the work here with Category Theory' [97]. This seems to be not trivial, since the 
usual category is first order in nature. Also, it is nice to see how eBAs and iBAs 
are presented in categorical terms, and the advantage of doing so seems to be that 
both eBAs and iBAs can be treated in one semantic framework. In turn, it would 
provide one semantic base to discuss relationship between eBAs and iBAs instead 
of many. We have made a few effort in connecting eBAs and iBAs. Corollary 
5.0.4 confirms that the difference between eBAs and iBAs is indeed Extensionality, 
and Theorem 5.0.5 further shows that interpretations of eBAs (Definition 1.2.1.4) 
and interpretations of iBAs (Definition 1.2.2.2) are consistent with each others (see 
Section 11.1). We also made an attempt on connecting eBAs with iBAs through /3-
algebras (Binding Algebras satisfying /3-conversion) by following Koymans' approach 
in [93] (see Subsection 9.5.4). However, this attempt seems unsuccessful, and it 
further strengthens the desire of linking Binding Algebras with Category Theory 
directly. Since Cartesian Closed Categories are closely related to higher types, it 
seems more appropriate to consider 2-categories as the semantic framework for the 
Framework for Binding Operators, along the introduction of higher types (see [97, 
84,137] for some references of 2-categories). The reason for this is as follows. Recall 
6The up and down of the movement in (classical) abstract algebras with Category 
Theory is excellently surveyed by Maclane in [98]. 
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that a 2-category C can be viewed as a CAT-enriched category (see [97]); i.e. it 
contains 
a class Ob(C) of objects, 
a category C(a, b) for a pair of a, b E Ob(C), and 
compositionals with the obvious laws. 
An eBA A =< A, {Fm Irn E Nat} > is a special kind of 2-categories, i.e. a 
special C, such that 
(a') Ob(C) contains A and its products (closed under finite limits), 
(b') C(Am, A) is .Im with m E Nat (Discretive Category) where it contains: 
constant functions (equalizers of arbitrary pair of homos), 
projection functions (associated with limits) 
(c') compositionals correspond to {.Tm 772 e Nat} is closed under compositions 
(natural inheritance). 
1.4.3 Lambda Calculus vs Linear Lambda Calculus 
Referring to (i) fl-conversions of Subsection 1.1.4, i.e. 
(/3) app(\x.f(x),y) f(y), 
and to (ii) the substitution rule of HBA in Subsection 1.2.2, we understand that f is 
only allowed to be substituted by a semi-closed function term'. If we consider that 
fl-conversion is the same as the above then we are only considering linear Lambda 
Calculus, i.e. the terms involved must have at most one free ordinary variable. This 
'This does not happen to admissible F-,BA.  In other words, the proof power of iBA is 
weaker than the one of 1BA  (see Section 11.2 for precise characterization between these 
two calculi). 
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tends to be over-restrictive. However, whether this is so is yet to been seen. It is 
simply because of the following. If we accept the equivalence between ,\-definable 
functions and recursive functions, then we understand that linear Lambda Calculus 
has the full power of Lambda Calculus as the result of J. Robinson in [126,127]. Since 
this result is based on standard model of Natural Numbers, we wonder whether linear 
Lambda Calculus preserves the full power of Lambda Calculus in general. 
1.4.4 Generalized Full Abstraction and non-Simple Alge-
bras 
From a theoretical computer science point of view, we would like to know what 
is the relationship between transition systems (say Plotkin's structural operational 
semantics [122]) and equational systems (say denotational semantics [147]). The core 
of this relationship is the Full Abstraction, see [120,106,15,114,145] and many others. 
Also, Knobel recently shows that one can obtain intuitionistic fully abstract )-model 
from an classical fully abstract one [91]. However, the above mentioned fully abstract 
models are corresponding to simple algebras by algebraic terminology, which are 
algebras only having trivial congruences. Whether there exists a fully abstract 
model which is not a simple algebra deserves our attention as well. Nevertheless, the 
mentioned work on this subject are not general enough from the point of view of the 
present Framework for Binding Operators. Hence, a generalized Full Abstraction 
in the Framework for Binding Operators deserves our attention. However, how 
to generalize operational semantics to include the cases for function terms in the 
Framework for Binding Operators might be an essential step toward this direction. 
1.4.5 	Generalized Institutions 
There are many collections of "logical systems" in literature. Within each collec-
tion, logical systems are more or less equivalent to each others. Therefore, they 
can be viewed as notational variants of each other. Coguen and Burstall take this 
phenomenon into account and proposed the theory of Institutions to treat the phe-
nomenon in [49,50]. Following them, Sannella and Tarlecki have presented a way to 
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develop ML programs from specifications in [130,131]. The significant point of their 
work is institution-independency. Also, inside one institution, there are many sub-
tle issues involving implementation aspects of Sannella and Tarlecki's work. Farres-
Casals takes some of them into his thesis work, see [41] for a reference. However, all 
above mentioned work are presumed on first order languages since their signatures 
are not of higher orders. An extension of their work to present Framework, i.e. to 
increase the order of languages being used, is certainly desirable. 
1.5 	Summary of terminology and abbreviations 
In this chapter, we begin by explaining the reason why FBO is introduced, and 
give some reasons for an existence of such a FBO. Then, we graduately introduce 
binding primitives, binding signatures, binding terms, binding equations, ..., etc. 
Along the way, we encounter semantic problems in working out complete equational 
logic for FBO. Our proposal to their solutions is classified into two approaches. One 
is Birkhoff's (extensional), and the other is Friedman's (intentional). Relationship 
between these two and the work in literature has been briefly discussed. Possible 
improvements of our results will be discussed in Section 3.13 (Birkhoff approach) 
and Section 11.3 (Friedman approach). Applications of FBO will be in Chapter 8, 
Chapter 9 and Chapter 10. 
In what follows, we summarize some of our terminology for convenience, which 
have their correspondences in literature in the following tables (Table 1-1, Table 1-2 
and Table 1-3). 







(universal) Horn clause 





dependent equation 	quasi-dependent equation 
calculi 
	





axioms 	t 	u or AX 	Yx I" AX 





calculi 	 HeBA 
	
H eBA 	 eBA 
axioms 	p q or 












Table 1-1: summary of terminology 
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j 	and i# 
Chapter 3 binding terms Binding Equations eBA eBH 
p,q pq A 




function equation Chapter 5 iBA translations 
ft,fu ft 	fu B tr',j 
(: t),(: u) (: t) 	(g: 	)) 
Table 1-2: summary of notations and abbreviations 
Chapter 2 algebra subalgebra congruence kernel environment 
D D' 	D 0 ker(t)Ei= {p j i E I} 
Chapter 3 eBA sub-eBA eBC core 
A A' -<A 
perfect sub-eBA kernel = {k E Nat} 
A' - A Ker(() 
Chapter 5 MA 0 = {kIk E Nat} 
B 





We mentioned previously in Subsection 1.3.5 and in Subsection 1.2.2 that 
Universal Algebra is a special case of eBAs and 
the equational completeness of iBAs is closely related to that of many-sorted 
first order algebras (or simply many-sorted algebra), respectively. Therefore, the 
equational completeness of many-sorted algebras is a prerequisite and an introduc-
tion to the one of eBAs. Thus, Part I is intended to serve such purpose. 
We proceed along Birkhoff's approach. Firstly, completeness with variable in-
dices is established (Section 2.1). Many ideas and concepts developed in this section 
will be used and exploited to obtain Admissible Completeness in Chapter 3. Then, 
a necessary and sufficient condition for index free completeness is given (Section 
2.2). Thirdly, the comleteness will be extended to include (i) dependent equations 
(Section 2.3) and (ii) quasi-dependent equations (Section 2.4). Fourthly, results 
will be extended to include the united form of equations, dependent equations and 
quasi-dependent equations, i.e. universal equations (Section 2.5). An overview of 
the results in this part is provided in Section 2.6. It may also be a good idea to read 
Section 2.6 before any other sections. 
Chapter 2 
Many-Sorted Universal Algebra 
We start at many-sorted first order algebras. For the single-sorted first order alge-
bras, you can consult [23,28,56]. 
Let I be a set of sorts and E be a signature of I-sorted algebras (to be defined). 
Actually E, indexed by 1*  x I, is a family of sets >i of operations with the finite 
rank < r,, i > (or the arity) associated with < ic, i >e 1*  x I; where Jo = {E}, e 
stands for the empty list, I 	= {iki E Iandt 	I"} or I x In  for short and 
1* =df UnNat I and r, range over P. 
Let 	be a family of collections xi of variables associated with i E I. We assume 
that JXi J (the cardinal of Xi)  is countably infinite for each i E I and pairwisely 
disjoint. They disjoint with E. 
Now, let us look at the language, so-called terms (or words) built from signature 
and X c , i.e. Xi c xi for i E I. Throughout this chapter, we assume 
an arbitrarily fixed signature E unless we explicitly say otherwise. Also, we will 
abbreviate X as X when no confusion involves. 
Definition 2.0.1 (terms T(X)): T(X) (X ç ) is the family of sets T(X), 
for i E I, of (first order) terms of sort i. These sets are generated by using the 
formation rules: 
1. 
X E X, 
371 
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2. 
ti E T(X)i1, t 2 E T(X) 2 , ... tm E T(X)i. (a E 
 a(ti , t2, ..., tm) E T(X) 
Once having terms (or words), we would wonder what are their meanings. So, 
we need to have a certain collection of objects which may be denoted by terms. Such 
a collection is called an algebra. Formally 
Definition 2.0.2 (E-algebra D): A s-algebra D is a pair of D =< ]5,'D > 
such that 
i3 is a family of carriers Di I E I}; 
V is a family of functionals from Ejij2...jm,j  to function space D2, x D 2 x ... x 
Dim —* Di for every < 12••m, i >E 1* x I. In other words, it assigns a 
function to each operation in E , i.e. for each a E >I 	(or 	and >jlj2 ... jm,j 
when ic = Z1Z2 ... m), V(a) is a function from D 1 x D 2 x ... x D m to D1, 
sometimes we write it as D0. or 
A simple example of first order algebras is first order term algebras. Let T(X) 
be < T(X),T> such that for each a 	and for all t3 E T(X),, 7(i) =df 
where Irl = I tcl and t3 = 1(j). Then, T(X) is a s-algebra. 
With terms and algebras, we can define the meaning of a term, so-called inter-
pretation, such that every term has a meaning in an algebra. 
Definition 2.0.3 (interpretation V and environment ): Let D be a 
s-algebra. For X c and each environment : X —* D (i.e. p, : Xi - D, for 
i E I), an interpretation under environment is defined inductively as be-
low; where interpretation V can be regarded as a functional V: T(X) —* (Env -p D) 
and Env is the indexed function space from X to D by sorts: 
Vxfl(,) =df  pi(X) for x E X; and 
Vfa(1)(,) df 
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Note that we adopt the convention of confusing V in algebra D with the inter-
pretation V of terms in algebra D. 
With the above set-up, we can discuss the In distinguishabili ties, which is com-
monly referring to as equality, in many-sorted first-order algebras. They correspond 
to equations (EQs), dependent equations (dEQs) and quasi-dependent equations 
(qEQs) respectively. Formally 
Definition 2.0.4 (satisfactions of =EQ, I=dEQ and =qEQ): Let t,u,t' (with 
or without subscripts) be terms in T(X) where X c . Thus, 
For equation t —x  u, D EQ  t —x u (or D = t x  u for simplicity) if 
(D, ,5) 	t x  u for every environmentX --+ D, where (D, i) 1= t  -x  u 1ff 
Vt) = VE[u). 
For dependent equation {tm  —x t,jm E M} '-f t x  t' (or 7x '- Ax where 
yx is {t rn x tjm E M} and Ax 1st x  t'), D I=dEQ 'yx '—p Ax (or D = 'Yx H* Ax 
for short) iffD 1= tm  —x t'rn  for each m E M implies D = t x  t'. 
For quasi-dependent equation 7x 	Ax, D I=qEQ 7x 	Ax (or D = 
Ax as an abbreviation) if for every environment p,  if for each t, —x 	E rn 7x 
(D, ) ) '  then (D,) 1= t x  t'. "rn —x "rn 
{
Moreover, we can unify the above three forms into one, i.e. 
(rn) 	(m) 
'Yx Ax mEM}-+(7x '--AX ) 
such that when M = 0, it becomes a quasi-dependent equation; and when all 7's 
are 0, it becomes a dependent equation; when M = 0 and 'y = 0, it becomes an 
equation. Therefore, we call it a universal equation and simply written as 92X or 
even Q. Formally, 
Definition 2.0.5 (satisfaction =uEQ): For a universal equation Il, D HuEQ 
(or D = 9 when no confusion involves) 1ff D I=qEQ 17(m) S, A(m)m E M} for every 
in E M implies D qEQ 7 c-* A. 
Note that for simplicity we have omitted variable indices in the above definition. 
We should mention that equational implications in [158] and conditional equations 
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in [52] (or quasi-equations in [99] or universal Horn clauses in [23,116]) correspond 
to dependent equations and quasi-dependent equations in the present thesis respec-
tively. Our idea is to unify unconnected terminology together. 
In what follows in this chapter, Section 2.1 deals with equations with variable 
index. The elimination of variable index from deduction system 1EQ  is attacked 
in Section 2.2. The dependent equations and quasi-dependent equations are the 
subjects of Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 respectively. Section 2.5 is devoted to the 
deduction system HU EQ (of the universal equations), which is the first appearance of 
such kind, I believe. The last section (Section 2.6) will briefly provide some relations 
between the work done in this chapter and the work presented in literature. 
2.1 	Equational Logic F-EQ  with variable indices 
Let us briefly summarize Birkhoff's method of proving soundness and completeness 
of an equational calculus in single-sorted situation. 
Basically, Birkhoff is interested in theories which can be expressed by axioms or 
equations of first-order languages. In such languages, different terms may express 
the same things. Naturally, we want to find an effective way of deducing whether 
two terms express the same thing. We observe that 
natural connections between algebras homomorphisms, which are arbitrary 
functions preserving compositionality; 
kernels of homomorphisms capturing the terms denoting the same object; 
congruences capturing the kernels without depending on homomorphisms; 
quotient algebras 	capturing congruences, and in turn capturing kernels. 
This is formalized in the three equivalent statements in Birkhoff's Theorem (see 
Theorem 2.1.18 and Theorem 2.1.20 below). With the fact of that homomorphisms 
on term algebras are substitutions, we complete our search for deduction rule be-
sides the obvious ones (reflectivity, symmetricity, transitivity and compositionality) 
indicated by congruences. 
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The essential difference between single-sorted algebras and many-sorted algebras 
is the potentiality of empty carriers (or empty sorts). If Birkhoff's method is going 
to work in the many-sorted case, we must find a way to express empty carriers in 
the approach. This is accomplished by the existence of homomorphisms from the 
corresponding term algebra to an algebra (for denotation). This fact is demonstrated 
in Fact 2.1.3. 
A E-equation (or equation for short) t x t' is a triple < X, t, t'> with variable 
index X (an I-sorted set of variables), where the index X means t, t' E T(X), for 
some i G I. The variable index X in equations is usually referred to as an universal 
quantification, say VX.t 	t' in [51,53,381. However, we prefer variable-indexed 
equations to universally-quantified ones, simply because variable indices make more 
semantic sense than quantifiers on the unification of the three equational logics. 
Besides universal quantifier is not a valid syntactic object in first order languages 
under our consideration. We will come back to this point later. Without variable 
indices (or universal quantifiers), True 	False is derivable, see Example 2.1.1 
below. But variable indices have no role in single-sorted situation, see Example 
2.2.7. 
Example 2.1.1 (necessity of variable indices [51,53]): Let signature 
have sorts fob, bool} and 	= {True, False), büo1,bj = {'}, Eboolxbool,bool 
= {and, or), E,b,bool = { fool}, and other Ek,1 be 0. The axiom are the collection of 
- True False, 	False True, x or -'x True 
x and - 	False, 	x and x x, 	x or x x 
fool(y) 	fool(y) 
where x is a variable sorted by bool and y is a variable sorted by ob. We can derive 
True False as follows. 
True 
fool(x) or fool(x) fool(x) or fool(x) fool(x) c 
fool(x) and fool(x) fool(x) and - fool(x) 
False. 
We start with some more definitions on satisfaction of equations. Formally, 
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Definition 2.1.2 (satisfaction HEQ ): Let F be a set of equations. 
(a) D I=EQ F (or D = F) 1ff D = t x  t' for every t 	V E IF, where F is a 
collection of s-equations. 
We also say that such a D is a (E, F)-algebra and let AlgEr be the class of all 
possible (E, F)-algebras. Sometimes, D is referred to as a model of F. 
(b)K =EQtX t' (or D Ht_xt')iffD Htxt' for each D eK, where IC is 
a collection of E-algebras. 
(c) F I=EQ t x  t' (or F j=  t x  i') iff D = F implies D = t x  t' for every D. 
First of all, there are two simple facts which show the role of variable indices in 
s-equations. The proof is left as a simple exercise (hint: see Example 2.1.22) 
Fact 2.1.3 (role of variable index): Let D be a >-algebra, X fl Y = 0 where 
X,Y c , and t,t' E T(X). Then, 
D H t XUY  t' implies D H t —x  t', only if there is a (total and non-empty) 
map t from X U Y to D. 
D H t —x  t' implies D = t XUY  V. 
Note that the side-condition of 1 in Fact 2.1.3 is because of possible empty 
carriers. It also point out that empty carriers can be captured by non-existence of 
interpretations. 
In general, we are more interested in the property F H t —x  t'. To study this, 
we need to consider a quite arbitrary class of algebras, say A1gE,J-'; since F can be 
arbitrary. In turn, we are interested in a generalization of it, i.e. IC H t x  V for any 
class of IC. This is because of that F H t x  t' is equivalent to IC H t —x  t' when 
IC = AlgEr. However, instead of considering every possible algebra, we wonder if 
there is a way to connect algebras with each other. Obviously, the most natural one 
has to be a homomorphism. Formally, 
Definition 2.1.4 (s-homomorphism): Let D, D' be two E-algebras and L be 
an indexed family of functions from D, to D according to sort i E I. t is said to be 
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X 	 T(X) 
FE 
Figure 2-1: interpretation or unique extension of environments 
a s-homomorphism from D to D', written as t: D -+ D', 1ff for each a E 
and fordk E Di, (1 <k < m), t(aD  (d1 ,d2 	dm ))= cTD (l(di,d2,...,dm)). 
For every environment: X - D, the associated interpretation DsJ(1 )some- 
times denoted as 	, is a s-homomorphism from term algebra T(X) to D. It can 
be easily verified that every environment ,Ei determines a unique E-homomorphism 
and vice versa, see Figure 2-1 (where r/x is the indexed family of the usual 
inclusion functions from X, to T(X)i according to sort i). 
Therefore, we can have the following: 
Property 2.1.5 (satisfaction and homomorphism): D = t 	t' 1ff 1(t) = 
t(t') for every t: T(X) -* D. 
Returning to our previous question about connections among algebras, this time 
it is under the situation of homomorphisms. We wonder whether D can be captured 
by D' through a homomorphism t : D -+ D'. We may notice that if t is injective, D 
can be viewed as a part of D'. Such an observation leads to subalgebras. Formally 
Definition 2.1.6 (subalgebra D D'): Let D' be a >1-algebra and Li be a sub-
family of D'. Then D =<D, V> is said to be a sub-s-algebra of D', written as D 
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D', 1ff for each a E EiIi2 ... j 	and for dk E Di, (1 < k < m), i(aD(di,  d2, ..., dm)) = 
U D'(L,(di ,d2,...,dm )). 
Sometimes, V is denoted by D'rb or V'[D,  where [means projecting (or restric-
tion). 
The collection of all subalgebras has some nice properties. For example, it is 
closed under intersections, and inherits satisfaction. Formally, 
Property 2.1.7 (intersection of subalgebras): 
Let D be a s-algebra and K be {D'D' D}. Then, flK is an algebra and 
indeed a subalgebra of D, i.e. fll4C D. 
Let D' -< D. Then, D = t x t' implies D' j=  t x  t'. 
On the other hand, let us return to our previous question on connections among 
algebras again. This time, we wonder whether D' can be captured by D through 
a homomorphism t : D —+ D'. We observe that if t is surjective and if we collect 
all equal element in D under i (i.e. let [d] be {d E Dt(d) = i(d')}) and unify 
those equal elements into one, then we have reasons to believe that D' should be 
equivalent to D after such collecting and unifying. This leads to congruences and 
kernels of homomorphisms. We introduce them gradually as follows. 
Definition 2.1.8 (congruence 6): Let 0 be a family of equivalence relations 
in A 0 is said to be a s-congruence on D 1ff 0 preserves compositionality; in other 
words, for each a E 	and for J(j), ()') G D,c(j) , dOd' implies atl(cT) 6aD(c ) 
(i.e. d(j)6d(j) forl <j <m). 
Note that in general (j) means the jth element of list i, and ci 6 ci means 
-I 
Ai<j<m d(j)Od'(j). 
Like subalgebras, congruences have the nice property of being closed under in-
tersections; i.e. let '1 be a collection of -congruences of D, then fl 4D is also a 
s-congruence of D. 
Also, it is natural to introduce quotient algebras corresponding to congruences. 
Let 6 be a s-congruence on D, we can define the following: 
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suppose ñ/O is a family of D j10 for each i E I, where D/O =df  {d/O I d E D}, 
d/O =df  {d' E DIdO2d'}  and a(D/o)(d/o) =df  D(d)/O. Sometimes, d/O is written 
as [d], or simply [d] when 0 can be understood from the context. D/0 is said to 
be the quotient >-algebra of D over 0 and there is a natural homomorphism jig-
from D to D/0 associated with 0, i.e. vg(d) = d/0. On the other hand, let 0' be 
another s-congruence of D and 0 c 0'. Then, a relation 0'/0, as that <d/0, d'/O>E 
if <d, d' >E 0', is a s-congruence on quotient algebra D/0. So, we can 
obtain another quotient s-algebra (D/0)/(0/0') by 7 (D/O)/(BIG')((d/0)/(0/0/)) =df  
O/OI)). Such double quotient algebra has a close relation with quo-
tient algebra D/0'. Formally 
Theorem 2.1.9 (quotient algebras and double quotient algebras): Let 
0 and 0' be >-congruences of D and 0 c 0'. Then, there is a >-isomorphism i from 
>-quotient algebras (D/0)/(0/0) to D/0' such that u = t o iiqlo)  a v where a 
>-homomorphism is a -isomorphism if it is bijective. 
Now, we come to the point of introducing kernels of homomorphisms. Formally, 
Definition 2.1.10 (kernel of a homomorphism ker(t)): Let t : D -i D. 
Then the kernel of t, written as ker(t), is the family of relations ker(t) such that 
<d,d'>E ker(t) if i(d) = t(d') and d, d E D. 
It is easy to verify that ker(t) is a s-congruence of D. Therefore, with the natural 
'ker() (or v  natural homomorphism associated with ker(t)) in mind, we wonder 
whether there is a s-homomorphism I : D/ker(i) -* D' such that i. = 1 a v. The 
answer is positive, since i can be obtained through t. That is, i(d/ker(t)) =df  t(d). 
Such a 1 is a s-homomorphism. Moreover, it is a E-isomorphism if t is surjective. 
We sum up these as a theorem below (Theorem 2.1.11). 
Theorem 2.1.11 (homomorphism theorem): Let t : D - D' be a 
homomorphism (or surjective). Then, there exists an injective (or bijective) 1 
D/ker(t) - D' such that t = i a v1 . 
So, D/ker(i) can totally capture D'. Formally 
Property 2.1.12 (invariance of satisfaction under isomorphism): Let D' 
and D be E-isomorphic to each other. Then, D j= t 	t' iffD' = t 	t'. 
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So far, it seems that we have a quite satisfactory answer to our previous question 
on connections among algebras. But such a question would make more sense if we 
can find a "universal" algebra so that each algebra of a class AC, say the class A1gE,r, 
can be expressed by a universal one in one way or the other. Further, we hope that 
such a "universal" algebra can capture the satisfaction I=EQ  of class AC completely. 
Checking what we have in hand at the moment, we will see that the term algebra 
T(X) has certain "universal" property. For example, it has homomorphisms to every 
algebra. Also, T(X) can be generated from X. Combining both together, we would 
come to "free" algebras. Firstly, we introduce a concept of generated algebras. 
Formally 
Definition 2.1.13 (generated subalgebra G(13)): Let D' be a >C-algebra and 
D c 15'. G(15) =df fl{dIC -< D' and d D D}. 
G(]5) =<G(13),V'[G()> is called the generated sub-s-algebra of D' from 
D. D is also called generator of G(B). 
further D' is said to be the generated s-algebra from i3, if 13 c iS' and 
G(D)=D'. 
To justify the word "generated", we can define a function gen and gen*  as 
gen(D) = C such that Ci =df  Di U forDl(d)l  W E Dk and a E 	j} and gen*(D) =df 
U Nat gd12t(1)), where gen1(15)  =df gen(gen(D)). It is an easy exercise to verify 
that G(13) =<gen*(ñ),VI[gfl()>  and d E D, means dk E Di, for 1 < k < m 
and r, = 	Also, it can be easily checked that the term algebra T(X) is the 
generated s-algebra by X. 
The concept of the generated algebra does not quite capture the term algebra 
totally. For instance, the property of every environment can be uniquely extended 
to a homomorphism does not hold for generated algebras in general. In other words, 
not every map from the generator D to G(D) can be extended to a homomorphism. 
The reason for this kind of a failure comes from that the elements in D may not be 
independent. This observation leads to free algebras. Formally 
Definition 2.1.14 (free algebra): Let AC be a class of s-algebra and D be a 
generated algebra from D. D is said to be a free s-algebra of AC if for every algebra 
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D' E K;, any map from i5 to D' can be extended to a E-homomorphism from D to 
D'. We also say that D is free in K; and D is a free generator of D over K;. 
Note that if D is free over K; with generator i5, and if 11, 12 are E-homomorphism 
from D to A which agree on generator D, then tj = 12 since 11 and 12 agree on 
gen 1(D) if they agree on gen(D) for £ > 0. 
An obvious example of free algebras is the term algebra T(X), and it is a free E-
algebra of any class K;, say A1gE,o (or Aig). Now, the uniqueness of homomorphism's 
extension on term algebras can be generalized to free algebras. That is, let D be a 
free s-algebra of K; where D is its free generator, then, every i' : D -+ D' is uniquely 
and completely decided by the map trb from the generator D to D'. 
For a relation among free algebras, we have 
Lemma 2.1.15 (uniqueness of free algebras): Let D and D' be two free 
s-algebras over K; generated by D and D' respectively. If DI = ID-' I then D is 
-isomophic to D' where D, D' E K;. 
For free algebras, we can generalize the result of Theorem 2.1.11. Formally 
Lemma 2.1.16 (free algebras and congruences): Let D be a free algebra 
over K; and i3 be its free generator, D' E K;. Then, 
D/O= G(J/O), where 0 i a congruence of D, and 
for all,, : D - D', there is an >-homomorphism I : D/O -* D' such that 
= 1 o u, where 0 is fl':D-D'  ker(i'). 
if let O be a >I-congruence of D' and D'/O' e K;, then for every t : D -p 
there is an >.1-homomorphism 1: D -* D' such that i. =vp0 1. 
Note that the condition of D is a free algebra over K; is important in the proof 
of (iii) in Lemma 2.1.16. Other items (i) and (ii) are easy exercises. 
From Property 2.1.5, we understand that D = t x  t' if < t, t' >E flt:T-D kerx() 
(we use kerx(i) instead of ker(e) to emphasize the role of X). Also the index X 
means that ker(i) is a s-congruence of T(X)). We restate it as a lemma (Lemma 
2.1.17). 
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Lemma 2.1.17 (satisfaction and index congruence): Let Kerx (D) be 
fli:T—*D kerx (t). Then, D = t x t' 1ff < t, t' >E Kerx (D). 
Applying the above two lemmas (i.e. (ii) in Lemma 2.1.16 and Lemma 2.1.17) to 
term algebra T(X), we would have a Birkhoff's Theorem in many-sorted first order 
algebras. 
Theorem 2.1.18 (Many-sorted Birkhoff's Theorem 1): The following 
three statements are equivalent: 
T(X)/Kerx (D) z  f x  t', 
D = t x ' 0, 
< t,t' >E Kerx(D). 
Proof 
By Lemma 2.1.17, we have that (b) if (c); and by (ii) in Lemma 2.1.16 with 
Kerx (D) = kerx(vKerx (D)) c flt:T(X)—(T(X)/Kerx (D)) kerx (t), we have that (a) if 
(c). 0 
The many-sorted Birkhoff's Theorem seems to suggest that a term algebra T(X) 
may be a "universal" algebra representing all algebras in any (non-empty) V. The 
links between T(X) and other algebras are homomorphisms. This is confirmed by 
the theorem below (Theorem 2.1.19). 
Theorem 2.1.19 (free quotient term algebras): Let K be a (non-empty) 
collection of >-algebras, and Kerx be flDEc  Kerx (D). Then, T(X)/Kerx is a free 
s-algebra over it (when K = 0, we assume flD€,Kerx(D) = T(X) x T(X)). 
Proof 
Let D E K. Then, for every map t : X/Kerx -* D, we know that i o(vX [x) is 
a map from X to D, where vX is the natural homomorphism associated with 
Kerx. Thus, there is an unique extension i' of b a (UX [x) such that ! is a 
s-homomorphism from T(X) to D. 
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since i'  : T(X) -* D, there is an unique ? such that t' = o v' by Lemma 
2.1.16. 
for v1 , applying the same lemma (Lemma 2.1.16) again, we get that there is 
an unique zjs such that v,' = ij, o v. 
We conclude that T(X)/Kerx is a free E-algebra over K. 0 
Now, Theorem 2.1.18 (many-sorted Birkhoff's Theorem on an individual term 
algebra) can be extended. Namely, 
Theorem 2.1.20 (many-sorted Birkhoff's Theorem 2): The following 
three statements are equivalent: 
T(X)/Kerx 	x t', 
K: = t _x " 
<t,t'>EKerx. 
From the above theorem (Theorem 2.1.20), we understand that for every t 
T(X) -p T(X)/Kerx, if < t,t' >E Kerx, then there are u,u' such that i(t) = 
u/Kerx , t(t') = u'/Kerx and < u,u' >E Ker. This observing leads to Lemma 
2.1.21. 
Lemma 2.1.21 : Let K: be a (non-empty) collection of s-algebras and for every 
T(X) -* T(X)/Kerx, there exists 1: T(X) -* T(X) such that z = ux a 1. 
Proof 
We only need to verify the fact that semantic substitutions (environments) can 
be replaced by syntactic substitutions and vice versa. Then, with two facts of every 
term algebra is a free algebra and of each environment can be uniquely extended to 
a homomorphism, the result follows. 0 
Note that we can not apply Lemma 2.1.16 to the proof of above lemma (Lemma 
2.1.21). Why? (hint : the quotient algebra might not be in K:). 
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Since we have not only that for every i : T(X) -+ T(X) there is an i. 
T(X) -* (T(X)/Kerx ) such that t = ux o i, but also Lemma 2.1.21, we know 
that {Kerx IX c } is an invariance under E-homomorphisms from T(X) to itself. 
This invariance brings in the concept of fully invariant congruences. Formally 
Definition 2.1.22 (fully invariant congruences): 
Let 0 be a s-congruence of E-algebra D. Then, 0 i said to be fully invariant 
if dO d' implies t(d)&(d'), for every s-homomorphism (endomorphism) t from D to 
itself. 
Let 0 be a family of collections WD  which is a s-congruence of D E K;. 0 is 
said fully invariant over K; if for each member D of K;, the associated congruence 
WD is fully invariant. 
For example, Kerx is fully invariant s-congruence of T(X), where K; is not 
empty; and {Kerx X c } is fully invariant over the family {T(X)X c } of 
term algebras. 
Referring to Lemma 2.1.21, we notice that i is actually a commonly used syntactic 
technique, so-called a substitution (map). This understanding leads to an extension 
of Lemma 2.1.21. Formally 
Theorem 2.1.23 (substitution 0: Let K; be a (non-empty) collection of >-
algebras and X,Y ç . Then, for every t : T(X) -* T(Y)/Kery, there is a 
>-homomorphism 1: T(X) -* T(Y) such that t = VY a 1 and vice versa. 
This theorem (Theorem 2.1.23) remind us to seek relations between satisfactions 
of term algebras with different variable indices, since we only discuss the satisfac-
tion under a fixed X (referring to 2.1.18 and 2.1.20). For example, whether the 
satisfactions are preserved by different indexed term algebras. 
With this purpose in mind, let 
(a) ) be IT(X)IX C 
(b) k(D) be {Kerx (D)JX C 
K(K;) (or k) be flDE,k(D)  where it is the same as {KerxjX C }, and 
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(d) '171? be {T(X)/Kerx X c 
Note that sign i means that • is a family of things indexed by different variable 
sets and sign ó means that • is a family of things indexed by different sorts. 
Thus, we define that T/k H t x  t' if T(X)/Kerx 1= t —x  t' and its natural 
extension to T/K H F. Then, we return to our starting point, F = t —x  t' (i.e. 
K1 = t x  t' if K be Alg,r'). On the other hand, what we have is: for each member 
T(X)/Kerx of T/k, it satisfies a certain sub-collection F of F, which share the 
same variable index X with the term algebra T(X). Therefore, we naturally wonder 
what is the inter-relationship among the satisfactions of different members of T? 
The followings are some simple facts related to the above question. 
Fact 2.1.24 (relations among satisfaction and variable indices): Let 
t, t' E T(X). Then, 
T(X)/Kerx 1= t x  t' implies T(X)/Kerx H t XuY  t'; 
T(X)/Kerx 1= t DXUY t' implies T(X)/Kerx 1= t x  t', if there is a 
homomorphism t from T(X U Y) -p T(X); 
T(X U Y)/Kerxuy H t XUY  t' implies T(X U Y)/Kerxuy H t —x  i l l-'; 
4. T(X U Y)/Kerxuy 1= t x  t' implies T(X U Y)/Kerxuy H t XuY  t'. 
Informally, Fact 2.1.24 say that increasing and decreasing the sizes of variables 
(as indices in s-equations) have no impact on satisfactions (note that there is a 
side-condition in 2 of Fact 2.1.24). However, such facts do not answer the question 
of inter-relationship of satisfactions directly. Nevertheless, from the second part of 
Fact 2.1.3, we have that < t, t' >E Kerx(D) implies < t, t' >E Kerxuy(D), where 
X fl Y = 0. So, <t, t' >E Kerx implies < t, t' >E Kerxy. We restate this result 
in another way (see Lemma 2.1.25) because of Theorem 2.1.19. 
Lemma 2.1.25 (index increasing): 
T(X)/Kerx H t —x  t' implies T(X U Y)/Kerxuy H t XuY  t'. 
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With Lemma 2.1.25 and the first part of Fact 2.1.3, we can obtained the following. 
Lemma 2.1.26 (index decreasing): 
	
T(X U Y)/Kerxuy 1= 	XUY t' implies T(X)/Kerx = t x t', provided that 
there exists t: T(X U Y) — T(X) (X fl Y = 0). 
Proof 
For each D E K, and for every Li : T(X) —* D, we have 11 o (idT(xuy) rxJ1)# 
is a s-homomorphism from T(X U Y) —* D and (idrx L±J1)#[T(x)= idT(x) , where 
dom(t2) and dom(ii ) mean their domains and 
f 
t2(b) if b E dom(12) 
12 	
= 	ti (b) if b V dom(t2) and b E dom(ti ). 
Therefore, 
= Li 0 (idT(xuy) [x±J1)#(t) = tj o (idT(xUy) [XL±Jt) # (t') = i1 (t'). 0 
This result (Lemma 2.1.26) can be generalized to the following theorem (Theorem 
2.1.27). 
Theorem 2.1.27 (independent increase and decrease of variable in-
dices): Let X fl Y = 0 (i.e. Xi fl Yj = 0 for i E I). Then, 
T(X)/Kerx = t —x t' implies T(X U Y)/Kerxuy = t x t'; 
T(X U Y)/Kerxy 1= t XUY  V implies T(X)/Kerx t XUY  t'. 
Proof 
For the first part of theorem, we would have it by Lemma 2.1.25 and Fact 
2.1.24. 
For the second part of the theorem, we proceed as follows. 
(ii.a) If there is no map from X U Y to T(X), then it is trivial; otherwise, 
(ii.b) for each such map t, we have T(X U Y)/Kerxuy t#(t) XUY 
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By Lemma 2.1.26, we have T(X)/Kerx H i#(t)  —x i#(t'). Then, by Lemma 
2.1.25, we get T(X)/Kerx H i#(t) XUY 
(ii.c) On the other hand, for every t T(X U Y) —* T(X)/Kerx , there is a 
s-homomorphism ii  from T(X U Y) to T(X) such that ti =vXo  ii and vice versa 
(see Theorem 2.1.23). 
By (ii.b) above, i.e. let t be i, we have T(X)/Kerx H 1'(t)  —x 11(t') 
In other words, < 11(t), 11(t') >E Kerx . Hence, t# (t) = 
(ii.d) So, T(X)/Kerx H t x t'. El 
Therefore, every member of T is a model of F if K is Alg, f . Also, Lemma 2.1.25 
and Theorem 2.1.27 together give us a new concept "cross-invariance". It is unique 
to the many-sorted Universal Algebra and has no role in the single-sorted Universal 
Algebra. 
Definition 2.1.28 (cross-fully invariance): Let 0 be a (fully invariant) family 
of collections WD  which are E-congruences of D E KT.  0 is said to be cross-fully 
invariant over ICT  if for all D, D' E KT  and for every < d, d >E 0 we have that 
for each t : D —* D', < i(d), t(dl) >E WD1.  
An example of cross-fully invariant family is to let 0 = {Kerx IX c } and 
kT = T, which 0 and KT  are associated with each other between members of them 
by sharing a same X. 
We expect that many previous results on {Kerx I X c} or on its member can 
be extended to (a) a fully invariant congruence, to (b) a fully invariant family of 
congruences, and to (c) a cross-fully invariant family of congruences. For example, 
Theorem 2.1.20 can be extended, and the extended result is as follows. 
Lemma 2.1.29 (fully invariance and satisfaction): Let 0x be a fully in-
variant congruence on T(X). Then, T(X)/öx H t x  t' iff< t' t, >E ox. 
Proof 
Let t denote a E-homomorphism from T(X) to T(X)/O. Then, fl kerx(t) c 
kerx(v) = 0x• 
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For the reversed containment, by Lemma 2.1.21, we have that < t, t' >E Ox 
implies < 1(t), 1(t') >E 6x, i.e. t(t) = t(t'). 0 
Similar to Fact 2.1.24, we have Fact 2.1.30. 
Fact 2.1.30 (satisfaction and different variable indices): Let 0 be a family 
of s-congruence over t. 
T(X)/Ox  H t —x  t' implies T(X)/Ox H t —XuY  t'. 
T(X)/O 1= t XUY  t' implies T(X)/x H t x  t', if there exists a 
homomorphism t: T(X U Y) -* T(X). 
T(X U Y)/Oxy H t XuY  t' implies T(X U Y)/Oxy H t  —x  t'. 
T(X U Y)/Oxy H t x  t' implies T(X U Y)/Oxy H t XUY  t'. 
Theorem 2.1.27 has its extension as follows (see Theorem 2.1.31). 
Theorem 2.1.31 (cross-fully invariance and satisfaction): Let 0 be a 
cross-fully invariant family of >-congruences over T. Then, 
T(X)/O H t x  t' implies T(X U Y)/Oxy H t  —x  t'; 
T(X U Y)/Oxy H t XuY  t' implies T(X)/Ox H t XUY '. 
Proof 
Both can be proved by applying (iii) of Lemma 2.1.16 with the cross-invariant 
property. 0 
A cross-fully invariant family of -congruences over T seems to totally capture 
equality. That is, so far, we have gotten a quite satisfactory answer to the question 
of inter-relationship among satisfactions. Since we believe of total capture of Indis- 
tinguishability, we are naturally seeking a syntactic counterpart of the cross-fully 
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invariance. Theorem 2.1.23 provides us a clue, i.e. substitutions. Therefore, we 
come to a definition as below (see Definition 2.1.32). 
Definition 2.1.32 (calculus F-EQ): Let F be a set of >-equations (possibly 
empty). Then, HEQ is defined, in the judgement form of 
FH EQ 	uorF Ht x n, 
as follows. 
(eq-id) 




F IEQ t x U 
F IEQ U x 
(eq-trs) 
FHEQtXU; FHEQUXV 
F IEQ t 2 A' V 
Later, F HEQ t1 	x(1) U1 t2 	x(2) U2, ...,tm  _x(m) is abbreviated as list 
F HEQ ti X U1, F HEQ t2 X  U2, ..., F HEQ im —X Urn. 
(eq-cmp) 
F HEQ t1 x U1, t2 x U2,  ... ,tn  X  U 
(u (E 	ZlZ2 ... %,Z) F F-EQ o(ti , t 2, ..., t,) —x 0(tti, u2)  ..., u) 
(crs-sub) 
F JEQ t x U 
(i:T(X)—*T(Y)) 
F F- EQ t(t) 
(eq-ctr) (or (eq-cut), (eq-MP)) 
F' F-EQ t _x ; {F F-EQ t' _x' U' I t' x, U'E F'} 
F IEQ t _x U 
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8. (eq-wkn) 
F F-EQ t 
F U F' F-EQ t -X U 
Note that the non-existence of a substitution map indicates empty sorts (or 
carriers). So, Abstraction rule and Concretion rule in [51,53] are derivable from the 
(crs-sub) rule. 
Now, instead of using F, we use (= {Ffl({X} x T(X) x T(X)) I X C}) to 
show its uniformity with other notation. Actually, we can define MEQ (or simply 
as a function which produces a set 	(F) of equations if given F, i.e. t x  u E 
M(F) if F F-EQ t —x u without using rule (eq-ctr). Then, M is monotonic and 
F ç M(F) (= {M(F)fl({x} x T(X) x T(X)) I X C }) where the partial order is 
the usual set inclusion. Therefore, there are (least) fixed points of .At, where 1' is a 
fixed point of M if .M(f') c f'. 
Since our aim is to have deduction systems, We are only interested in minimal 
fixed points (or the least fixed point relative to a given F), written as U.A(f'), which 
is flR. and R E R. if R is a fixed point of .A1 and it contains IF (N.B. The fixed 
points of M are closed under intersections, i.e. fl 1?. is a fixed point of M if R. is a 
collection of fixed point of .A.t). When without a confusion, we will sometimes use 
.ct(f) to denote uJ1(f'). 
Let 0 be a family of functions from f to i x T such that Ox  (t x t') = < t, t' >E 
T(X) x T(X) for t —x t' E F (i.e. somehow q is a family of identity functions) and 
we denote the family of the reversed functions as qY. Then, we have the following 
Theorem 2.1.33 (deduction and fully invariance and cross-fully invari-
ance): 
For each X c, q(UAt(f))x is a s-congruence on T(X) and (UM(f) 
contains (f). 
(UAt(f)) is fully invariant and further, it is cross-fully invariant over T(). 
Proof 
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From 1 of Definition of 2.1.32, we have that (UAf(f)) contains (f'). From 
2, 3 and 4 of the same definition (Definition 2.1.32), we have that q(UM(F))x 
is an equivalence relation for each X c . From 5 of Definition 2.1.32, we 
come to that (U.Al(f'))x is a E-congruence on T(X). So, we got a proof of 
the first part of theorem. 
From 6 of Definition 2.1.32 and for each X, if let Y be the same as X, we have 
that ç(UM(F))x is fully invariant. 
If we let Y be arbitrary, then we get that (U.A1(f)) is cross-fully invariant. 
0 
Now, the remaining thing is to see the relationship between UM(F) and 
Let us look at 
(2.1.a) It contains F. 
(2.1.b) Since k(Alg) is a family of -congruences, the following four state-
ments are true: 
(2.1.b.i) for every t E T(X), t x  t 
(2.1.b.ii) for every X c , if t 	t' E cb'(k(Alg))x then t' —x t E 
-1  (f((Alg))X; 
(2.1.b.iii) for every X c, if t x  t',t'  —x t" E 0 1(K(A1g))x then t 
1" E 
(2.1.b.iv) for each a 	if 	E q'(k(Alg))x then a(I) —x O(P) E 
(2.1.c) Since k(Alg.) is cross-fully invariant, we have that for every X c , 
if t x 	E 0 1(K(Alg)), then for all Y ç and for all t : T(X) - T(Y) 
t(t) y  t(t') E 	1(k(Alg)). 
To sum (2.1.a), (2.1.b) and (2.1.c) up, we have that cb 1(k(Alg j )) is a (least) 
fixed point of M relative to F. Therefore, UM (F) c 0 1(K(Alg)). Formally 
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Theorem 2.1.34 (soundness of H EQ): EQ is sound, i.e. F F-EQ t x  t' 
implies F EQ  t x t'. 
Note that F H t 	t' if t —x  t' G UM 
From Lemma 2.1.29, we know that T(X)/q5(Ujt4(f'))x 	t —x  t' if < t,t' >E 
q(UM(F))x. Then, as a result of Fact 2.1.30 and Theorem 2.1.31, we have that 
every member T(X)/0(UM(F))x of T(X)/(U.At(f')) is a model of F, i.e. it belongs 
to Algfr..  Therefore, k(Algf) = {flDEA19 Kerx(D)JX C } C (u.Af(f)). In 
other word, we get the completeness of F-EQ. Formally 
Theorem 2.1.35 (completeness of HEQ): 'EQ is complete (and sound), i.e. 
F 	EQ  t x  i' implies F F-EQ t x  t'. 
A complete syntactic characterization of Indistinguishability leads us to wonder 
whether there is a syntactic characterization of the subtlety of empty carriers. Next 
section (Section 2.2) is aiming at this. 
2.2 	Elimination of variable indices 
In the end of last section (Section 2.1), we raise an interesting question, namely 
Question 2.2.1: Can we somehow syntactically capture the subtlety of empty 
carriers, instead of semantic one so that F-EQ is variable index free? 
The success on Completeness of Equational Logic leads us to expect an optimistic 
answer to Question 2.2.1. With such a question in mind, we firstly introduce a 
definition for index free F-EQ (see Definition 2.2.2). Formally 
Definition 2.2.2 (consequence family and variable index eliminable): 
Let K be a collection of s-algebras. Then, 
<t,t' >E Cx(K)y (or Cx,y)  iffT E (X)/Kerx t y  t'. 
F- EQ is variable index eliminable (or variable index free) if for all X, Y C 
such that Cx,y1T(x)xT(x)= Cx,x and Cy,y[TE(x)xT(x)= CX,X. 
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The consequence family in Definition 2.2.2 is to capture the role of the indexed 
quotient algebras (index X) at one hand, and the role of variable index in equations 
(index Y) on the other's. We would see which one is more essential and characterizes 
the subtlety of empty carriers. For this purpose, we turn to Fact 2.1.23 and Theorem 
2.1.26. We would get the following fact (Fact 2.2.3). Namely 





u(?) 	CY,Y[T(X)XT(X)c CX,Y[TE(X)XT(X)c  CX,X 
where c means that such an inclusion holds if there exists t : T(Y) --4 T r, (X). E
Note that the inclusion beside the sign (?) can not directly obtain from Fact 
2.1.23 and Theorem 2.1.26. However, it is an easy exercise to verify that OX,X c 
Cy,x (hint: consider two separated cases, i.e. whether there is a s-homomorphism 
i. : TE(Y) - T(X)). Hence, (i) since TE(X) - TE(Y) (X c  Y), the first part of 
Fact 2.2.3 roughly says that if an equation is satisfied by a bigger algebra, then it 
is certainly satisfied by a smaller one. So, the sizes of algebras have no impact on 
satisfactions. 
(ii) The second part of the same fact (Fact 2.2.3) indicates that if an equation is 
satisfied by an algebra with a larger variable index, then it is satisfied by the same 
algebra with a smaller index provided that the larger index can be expressed by 
the smaller one under the signature E. Therefore, the variable indices play roles for 
empty carriers rather than the size of algebras. This result justifies our formalism 
for equations. 
Now, Question 2.2.1 becomes Question 2.2.4, which is more interesting. 
Question 2.2.4 (variable index eliminable in HEQ): Under what condition 
is the variable index eliminable in F-EQ? 
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Since given an X c j where IXI 0 for each i E I, we have that every Y ç can 
certainly be expressed by X, i.e. there is a E-homomorphism i : Tr(Y) -4 TE(X). 
For example, let JX1 J = 1 for each i E I and there is a unique t : Y - X such that 
T(Y) -* TE(X). 
On the other hand, since for anther Y C- provided JYI 1 for each i E I, there 
is a -isomorphism i : T(Y) 
- TE(X). So, for X and Y, we have that if every 
Z c 	can be expressed by such a Y, then Z can be expressed by X; and vice versa. 
Thus, we can fixed an X which has the property IX! = 1 for each i E I. 
For the fixed X, if there is an i E I such that TE(X 
- 	 0, then for all 
Y ç , there is a E-homomorphism t: TE(Y) -* T(X - X2 ). 
Further, if III > 1 and there is an i E I such that TE(X 
- 
Xj)j = 0 (i.e. the 
variable in Xi can not be expressed by other variable in X), then there is a F such 
that the variable indices in equations are not eliminable in the deduction system 
'EQ. 
Example 2.2.5 (non-eliminable index): Let TE(X - Xi)i = 0 for a signature 
E. A simple example for a variable index non-eliminable F is {y {y} z} where 
x E Xi and y,z E X3 (j E I) provided y 	z and i 	j (hint: considering to 
eliminate x from the index {x, y, z}). 
Consequently, we have what we want, Theorem 2.2.6. 
Theorem 2.2.6 (variable index eliminable condition): Given a signature 
, the following three statements are equivalent: 
for all i,j E I, TE(X), :~ 0; 
for all YC and y_~4OT E(y).O for each jEJ; 
the variable indices in HEQ are eliminable. 
Proof 
The implication from 2 to 1 is trivial, the implication from 1 to 3 is obtained by 
examining Definition 2.2.2, and the implication from 3 to 2 is by Example of 2.2.5. 
0 
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Theorem 2.2.6 says that as long as the given signature E has the property of 1 
in Theorem 2.2.6, calculus EQ  is always variable index free, no matter what kind 
of F would be possibly provided. Such a result is very strong and it is very easy 
to check as well, e.g. see Example 2.2.7. It is very interesting to point out that 
such a condition is totally independent of possible algebras and only relates to the 
signatures. 
Example 2.2.7 (variable index free F-EQ): 
If it is single-orted case, i.e. III = 1, then F-EQ is variable index free. 
for III > 1, if for each i E I 	0, then F-EQ is variable index free. This 
example justifies a commonly used technique of getting variable free F-EQ by 
introducing extra constants. 
As a summary of last section (Section 2.1) and this section, we have reached 
a sound and complete F-EQ for Indistinguishability, and also a nice necessary and 
sufficient condition is found for checking whether F-EQ is variable index free, i.e. the 
usual deduction works in the many-sorted situation under such a condition. 
2.3 	Dependent equations 
In this section, we are studying the dependent Indistinguishability, or dependent 
implications. We start with definitions on satisfactions of dependent equations below 
(see Definition 2.3.1). 
Definition 2.3.1 (satisfaction HdEQ): Let D be a. s-algebra, 'yx  be a set 
of equations, zx be an equation, K be a class of s-algebras, and F be a set of 
dependent equations. Thus, 
D I=dEQ 'yx i—* zy (or D = 	i—* Ay for short) 1ff D H 7x implies D H Ax ,  
K I=dEQ 'yx i—* /.y (or K =7xi—  Ay for simplicity) 1ff D HdEQ 'yX I " 
for each D e 
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D HdEQ  F (or D = F as an abbreviation) if D I=dEQ yx i-* Ay for each 
Yx '- A Y E IF; 
F HdEQ 7X H-* A (or simply F H fx Ay) if D HdEQ  F implies D HdEQ 
1-4 Ay for every D. 
In Yx '-i Ay, we say 7x as its pre-condition (or premise) and Ay as its post-
condition (or conclusion). For its satisfaction, there is a simple but important equiv-
alence for it (see Fact 2.6.2.1), i.e. 
D H 	t y t' if D H u —x  u' for each u _x  u' E (x implies 
D H t D:y t. 
Also, we would like to mention that F = Yx 	Ay in Definition 2.3.1 is equivalent 
to Algs,r H ^jx 	A (where D E Alg,r, iff D H F) in the sense that they share 
the same consequences. 
For simplicity, we always assume X = Y in {t —x t'jm E M} i- (t y 
t'); otherwise, we can replace it by {tm XUY t',jm E M} i-  t XUY  t'. This 
assumption about indices will be applied in later part of this thesis. Also, we notice 
that a dependent s-equation 7x '- Ax can be viewed as a s-equation A', when 
yx = 0 (i.e. MI = 0), since D HdEQ 0 '- Ax if D HEQ Ax. So, we assume 
Ax as an abbreviation of 0 '-4 Ax. This also provides us a clue to understand that 
dependent Indistinguishability corresponds to Indistinguishability. This formally 
has the property below, see Property 2.3.2. 
Property 2.3.2 (equations and dependent equations): Let F be a set of 
dependent s-equations, Eq(F) =df  {Ax  Ax e F}, and D E AlgE,Eq(r) . 
If D yx  then D e 
If D H ^Ix then D E AlgE,Eq(r)u{}  iffD H Ax. 
If replaced Eq(F) by IF, the above two properties (a) and (b) hold. 
From Theorem 2.1.19, we can have the following corollary (Corollary 2.3.3). 
Formally, 
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Corollary 2.3.3 (a similar Birkhoff's Theorem): Let )C be a class of >I-
algebras, Kerx be flDE  Kerx (D). Thus, for the following four statements, (a) 1 
and 2 are equivalent with each other, (b) 3 and 4 are equivalent with each other, 
and (c) 2 implies 3: 
H{tm xtmEM}t x t'; 
for each D E AC, if <tm, i'>E Kerx (D) for every rn E M (or 'yx c Kerx (D)), 
then <t, t'>E Kerx (D) (or Ax E Kerx (D)); 
If <im, t>E Kerx for all m E M (or Yx c Kerx), then <t, t'>E Kerx (or 
/x E Kerx); 
TE(X)/KerX 1= {tm x t' IM E M} 	x t' 
Note that the above 2 and 3 together correspond 2 in Theorem 2.1.20. Also, 
observe that in Corollary 2.3.3, 2 is not in general equivalent to 3. This makes 
a sharp difference between Theorem 2.1.20 and Corollary 2.3.3. However, when 
M = 0, the four statements in Corollary 2.3.3 are equivalent with each other. In 
other words, analogous to Section 2.1, we immediately get a sound and complete 
calculus FjEQ with respect to >II-equations. The reasoning runs the same as the one 
in Section 2.1. Based on this, we give its definition below (Definition 2.3.4). 
Definition 2.3.4 (calculus F-dEQ). The follwing calculus 	of dependent dEQ 
equations is defined in the judgement form of 
F HdEQ fx 	(or simply F H Yx 
where F is a set of dependent >-equations, 'yx  is a set of equations and /-x  is an 
equation. Then, 
(d-id) 
{x I" Ax} H x '' Ax 
(d-rfl) 
HdEQ t 	t (t E T(X)) 
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(d-sym') 
It x u} HdEQ U 	t 
(d-trs') 
{ t 	x u, u x v} FdEQ t X V 
(d-cmp') 
It, x u,1 <n <m} F-dEQ a() x (i7) 
where o E 	 and t, u, E T(X)1 for n = 1) 2, ..., M. 
(d-sub) 
F F cj 	0 i—p Zx 
F F-dEQ 0 
where t : T(X) —* T(Y), t(t x u) =df i(t) y t(u) and t(yx) is its natural 
extension to a set of s-equations (note : t(0) = 0). 
(d-wkn) 
F~-- dEQ YX'" X 
F U F' HdEQ /X I " 
(d-cut) (or (d-MP)) 
IF HdEQ YX 	 L' E IF'}; 	HdEQ 1X ' 
F F-dEQ YX I " AX 
(d-ctr) 
IF FçEQ YX I' zJA E y};F FdEQ Yx H4 AX  
F F-dEQ YX I " 
Also, we can definef4- dEQ as a function which produces a set MdEQ(F) of de- 
pendent equations when given a set F of dependent equations; i.e. 'Yx '—fAx E 
MdEQ(F) if F HdEQ yx 	Ax without using (d-cut) rules. Then, MEQ is mono- 
tonic, and the least fixed point of AEQ containing F, written as UM EQ (F) is 
equivalent to the derivability of F-EQ. In other words, 	HdEQ Yx 	Lx if 
yx 	/x E LJMdEQ(F). 
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Actually, the soundness and completeness of F-dEQ with respect to s-equations 
are (U 	EQ())[ = flDEAlg ,r K(D), where (U.A EQ(F)x)F= {<t,t'> 10 
t 	x t' E UMdEQ(F)}. This can be achieved by the same reason as .A1 with the 
fact that the rules from (d-id) to (d-sub) and (d-MP) of HdEQ include all rules of 
F — EQ. 
Therefore, the soundness and completeness of F- EQ for all possible dependent 
s-equations are whether we have that Yx '—f Ax E UM Q(F) if yx c UM EQ(F) 
implies Ax E UM_ EQ(F) (i.e. 0 -~ Ax E UM EQ(F) when 0 F-* A' E LiM dEQ (F) 
for every A E yx). The proof for the soundness direction is easy. But for the 
completeness direction, we have a counter-example, see Example 2.3.5. 
Example 2.3.5 (counter-example to completeness of 1—dEQ): FEQ is in-
complete for the dependent >-equations. A counter-example against completeness 
Of FdEQ is provided as follows: 
let bool be a sort in I, Ei,bo,l = {true} (assuming i = bool for simplicity) and 
other 	= 0, F is {true(x)—_~x,yj true(y)}. 
Also, let D be an s-algebra such that Ab001 = {true, false} and true is the 
constant function which maps everything to true. Apparently, no algebra can satisfy 
X 	y (except trivial ones), say D 	x {x,y} y. Obviously, D 	true(x) {x,y} 
y provided that D H x {x,y} y. So, x 	y i—* true(x) {x,y} y is always 
satisfied by any algebra, i.e. D H x {x,y} y i— true(x) 	y for every algebra 
D. However, it is not derivable by F- EQ. The full proof is omitted but a hint is given 
as follows: to show this, you can define fltrue(t) as the number of true occurring in 
t and show that every derivable fx '- t —x u has the property of either t = u or 
t,u E yx or ntrue (t) + fltrue(u) > 1. 
So, we have to extend HEQ in order to get a complete calculus for dependent 
equations. 
Definition 2.3.6 (calculus I-dEQ): Calculus HdEQ is defined as follows: 
1. IdEQ contains all rules indEQ and an extra rule below 
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2. (d-in tr) 
PU {O H-* t x t'It x t' xx} HdEQ AX 
F F-SEQ fx I " Ax 
Since F-EQ  is complete for s-equations and HdEQ does not increase the derivable 
E-equations of FEQ,  we have that IdEQ  is sound and complete with respect to 
s-equations. For soundness and completeness of HdEQ, we have a theorem below 
(Theorem 2.3.7). 
Theorem 2.3.7 (soundness and completeness of i-dEQ): IdEQ is a sound 
and complete deduction system of dependent >-equations. i.e. Given F, 
F 	yx 	x if F =dEQ 	Ax. 
Proof 
The proof for the soundness direction is easy and is left out. 
	
For the completeness direction, we know that for every D = F, D = 	Ax 
ill' D = 7x implies D = Ax. Let us suppose F = -jX'-p Ax. That is, for 
every D = F, if D = 'yx then D = Ax. This is equivalent to that for every 
D' j= F U {ø -* t x 'jt  —x  t' E 'yx}, D' = Ax. By the completeness of 	with dEQ 
respect to equations, we have that F U {0 i- t x  t'  —x  t' E 'yx} HEQ Ax. So, 
we have F F-dEQ 'yx '- Ax by (d-intr) rule (in Definition 2.3.6). 0 
Before leaving for next section, we make a few comments on the substitution 
rule in F-dEQ. There are other two forms for (d-sub) in 'dEQ  They are 
(d-post-sub) 
F H Ax '-f i(Ax) (t: T(X) -* T(Y)); 
and 
(d-both-sub) 
F H 	I" Ax; {F H AA 
E 'yx} ( : T(X) 	T(Y)). 
F H t(7x) I" t(Ax) 
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These three substitution rules are equivalent to each other in the sense of that we 
can obtain three deduction systems by using each of them in HdEQ,  and the resulting 
deduction systems for share the same set of derivable dependent equations. However, 
these three rules can not be generalized to the following 
F H fx '—p 
(d-wrong-.sub) _ 	(t : T(X) —* T(Y)). 
F H t(yx) I.'
_ 
We further remark that when (d-intr) is available, we can slightly modified some 
rules indEQ and obtain an equivalent variant of HdEQ  which presents the calculus 
in a uniform way; i.e. to replace (d-sym'), (d-trs') and (d-cmp') by the following 
(d-sym), (d-trs) and (d-cmp) respectively. 
(d-sym) 
F- It x  u} —* U x t 
(d-trs) 
H {t x  u,u x  v} i ,' t x  v 
(d-cmp) 
where a E 	and t, ui-, E T(X) j. for n = 1, 2, ..., M. 
The condition for variable index free HdEQ is still the same as it expressed for 
HEQ in Section 2.2. 
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2.4 	Quasi-dependent equations 
According to their definitions (see Definition 2.0.6), quasi-dependent equations are 
close to dependent equations. For example, we have the following simple fact but 
very important one (see Fact 2.6.3.2): 
Two kinds of implications "i—* "  and "—+" are the same one if we only 
consider ground cases (or closed terms). 
Formally, when 	and zx only contain ground terms, D =dEQ 'Yx '—p  AX jif 
D HqEQ yx 	x, where D is a -algebra. However, we will soon discover that 
quasi-dependent equations are more complicated than dependent equations. 
Definition 2.4.1 (satisfaction 1=): Let -Ix 	z.x be a quasi-dependent E — 
equation (we assume that 0 	zx is 'ix)  and D be a E-algebra. Thus, 
(i) D HqEQ  F (or D k F for short) iffD 1= x 	/-x for each yx 	/-x E F, 
where F be an indexed family of {Fx  I X c} of quasi-dependent >-equations, 
and 0 c* Ax E F means a s-equation; 
(11) HqEQ rx 	/x (or C h= -yx 	Lx for simplicity) if D = yx 	/x for 
each D e 
where IC is a collection of >-algebras. 
(iii) F HqEQ 'yx 	Zx (or F 1= yx 	Lx as an abbreviation) if D = F implies 
D H 	—+ A X for every D. 
We point out that F 1= 'Yx —f Lx is equivalent to Alg,f 1= 7X 	'.x (where 
D € A1gE,r' jif D HqEQ  F) in the sense that they share the same consequences. 
For the relationship between dependent equations and quasi-dependent equa-
tions, we define an obvious translation between them and we have the following. 
Definition 2.4.2 (q-d): A natural translation q-d from quasi-dependent E — 
equations to dependent >-equations is defined as q-4y 	L1x]1 =df 'fx '—f 
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We can extend q-d naturally from defining on an individual quasi-dependent 
equation to defining on a collection of quasi-dependent s-equations. Therefore, 
we would know that there is certain link between dependent equations and quasi-
dependent equations through q-d. For example, given a F which only contains 
quasi-dependent equations, and let rd  be q-dF}J, from D =qEQ 7x 	/-x implies 
D =dEQ yx i— x, we have that 
(2.4.a) AlgE,r ç Algd, hence, Alg,fd HdEQ t —x t' implies Alg,r HqEQ t 
(2.4.b) K: qEQ YX 	LX implies K: HdEQ fx F-* Ax, for (non-empty) K:. 
Note that when we only consider pure equations, the three satisfaction relations 
I=EQ, HdEQ and frEQ coincide with each other. 
From (2.4.b), we understand that H qEQcI-dEQ  if we consider derivabilities as 
relations. From (2.4.a), we have whenever a E-equation can be deduced by FdEQ, 
it can also be deduced by Hq EQ (if there is a sound and complete qEQ). Based on 
this, we know that HqEQ and dEQ are equivalent if we only consider s-equations. 
Analogous to Section 2.1, we try to establish a similar result of Theorem 2.3.3 
for quasi-dependent E-equations, which composes of two lemmas (Lemma 2.4.3 and 
Lemma 2.4.4) and one example (Example 2.4.5) below. Formally 
Lemma 2.4.3 (index congruence, its quotient algebra and substitu-
tions): Let K: be a class of >-algebras. Then, the following two statements are 
equivalent: 
T(X)/Kerx(D) H yx 	x. 
if i(7x) c Kerx(D), then 1(AX ) E Kerx(D), for every 1: T(X) —f T(X). 
Proof 
(a) In general, we have that for each i' : T(X) -* T(X)/Kerx(D) there is a 
1' T(X) -* T(X) such that i' = VKerx(D) o 1' and vice versa. Hence, we have that 
for every u —x  u', t1(u) = i'(u') if <i'(u), i'(u')>E Kerx(D). 
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For "2 = 1", i.e. in the case of yX 	x, we have that t(-Ix ) implies 
that for each in, < '(tm), i'(t) >E Kerx(D). By 2 (of Lemma 2.4.3), we have 
<i'(t),i'(t')>E Kerx(D), i.e. t'(t) = 
For "1 = 2", we have that for every i', suppose that for each m, <l'(tm ), !'(t' )> 
E Kerx(D), i.e. L'(Yx) 
Since D = Yx 	Ax , 1'(yx) implies b'(X), i.e. <i'(t),i'(t')>E Kerx (D). D 
Before proceeding further, we look at the opposite of 2 of Lemma 2.4.3, i.e. there 
exists a i such that i(yx) C Kerx (D) and l(L) V Kerx (D). In other words, Yx 
becomes a valid E-equation by a substitution i but not Ax. An understanding of 
this will lead to a proof of the following lemma (Lemma 2.4.4). 
Lemma 2.4.4 (implication between satisfaction and substitutions): D 
'yx — AX implies that if i(yx) c Kerx (D) then l(x) E Kerx (D), for every 
I: T(X) —* T(X). 
Proof 
Suppose the opposite of that for every 1': T(X) —* T(X), if !'(-Ix ) c Kerx (D), 
then !'(Ax) E Kerx (D). Then we have a i" such that i"('yx) c Kerx(D) and 
Kerx(D). In other words, (D, if') 	yx 	/-x. 0 
For the reversed implication between satisfactions and substitutions, we give a 
counter-example. 
Example 2.4.5 (counter-example to the reversed implication in Lemma 
2.4.4): Let D and F be the same as in Example 2.3.5. Thus, (a) F is sound in D. 
X {x,,} y 	true(x) {x,y} y is not sound in D (consider the assignment of 
both x and y to value false), i.e. 
D 	x 	{x,y} y —* true(x) {.,,y} Y. 
However, for every substitution i : T(X) —* T(X), 
i(x 	y) 9 Kerx (D)(or <i(x),i(y) > E Kerx(D)>) 
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implies 
i(true(x) 	y) E Kerx(D), 
(Note that byBirkhoff's Theorem we know that D H t  —x  u iff< t,u >E Kerx(D) 
and see Example 2.6.3.1 for more). 0 
From Lemma 2.4.3 and Lemma 2.4.4, we understand that quasi-dependent de-
duction systems have a very close relation with dependent deduction systems. This 
close relation has been explicitly expressed, say in 2 of Lemma 2.4.3. So, we intro-
duce a deduction HEQ containing HdEQ as follows. 
Definition 2.4.6 (calculus F-EQ:)  The following calculusqEO,  of dependent 
and quasi-dependent equations is defined in the judgement forms of 
either IF H qEQ U I " 	orF Fq EQ X 
i.e. it contains rules in 'dEQ  and the following extra rules (where F is a set of 
dependent and quasi-dependent equations): 
(q-id) 
{x 	" x} HqEQ fX ) 
(q-rfl) 
H qEQ t X  t 
where t x  u is short for either 0 —* t —x  u or 0 i— t —x  u and the possible 
confusion may be resolved by context. 
(q-sym) 
H qEQ {t x  u} r,  
(q-trs) 
H qEQ It x  u,u x v} ,' t x  v 
(q-cmp) 
H qEQ {tm DX Um 1 <m < n} c*  a() x  a(i%) 
where a e 	and tm, Urn E T(X) jm for rn = 1, 21 ..., n. 
	




F H q EQ YX AX 
F H 	
(t: T(X) 
qEQ 1(X) 	i(Ax) 	
—* T(Y)) 
(q-wkn) 
F FqEQ d ^IX  "AX 
F U F' [-d  _1X_1X AX 
8. (q-cut) 
{F H qEQ '7)c 	AIy —* A' E F'}; F' H qEQ /X " AX 
F H q EQ YX -" AX 
(q-d) 
F HqEQ (X'" AX 
F H q EQ fX " AX 
10. (q-ctr) 
{F Hd 	I qEQ Yx c* 	 E y};F H q EQ 'YX '"AX 
F Fq EQ YX '" AX 
Since the rules from (q-id) to (q-ctr) of HEQ  imply all rules of HEQ, the soundness 
and completeness of H qEQ with respect to s-equations can be obtained by a same 
reasoning as in Section 2.1. On the other hand, analogous to the reasoning in Section 
2.3 for HdEQ we come to that HEQ  is sound and complete with respect to dependent 
equations. In order to get a complete deduction for quasi-dependent equations, we 
need to further extend F- EQ. One possible choice is HEQ  which contains all rules 
in HqEQ  along with an extra rule below 
(w-d-q) 
{F F qEQ 1(yx) F—f i(Ax)Ii T(X) —* T(Y)} 
FH qEQ YX' ) A 
This rule is to reverse the implication in Lemma 2.4.4 as a mean to extend HEQ. 
Informally, (w-d-q) is to collect all those dependent s-equations which are closed 
under substitutions and make them become quasi-dependent s-equations. How-
ever, such a collecting get more quasi-dependent s-equations than necessary, see 
Example 2.4.5. In other words, HqEQ  is complete but unsound for quasi-dependent 
s-equations. 
To introduce the correct extension of IEQ,  we should remind you of the fact 
stated at the beginning of this section. Further, we have the following. 
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Theorem 2.4.7 (skolemization): Given F, let x1,x2,...,x be all possible 
free variables in yx  and AX, and E' = 	U {ci, c2, ..., c} (where c1, c2, ..., Cn are 
fresh constants not occurring in signature E and x3 and c3 share a same sort for 
1 < 	< n), then Alg,f F= yx - Ax if Alglf H S(yx) " 8('x) where 
6: X -* TEI(X - {x1,x2,...,x}) and 6(x2 ) = c2 . 
Proof 
Since D E Algl,r  can be regarded as a -algebra, we have D E Alg,i-', i.e. 
AlgE',r c AlgE,r. Hence, Alg,i.' H yx 	Lx implies Alg,r H 'yx 	x; in 
turn, it implies AlgE',r' H t'(yx) .' i'(Lx), where t' : X -* TE'(X). In particular, 
X -i TEI(X - {x1,x2, ...,x}) and t(xi) = c2 . 
For the reversed implication, suppose D' E Algç q , and i. : T(X) --4D',  and 
(D', t) H -Yx, we know that D' can extended to be aE'-algebra D" such that 
= V for every o E E and V = i(x2 ). Apparently, we have D" 1= F and Ci 
D" H S(yx) where 6 : X -p Tr,, (X - {x1, x 2, ..., x}), 6(x) = c, and 6(y) = y for 
Y e X - {x1,x2,...,x}. By hypothesis, we have D" H 6(x) i.e. (D, t) H Ax. 
Therefore, D' = -lx 	Ax. 0 
From the above proof we notice that replacing rule (w-d-q) by 
(q-s 1cm) 
F HqEQ 6(yx) I) 6(Ax) 
F H qEQ YX "AX 
where 6 is defined in the proof of Theorem 2.4.7, we can obtain a sound and complete 
calculus H qEQ. And rule (q-skm) is referred to as skolemization techniques (see 
Subsection 2.6.3 for more). 
Definition 2.4.8 (calculus F qEQ): Calculus qEQ  contains all rules in qEQ 
with one extra rule (q-skm). 
From the proof of Theorem 2.4.7, we know that the completeness of H q EQ seems 
to rely on the assumption of non-existence of empty sorts in the signature in general 
to guarantee the introduction of constants. But if we notice variable assignments 
are void when there exist empty sorts, then the above assumption is not required in 
the proof of completeness. So, we have the completeness of qEQ  below. 
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Theorem 2.4.9 (completeness of HqEQ ): qEQ is sound and complete (with 
respect to quasi-dependent equations). 
Proof It is based on Theorem 2.4.7 with the fact of thatis sound and qEQ 
complete with respect to dependent equations. 0 
2.5 Universal equations 
In the previous sections, we have obtained deduction systems for equations, depen-
dent equations and quasi-dependent equations, i.e. one for each. On the other hand, 





so-called universal equations as pointed out in the introduction part of the present 
chapter. So, in this section we discuss a deduction system of universal equations. 
D is said to be a model of Q, written as D =UEQ 	(or D = Q for short) 
ff D IqE'Q 
{.,5m) 
c* z.jm E M} implies D I=qEQ y ~ L. Therefore, for 
an universal equation Q we understand that (1) when M = 0 it is a pure quasi-
dependent equation; (2) further if y = 0, it is a pure equation; (3) when all 'rny's 
are empty, it is a pure dependent equation; (4) of course, further if M = 0 it is a 
pure equation again. So, the results in previous sections are very useful for universal 
equations. 
Analogous to previous sections, we can naturally define the followings: 
HUEQ l (or K = Il for short) is the natural extension of D H 9 to a 
collection K of algebras; 
D [--,,EQ F (or D 	F for simplicity) is D = for each f E F, which is a 
collection of Q's; 
/C uEQ F (or /C = F as an abbreviation) is the extension of D = F to a 
collection of algebras. 
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Hence, some similar results to Lemma 2.4.3 and Lemma 2.4.4 can be obtained 
and state in the following two of a theorem and of a lemma. 
Theorem 2.5.1 (a similar Birkhoff's Theorem): The following two state-
ments are equivalent: 
T(X)/Kerx (D) 1= ; 
whenever for every t : T(X) --4 T(X), 1('yx
(m) 
 ) ç Kerx(D) implies i(A,
(m) 
) E 
Kerx(D) for each in E M, we would have that for every 	T(X) -* T(X), 
'() c Kerx(D) implies t'(A) E Kerx (D). 
Comparing with Birkhoff's Theorem, there is one equivalence missing from the 
above theorem. However, we have an implication for the missing equivalence. 
Lemma 2.5.2 (implication of universal satisfaction): D j=  Il implies that 
whenever for every t T(X) -p T(X), 	(m)  ) c Kerx(D) implies t(AX(m) ) E 
Kerx (D) for each in E M, we would have that for every i'  : T(X) -p T(X), 
'(-) c Kerx(D) implies t'(A) E Kerx(D). 
Nevertheless, we understand from the previous result, see Example 2.4.5, that 
the reversed implication of Lemma 2.5.2 can not hold in general. However, we can 
go through a same reasoning as in the previous sections, say Section 2.3 and Section 
2.4, and obtain a sound and complete deduction system with respect to equations, 
dependent equations and quasi-dependent equations. For the completeness up to 
universal equations, we need the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5.3 (universal equations and quasi-dependent equations): 
F = Q iffD 0 	(y 	A) for each m EM implies 	0 F-* (y 	" Ax), 
for every D = F. 
We should know that the satisfaction relation I=uEQ  coincides (1) with HEQ  for 
equations, (2) with =dEQ  for dependent equations and (3) with 	for quasi- 
dependent equations. For convenience, we introduce the following abbreviations. 
(i)tuis short for 0*(0c_*tn), 
(ii) ' 	t 	u is for f 	t' 	u't' 	u' E '} 	(0 —4 t 	u), 
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(iii) y c 	u is for 0 H-* ('y c—* ti) 
From Theorem 2.5.3, we are able to get a sound and complete calculus for uni-
versal equations. Now, we give the definition for it below. 
Definition 2.5.4 (calculus F-REQ): The following calculus FuEQ  for universal 
equations is defined in the judgement form of 
F FuEQ QX or simply F H 
where F is a set of Qs. 
1. (u-id) 
H Q  
(u-rfl) 
F F- Q t x  t 
(u-sym) 
FHUEQ {t x u}c_*u x t 
(u-trs) 
F F-UEQ It x u,u x  v} c- DX v 
(u-cmp) 
F HI EQ ft, X  U,,11 <m n} 	cx(I) x  a() 
where or EEiIi2.. 	and tm,Um E T(X)i. form = 1, 2, ...,n. 
(u-sub) 
F F-UEQ fx'" Ax _ 	(t:T(X)—+T(Y)) 
F H LEQ t(7x ) 
(u-d-ctr) 
F HUEQ  c'; {F HuEQ ç(n) In E N} 
F HuEQ ci 
where 
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ci'= {y(Th) 	A n n E N} F—* (y 	A), 
cl(n) = {7(m) ,S A(m)lm E M} F—* (y(fl) 	A(' ) ) for n E N, and 
= {7(m) c AIm E M} —* (y —* A), respectively. 
(u-q-ctr) 
F F-UEQ Q'; {F Hu 	(t' EQ ciu') t' 	U' E -y' } 
F HEQ Ii 
where 
= {-y(n) 	In e N) 	(' c  A), 
ç(t'u') = {7(m) 	 E M} 	( —* V 	') fort' 	u' E dy',  and 
{-y(m) 	A(-) IM E M} i—* (-y —* A), respectively. 
(u-d-intr) 
F U-y HuEQ A 
F uEQ -y 1-4 A 
(u-q-d) 
F F U EQ -y C4 A 
F 'uEQ 7 1-4 A 
(u-skm) 
F HUEQ S(-y) -* (A) 
F UEQ 7 A 
where S is a (skolemized) family of substitution functions such that (i) S(y) = y 
if y is neither in -y nor in A and (ii) S(x) = ci if xi is either in 'y or in A and 
(iii) ci is a fresh constant (i.e. not available in >). 
(u-q-u) 	
F U {7(m) ) A(-) IM E M} HUEQ 7 	A 
F HuEQ {7(m) c A(-) IM E M} 	(-y c* A) 
(u-wkn) 
(u-cut) 
F' HU EQ ci; {F F-U EQ Q,  I Q, C F'} 
F F,,EQ  ci 
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Theorem 2.5.5 (completeness of HEQ): Calculus F-U EQ is sound and com-
plete, i.e. F HuEQ  l if IF uEQ  Q. 
Proof 
The completeness with respect to pure equations is obtained by (u-id), (u-rfi), 
(u-sym), (u-trs), (u-cmp), (u-sub), (u-wkn), and (u-cut). Besides this, with extra 
(u-q-d) and (u-d-intr), we can obtain the completeness with respect to dependent 
equations. After that, we get the completeness with respect to quasi-dependent 
equations through another (u-skm). From the above and the last one (u-q-u), we 
have the full completeness. 0. 
2.6 	Discussion on related works 
In the present chapter, we are interested in many-sorted theories which can be ex-
pressed by equations or axioms of first order language. This kind of equational 
theories, including their corresponding software system environments (say systems 
of term rewriting [36,90], logic programming and/or functional programming), has 
been developed dramatically in recent years, and is still rapidly growing. Appar-
ently, equational logics play fundamental roles in these theories. However, there are 
confusions in the literature about the logics. Some of them are terminological or 
notational, and the others of them are theoretical. This section is an attempt at a 
brief survey and subsequent clarification in the area. 
Terminologically, there is no confusion in equational logics for pure equations. 
But the situations are different for the other two kinds of equational logics. One is 
for equational implications [158,56] and the other is for conditional equations [52]. 
For equational implications, some people refer them as "conditional equations", 
and even confuse them as conditional equations. For conditional equations, they 
are referred to either as quasi-equations [99] or as universal Horn Clauses [116] 
by different schools. Actually, the three kinds of equational logics have a close 
relationship between them. In order to avoid a future confusion we propose to use 
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dependent equations and quasi-dependent equations for equational implications and 
conditional equations respectively in this thesis (see Table 1.5.1 in Section 1.5). 
Henkin has recognized the difference between the dependent implication and 
the quasi-dependent implication in [65]. He obtains deduction systems for natural 
numbers < Nat, +Nat,  0> corresponding to dependent and quasi-dependent impli- 
cations (see his = for 	in [65, Section 41 and his 
j=*  for —* in [65, (7.1) Definition]). 
The examples to show the difference between '—* and 	by Henkin are given in [65, 
(7.2)], i.e. (with notational modifications) 
{ X +Nat Y Y +Nat x} H X +Nat Z Z +Naj x, but 
not {x +Nat y y +Nat x} 	X +Nat Z Z +Nai  X 
In the following three subsections, we discuss the relationship between the work 
in this chapter the work in the literature. 
2.6.1 	Equational Logic i-EQ 
The soundness and completeness of many-sorted 'EQ,  was believed to be a trivial 
extension of the single-sorted one, and was first claimed by Goguen and Meseguer 
in [51] which demonstrated that the naive belief did not hold. The simple example 
provided by them is Example 2.1.1. Two special rules, Abstraction and Concretion 
(abst) 
F IEQ t x U 
F F-EQ  t XU{y}  U 
(coner) 
F F-EQ t _x U 
F F-EQ t—_X—J') U 
(T(0) / Ø and x E X) 
where y is not in X and x is neither in t nor in u, are given in the deduction system 
(see [51,53]) besides the ordinary rules to emphasize the potentiality of empty sorts 
(or empty carriers). The full version of the soundness and completeness of their 
system appears in [53]. This proof involves building function spaces from term alge-
bras and the verification that these spaces form clones (see [28] for basic properties 
of clones). Since they only allow arbitrary finite quantification over equations, they 
use the co-limit result from Category Theory [97] in eliminating quantification over 
equations, i.e. in obtaining a quantifier-free (or variable index free) calculus. Ehrig 
and Mahr seem to follow the outline of the proof in [51] and provide another proof 
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in [38] but they exclude the case of empty sorts. There has been some confusion 
between these two proofs, see [37] and [54]. 
We take a different approach from that used by the authors above in our proof of 
soundness and completeness of HEQ.  Following Birkhoff (see [23,28,56]), we extend 
the proof of the single-sorted case by introducing the concept of cross-fully invariant 
congruences, which differs from fully invariant congruences as in [23]. This approach 
removes the need to build function spaces from term algebras to form clones, and 
use clone properties to obtain the completeness result as in [53]; nor do we need to 
exclude algebras with empty carriers as in [38]. We should point out that there is no 
place for cross-fully invariant congruences in the single-sorted case. The necessary 
and sufficient condition for variable index free HEQ is derived within this approach 
(Section 2.2). 
Birkhoff's approach is conceptually simpler, and it is more coherent when we 
consider the extensions to include dependent equations and quasi-dependent equa-
tions. Also, information about models, e.g. what are equationally definable, depen-
dent equationally definable and/or quasi-dependent equationally definable classes 
of algebras (see [25,99] for examples about models of quasi-dependent equations), 
can easily be carried out. This kind of benefit is not easily available in the other 
approaches such as [53]. To understand this point more clearly, let us consider 
universally-quantified equations, like VX.t 	u. It is easy to extend universally- 
quantified equations to dependent equations, i.e. 
(VX.y) p—> (VX.t u) 
where VX.-y is {VX.t' 	 E -y}. However, since every equations are 
universally-quantified, it is hard to represent a quasi-dependent equation, like 
VX.('y c 	D: 
in this universally-quantified framework for equations. There is no such a problem 
in generalizing variable-indexed equations to other kinds of equational forms, see 
the following 
tXZL, 	fx — txU, 	YxtxU. 
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2.6.2 Calculus IdEQ  for dependent equations 
Birkhoff's approach provides further clarification on the soundness and complete-
ness of HdEQ and of HqEQ Essentially, a sound and complete calculus for dependent 
equations can be obtained by the following fact with completeness of F-EQ. 
	
Fact 2.6.2.1: F 1= -y i-p 	u if F = 	u when F = -y. 
Therefore, let dEQ  have all the obvious rules1 with an extra rule (d-intr). 
Thus, it is sound and complete. 
2.6.3 Calculus IqEQ  for quasi-dependent equations 
For quasi-dependent equations, there is one obvious temptation as follows. 
Congrs,E denotes the complete lattice of congruences on term algebra T(X). 
Or is the functional: Corigrs,E -* Congrs, E such that given a congruence 	, 
OF(1) is the smallest congruence family 2  satisfying: for each -yx c 	—x u e F 
and every t: X -* T(X), 
(ii.a) if t(t') i  t(u') for each t' —x u' E 'fx then i(t) 2 
(ii.b) 	cE 2. 
is the least fixpoint of Or,, i.e. 	j= UiENat 0FN() where 	is the plain 
equality on T(X) (i.e. pure identity of terms). Note that 
Replacing the 	by 	in the two conditions of 	(ii) above, we let the 
closure of IF, written as [F], be the least collection of quasi-dependent equations (like 
yx c 	u), satisfying: 
(*) if i(t') =r  i(u') for each t' _x  u' E yx then t(t) =r  i(u). 
'There is only one requirement on these rules, i.e. they must form a sound and complete 
calculus with respect to pure equations. 
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(v) Obviously,  
Therefore, the new context can be achieved by adding a new rule 
(w-d-q) 
{F H yx) 	i(t) y t(u)Ii E T(X) - T(Y)} 
F H yx 	t x  u 
Actually, rule (w-d-q) is 	(v) above. However, this rule is not sound in general, 
but the calculus containing this rule is sound and complete with respect to pure 
equations and dependent equations. So, we name this calculus as HqEQ• A counter-
example to soundness of HEQ  (or more properly to the rule (w-d-q)) is as follows 
(the continued Example 2.4.5). 
Example 2.6.3.1 (counter-example to soundness of (w-d-q)): Let D and 
F be the same as in Example 2.3.5. Thus, 
F is sound in D. 
x —{,y} y 	true(s) —{x,y} y is not sound in D (consider the assignment of 
both x and y to truth-value false), i.e. 
D x 	y true(x) 	y. 
However, for every substitution i: T(X) —p T(X), dependent equation 
i(x 	{x,y} Y) I" i(true(x) {x,y} Y) 
is derivable. So, x {,,,y} y c true(s) 	y is derivable by (-d-q). 
For (c), we only need to show four simple cases. The general case is not hard to 
prove from the observation of these four, and is left out. 
(c.i) when i is a permutation of variables, say the identity substitution, 
X 	y i—+ true(s) —{s,y} Y 
is derivable because of the rule (d-intr); 
(c.ii)when i assigns x to true(s) and y to y, 
true(s) 	y i—* true(true(x)) {x,y} Y 
is derivable by the same reason as (c.i); 
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(c.iii) when i assigns x to x and y to true(y), 
X {x,y} true(y) i-* true(x) {x,y}  true(y) 
is derivable by (d-intr); 
(c.iv) when i assigns x to true(x) and y to true(y), 
true(x) {x,,,}  true(y) i-4 true(true(x)) 	true(y) 
is derivable by (d-intr). 
Actually, rule (w-d-q) is not necessary. The key point to have a sound and 
complete calculus for quasi-dependent equations is the following two facts. 
Fact 2.6.3.2 (dEQ and qEQ): F 1= -y '-* t u 1ff F = -y -* t u, provided 
that there is no free variable in -y  (and t u). 
and 
Fact 2.6.3.3 (skolemization and Theorem 2.4.7): F = 	-* t 	u if 
F = 	i-* t' 	u', where "i"  and t' 	u' are the results of the substitution of fresh 
constants for free variables  in 'y and t u. 
From the above two facts, we can borrow "skolemization" technique from logic 
and apply it to here. This is exemplified by (q-skm) rule. This rule coupled with 
other obvious rules' forms a sound and complete calculus 'qEQ.  To be more ex-
plicit, we apply the above rule to Example 2.6.3.1 and demonstrate that x y 
true(x) y is not derivable. 
Example 2.6.3.4: After introducing two extra constants True and False into 
Example 2.6.3.1 to instantiate x and y respectively, we have that 
X 	{} y 	true(x) {x,y} Y 
2This technique is commonly called "skolemization" in logic. 
'As long as they form a sound and complete calculus with respect to dependent equa-
tions. 
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is derivable 1ff 
True False 
true(True) False 
However, true(True) False is not derivable by adding an extra axiom True 
False, since every derivable equation has the property that either constructor true 
does not occur in both sides of or it appears in both sides of at the same time. 
	
Therefore, x {x,y} y c_ true(x) 	y is not derivable. 
On the other hand, true(x) 	y * true(true(x)) {,,y} y in Example 
2.6.3.1 is obviously derivable (by (q-sub) rule). 
Because of the application of "skolemization", the non-emptyness of sorts seems 
to be the crucial condition for our solution to work. However, this condition can be 
removed if we know the fact that the existence of empty sorts implies non-existence 
of variable assignment (or homomorphisms). 
2.6.4 Comments 
So far, we have briefly clarified the soundness and completeness of the three equa-
tional logics. In First Order Logic, we know that the validation (or satisfaction) 
relation is actually the quasi-dependent implications. So, as a by-product of this 
chapter, we know that First Order Logic without quantifiers (i.e. quantifier-free First 
Order Logic) is sound and complete. Also, this by-product is not easily foreseen. 
For a complete treatment of First Order Logic, we need to introduce binding 
into algebraic framework. This direction of research is taken in this thesis. It will 





In this part, which consists of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we are going to estab-
lish the necessity and the sufficiency of admissible condition for the commutative 
property shown in Figure 1-1, and to prove the Admissible Completeness of HeBA. 
Recall that a Birkhoff-like theorem is the equivalences among (1.2.1) A = p q; 
(1.2.2) (•p) = C(•[q]) for every C : T - A, where T is the term eBA; (1.2.3) < 
[p], S[q ] > E fl:T-.A Ker((); and (1.2.4) T/ flC:T-+A Ker(C) = p q (see Subsection 
1.2.1). Under the binding context, the equivalence between (1.2.1) and (1.2.2) is 
obvious, and the equivalence between (1.2.3) and (1.2.4), especially the implication 
from (1.2.3) to (1.2.4), is a result of Lemma 3.10.1. However, the equivalence between 
(1.2.2) and (1.2.3) is not necessarily valid, although the implication from (1.2.2) to 
(1.2.3) is evident. To be more explicit, let us fix a C : T -* A and look at (1.2.2') 
and (1.2.3'): 
(1.2.2') (s j) = J(•[q]), and 
(1.2.3') < 	'[q] >E Ker(C). 
The necessary and sufficient condition for the implication from (1.2.3') to (1.2.2') 
is Admissiblity (a result from Theorem 3.8.5, Corollary 3.8.7 and Lemma 3.10.1). 
Therefore, by weakening satisfaction I=eBA to admissible one I=eBA'  we obtain a 
Birkhoff-like theorem. That is, the following four statements are equivalent: 
(1.2.1") A=eBAP q, 
(1.2.2") 	= (( q) for every : T -3 A (where a dot on top of an arrow 
means that admissible eBHs), 
(1.2.3") <[P] [q] >E 	T-+A Ker((), and 
(1.2.4") TI flTAKer() hBAP q. 
The relationship between Completeness and Admissible Completeness will be 
discussed in Section 3.13. 
We further extend this result to include admissible dBEs (Section 4.1), admissible 
qBEs (Section 4.2) admissible uBEs (Section 4.3). 
Chapter 3 
Remedy to Birkhoff's Approach 
In this chapter, we use extensional Binding algebras (or eBAs) instead of >B0 
algebras. Section 3.1 provides some basic definitions, say sub-extensional Binding 
Algebras (sub-eBAs), perfect sub-eBAs and extenional Binding Homomorphisms 
(eBHs). Some simple properties about them will be given in Section 3.2 and Section 
3.3. An important example of eBAs, besides the ones mentioned after Definition 
1.2.1.3, is the term eBA T. It is given and verified in Section 3.4, but it is not triv-
ial at all, unlike the case in Chapter 2. Section 3.5 will provide a way to generate 
the term eBA from variables. This generation provides the clue to define Univer-
sal Property (Freeness), which means that term eBA possess of freeness. Then, 
extensional Binding Congruences (eBCs) and quotient Binding Algebras (quotient 
eBAs) are introduced in Section 3.7. However, in this section we will run across 
the major problem mentioned in Section 1.2, i.e. the natural commutativity among 
eBHs of two eBAs and the quotient eBA does not hold in general. This failure 
demonstrates that Birkhoff's approach does not work in the Framework for Binding 
Operators (FBO). Therefore, the work to be presented in later chapters (Chapter 5 
and Chapter 6) becomes important, complementary and necessary. 
Nevertheless, we manage to find a way out, i.e. to reduce the equality to ad-
missible equality. Our "reduced ambition" is carried out successfully in Section 
3.8, Section 3.9 and Section 3.10. The Admissible Freeness is introduced in Section 
3.8. The weaken equality will be defined in Section 3.9. Section 3.10 establishes 
the Admissible Completeness through a modified standard technique 	admissibly 
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invariant eBCs (congruences). We will also show that "admissibility" is a weaker 
property than Plotkin's "logical Relations", in the sense that an eBH is logical im-
plies that it is admissible. This is the subject of Section 3.12. But there are still 
some open problems related to Admissibility to be solved. One of them is the variety 
problem listed in Section 3.11. Lastly, the relationship between Completeness and 
Admissible Completeness (or between satisfaction heBA  and admissible satisfaction 
I=eBA) is not completely clear and it is discussed in Section 3.13. 
3.0 	Well- definedness of interpretations in eBAs 
Before proceeding further, we check the well- definedness of interpretations in eBAs 
in this section. 
Lemma 3.0.1 (semantic substitution): Let < p, o > be a valuation of V 
and FV on A. Then, 
ifs {7}, then p[a/x][a7il] = p[a7y][a/x]; 
ifs = y, for some y j  E {} (i.e. 7(j) = y), then p[a/x][d/y] = p[d/]. 
Lemma 3.0.2 (non-free variable and semantic substitution): For any 
a e A, 
ifs ' Free(t), then At(p[a/x],p) = 
ifs Free(ft), then ..4[ft(p[a/s],ô) = A[ft(p,). 
Proof. By structural induction on binding terms and Lemma 3.0.1. 0 
The above lemmas said that the valuation on non-free (or bound) variables has 
no effect. 
Lemma 3.0.3 (interpretation and semantic substitution): Let JYJ = JYJ 
and they satisfy the following, 
Ix j ifx j {} 
zi = 
L. z; ifxe{17} 
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where 	Free(t) U {} U {I[j-1},  in which 4 j  means the prefix list of list 
with lenth j. Then, A( 	t)(p[/],ço) = 	t)(p[a7z],ço) for all valuation 
Proof. 
If all z j = x 3 (1 < j 	), then it is trivial. So, we restrict our interest to that 
there is at least one z j x 3 for some 1 <j < 
Let n be the smallest j which does not satisfy zj = x. i.e. z j = x (1 < j < n) 
and z,, 54 x. Since x, E {}, we know x 	Free((: t)). On the other hand, 
Zn 	Free(t) U {1}.  Then, Z ' Free((-Y: t)). Therefore, by using twice Lemma 
3.0.2, we get 
A(: t)](p[/],) 
= A(: t)I(p[[n_i, an, 4n/X[n_i, Xn, 4n], p) 
t)](p[à[n_i, an, 4n/1n-1,  Xn, Ln1, (P) 
= A(y t)](p[a[_i, 4n/4n—i , 4n1, P) 
= A(: t)JI(p[a[_1, a, äin/4n_i,  Z, 4n},  ço) 
= A(: t)](p[â[, [n/4n, 4n], o) 
where •k  means the tail list obtained by dropping off the first k elements from list 
S. 
The above process can be carried on until all x3 replaced by proper z (1 <j < 
D. ° 
Lemma 3.0.4 (definability): 
(I) For all t G T, we have that for any k > 0, and for any {} ç V, if g(â) = 
AtI(p[â/J,o)for all à E A, then g 
(ii) For any m > 0, and all ft E FT,,,, we have that for any {} c V, if g(a, g) = 
A{ftJj(p[a7x],ç)(b) for all be A, then g C 
Proof. 
By mutual structural induction on t and ft. 
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case x: for any {} c V, if x {}, then g = C11,() E F; if x = x1 E {} such 
that xi = (i) for some 1 < i < Jil then g = 7r11, e 
case 
Af( 	(p{à/}, (p) = (f)(Afl (p[ä/], )) 
= ço(f)(91(à),92(ä'), 	= cp(f)O <.i> () 
So, 	(f)(D <ö >= g E 	. 
case o(ft, 1): for any {} g V, by structural hypothesis, we have hi E 
(1 <i < ñi ) and 	J (1 <j < n) where given d E A 
h(a, ) = AftI(p[a/x], 	) (1 < i < 177iJ) 
for all b 	A (1 <j < Jbil) and h(a) = Atj(p[/],) (1 <j < n). 
By Extensionality, we have 
(h =)curry jt ,m (h j)(ä) = 	 (1 < i < ñi 
So, 
Aj{tJ(p[/], ) = 	h, (d)) = 	<1', 1 '> (a). 
By Extensionality, we come to g = oØ < h", h-1 >E 7:i ri . 
case: t): for any {} c V, let i satisfy the condition of Lemma 3.0.3, by 
Definition 1.5.1.2 we get 
h(a,) = A(: 	 = 
By structural hypothesis, we have h E 	0 
Essentially, what Lemma 3.0.4 said is that 4 of Definition 1.5.1.2 is well-defined. 
Theorem 3.0.5 (well-definedness of interpretations in an eBA): A is 
well-defined in .T (or on A). 
Proof. by the structural induction and Lemma 3.0.4. 0 
So, we have examined the well- definedness of interpretations in an eBA. In the 
next section, we are going to introduce sub-eBAs and perfect sub-eBAs, and eBHs. 
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3.1 	Sub-eBAs, perfect Sub-eBAs and eBHs 
To motivate certain intuitions, we recall the comparison between eBAs and first 
order algebras in Section 1.3.3. Let us suppose that 	= 0 if ñ 	E. So, this 
can be regarded as a first order signature, and a EBalgebra  A (i.e. an eBA) 
consists of 
TA =< A,T> and ..F = {Fm (A)lm E Nat}, and 
for each a Ewith n Nat, its interpretation 	is uniform over <e,n> 
For each n E Nat if.F(A) is the all function space from Atm to A, then any arbitrary 
interpretation of the a E 	is uniform over F. Thus, eBAs are more general 
than first order algebras. In other words, the latter is a special case of the former. 
From the above analogy, we can generalize sub-algebras and homomorphisms 
from Chapter 2 to the present chapter, and to accommodating FBOs. That is, sub-
eBAs and perfect sub-eBAs are introduced in this section. We give a definition for 
sub-eBAs first. 
Let A=,A> such that J=<A,> and F={Fm lrnENat}be 
an eBA, and F = {.T,',jm E Nat) such that .F c .F,, for m E Nat. When 
=< A', ..T' > is explicitly closed, given k > 0 and a E we obtain a 
unique function h in .Fk for every gj E 	and each .qi+j E F by the uniformity 
of A (see Definition 1.2.1.2). We use .F, (a, .F") to refer to the collection of such 
functions as h inside FkA which are associated with a, k and J'. 
Definition 3.1.1 (sub-eBA): Let A be an eBA. A' =<TA',A>  is said to be 
an sub-extensional Binding Algebra, sub-eBA for short, of A if 
(i)'=<A',F> such that A'cA and for all m>0 m - ' C'T m . -'  
FA'  is explicitly closed; and 
for each a,TA 	.7') 9  .T' (or .T), i.e. ..4 is uniform over A'. 
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Sometimes, we use A' .-< A to mean A' is a sub-eBA of A. 
Note that a sub-eBA A' -.< A is well-defined since we have the following two 
conditions. Firstly, for m~ 0 and g E Ft', g() is in A' for a1, a2 , ..., am E A' where 
Idl = m. Secondly, for k ~ 0 and a E 	given g, E k+m and given g3 E 
h is in J' where h(a) = A, (h, ) E A' for a1, a2 , ..., ak E A' (k = l) as defined in 
the uniformity condition (see Definition 1.2.1.2 and the comment after it). 
As we know, first order suhalgebras have two properties from Chapter 2. They 
are that 
each subalgebra is closed under functionality (or compositionality), and 
each subalgebra is an algebra if it is restricted to its basis. 
However, sub-eBAs only possess the first property (1) not necessarily the second 
(2). The loss possession of the second property comes from the fact that function 
spaces are under consideration in eBAs but not under consideration in first order 
algebras. On the other hand, the previous analogy between eBAs and first order 
algebras can be carried over between sub-eBAs and sub-algebras. Therefore, sub-
eBAs are regarded as a generalization of the concept of first order sub-algebras. Since 
this generalization loses the second property (2) of first order subalgebras, it is our 
intention to introduce a concept of "perfect" sub-eBAs which are sub-eBAs with 
property (2). This "perfectness" turns out to be very important to Admissibility. 
Formally, 
Definition 3.1.2 (perfect sub-eBA): Let A' be a sub-eBA of A, i.e. A' -< A. 
A' is said to be a perfect sub-eBA of A, written as A' A, if A' has Extensionality 
on its basis A', i.e. for m> 0 and given g, h E 	9(at) = h(a') for all a E A' 
implies g = h. 
So, it is easy to verify that a perfect sub-eBA is an eBA if we restrict it to 
its basis, since a sub-eBA is well-defined (see the comment after Definition 3.1.1). 
Next, we are going to present a definition for extensional Binding Homomorphisms. 
Similar to the above analogy, we understand from Chapter 2 that a homomorphism 
is basically a function which preserves functionality (or compositionality). However, 
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since function spaces are not under consideration of first order algebras, homomor-
phisms among them do not need to take function spaces into account in Chapter 
2. Obviously, we are in a different situation for the case of extensional Binding 
Homomorphisms. Some minimal requirements are needed besides functionality. In-
formally, these requirements can be expressed by certain preservations, i.e. preserva-
tions of certain primitive functions like constant functions, projections, compositions 
of functions. However, it is not obvious that the minimal requirements imply the 
preservation of the explicitly- closedness and of the uniformity of interpretations of 
BOs. So, we will return to this issue later and will verify them in Lemma 3.3.1 and 
Lemma 3.3.2. 
Definition 3.1.3 (eBH): An extensional Binding Homomorphism (eBH) ç'  from 
eBA A to eBA A', written as : A -+ A', is a family of functions from A to A' and 
fun ctionals from F, to .F for each m E Nat such that 
(eBH-func) (g(ã')) 
where  EFk (k > 0), and  =((a); 
(eBH-cons) (C k,,,= C a, for k > 0, and a E A; 
(eBH-proj) C'ir A k,j =7r A' k,j' for 1 < i < k; 
(eBH-cmp) ((gØ < 	= gØ <i > for any rn, k> 0, each g E Fm and any 
h3 e Tk (1 < i < in); 
(eBH-unif) (crAQ <,/>) = aA'® <g',/'> for c E 	k > 0 and each 
g j EF4. and hEF (1j<n), 
where g = cnrryk,m (g j), g' = curryk,m (gj) and 	= Ch. 
For the well- definedness of eBHs, all items are obvious, perhaps except the 
last one. However, let h be curryk,m(g) for 9 E .Tic+m (where currg,m is con- 
ventionally written as 	(g(d, )) in a )-notataion), then for every d E Ak 
h() = curryk,m(g)(a) = 90 < Cra.,al ,Cm,a2 , ... ,Cm,ak ,ll m > where 1IT. is the 
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list of 11m,i, 11m,i+1, ..., Hnj(j < j). Hence, suppose C : A —* A', we would have the 
following: 
( h () 
= ((curryk,m(g)(à')) 
= 	(g 0 < Cm  ,a1 , Cm 	••• Gm  ,a, 1T1m >) 
=(g)(D 	m,al , m,a2 	, <C C Cm,ak ,H m >) 
= ((g)0 < C(Cm,al ),((Cm,a2 ),...,((Cm,ak ),((lrl ,m ),C(7r2,m),...,C(71m,m)> 
= 	(g)O < Cm , a1), Cm,C(a2) 1  ... Cm,C(ak ), 7rl,m, 72,m, ..•, m,m > 
= curryk,rn ((g))(b), 
where b3 = (a). In other words, (eBH-unif) is well-defined. 
After introducing those basic definitions, we will try to follow Birkhoff's approach 
for FBO. The next section (Section 3.2) is to discuss some properties of sub-eBAs 
and generated sub-eBAs. Properties of eBHs will be provided in Section 3.4. 
3.2 	Sub-eBAs and generated sub-eBAs 
We are examining that the intersection of two sub-eBAs is a sub-eBAs. Formally, 
Lemma 3.2.1 (intersection of two sub-eBAs): Let A',, A'2  - A. Then, 
A'1  fl A' 2 - A, where A'1  fl A'2 is <B1 fl B, 	A> such that .FA fl 9A = 
{ A fl A2 	
Nate}. 
Pro of. 
. A1 nA2 CA. 
. For any k > 0, we have 'F'1  fl 	c 	, since 	c .T 	(1 = 1, 2).k  
- for each a E A1 fl A2 and any k > 0, we get b E A3 for y = 1, 2. So, 
Ck,a E F't (1= 1, 2), i.e. Ck,a E 	flA'2 
- for any k>0, and 1 <j 	we know that 1rk, E 	'l (1= 1, 2). 
So, iri,j E 	fl t2 




- for any m>0, k > 0,g E 	hlflFA'2 and h j E F'1flJ'2 (1 < j m), 
we get gE(l=1,2) and hE(l=1,2;1jm). 
So, gO < h >E F' (1 = 1, 2), i.e. gO < h >E 	fl 
for each a E >C<ñ,n>, for any k ~ 0, each gj E F7 .+k fl rmj+k (1 	17;n D 
and h3 E 	fl 	'2 (1 <j 	n), we have gi E 	4k (1 < i < rn ) and 
h j E F'L (1 <j <n;l = 1, 2). 
So, aO < curryk,,q (g),h >E Fj' (1 = 1, 2). 
Hence, 01 A® < curryk,,qi (g), 1 >E 	 0 
From the proof of the above lemma, we know that Lemma 3.2.1 can be extended 
to an intersection of a class of sub-eBAs instead of the intersection of just two 
sub-eBAs. Formally 
Lemma 3.2.2 (intersection of sub-eBAs): Let AC be a class of sub-eBAs of 
an eBA A. Then flAC-.<A. 
Proof. omitted, since it is similar to the above one. 0 
Now, we introduce a concept of sub-eBAs generated by a sub-structure, which 
is an analogy to generated subalgebras in Definition 2.1.13. 
Definition 3.2.3 (generated sub-eBA): Let  bea family ofX andXk which 
are subsets of A and ,Tk of an eBA A (k > 0). The smallest sub-eBA containing X, 
written as [X] or Sub(X), is fl AC where AC = {A'IA' - A and X c A'}. 
To justify the word "generated", we show how to construct the least sub-eBA 
[X], which contains X as follows. 
Definition 3.2.4 (extension ext from a base): The extension of X, ext(X), 
is a family of extensions ext(X) and extk (X) of X (k E Nat), where 
1 
ext(X) =df X U {g()jg E Xm for some m  a j E X (1 < j < m)} 
U{a(il,)Ia 	Ag E Xmj (1 i 	ñ ) A a E X (1 j n)} 
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2 
ext k (X) =df Xk U {Ck ,a la E X} U 11rk,l1 i < k} 
U{gO<>gEXm AhjEXk(1j<m) for m>O} 
U{OAØ < curryk ,n(g), h> 1 01 E 	A gi E Xm .+k A h j E Xk} 
Let ext31(X) = ext(ext3(X)) (3 > 0) where ext°(X) is X. in what follows, 
we firstly show that the extension grows larger and larger by every extending if we 
recursively use ext. Then, we verify (3.2.a) that the least upper bound of such 
extensions forms a sub-eBA and (3.2.b) that it coincides with the generated sub-
eBA. 
Lemma 3.2.5 (monotonicity of ext): 
ext(X) c ext 1 (X), for any j > 0; 
ext(X) c ext'(X) for any 0 < j < j'. 
Next, we show that such an extension from a sub-collection of an eBA is inside 
the eBA. Formally, 
Lemma 3.2.6 (boundness of ext): ext(X) c FA for any j > 0, where 
XcA. 
Then, we confirm that the least upper bound of such extensions (extended re-
cursively by ext from X which is inside of an eBA) is an sub-eBA of the eBA. 
Lemma 3.2.7 (countably-limit of ext): 
UEW ext(X) is explicitly closed; 
for any cr E 	cr& is uniform over U ext (X). 
Therefore, 
Theorem 3.2.8 (ext and sub-eBA): U€ext3(X) - A provided X  A. 
From Theorem 3.2.8, we know that a sub-eBA can be constructed from X. In 
what follows, we show that it is indeed the generated sub-eBA containing X. 
From Lemma 3.2.6, we understand that ext(X) c .T[XI and exV(X) ç 'p[XI 
for any j ~ 0. So, U3 exV(X) c [X]. Subsequently, by Theorem 3.2.8 and by 
Definition 3.2.3, we have the following: 
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Theorem 3.2.9 (ext and the generated sub-eBA): U EW ext(X) = [X]. 
This theorem justifies the terminology of "generated" sub-eBAs, and says that 
[X] is the sub-eBA generated by X. Further, let A be an eBA and X be a sub-
collections of A, then A is said to be the eBA generated by X if [X] = A. From 
this, we are led to the following: the restriction of a perfect sub-algebra to its basis 
is an eBA. Formally, 
Lemma 3.2. 10 (perfect sub-eBA and eBA): Let A be an eBA, and A' A. 
Then A'[AI  is an eBA, where .F(A)(''IA') = (.T(A) A')[A,= {J ' (A)[Alftn E Nat}. 
Note that the domain of function g in F(A)A'  is in a product of multiple copies 
of A and T(A)A' [A' is to limit the domains of its functions to products of multiple 
copies of A'. 
The great difference between an eBA and a sub-eBA (or between a perfect sub-
eBA and a sub-eBA) is Extensionality. Because of Extensionality and the presence 
of function carriers, we lose some important properties of first order algebras in 
the present FBO. For example, see Theorem 3.7.22, whether can we drop off the 
condition "onto" to an ordinary eBH? This "dropping-off" plays a crucial role in 
showing that an eBA is a free eBA over a class K. To get a positive answer, we 
consequently have to introduce "admissible" concept, see section 3.8. 
3.3 eBHs and their uniqueness over generated 
eBAs 
This section is mainly to prove Theorem 3.3.9, which is important in Section 3.6 
related to free eBAs. Firstly, we show that eBHs preserve "explicit closedness". The 
preservation of uniformity under eBHs follows. Therefore, an image of an eBH is a 
sub-eBA (Lemma 3.3.3). 
Lemma 3.3.1 (explicit-closedness preserved by eBHs): Let A, A' be 
eBAs, where A =< A, {.'FmIm E Nat} >; ç be an eBH from A to A'. Thus, if a 
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sub-family < A', {kk E Nat} > of the family < A, {.Fkk E Nat} > is explicitly 
closed, so is ((a). 
Secondly, eBHs preserve "uniformity" over explicitly-closed families. Formally, 
Lemma 3.3.2 (uniformity preserved by eBHs): Let A and A' be eBAs, 
where A =< A, {Fm Im E Nat} >; ( be an eBH from A to A'; c c T be explicitly 
closed. Then, if oA is uniform over 9, then so is o over 
From the previous two lemmas, we can conclude that the image of an eBH is a 
sub-eBA. That is, 
Lemma 3.3.3 (sub-eBA and image of an eBH): Let A, A' be eBAs, ( be 
an eBH from A to A. Then, ((A) - A'. 
Proof Obvious from Lemma 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.2. 0 
Consequently, we have that eBHs preserve sub-eBAs. Formally, 
Lemma 3.3.4 (sub-eBAs preserved by eBHs): Let A, A' be eBAs, ( be an 
eBH from A to A', and A" - A. Then, ((A") -< A'. 
Next, we demonstrate that a composition of two eBHs is a eBH. 
Lemma 3.3.5 (composition of eBHs): Let A, A', A" be eBAs, (' be an eBH 
from A to A' and ( be an eBH from A' to A". Then (0  ('is an eBH from A to 
At/. 
Now, we would say that two eBHs agree on the extension of X if they agree on 
X 
Lemma 3.3.6 (ext and eBHs): Let A, A' be eBAs, where A = < A, {1'mm E 
Nat} >; and X be a sub-family < X, {Xk E Nat} > of the family < A, { m jTfl E 
Nat} >. Thus, if(,(' : A -p A' agree on X, so do they on ext(X). 
Proof 
we have the followings. 
(i) for a e ext(X), there are three cases: 
(i.a) if a E X, then ('a = (a, by the agreement on X. 
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(i.b) if a = g() for some m > 0, g E Xm and a3 E X (1 < j < m), then 
('a = (('g)((') = ((g)(() = (a. 
(i.c) if a = aA(,) for some a E 	gi E Xmi (1 < Z < n) and aj E X 
(1 <j <n), then ('a = aA'((/, ('s) aA'((,  () = (a. 
(ii) for k E Nat, any h E extk (X), we have five cases: 
(ii.a) if h E Xk, then ('h = (h, by the agreement on X. 
(ii.b) if h = C a  for some a E X, then ('h = i-iA' = C a  = ( h. 
(ii.c)ifh=7rAforsomel <i< k, then ('h=7r'=(h. 
(ii.d)ifh=g® < h > for some gEXm and hj EXk (1 i< m), then 
('h = (('g)ø < (' >= ((g)® <( >= (ii 
(ii.e) if h = 0,A® < curryk,(g),g' > for a E 	and gj E Xmi +k (1 
and g E Xk (1 < j < n), then 
('h = aA'O < curryk,,((g), ('ñ > = aA'Ø < Curryk,n((g), ( >= (h.D 
From this result, we expect to generalize it to arbitrary finite times of applying 
ext to X, instead of only once. Formally, 
Lemma 3.3.7 (monotonicity with ext and eBHs): Let A, A' be eBAs, 
where A = < A,{Fm m E Nat} >; X be a sub-family < X,{XA k E Nat} > of 
the family < A, {.Fm m E Nat} >. Thus, if(',( : A -* A' agree on X, so do they 
ext (X) forj > 0. 
Proof 
We omit the proof and only remind you of that the proof needs to incorporate 
an induction on j. 0 
Therefore, we would have that two eBHs agree on a generated sub-eBA if they 
agree on the generators. Formally, 
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Lemma 3.3.8 (eBHs and generated sub-eBAs): Let A, A' be eBAs, where 
A =< A, {.Fm lm e Nat} >; X be a sub-faimly < X, {Xk E Nat} > of the family 
<A,{.FmlrnENat}>. Thus, if(':A—A' and (:A--*A' agree onX, then so 
do they on the generated sub-eBA [X]. 
Proof by Lemma 3.3.7 and Theorem 3.2.9.0 
Naturally, we come to the following. 
Theorem 3.3.9 (uniqueness of eBHs on generated eBAs): Let A be a 
generated eBA and X be its generator. Thus, if C , ( : A -f A' agree on X, then 
c'=c. 
Proof. by Lemma 3.3.8. 0 
3.4 Constructing term eBA 
In this section, we are to introduce the term eBA T. Apparently, the introduction 
is dominated by an actual construction. The key point of the construction is to 
build carriers < T, {.F,m E Nat} > from binding terms BT, and the carriers form 
an explicitly-closed family with uniform interpretations over the family. Firstly, let 
us introduce an equivalence relation on binding terms BT, which is essentially a 
version of of-conversions in the Framework for Binding Operators. 
Definition 3.4.1 ( on BT): 	is the least equivalence relation family (on 
binding terms BT) which is closed under cr-conversions, 6-conversions, anti---conversions 
(e1) and compositions of function variables and of Binding Operators; i.e. ci is the 
least fixed point of M where M is defined as follows: for every equivalence 
relation R, 
where t G T and y Free(t) (1 <j < 1-1 = 
(_1) if < (: u), (: u') >E R then <u [Y:= ], u'[ := } >E M(R), 
where {} c V and {} fl ((Free(u) - {}) U (Free(u') - {2})) =0; 
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(-) if< t,u >e R, then < (: t),(: u) >E M(R); 
(-cmp-l) if < t, uj >E R (1 < j < Irl = liti), then < f(), 1(11) >E M(R); 
(-cmp-2) if< fti , f ui >E R (1 < i < £) and < tj , uj > c R (1 <j< n), then 
<a(j, 1), a(fu,  il) >E M;6 (R); where a E E <> and i = 
Note that 	is the least fixed point of M on binding terms BT, i.e. 	=df 
uM(I) = tJjENat M(I) where I is the pure identity relation on binding terms 
BT. 
In what follows, we try to establish the validity of 	(Theorem 3.4.3). For 
this purpose, we show that syntactic substitutions are exchangeable with semantic 
substitutions as a first step toward the validity. 
Lemma 3.4.2 (syntactic substitution vs semantic substitution): For 
t E T and ft E FT, (rn E Nat), we have that for every environment < p, o> on 
an eBA A, the following holds: 
At(p[Afl(p, )/], o[A[fu(p, )/J]) = 4ftt [,f:= i fz] JJ(p, p), 
= Aft {,f:= tfi] J(p,p), 
where f, fu are a list of distinct function variables and a list of function terms 
with compatible arities to 7, respectively. 
We refer you to Section 5.1 for substitutions involved. 
Proof 
By combining (a) and (b) together with structural induction on binding terms 
BT.D 
Theorem 3.4.3 (validation of relation ): -equivalence is sound, i.e. p--: q 
implies Ap}(p, ) = Aq(p, p) for every < p, p>. 
Proof We know that M is monotonic and its least fixed point is . So, by 
induction on j of M(I), we would have what we want. 0 
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Let [t] be {t' E TIt't} for t E T, and [ft] be {ft' E FT, Ift'ft} for ft E FT,. 
We are going to give the term eBA below, but we avoid the terminology of "term 
eBA" before its verification. 
Definition 3.4.4 (carriers and interpretations from BT): Let 
[T] be {[t]It e T}; 
g[ft]([u]) = It [ := iZ] ] if ft = 	: t); 
for a E 	its interpretation aT  be a functional such that aT(tj.i, [fl) = 
[o(ft, i)], 
where £ = 	= jj, n = fl and 	is the list 9[ft1 ]1 9[ft2]1 ... 9[ft 1r 1 I. 
For simplicity, we sometimes refer ft(i) as ftHiri [ := 1] in future, where = 
ft 11 (see definitions for I n and Hm after Definition 5.1.2 in Section 5.1). 
Since is an equivalence relation, this guarantees the well- definedness of Defini-
tion 3.4.4, i.e. the values do not depend on their representative. Thus, we can also 
simplify [t] and g[ft] as •[t]  and •[ft]  respectively. This is to emphasize the fact that 
they can be generated from binding terms t and ft respectively through the indices. 
In what follows, we are to verify that such a construction yields an eBA (The- 
orem 	Firstly, we show that the construction has Extensionality (Lemma 
3.4.5). It is followed by a verification of that compositions are closed in the family 
constructed in Definition 3.4.4 (Lemma 3.4.6). Thirdly, that the family is explicitly-
closed is examined (Theorem 3.4.7). Lastly, the uniformity of interpretations of BOs 
is established (Lemma 3.4.8). To be explicit, let T be < [T], .T>, and 1' be the 
family {J k Ik E Nat}, where 1k =df {g11t1 ft E FTk } for each k E Nat. Thus, we 
have the following. 
Lemma 3.4.5 (-ext): For ft,fu E FT,, (m E Nat), if for every [ti] (1 < j 
m) g[ft]Qt-]) = h[f]Qt]) then ft,—:-fu. 
Proof 
To verify this, just let t3 be zj E V such that z1 V Free(ft)uFree(fu)u{4_1 }; 
and by (-), (-c) and transitivity, you can get it (i.e. -ext). 0 
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Next, we verify that the family T is closed under function compositions. For-
mally, 
Lemma 3.4.6 (closedness of compositions in .TT):  Let g[ft] be the function 
generated by ft E FT,, (in E Nat), be a list of functions generated by a list 
ft of function terms where ft, E FTk (k E Nat). Then, *[ft]® < g > •[(ff:fu>J, 
where fu = ftllm [ := 1], t j  = ft I II k  [? := }, ftjlk = yt, and x 	(Free(ft) U 
U1<<k Free(ft1)) fl V (1 <j < 
Proof. By -ext (i.e. Lemma 3.4.5). 0 
Theorem 3.4.7 (explicit closedness of 7T):  .T([T]) is explicitly closed. 
Proof. 
For any [t] E [T], and any k > 0, let 	Free(t). Then 
Ck,[t] = [ (:t)] E .k([T]) 
by Lemma 5.1.9 (see Section 5.1 in Chapter 5). 
For any k > 0, let i E V. Then, for any 1 <i < Ic, by Lemma 5.1.9 we have 
= g[(:x)] E Fk([T]). 
For any m > 0, Ic > 0, and given g[ft] E Fm([T])  and h [ft ] 	.k([T])  (1 < 
I _< in), we get g[ft]Q < 	>E Fk([T]) by Lemma 3.4.6. 0 
The next lemma is about "uniformity" over the family TT 
Lemma 3.4.8 (uniformity over ,.TT):  For a e <> with k I = £, let ft 
be a list of function terms such that the ith element ft i of ft has arity k + m, and 
all elements in list fu share a same arity k. Then, 
T0 	>= h, 
where £ are not free in ft and 111 = k; gi = curryk,m('[ftt ]) 0 i < £); g 	= 
[fu] 	(1 <i < n); ii = •[  such that fvi = 	zYZ : 	ftiIIk+m [? 
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ftilk+m. = z, and y 	Free(ft1) U {} U { yi [j-1};  and v j = fuk [ 	:= Y ] such 
that fuk = w3. 
Proof. 
By Lemma 3.4.6, (-a) and (-ext), see Lemma 3.4.5. 
Also, there is another technical point we should mention. That is, 
curryk ,m (g[f] )([tl ], [t2], ..., [tk]) can be generated by [( : ftllk+m [ := 
where = ft k+m and y3 is a y E V such that y Free(ft)UU 1 Free(t)U{I7[_i}. 
0 
In other words, Lemma 3.4.8 actually said is that aT  is uniform over .T([T]) for 
each a E 	Therefore, it is appropriate to say that T is an eBA, and term 
eBA will be used to refer it. 
Theorem 3.4.9 (term eBA): T =<[T],'F([T])> is an eBA. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4.7 and Lemma 3.4.8. 0 
3.5 	Generatability of term eBA 
In this section, we are going to show that the term eBA T, defined in last section 
(Section 3.4), can actually be generated through its ordinary variables and function 
variables (Theorem 3.5.8). Firstly we seek a syntactic counterpart d of ext as in 
Section 3.2. The one provided below is not a direct counterpart but close enough to 
serve for our purpose. 
Definition 3.5.1 (syntactic extension ): Let X be a pair < X, {Xk k E 
Nat} > where X is a subset of ordinary binding terms T and Xk is a subset of 
function terms FTk with arity k > 0. We defined inductively as follows: 
1 
df X U {ftHm [:5:= fl I ft E (Xm - FVm) A tj E X(1 <j <m)} 
U{f(i)If E (Xm fl FVm) A tj E X(1 < j < rn)} 
U{a(ft,t)Ia E <,n> A fti e Xmj (1 < i < £) A tj E X(1 < j < n)} 
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where i?= ñ; 
2. 	k(X) =df Xk U { ( : t)x E V(1 E j < k) At E (X)}, for k > 0 and 
(i) 	(j) (i 
For convenience, let °() = X and i+13) = 	Also we let X be 
a pair < {.[]t E X}, {Xkk E Nat} > such that Xk = {•[ft]lft e Xk} for k > 0. 
Firstly, we show that d is a proper extension for binding terms. Formally, 
Lemma 3.5.2 (boundness of ): For X c T and Xk c FTk (k> 0), we have 
the following: 
(a)()CT and k()C FTk for k>0; 
(b) 	i() c T and()  ç FTk (k > 0), for every j > 0. 
Next, we show that d is monotonic under the usual order of set inclusions. 
Formally, 
Lemma 3.5.3 (monotonicity of ): 
(1) ci(X) c i+'  (X), for any j > 0; 
(ii) &() c i'(), for 0 <j <j'. 
From Lemma 3.5.2 and Lemma 3.5.3, we understand that the sequence 
01 has an upper bound and it is non-decreasing. Apparently, it has a least upper 
bound. We give one of them as follows. 
Lemma 3.5.4 (binding terms BT and ): In , let X = V and Xk 
f())f E FVk for k > 0 and x 3 E V}, then U EW (X) = T and UjEII 	= 
FTk for k > 0. 
Proof 
By Lemma 3.5.2, we know that UEW a3 (X) c T and U 	() C FTk for 
k>0. 
For the reversed containments, just to check Uj 	() is closed under the 
conditions of Definition 1.3.1. 0 
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Lemma 3.5.4 says that the collection of all possible arbitrary finite times of 
syntactic extensions is just the collections of binding terms, and no term is missing 
from the union of all these extensions. Lemma 3.5.5 and Lemma 3.5.6 exhibit a 
relation from the syntactic extension (Definition 3.5.1) to the semantic extension 
ext (Definition 3.2.4). 
Lemma 3.5.5 (from syntactic d to semantic ext): Let ) be the same as 
in Lemma 3.5.4. Then, 
[t] ext2(X) for t E 
g[ft] e ext(X) for ft E ak (X). 
Proof. 
The proof for the first part (a) is left out. 
We are considering the second part (b), i.e. ft = (: t) for some t E 	and 
E V. There are two possibilities as follows 
(i)t=y for some  EX; 
(ii)t=f() for some fEXm and Yj EX (1 < j <m). 
For (i), if y = xi E {} for some 1 < i < k = III , then [ 	= 1tk,i E extk(X), 
if y t {:} then [ (:y)] = Ck,[] E eXtk(X). 
For (ii), we have 	= 	< •[()], [(:y)], ..., S[(:ym)]> From (i), 
we have that •[(:yj)] E extk(X), for 1 < j < m and [()] E Xm. So, we have 
[ (:f())} E ext (X). D 
The above result can be extended to the following. 
Lemma 3.5.6 (syntactic d and semantic ext with term eBA): Let be 
the same as in Lemma 3.5.4. Then, for every j > 0, we have the followings: 
if t E d3(X), [t] E ext33(X); 
if ft E g[ftj E ext(X) for k > 0. 
Proof. 
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Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5.5, we leave the first part (i) out simply because 
that it is quite easy. 
For the second part (ii), i.e. ft Ed-j+1 (X), there are two possibilities: 
ft E 
ft = (x1,x2, ...,xk: t) for some t E  
For (a), by inductive hypothesis, g[ft] E ext3 (X). 
For (b), there are four cases: 
t E 
t = f(I) for some f E FVm and tj E(X) (1 <j <m), 
t = full,,, [-:= it] for fn E 	X) and fU m = and u3 E i(X) 
t = ci(ft,1) for some ci E <ñ,n>, ft1 E()  and t E 
For (b.1), we get ( : t) E dj(X). Then by inductive hypothesis, we have 
3j 
9[(:t)] E ext /c (X). 
For (b.2), we have 	E ex 33  t(X) by inductive hypothesis. On the other 
hand, since f E FVm, we have 
13i+1 E exb J (X) (k=lil = 
For (b.3), we have g = h® < >E ext 2(X), where h is generated by [(: 
fuHm [l7:= z)], {} fl {} = 0, 	= k and 	j = m, hi is generated by [(,: xi)] 
(1 <i < k) and hk+j  is generated by [(,: u)} (1 j 	m). 
For (b.4), let h be the function generated by [( 	: a(f,i7))] where fu, = 
(ftjHm. [? := 	:= x,yi]) and uj = t [ := } such that ? = 
ftimj, {yi} are not in Free(ft1 ), {yIt } disjoint with {} and are not in Free(ft1 ) 
(1 < 	£). Then, by Lemma 3.4.8 h is equal to aT® < h', h" > where h = 
currykm ( [(:ftiIIm zt:y'>j)' h = 
3  So, h e ext(X). This is 
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3j+2 because (b.4.1) we have '[(•f t() >1 E extm .+k(X) by (b.2) since (, y : ft(?)) E 
rn+k(X) ; and 
3j because (b.4.n) we have h 	E extk (X) by inductive hypothesis, since (x 
t) E 
Therefore, the remaining thing for (b.4) is to check whether h = g, where g is 
generated by [( : u(ft,fl )]. For this purpose, we have the following: let fv = 
(xz : ft(z')), fv = 	: fv(?)), fv7 = 	: fv(Q)), fwâ = (: 
wl = fw() and w' = fw(iZ); thus, 	: 
By (-a) and the definition of substitutions, 
(the above)cr(jt [X- := iZ]i [ := 7]) = o(Jt, i) [Y :=  
Hence, h = g because of Extensionality. 0 
Therefore, 
Lemma 3.5.7 (term eBA and the closure of ext): 
i) [t] E U 	ext3(X), for each 1 E T; 
(ii) g[ft] E UE ext(X) (k > 0) for every ft E FTk. 
As a summary, we have the following. 
Theorem 3.5.8 (generated term eBA): The term eBA is generatable from 
its ordinary variables and function variables, i.e. T = [X]. 
Proof by Lemma 3.5.7 and the fact [X] c  T.o 
As a side interest, we give an explicit relation from semantic extension ext to 
syntactic extension d below. Their proofs are easy and left out as exercises. 
Lemma 3.5.9 (from semantic ext to syntactic ): 
For any [t] E ext(X), we have that there is a t' E 2(X) such that [t'] = [t]. 
For any g E extk (X), we have that there is a ft E 	(X) such that g = h[f t ]. 
This lemma can be generalized to the following. 
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Lemma 3.5.10 (monotonicity from semantic ext to syntactic ): For 
any j > 0, we have 
if [t] E ext(X), then there is a t' E 2i(X) such that [t] = ItT 
if g e ext(X), then there is a ft E 	(X) such that g 	h[f t]. 
Unlike first order algebras, the verification of term eBA T is generatable is not 
trivial as demonstrated in this section. From this generatability, we are led to 
consider of extension of the universal property (Freeness) from first order algebras 
to "second order" eBAs. This is the subject of next section. 
3.6 	Universal property - free eBA 
This section is to show the term eBA T is a free eBA (Theorem 3.6.5). If this is 
the case, then when FVm = 0 for all m > 0, then the corresponding term eBA is 
an initial object in the category of eBAs (provided that there are always countably-
infinite ordinary variables). Firstly, we give a definition for the "freeness" below. 
Definition 3.6.1 (Free eBA): Let K be a class of eBAs, and let A be an 
eBA which is generated by X, i.e. A = [X]. If for every A' E IC and for every 
family (' : X -* A' of functions from X to A' and of functionals from Xm to 
(m E Nat), there is an eBH ( : A - A' which extends (' (i.e. (= ('for a E X and 
((g) = ('(g) for g E Xk, k E Nat where X is a pair of < X, {Xk k E Nat} >), then 
we say A has the universal mapping property for IC over X. X is called a set of free 
generators of A, and A is said to be freely-generated by X. 
Theorem 3.6.2 (Free eBA and unique family of extensions): Suppose A 
has the universal mapping property for AC over X. Thus, if we are given A' E AC and 
a map (' : X -p A', then the extension ( of  (' such that (is an eBH from A to A' 
is unique. 
Proof. by Theorem 3.3.9. 0 
Next, we provide a relation between eBHs and generated sub-eBAs. 
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Lemma 3.6.3 (eBH and generated sub-eBA): Let ' : A -* A' be an eBH 
and X c A, then ('(X) = [C'(X)]. 
Proof 
Just check the following: 
C'(ext(X)) = ext(('X), 
for all j > 0, ('(ext3 (X)) = ext(('X), 
('(1JjENajext(X)) = UjENatext3('lX). 0 
The following is to provide the uniqueness between free eBAs. 
Theorem 3.6.4 (Isomorphism between free eBAs): Let A, A' have the 
universal mapping property for )C over X and X' respectively, and 1 XI = IX'L Then 
A 	A', where A, A' E K and means isomorphic and 1 XI = X'I is short for both 
X1 = IX'I and IXkI- VF fork E Nat. Vk I  
The proof is simple and left out. 
Informally, Theorem 3.6.4 says that "freeness" is unique, in the sense that if two 
eBAs have the universal mapping property over a same class of eBAs and if their 
bases share a same cardinality, then these two eBAs are isomorphic. 
Theorem 3.6.5 (freeness of term eBA): Let V be a set of ordinary variables 
with IVI = o, and FV be a family of FVk function variables such that IFVk I = 
with arity k E Nat. Then, term eBA T has the universal property for the class of 
all eBAs over < V, FV>. 
Proof. by Theorem 3.6.2 and Theorem 3.5.9. 0 
So, term eBA T is a free eBA. 
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3.7 	Binding Congruences and quotient eBAs 
For first order algebras, a congruence is an equivalence preserving functionality (or 
compositionality). However, an extensional Binding Congruence (eBC) can not be so 
simple. We have to consider some primitive functions such as constants, projections, 
and compositions of functions, i.e. certain cares are need to deal with them. Also, 
since function spaces are parts of carriers, Extensionality has to be considered as 
well. Formally, 
Definition 3.7.1 (eBCs): Let 0 be  family of equivalence relations on an eBA 
A. 0 is said to be an extensional Binding Congruence (eBC) on A if 79 satisfies the 
followings: 
(eBC-ext) g(d)Oh(d) for every d E Atm iffgi9h, where g, h E .Fm (m E Nat),- at);
(eBC-comp-1) p-1) a9b3 for each j implies g(a)'i9g(b), where g E 
(eBC-comp-2) gift(for every i) and a9b (for each j) implies uA( , 9aA( ), 
J <ri). 
Considering the analogy between eBAs and first order algebras, a similar analogy 
between eBCs and first order congruences is as follows. An eBC is a generalization 
of a congruence, since it take function spaces into account. However, an eBC is not 
as general as a congruence since it is not as arbitrary as a first order congruence 
seems to be, and it commits itself on some primitive functions. 
The well- definedness of eBCs is not obvious, and we examine it below. In other 
words, we are to show that an eBC preserves function compositions and uniformity. 
Lemma 3.7.2 (eBCs, compositions and uniformity): 
(a) gi9h and gi dhi (for each i) implies g(gh(h), 
where g,h E m and g1,h, EFk form E Nat, 1 < i<m and k E Nat; 
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(b) g9g, (for each i) and ht9h (for every j) implies aAØ < g71, 1 > t9o AQ < 
g'2, h2 > for a E 	with ñ = £, and k E Nat, 
where gi  = curryk,rn (g) and 9j E Fk+m (j = 1,2) for 1 < i < £, and h E Fk 
(i = 1,2) for 1 <j < n. 
Proof 
For (a), it is by (eBC-ext). 
For (b), we know that 
Cm,a'l9Cm,b if ai9b, 
7rrn,i-97rmi  and 
curryk,rn (g)(a) = 9G)<Cm 	m,ai,C , a2 ••• l c,.,.,, 	, Htm > for al E A'. 1,,n 
So, by (eBC-ext), we have (b). 0 
Similar to quotient algebras in first order case, we turn to quotient eBAs after 
introducing eBCs (Definition 3.7.7). We proceed as follows. 
Definition 3.7.3 (quotient family): Let 0 be an eBC on an eBA A. Then, 
a/9 —df  {b E Aat9b} for a E A, and g/9 =df {h E Fm g9h} for g E Fm. 
It can be easily checked that the ./?9 in Definition 3.7.3 is well-defined, i.e. the 
values do not depend on their representative. Further, let 19 be an eBC on an eBA 
A. Then, we define the followings: 
for m E Nat, g E Fm and a3 e A, •(2/, ) (a/l9) =df  g()/?9 (later, we will use 
g/19 to refer 	for simplicity); 
for in e Nat, 1 < i < in, and k E Nat, given g E F and hi E 
(9/19)O </t9 >df (go < h >)/19; 
for a E 	with ft 	= 	gi E Fic+mi  (1 < i < £) and ha E Fk 
(1j 	n), (aA/19)O  <curryk,n(g/19),h/19 >df (aA® < curryk,(g),h >)/19. 
It is also easily verified that the above definitions of .719 are well-defined, i.e. their 
values do not depend on their representatives. Therefore, we can define F/i9 =df 
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< A/19 ,.Fm/'9mE Nat  > where Fm /a = {g/?9g E 1m} for rn E Nat. Below, we will 
show that F/t9 has the "explicitly closedness". 
Lemma 3.7.4 (explicit closedness of .F/i9): .T/9 is explicitly-closed. 
Proof 
For each a/i9 E A/9 and k E Nat, we have: (Ck,a /19)(â/19 ) = Ck,a()/'O = a/9 
for every a/9 E A/0 (1 < j < k). So, Ck,(a/) = Ck,a /9 E .?k/ 9. 
For each k Nat and 1 	i 	k, we have: (7rk,/9)(a7'9) = 7rk,(a)/19 = a/i9 
for every a/9 E A/i9 (1 < j < k). So, 7rk,/O E .Tk/t9. 
The rest proof is obvious by the definitions of ./i9. 0 
Next, we concern of uniformity of interpretations of BOs. 
Lemma 3.7.5 (uniformity of J/9): For each a e E<, >, o, A/19 is uniform 
over 'F/0. 
Proof Obvious by the definitions of ./0. 0 
Since i/0 preserves the explicit-closedness and the uniformity, we arrive at that 
A/9 is an eBA. That is, 
Theorem 3.7.6 (T/0 and eBA): Let A be an eBA and i9 be an eBC on it. 
Then, <A/9,.'F/9 > is an eBA. 
Finally, we can define a quotient eBA from an eBA and its eBC. Comparing with 
the first order quotient algebras, the existence of "second order" quotient eBAs are 
not apparent as we expected. 
Definition 3.7.7 (quotient eBA): A/79 is said to be the quotient eBA of an 
eBA A by an eBC 79 iffA/t9 =< A/9,.77/t9> and A 1'9)01 	= A/0. 
Recall the comment after Definition 3.7.3, the well- definedness of ./79 can also be 
viewed as that for each environment < p, (p> if < Al[p<, ,>, 	>E t9 then 
(A/7))[p <1j,,1,j> = 	 In other words, this means that quotient 
algebras preserve satisfaction. 
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Let A be an eBA and i9 be an eBC on A. The natural map v : A -* A/9 is 
defined by (a) v(a) =df  a/9, (b) v,9 (g) =df g/9 and (c) v,(aA) =df 7A1 .  We are 
to demonstrate that the natural map is an eBH. Formally 
Lemma 3.7.8 (preservations of v,): 
(v-cons) Vt9(Ck,a ) = Ck,v,(a), 
(A/t9) (v-proj) v,(irA) = 7rk,i 	for 1 < i < k; 
(v-cmp) v(gØ < 1>) = v,(g)0 < 
(v-unif) v(aA® < 	/>) = 0,(A/9)Ø <g', V'9 (- h) > 
where a E 	with ñ I = t, gj E .Fk+m; , g = CUrryk,m (gj) and g' = 
curryk ,m  (vg (gi )) (1 < i < £), and h j E 17k (1 < j < n). 
Proof By Extensionality. 0 
Therefore, 
Theorem 3.7.9 (v g and eBH): Let 0 be an eBC on an eBA A. Then, the 
natural map v g from A to A/?9 is an onto (surjective) eBH. 
The proof of this theorem is obvious from Lemma 3.7.8 and is left out. 
Later, the natural map 	is referred to as the natural eBH associated with the 
eBC 79. Analogous to first order algebras, we define an eBC over a quotient eBA 
as follows. Suppose 9, 9' are eBCs on A and c 9', i.e. t9 c 9' and 'O m  ç 	for 
m E Nat. Later, we will simply refer to them as 79 c 'O'. Then, we define a double 
eBC as the following. Let 'O'/'O =df {< g/'O, h/'O > I <g, h >E 'O'}. We have two 
results, Lemma 3.7.10 and Theorem 3.7.11. 
Lemma 3.7.10 (double eBC): If'O,'O' are eBCs on A and 'O c 'O', then 'O'/'O 
is an eBC on A/t9. 
The proof is an straightforward verification, and is left out. Informally, this 
lemma says that a double eBC 'O'/'O is an eBC on quotient eBA A/'O. Further, from 
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a double eBC we can obtain a double quotient eBA. The relationship among these 
eBA, quotient eBA and double quotient eBA is as follows. 
Theorem 3.7.11 (double quotient eBA): If9', 19 are eBCs on A and 9 c 0', 
then the map ' : (A/i9)/(t9'/t9) -* A/9', defined by ('((a/0)/(i9'/9)) =df  a/9' and 
=df g/91, is an extensional binding isomorphism (i.e. a bijective 
eBH). 
The proof is also an easy verification and is left out. 
Considering quotient eBAs, we present a result related to generated eBAs and 
their quotient eBAs below. That is, 
Theorem 3.7.12 (generated eBA and its quotient eBA): Let A be an 
eBA generated by X. Thus, if V is an eBC on A, then its quotient eBA A/9 can 
be generated by [X/9]. 
Proof 
By Theorem 3.7.9, we know that v g is an eBH. Hence, by Lemma 3.6.3 we have 
that A/9 is generated by [X/t9]. 0 
From first order algebras, we understand that the purpose of introducing con-
gruences and their quotient algebras is to provide a general framework of working 
on kernels of homomorphisms. This is a crucial step toward the success of Birkhoff's 
approach. We intend to follow this in what follows. 
A first order congruence plays two roles. They are 
an equivalence relation preserving compositionality, and 
yielding an quotient algebra. 
However, these two roles are tied to each other in first order case. The situation is 
different for eBAs, i.e. these two roles are separated. Corresponding to (a), there is a 
concept of the binding core of an eBH; and the binding kernel of an eBH corresponds 
to (b). In other words, the binding core of an eBH is a technical extension of kernels 
of first order homomorphisms. Informally, a pair of elements are in the binding core 
of an eBH if they share a same image under the eBH. Formally, 
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Definition 3.7.13 (binding core 	): Let ( : A - A'. Then, the binding 
core of ((the core of ( for short), written as V, is a pair < V, {V k lk e Nat} > 
where V is a relation on ordinary objects of A and Vk is a relation on func-
tions of A with arity k E Nat such that V =df {< a,b >E A21((a) = ((b)} 
and Vk =df {< g, h >E F((g) = ((h)}. 
However, the above basic requirement on a relation obtained from an eBH is not 
enough to be the binding kernel of the eBH but the core of the eBH. The reason for 
this is Extensionality of eBCs. We introduce kernels of eBHs as follows. 
Definition 3.7.14 (binding kernel of an eBH): Let ( : A -f A'. The binding 
kernel of ((or simply kernel of (), written as Ker), is defined as the least pair 
<R, {Rk k E Nat} > on A such that the followings hold: 
1? is an equivalence relation on ordinary object; 
Rk is an equivalence relation on functions with arity k; 
1, i.e. V C R and Vk C Rk with 	Nat; and 
(c) ker(]) C R, where ker is defined as follows, 
ker(1')= R'U{<g(a),h(b)>I <g,h >E R' and < aj, bj >E R'} 
u{< crA(, ), aA(i, )>I <gi, hi >E R'm . and <as , bj >E R'} 
and 
kerk(1') = R'k U {< g, h >E Fj <g(), h(b) >E R'for every <ai, bj >E R'} 
for any relation R' on A. 
To see the difference between V( and Ker(Cj, we have following two facts: 
gg' implies g()g'() for every d E Atm, and 
gI(er(()g' iffg()Ker(()g('() for every d E Am; 
where A and A' are eBAs, ( : A -* A' and g, g' E Fm. 
For concrete examples, let 	= 0 when ñ 54 6 (i.e. essentially a first order 
signature), you can take A =< F, A > be an eBA with the signature such that 
F =< A, {Fm E Nat} > where A = { a, b, c} and Fm is some part of full function 
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space from Am to A closed under constant functions, projections and compositions 
with arity in > 0; and let A' be another identical eBA with A and eBil is a 
family of function from A to A' and functionals from Fm to J for in E Nat. More 
specifically, 
the "object" function of C maps both a and c to a, and it maps b to b: 
a if.=a 
C(.)= b if.=b 
a ifs=c. 
and 
the "function" functionals of C from .Fm to .7 are almost identity functionals 
between these two functions spaces except that functions like constant function Cm,c 
whose image is constant function Cm,a not Cm,c for in E Nat. 
Since the number of functions in the full function space of A' -+ A is 
33m 
 with 
in E Nat, i.e. 27 if in = 1 (see Table 3-1), we only give the details of VC and Ker 
for the case of m = 1. Note that both T1 (A) and .TA') have, at most, 15 functions 
in total, i.e. they are 
{ id, f, 12, f6, f, C1,, C1,,g4,g5 , h0, Ci,a , h2 , h67  h7 , h8 }, 
in order to preserving compositionality of C; e.g. otherwise there is a contradition 
of C being an eBil: 
C(go)(a) = C(co)(C(a)) = C(go(a)) = C(a) = a 
C(go)(a) = C(go)(((c)) = C(go(c)) = C(b) = b. 
On the other hand, this can also be regarded as a justification of working on explicitly 
closed family of functions in eBAs instead of full function spaces. Also, this situation 
will not appear if eBA A is the term eBA T regardless what eBA A' is (why?). 
Since is the "identity" 	on E7,n X .7, (where 'm =.Tj, V1 is the 
"identity" relation on F1 but Key, properly contains V1 with extra 
J
<Ci,a,fi >, <Ci ,a,f2 >, <Ci ,a,f7 >, < id, f6 >, 
<Ci ,a , h2 >, <id, h6 >, <Ci a,h7 >, <Ci ,a , h8 >, <g4,g5 > 




id(x)= b ifx=b 
c ifx=c 
a ifx=a 
fi (x)= a ifx=b 
c ifx=c 
a ifx=a 
f 2(x)= c ifx=b 
c ifx=c 
b ifx=a 
f3(x)= b ifx=b 
c ifx=c 
b ifx=a 












C1,(x) = c if 	= b 
c ifx=c 
a ify=a 






92(y)= c ify=b 
b ify=c 
b 	ify=a 
Cl,b(y) = b 	if  = b 
b 	ify=c 
b ify=a 
94(y)= a ify=b 
b ify=e 
b ify=a 
95(y)= C ify=b 
b ify=c 
c ify=a 
96(y)= b ify=b 
b ify=c 
c ify=a 






ho(z) = 	b ifz=b 
a ifz=c 
a ifz=a 
C1,,, (z) = 	a if  = b 
a ifz=c 
a ifz=a 
h2(z)= c ifz=b 
a ifz=c 
b ifz=a 

















Table 3-1: full function space of {a, b, c} -+ {a, b, c} 
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and their reflexive and tranistive closure. Interested readers are encouraged to work 
out the rest and compare the difference between binding core VC and binding kernel 
K er ( ). 
Furthermore, keeping our previous analogy between eBAs and first order alge-
bras, we know that the binding core and the binding kernel of an eBH becomes 
almost the same if the signature 	has the property of 	= 0 for every 
E. The difference is on the carriers of functions spaces. If we disregard of this, 
then the binding core and the binding kernel are the same. 
Anyway, a first order kernel is a first order congruence and yields a first order 
quotient algebra. In contrast, a (binding) core of an eBH is not an eBC, but a 
(binding) kernel of the eBH is, and it yields a quotient eBA (Theorem 3.7.16). The 
next lemma is to justify this point of view. However, let us verify that Definition 
3.7.14 yields an eBC (Theorem 3.7.15). 
Theorem 3.7.15 (kernel and eBC): Let : A --4A, Then, Ker(() is an 
eBC on A. 
Proof Obvious, just check their definitions. 0 
Theorem 3.7.16 (kernel and its quotient eBA): Let : A —* A' be an onto 
eBH. Then, there is an isomorphic eBH : A/Ker(() —* A' such that = 0 v 
where tiC =df tiKer(C). I.e. the following diagram commutes (see Figure 3-1): 
Proof The key point of the proof is the fact of coincidence between the core 
and the kernel Ker((). This coincidence is because of that (is an onto eBH. Others 
are just routine checks. 0 
Now, we come to the key issue of Birkhofl"s approach, i.e. whether the "onto" 
condition on (can be withdrawn from Theorem 3.7.16. To seek a general answer to 
this question, we are led to Admissibility, which is the subject of next section. 




A 	 M. A/Ker(C) 
At 
Figure 3-1: commutativity 
3.8 	Admissible freeness 
Referring to Theorem 3.7.16, can we weaken the condition "onto" and still has the 
diagram commutes? To answer this question, we introduce a concept of "Admissi-
bility". The essence of Admissibility is Extensionality. 
Definition 3.8.1 (admissible eBH): Let C : A -+ A'. Thus, C is admissible 
iifC(A) - A'. 
In other words, : A --4A'  is admissible, sometimes written as C : A -3 A' 
(the dot on top of -* shows the Admissibility) if ( preserves Extensionality in its 
image. The following is the introduction of "admissible freeness". 
Definition 3.8.2 (admissibly free eBA): Let K be a class of eBAs, and U 
be an eBA generated by X. Thus, 
(a) a family of function from X to A' and functionals from Xk to J for k E Nat 
is said to be admissible if [C(X)} -< A', where A' is an eBA; 
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(b) for every A' E AC and if for every admissible eBH C : X -* A', there is an 
U -* A' which extends of C then we say that U has the admissible universal 
mapping property for AC over X. X is said to be admissible free generators of U and 
U is said to be an admissible-freely generated by X. 
By Theorem 3.3.9, for an admissibly-free eBA, we naturally have the following: 
suppose U has the admissible universal mapping property for AC over X, thus, if 
given A' E AC and an admissible map) : X -* A', then there exists an unique 
extension ' of C such that (' is an eBH and ' : U -* A'. 
Considering different admissibly-free eBAs, we have the following. 
Theorem 3.8.3 (isomorphism between admissibly-free eBAs): Let U and 
U' have the admissible universal mapping property for AC over X and X' respectively, 
and JXJ = IX'l (i.e. J XJ = IX'l and jXk j = IX for k E Nat), then U U' where 
U,U' E AC. 
The proof is a simple verification and is left out. 
Admissibility makes the difference between the binding core and the binding ker-
nel of an eBH disappear. In other words, it means that "Admissibility" eliminate the 
difference between binding kernels of eBHs and kernels of first order homomorphism, 
see next Lemma 3.8.4. 
Lemma 3.8.4 (coincidence of kernels and cores of admissible eBHs): 
Let ç : A - A' be an admissible eBH, then Ker(() = V C . 
The proof of this lemma is easy (hint: '( is an fixpoint of ker in Definition 
3.7.14 under the admissible condition) and is left out. 
Examples of eBHs which have coincident kernels and cores are either 
eBHs with surjective images on base level, or 
eBHs with 1-1 mapping on base level. 
Apparently, they are admissible. 
Considering the kernel of an admissible eBH and its quotient eBA, we have the 
following. 
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Theorem 3.8.5 (kernel of an admissible eBH and its quotient eBA): Let 
A -* A' be an admissible eBH. Then there is an 1-1 eBH C : A/Ker(C) - A' 
such that C = C 0 v (see Figure 3-1). 
Proof We define C(g/Ker(()) -df C(g). By Lemma 3.8.4, it is well-defined and 
is an 1-1 eBH. 0 
The importance of Admissibility is established by a few subsequent results, which 
are summarized as: the result of Theorem 3.8.6 is the best we can have in Birkhoff's 
approach. Recall that the essence of Birkhoff's method is the equivalences among 
(1) satisfaction of algebras, (2) kernels of the algebras and (3) satisfaction of the 
corresponding quotient term algebras. We proceed this as follows. 
Lemma 3.8.6 (injectiveness of eBH ): Let C be an eBH and C : A - A', 
and C be another eBH and C : A/Ker(C) - A' such that C = C 0 VC, then  C must 
be 1-1 (see Figure 3-1). 
Proof Let g'/Ker(C), h'/Ker(C) E A/Ker(C) and C(g'/Ker(()) = (h'/Ker(()). 
Since vC is onto, there exists g, h E A such that ii(g) = g'/Ker() and v((h) = 
h'/Ker((). Therefore, for every such a pair g, h, we have C® v(g) = C® vc(h), i.e. 
C(g) = C(h). So, <g, h >E V c Ker((), i.e. g'/Ker(() = h'/Ker((). 0 
See Figure 3-1, this lemma said that if the diagram commutes then the eBH 
starting from the quotient eBA must be an injective. Consequently, the original 
eBH which we start with, must be admissible, see Corollary 3.8.7. 
Corollary 3.8.7 (Admissibility and commutativity): Let C: A - A' and 
C : A/Ker(() -* A' such that C = C 0 u, then C is admissible (see Figure 3-1). 
Proof By Lemma 3.8.6, we know the image of is a perfect sub-eBA, so is the 
image of C. 0 
From previous results (Theorem 3.8.5 and Corollary 3.8.7), we understand that 
Admissibility is a necessary and sufficient condition for the diagram (Figure 3-1) 
to commute. Because of this, we claim that Admissible Completeness (Corollary 
3.10.11) is the best result for Birkhoff's approach. 













Figure 3-2: quotient eBA and double quotient eBA 
Theorem 3.8.8 (Admissibility and double quotient eBA): Let ç and ' 
be eBHs and ' : A -+ A', C : A - A" and Ker(() c Ker((') such that ç' is 
admissible and is onto, then there exists (": A" -* A' such that C ' = " 0 C. 
Proof See Figure 3-2, and we define C" = ' 0 	0 	0 (, where ' is 
an 1-1 eBil by Theorem 3.8.5. 	is an isomorphic eBil by Theorem 3.7.16. 1(C' 
is an isomorphic eBH by Lemma 3.7.11. 0 
The following two lemmas provide the fact that eBCs are closed under intersec-
tions. 
Lemma 3.8.9 (intersection of two eBCs): Let i9',t9 be eBCs on an eBA A. 
Then 9' nd is an eBC on A. 
Consequently, 
Lemma 3.8.10 (intersection of eBCs): Let W be a class of eBCs on A. Then 
nip is an eBC on A. 
As a result of Theorem 3.8.5 and Corollary 3.8.7, we define admissible eBCs with 
respect to an eBA and a collection of eBAs as follows. 
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Definition 3.8.11 (admissible eBC t9): Let A be an eBA and IC be a class 
of eBAs. Thus, 
the admissible eBC19A on T with respect to A is defined to be fl(:T-+A 	r((); 
the admissible BC Ok on T with respect to IC is defined to be flAE A• 
Next, we give two conditions under which the composition of two admissible 
eBHs is admissible (Lemma 3.8.12); or more precisely under which Admissibility is 
preserved by a composition of two admissible eBHs. 
Lemma 3.8.12 (Admissibility under compositions): Let ' : A -* A' be 
admissible (or onto) and ( : A' -* A" be 1-1 (or admissible), then ( 0 ' : A -* A" 
is admissible. 
The proof is obvious and is left out. 
Theorem 3.8.13 (admissibly free quotient term eBA): Let T(X) be 
T(X)/9)c where X = 	then it has the admissible universal mapping property 
for AC over X. 
Proof 
(1) By Theorem 3.7.12 and Lemma 3.6.3, T,(X) is generated by X. 
(2) Let C be admissible as in Figure 3-3. 
By Theorem 3.6.3, C 0 v [x can be uniquely extended to an eBH 
T - A. 
The Admissibility of ( is preserved by such an extension ' because ' is 
admissible by a similar proof of Lemma 3.8.12 where is admissible and u is onto. 
Hence, by Theorem 3.8.5 and by Theorem 3.8.8, there exists ' : T(X) -* 
A such that ('= ' 0 v where ('[= (, since Ker(v.) = 0,,c ç Ker((') and u, 
is onto. 
(3) '() = ' o u(X) = C'(X) = 	i' [(X) = 
Although quotient term eBA T is not a free eBA, it is admissibly-free. Neverthe-
less, Theorem 3.8.5 and Corollary 3.8.7 told us that this result can not be improved 
in Birkhoff's approach. 
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X 	 px 
Ae?C 
Figure 3-3: admissible evironment and admissibly freeness 
The central idea of Birkhoff's approach is to capture equality through kernels of 
homomorphisms. This can be done in first order algebras simply because the cores 
and kernels of their homomorphisms coincide with each other. This coincidence does 
not hold in general for eBAs. Therefore, we turn to admissible BEs instead of BEs. 
This is the subject of next section. 
3.9 	Admissible Binding Equations 
Analogous to Chapter 2, we can define the followings: 
A ,BA p q (or A = p q for short) as for all environment < p, >, 
= 
a class C of eBAs satisfies p 	q, written as K [--,BA p 	q or simply 
1= p q, if each member A of K satisfies p q; 
let Fb (or F as an abbreviation) be a set of BEs, we say K satisfies Fb, written 
as JC HeBA Fb (or K = F for simplicity), if K = p q for each p q E IF; we also 
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use ModE Bo(F) (or Mod(F) for simplicity) to denote the class of eBAs, where each 
member A satisfies F; 
(d) F heBA p q (or shortened as F H p q) if A J= F implies A H p q for 
each A. 
Further, an environment is said to be admissible if its image can generate a 
perfect sub-eBA, i.e. [,5(V U FV)] is a perfect sub-eBA. Then, we can define the 
above concepts accordingly in the context of Admissibility. Formally, 
Definition 3.9.1 (admissible satisfaction I=eBA):  For binding term p, q E T 
or p, q E FT, for some m E Nat, 
(i) AHeBAP q (or A=p q), iffAp(p) = Aq(,) for every admissible ,i on 
A, 
() 	eBAP q (or 	q), iffAp q for each A E ; 
=6BAF  (or cHF)  1ff /p q for each p q E IF; 
AdmEBo(F), or Adrn(F) when EBO  can be decided by context (anyway it is 
aiway convenient to assume that >BO  is arbitrarily fixed), is defined to be {AIAHF}; 
F=eBAP q 1ff for each A, AF implies A=p q; 
Ix(X) =df {p qjXp q}, where AC is a class of eBAs and 
X =< V, {FVk k E Nat}>. 
For Definition 3.9.1, we make the following remark. 
if A z p q, then A=p q where A is an eBA. 
Mod(F) C Adm(F), where F is a set of BEs. 
On the other hand, let p q E F1 if Adm(F)=p q; and let p' q' E F2 if 
Mod(F) = p' q'. Then, we know in general neither that 
p  q E F1 implies p q E F2 nor that 
p' 	E F2 implies p' D q' E F' 
Essentially, these are the relations between satisfaction =eBA  and admissible satis-
faction H,BA.  A further discussion of this will be resumed in Section 3.13. 
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Lemma 3.9.3 (effect of an eBH over an interpretation): If : A --4A'  is 
an eBH, then (A[pJJ(,)) = A'f[p] 0 
The proof is obvious and is left out. 
The above lemma says that the effect of an eBH over an interpretation is com-
pletely determined by the effect of the eBH over the environment of the interpreta-
tion. Further exploiting this result, we have the following. 
Lemma 3.9.4 (admissible BEs and admissible eBHs): Let K be a collec-
tion of eBAs, then fl=p q iifC(',1) = (s) for each admissible eBH( : T - A, 
and every A e K. 
Proof By Lemma 3.9.3 and Theorem 3.6.3. 0 
Lemma 3.9.4 says that the admissible equality can be completely captured by 
admissible eBHs. Consequently, we have that 
Theorem 3.9.5 (admissible BE and admissible eBC): K=p 	q if 
< 	[p], S[q ] > E 	where IC is a class of eBAs. 
Proof 
For "", we suppose < 	>E '9x and given a A e IC. Let : T -* A be 
an admissible eBH. Then, c Ker(ç). So, there exists 	T(X) -* A such that 
C = 	0 11t1C• Hence, 
((•p) = 0 i/ ,j• p ) = 0 Z/(S q j) (since Ker(u,) = 9) 
= 
Consequently, )C =p q (since for every environment < p, p >, there exists 	T -* 
A such that the environment and C agree on X or V U FV) 
For "", assume ICI--p q, i.e. for every admissible eBH C : T(X) -* A where 
A E IC, C(• pj) = C(•[q]). In other words, < •[p],•[q] >E Ker(C). Therefore, since 
this does not depend on each individual C, < •, •[q] >E fl(:T-+A  Ker). Again 
this dose not depend on each individual A E IC. So, <•, •[q] >E t9. 0 
Informally, Theorem 3.9.5 expresses that admissible equality is totally decided 
by certain eBC. Similar to Birkhoff's Theorem in Chapter 2, we have a theorem 
below. Formally 
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Theorem 3.9.6 (admissible Birkhoff's Theorem): The following three 





The equivalence between 1 and 2 was established in Theorem 3.9.5. So, we only 
need to consider the equivalence between 2 and 3. 
For "2 = 3", we have that for every admissible eBH : T-T(i) there exists 
eBH : T(X) - T,(X) such that = v 0 , since Theorem 3.8.5, Corol- 
lary 3.8.8, and the equivalence between 1 and 2. So, < •[], . >E 	implies 
q. 
For "3 = 2", we have that T,c(X)=p q implies v,(.[]) = V, , (S[q ]), since ii, 
is an admissible eBH. Hence, < •[], • >E 'L9A. 0 
The above result shows that Admissibility is indeed a remedy to Birkhoff's ap-
proach. Further, it shows that admissible BEs are captured by admissible eBC, and 
this, in turn, can be captured by term eBA T through certain way. The remaining 
problem is to catch the certain way syntactically. This is the subject of next section. 
3.10 Admissible Completeness of 1 eBA 
Analogous to first order case, we introduce admissibly-invariant eBC to characterize 
eBC 	over a class AC. To motivate the definition for admissibly-invariant eBC we 
need the following lemma. Namely 
Lemma 3.10.1 (binding substitutions on T): Let 19 be an eBC on term 
eBAT. For every :T—T/9, there existsa:T — Tsuch that C—Qv,i ,i.e. 
the following diagram (see Figure 3-4) commutes. 







Figure 3-4: binding substitution 
Proof 
For each x E X and each f E Xm , let us fix a value in v1(((x))  and in 1((f)) 
for 	on Xby Axiom of Choice (note that if C(x) = ((y) then  v'(((x)) = 
For readability, we keep the notation as ç(x) =df v 1(((x)) and  (f) =df 
Since T is free term eBA, then can be extended as an eBil from T to T. 
Obviously, C [x=  (vo  0 ) [x. By the uniqueness of free eBA about eBHs, we come 
to ç = VV o C. 0 
As you may notice, is a substitution as it is commonly called. This observation 
leads us to the definition of admissibly-invariant eBC. Formally, 
Definition 3.10.2 (admissibly-invariant eBC): An eBC 79 on term eBA T 
is admissibly invariant 1ff for every admissible eBH : T -* T/9, < ' j, •[q] >E 19 
implies < ([p]),(•[q]) >E 19 
Tricky examples of admissibly-invariant eBCs are 
T x T is an admissibly invariant eBC on T; 
Vic is an admissibly invariant eBC on T. 
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To justify the introduction of admissibly-invariant concept, we provide a lemma 
below. Formally 
Lemma 3.10.3 (admissibly invariant eBC and admissible BE): Let 79 be 
an admissibly invariant eBC on term eBA T. Then T/9 p q if < 0[p], 	>C 9. 
Proof 
Let {J, } = Free(p) U Free(q). So, we only need to consider the environments 
over {f,E}. 
For "", T/p q 	for all admissible < p, >, Tp(p,) = Tq(p,). 
From these T and < p, p>, we can get an admissible eBH C : T -+ T/9 such 
that T{p(p,p) = 'TI[qJp,) 	= 
Conversely, given an admissible C : T - T/79, we have an admissible < p, q > 
such that I[p(p,p) = Y[q(p,p) 	((.j) = 
Since v, : T - TO is onto, we have that zi,(c(. j )) = Vt9((S[q])), i.e. 
< 	(•pj), c(s[q]) >G V. Because of fully-invariant property of 79, we have that 
< 	p], 0  [q] >E 9 implies for every ( : T -* T, < C([]),C() >E 0. 
For "", since v,9 is admissible, T/ 9 I=p 	q implies u,(.[]) = iit9( 0 [q]). In 
other words, < •, 	>E 9. 0 
The above lemma says that an admissible invariant eBC decides the admissible 
equality of its quotient eBA. This convinces us that we are on the right track. 
Definition 3.10.4 (least admissible invariance containing F): Let F be 
a family of E C T x T and Ek C FTk x FTk for k E Nat. Then, ?9A(E)  denote the 
least admissibly-invariant eBC on T containing F. 
Sometimes, eBC 9A(E) is called the admissibly invariant eBC generated by E. 
It comes from the fact that 19A(E) =df fl '.I'(E) where 1 (E) is the collection of all 
possible admissibly invariant eBC congruence on T containing E. Such a definition 
is well-defined, since T x T is an admissibly invariant eBC (i.e. l(E) $ 0) and 
the property of admissibly invariant is preserved by an arbitrary intersection (e.g. 
i9 fl 	is admissibly invariant if both of them are). 
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Definition 3.10.5 (function q): Given a pair < X, {Xk k E Nat} > where X 
is set of ordinary variables and Xk is a set of function variables with arity k E Nat. 
Let X be such a pair, and q :<< 1(X) >>—* T x T be the bijection defined by 
0([p] 	[q])  =df< •[p], •[q] >, where < 1(X) >df {[p] 	[q]jp 	q E I(X)} (and 
[p] =df {qpq}). 
Obviously, we would have 9A(0(F)) = 19 Adm(F) for every F c (T x {} >< T) u 
(FT x {} x FT) (hint : see the tricky examples of previously given admissibly-
invariant eBCs and the least condition of VA  for one direction of inclusions, and 
see Lemma 3.10.3 to get the fact T/9A(q(F)) E Adrn(F) for the other direction of 
inclusions). We state it as theorem. Formally, 
Theorem 3.10.6 (least admissible invariance and admissible BEs): Fp 
q iff< •[p], •[q] >E 79A(c(17)). 
Such an observation leads to a concept of admissible substitutions. Formally 
Definition 3.10.7 (admissible substitution with respect to F): Given a 
set F of (admissible) BEs, a substitution is said to be admissible with respect to 
F if the corresponding eBH C : T -* T (i.e. 	= .) has the property that 
v9A(5(r)) ® C is an admissible eBH. 
We denote an admissible substitution (nap) as E SubA(F). An example of 
such substitution (map) is the identity substitution (maj iE SubA(F). 
The well- definedness of this definition (Definition 3.10.7) is guaranteed by the 
fact that T is a free eBA over all possible eBAs 
From the above definition, we can easily get a lemma. Namely 
Lemma 3.10.8 (admissible BEs and admissible substitutions): 
If Adm(F)=p q then Adrn(F)=p 	q, where E SUbA(F). 
Proof 
We simply have a corresponding eBH (for. Then, since 	® (is ad- 
missible and 9A(q(F)) = 9 Adm(F), we have that < [p], [q] >E 0Adm(r)  implies 
< (('[p]),(([ q ]) >E t9Adm(F). Putting it in another way, we would have that 
Adm(F)p q implies Adm(F)pLO 	. q 0 
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From Lemma 3.10.8, we understand that 9Adm(r)  is closed under admissible sub-
stitutions. However, we have no feasible criteria to judge whether a given substi-
tution is admissible. Nevertheless, the effect of applying substitutions to binding 
terms is completely decided by the images of the substitutions on the free variables 
of the binding terms. Luckily, there is a way to get around it, that is, the number of 
free variables in binding terms must be finite, and the identity substitution iis obvi-
ously admissible. So, by shifting variables in the identity substitution ito preserve 
the Admissibility and to share the images of an arbitrary substitution on the free 
variables of a binding term p, we would get an admissible substitution such that 
Pe = p. Hence, we can use arbitrary substitutions in practice. This completes our 
effort in search of syntactic characterization of admissible equality. To confirm this 
claim, we define the admissible calculus HeBA (or f-) as follows and prove the claim 
in Theorem 3.10.10. 
Calculus H is almost the same as F—EQ  in Chapter 2 except that (a) it has three 
extra rules (cr), () and  (c'); (b) composition rule (eq-cmp) in F-EQ is replaced by 
two rules (cmp-1) and (cmp-2); (c) its substitution is -not ; (d) meta variables are 
mainly p, q, r instead of t, u, v respectively. 
Definition 3.10.9 (admissible calculus HeBA): The admissible calculus ,BA 
(or I-) is almost the same as calculus HBA (defined in Theorem 1.2.3.1) except that 
substitution rule (func-sub) should be replaced by (b-sub) below: 
FH eBAP q 
(b-sub) 
FHeBAPQ q 
where j is an arbitrary family of substitution functions o from ordinary variables 
V to ordinary terms T and p, from function variables FVm to function terms FT, 
with arity m E Nat. 
Let Mb (or M) be a function which produces a set Mb(F)  when given a set IF, 
p 	q E M(F) if FH eBAP q without using cut rules. Obviously, Mb is monotonic, 
and we can easily have that p q E UM(F) iff FHeBAP q. 
Theorem 3.10.10: q(<< UMb(F) >>) = 'i9A((<< IF >>)). 
Proof 
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(i) First of all, we define a new rule (adm-), called admissible , as 
(adm-) 
FH( 	: t) 	(: t') 
where i[ := i7] is a family of substitution functions and {} c V. 
Then, we understand that if we define a new Mb which is alomst the same 
as the previous one except without () rule but with (adm-) rule, both of them 
are actually equivalent to each other (hint: comparing the two premises of () rule 
and (adm-) rule with (b-sub) rule, and the fact that the identity substitution 2-is 
admissible for arbitrary F). 
(ii.a) 0(< UMb(F) >>) is obviously an equivalence relation and containing 
(ii.b) By (a) rule, (_1)  rule, (b-sub) rule and (adm-) rule with the above (ii.a), 
we have q(<< LJMb(F) >>) satisfies (eBH-ext) (in Definition 3.7.1). 
(ii.c) By (cmp-1) and (cmp-2) rules with the above (ii.a) and (ii.b), we have that 
q(<< UMb(F) >>) is an eBC. 
(ii.d) By the (b-sub) rule in Definition 3.10.9, we get that q(< UMb(F) >>) is 
admissibly invariant. 
So, combine with all items in (i) and (ii)'s, we know 0(< UMb(F) >>) 
F>>)). 
(iii) On the other hand, it is quite easy to see that 0Y 1 (?9A(0(<< F >>))) is closed 
under the following rules, where 01(0) =df {[P] 	{q]l < •],•[q] >e 91 (and 
[P] = {qIpq}): 
(iii.a) for (a) rule, trivial; 
(iii.b) for (e 1) rule, a simple exercise (hint : [(iu)]([g]) 	•[u[:=] ]) 
(iii.c) for (cmp-1) and (cmp-2) rules, trivial; 
(iii.d) for (b-sub) rule, an easy exercise (hint: if 	SubA(F) then 
0 	is an admissible eBH); 
(iii.e) for (adm-e) rule, we show the closeness below: suppose < '[t], [t'] >E 
9A(cb(<< F >>)). 
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For every C : T —+ T such that C 0 v19A(kr>)) is an admissible eBH. Let C(x) 
be u3 (1 < j < jil), we would have that •[(:t)](S[u,], 	= 	 = 
C(t) and [(:t)]([uiJ, [u2]1 ..., 	= [t'[xifl] = ((t'). Hence, we would have 
< C(t), C(t') >E 19A(0(<< F >>)), since ® 1'A(t(<<F>)) is an admissible eBH, 
Then, by (eBH-ext), we get that < [(E:t)], [(i:t')] >E 19A(c((< F >>)). In other 
words, 0Y 1 (t9A(0(<< F >>))) is closed under the admissible (adm-e) rule. 
Therefore, by (i) and by the least condition of LiM(F), we have 
q(<< u(F) >>) 	A(7( F >>)). 
(iv) By the above (ii) and (iii), we come to q(<< UM 5(F) >>) = 19A(q(<< F 
UI 
From Theorem 3.10.10, we can infer that Fp q if p q E UMb(F), since 
Fp 	q iff 9 Admo(r) if < •[p],•[q] >E A(( 	F >>)) if < •[p], •[q] >E c(<< 
UMb(F) >>) if p q E UMb(F). So, I state it as a corollary. 
Corollary 3.10.11 (soundness and completeness of F-,BA):  F=p q 1ff 
FHp q. 
Although we have no general syntactic characterization of admissible substitu-
tions, this is hardly a limitation, (See comments before Definition 3.10.9). Of course, 
a general characterization of admissible substitution (and/or non-admissible substi-
tutions) deserves our future attention. 
3.11 Admissible variety problem 
Since the admissible models seems not closed under products, there is an open 
problem whether there is a variety concept such that it is the least closure of certain 
operations. On the other hand, we know that the quotient eBA T(X) admissibly 
satisfies I, for the class /C of eBAs. This naturally leads to a question whether there 
is an operation to replace products, which enables us to get a Birkhoff's variety 
concept. 
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Definition 3.11.1 (direct product of eBA): Let Ak (k E Ind) be an indexed 
family of eBAs, the direct product A, written as UkEInd Ak, is defined as 
gA < gAk 
>kElnd and gA()(k) = gAk((k)) where k E Ind and a/ E 
fIkEId Ak. 
0A(,  )(k) = A1 Ak Ak 	, à(k)) for k E Ind and gf a (g1 ,g2 ,g 
FIkEInd .Fmj'(Ak) and a j E flkEInd  Ak. 
Apparently, eBAs are closed under direct products. For sub-direct products, we 
introduce them as follows. 
Definition 3.11.2 (sub-direct product): An sub-eBA A (= kEIdAk) of 
LIkE md Ak, where Ak is an eBA indexed by k E Ind, is said to be a sub-direct 
product of the indexed family Ak (k E Ind) of eBAs if 
A is a perfect sub-eBA of fJkId Ak; 
7k(A) = Ak for each k E Ind. 
Similar to first order algebras, we introduce sub-direct embedding as follows. 
Definition 3.11.3 (sub-direct embedding): An embedding (1-1 and eBH) 
A -f flkeIfldAk is a sub-direct iff(A) is a sub-direct product of Ak (k E Ind). 
An example of sub-direct embedding is given below. 
Lemma 3.11.4 (natural eBH and sub-direct embedding): If  is eBC on 
an eBA A, and flkEId 19 k = Diag (diagonal relation, it is an eBC), then the natural 
eBH i/ : A - fJkEmd(A/'Ok) defined by v(g)(k) = g/'O,, for g e .F(A) (m> 0) is a 
sub-direct embedding. 
The intersection of a collection of eBCs is an eBC, and it has an interesting 
property with the members of the collection. The property is formalized as follows. 
Lemma 3.11.5 (intersection of eBCs): Let 0= flkEIThdl9k  and 79k  be a eBC 
on an eBA A. Then flkEmd(9k/9) = diag on A/9, where diag is the diagonal eBC. 
Also, the isomorphic property among components of a product of eBAs is pre-
served by the product. Formally, 




A/9 	 W flkeIfld(A/9)/(9k/'9) 
14 
fJkInd A/9k 
Figure 3-5: quotient eBA and sub-direct embedding 
Lemma 3.11.6 (isomorphism and product): If each eBA Ak is isomorphic 
to A'k (k E Ind), then flk€Ind Ak is isomorphic to flkEind A'k. 
There is an simple fact about preservation of perfectness under eBHs. That is, 
Lemma 3.11.7 (perfectness and eBHs): If A is a perfect sub-eBA of an 
eBA A', and C : A --4A" is 1-1, then ((A) is a perfect sub-eBA of A". 
This lemma can be regarded as an improvement of Lemma 3.3.3. 
For a collection of eBCs and their quotient eBAs, the following is an interesting 
fact. 
Theorem 3.11.8 (quotient eBA and sub-direct embedding): If A is an 
eBA and 9k  is an eBC (k E Ind), let 9 = flk€Jd 7k then A/i9 can be sub-directly 
embedded in fIkEInd A/'19k. 
Proof See Figure 3-5. 
By Lemma 3.11.4, Lemma 3.11.5 and Lemma 3.11.7, A/9 can sub-directly em-
bedded in flkEId(A/9)/('L9k/t9).  By Lemma 3.7.11 and Lemma 3.11.6, we have that 
F1kEIfld(A/'t9)/( 9k/ 9 ) is isomorphic to fJkEInd A/9k. ° 
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Theorem 3.11.9 (admissible quotient eBA): For AC 0, T,(X) e ISP(AC), 
in particular, if AC is closed under I, Si,, P, then Tx(X) E AC, where 
I(AC) = {A' I for some A e AC and A' Al ( means "is ismorphic to") 
S(AC) = {A' I for some A Cz AC and A' -< A} and 
P(AC) = {A' I A' is a product of a subset of AC}. 
Almost all proof of this section are left out, either they can be straightly verified 
or the proof of later lemmas (or theorems) depends directly on the proof of an earlier 
lemma (or theorem). There is an interesting question which comes from Theorem 
Namely, 
Question 3.11.10 (closure under products): Under what condition, espe-
cially a equationally definable condition, AC is closed under direct product? 
Also, we name the existence of the operator under which variety is closed as an 
open problem. 
Open Problem 3.11.11 (admissible variety): Whether there is an con-
structible T over a class AC of algebras such that Adm(Ixj) = T(AC)? 
3.12 Logical Relations vs Admissibility 
In this 	section, we are going to discuss the relationship between Logical Relations 
and Admissibility. 
Definition 3.12.1 (Logical Relation on eBAs): A relation ç ç A x A' is 
logical if given g E .FA and h E .T', g m h 	(Va j E A, Vbj E A'. A1 a3(b 
g (â) ( h ( g)). 
Let 	: A -* A' be an eBH, then we have that it is logical if for all rn > 0, 
g e ,F and h e ..F" such that Va j E A.(g()) = h((a) = g = h. 
From this, we understand that the image of a logical eBH has enough points 
to identify not only 
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the functions in its image function spaces (i.e. ((.FA'))  but also 
all functions in the function spaces of ,TA' 
In a contrast, the image of an admissible ( can only identify the functions in its 
mage function spaces (i.e. only (a) holds). Consequently, 
Lemma 3.12.2 (logical and admissible): Let ( : A —* A', then, (is logical 
implies (is admissible 
This lemma says that an eBB is certainly admissible if it is logical. 
3.13 Completeness and admissible completeness 
In this section, we are going to discuss more on relationship between =eflA  and 
I=eBA (or between Mod(F) and Adm(F) for given F) in order to clarify more on 
relationship between Completeness and Admissible Completeness of HeBA. 
Let us start with summarizing the main results of Section 2.1 and comparing 
these with the ones in this chapter. 
From Section 2.1, we can get a congruence Or by given F through calculus HEQ; 
i.e. 
(3.13.a) <X,t,u >E Or, if F FEQ t x  u. 
This Or is cross-invariant so that 
(3.13.b) T/O I=EQ  t x It if <X,t,u >E Or. 
Therefore, we have 
(3.13.c) F F — EQ t x  u if T/O 	EQ t —X U. 
Furthermore, by Birkhoff Theorems (through Freeness), there is a congruence U 
such that 
(3.13.d) F EQ  t D:x u if T/O IEQ  t D:X U. 
Then, by establishing the coincidence of 9 and Or, we have Completeness of HEQ; 
i.e. 
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(3.13.e) F HEQ  t x u if F EQ t DX U- 
Similarily, we can carry the same argument about HEQ to the present H C BA; i.e. 
(3.13.a') <•, sI  >E t9r if FHeBAP q. 
We can still get 
(3.13.b') T/i9r HeBA P 	q iff < s[], q]  >E 9 F. 
Therefore, we have 
(3.13.c') FH eBAP q if T/z9r, HeBA P q. 
However, the crucial point of this chapter is that validation (3.13d') can not be 
established by Birkhoff method (through Freeness); 
(3.13.d') FHeBAP q if T/9r heBA i D q. 
That is, we do not know whether 
(3.13.d") Mod(F) eBA P q if T/i9 	eBA P q. 
The reason for this is that T[Or can not be established as a free eBA over the 
class Mod(F) of eBAs. We are only able to establish that T/,d r is admissibly free 
over an enlarged class Adm(F), where Mod(F) c Adm(F) since A =eBA p q 
implies A=eBAP q for any eBA A; i.e. 
(3.13.d*) Adm(F)I= BAP q if T/' 9 fH eBAP q. 
Actually, it is easy to verify that 
(3.13.f) T/ 9 F eBAP q if T/9 	eBA P q. 
So, we have 
(3.13.e') 'eBAP q if FHeBAP q. 
Secondly, we know that 
(3.13.g) Adm(F) eBA p q implies both Adrn(F)I=eBAp q and Mod(F) =eBA 
p D q; and 
(3.131) t 	Ad7 fl(F)=eBAP q or Mod(F) h€BA p q implies Mod(F) HeBAP 
RM 
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Question 3.13.1: What is the relation between Mod(F) I=eBA p 	q and 
Adm(F)l=eBAP q? 
We already point out that Mod(F) c Adm(F). So, if Mod(F) 7, Adm(F), then 
we would have the coincidence between Completeness and Admissible Completeness. 
Unfortunately, we are not able to establish this. In what follows, we are trying to 
identify where it is possible to cause a difference between Adrn(F) and Mod(F). 
Recall (3.13.f), we know that the crucial point is that there exists a surjective 
eBH from T to T/9r. This can be further generalized to the following. 
Lemma 3.13.2: Let A =<< A,F >,A> bean eBA such that JAI < 	(i.e. 
up to the countable infinite cardinal), then A F=eBA p q iff AHeBAP q. 
From this lemma, we know that A E Adm(F) and I Al  :5  o  implies A E Mod(F). 
For the case of large cardinals, i.e. JAI > o, we can think of applying the idea of 
the existence of surjective eBHs from a term eBA to A here. In other words, we can 
enlarge the set V to V' such that IV'l = N > No  = I VI and obtain a new term eBA 
T(V', FV) instead of T(V, FV) (see [155,82,80] for references on large cardinals). 
We shall abbreviate them as T' and T respectively. Furthermore, we introduce the 
following: 
A 1`--eBA p q iff 3(.) = /3(S[ q]) for every eBH 3 : T' —* A; 
A=BAP q iff 	/9(0[q]) for each admissible eBH 3: T'-4A; 
A E Mod(F) if A =BA p q for every p q E F; 
A E Adm(F) if AHBAp q for each p q E F. 
Note that 	and ='BAeBA  coincide with each other so that Mod(F) = Mod0 (F) 
and Adm(F) = Adrn 0(F). 
Similarily, we have Calculus FeBA  corresponding to I=eBA•  Also, F eBA and HeBA 
coincide with each other. 
Recall the proof of Admissible Completeness of 1eBA,  by carefully examining the 
proof we understand that the same proof can be carried through for HeBA  so that 
H eBA is sound and admissibly complete. That is, 
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Theorem 3.13.3: For any cardinal R > No, r HeBAP q 1ff FF BA p q. 
Actually, there is no essential difference between 'eBA  and H eBA except that the 
number of the ordinary variables available in 'eBA  is countably infinite No and the 
number of the ones available in HeBA is N  (> 	In this sense, we regard both F eBA 
and HeBA as identical. Also, it can be verified that 
Mod(F) = Mod0(F) = Mod(F) for each N > NO ; 
Adrn(F) = Adm°(F) Q Adm(F) for every N > No. 
So, the result of Lemma 3.13.2 can be generalized. That is, 
Lemma 3.13.4: Let A =<< A,..T >,A> be an eBA such that No < JAI < R, 
then A eBA P q  iffA= BA p q. 
From this lemma, we have that A E Adrn(F) and No < JAI < N implies A E 
Mod(F). So, for N > No, if A E Adm(F) and JAI = N , then A E Adrn(F) 
implies A E Mod(F). Hence, a possible difference can only lie between Adm(F) and 
Adin(F); i.e. whether there is an eBA A E Adm(F) such that A Adm(F) for 
some N > 
If there is no such an eBA, then F-,BA is sound and complete; i.e. Completeness 
and Admissible Completeness of He-BA are one. Furthermore, the freeness require-
ment on term eBAs is too strong for Completeness and a weaker one like admissible 
freeness is enough. But we suspect that there exists such an eBA. However, we fail 
to construct an example of such. Basically, the reason for this is that if such an 
examples exists, it must have uncountable ordinary objects (see Lemma 3.13.2); e.g. 
in its function spaces, it has two different functions which agree on countable 
ordinary objects which forms a part of a perfect sub-eBA; 
on the other hand, it may not have a perfect sub-EBA which has countably 
ordinary objects. 
We leave these as open problems. 
Chapter 4 
Extended Remedy 
Analogous to Chapter 2, especially analogous to the relations among F-EQ, HdEQ, 
H q EQ and UEQ,  we are considering to extend the remedy of Birkhoff's approach 
in Chapter 3 to admissible dependent implication of eBAs and admissible quasi-
dependent implication of eBAs in this chapter. That is, calculi HeBA  and HeBA  are 
the subject of this chapter. Their soundness and completeness are provided. An 
effort is also devoted to unify the above three forms of the calculi, i.e. admissible 
universal BEs (or admissible uBEs) HBA. 
Section 4.1 will deal with calculus HeBA, and calculus F eBA is the subject of 
Section 4.2, Section 4.3 will treat calculus HBA. 
4.1 Admissible dBEs 
Let L\ range over BEs (i.e. p q for p,q E T or p,q E FT, of some m E Nat), -y 
range over sets of BEs, A be an eBA, C be a class of eBAs, and F be a set of dBEs. 
Thus, 
Definition 4.1.1 (admissible dependent satisfaction I eBA): 
(a) A BA 	(or AHeBAf 	even A 	) iffAN<1,,> for every 
admissible < p1, col > implies 4z<2,2>  for each admissible < P2, 2 >, 
where Ap q}I<,>  means 	= 	for admissible < p, cc' > and 
AE{y]I <,,,> is its natural extension to a collection of admissible BEs; 
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AHBAF  (or AeBAF  even AF) 1ff A 	i,' A for each i 	IF; 
I,' 	(or HeBA I" 	even 	i' 	1ff A 	for every 
AeIC; 
(d)K d BAr(or)C€BA even HF) 1ff AF for each A E ; 
(e) FHeBAf I) 	(orFHeBA 	even F 	t,' ) 1ff for every eBA A, AHF 
implies AI=y 1-4 A. 
The above items from (a) to (e) are obvious perhaps except item (e). However, 
item (e) is equivalent to AdmBo(F)I=y i-4 A where A E AdrnE Bo(F) if A=F. 
Sometimes, we write Mod(F) and Adin(F) for MOdEBo(F) and AdmEBo(F) respec-
tively. 
From Theorem 3.9.6, we have that K=p q if < •, 	>E 	if T/9 =p q. 
Since admissible dBEs are close to admissible BEs, we can get the following theorem, 
which corresponds to Corollary 2.3.3. 
Theorem 4.1.2 (admissible Birkhoff's Theorem for dBEs): For the fol-
lowing four statments, we have that 
1 and 2 are equivalent to each other, 
3 and 4 are equivalent to each other, and 
2 implies 3: 
1. Adm(F)='yi—*A; 
For each A E Adm(F), '7 c 9A implies A E 9A, where 9A  15 the admissible 
binding kernel (with respect to F), i.e. t9A = fl(:T-*A Ker(C) and AHF; 
c 9 Adm(F) implies A € 79Adm(F), where ?9,'C= nAEk 19 A; 
T/ 	 i' A. 
Now, we introduce calculus H6BA for dBEs below. 
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Definition 4.1.3 (calculus FeBA):  Calculus FBA  (or H eBA even I-) is defined 
in the judgement form of 
'eBAY A orFHy H-* 
where F is a set of dBEs, y is a set of BEs and A is a BE. It is almost same as either 
H eBA or HdEQ except that 
BEs will be presented in form of 0 i— p q instead of in form of p q as in 
H eBA, 
HBA has three extra rules (a), () and (_1)  along with two obvious compo-
sitional rules (one is for function variables and the other is for Binding Operators) 
if we compare them with the ones in HdEQ, and 
it replaces t, u, v in IdEQ  by p, q, r respectively as well. 
Note that rules () and (_1)  can be presented in forms of dBEs as follows. 
(d-) 
(d- 1 ) 
(:u')} 
where {} c V, {7} fl ((Free(u) - {}) U (Free(u) - {})) = 0. 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3.7, we have Admissible Completeness for 
dBEs. That is, 
Theorem 4.1.4 (soundness and completeness of FgBA):  FHy i—* z if 
FHy i—* A. 
The proof is similar to Theorem 2.3.7 and is left out. But we point out the key 
point of the proof. The key point is that F=-y '—* p q if for every A E Adm(F), 
if A='y then AJ=p q. 
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4.2 	Admissible qBEs 
Let A be an eBA, K; be a class of eBAs, F be a set of qBEs, 'y be a set of BEs, and 
A be a BE. Thus, we have admissible quasi-dependent satisfactions in the following. 
Definition 4.2.1 (admissible quasi-dependent satisfaction NBA) 
(i) (A,< p, >):BA __+A (or (A,< p, >)eBAf - A even (A,< p,> 
)=-y —* A) 	 implies 	 for an admissible < p, p>; 
(1)A:BA7 --- A (or AHeBAy _+A even A'.' A)iff(A,< p, >) 	-,- A 
for every admissible < p, 
(iii) A=BAF  (or A=eBAF  even A=F) if A=-y A for each -y c—' A E F; 
K;= -y 	A (or keBAY --+A even K;=-y —* A) iffA='y —* A for every eBA 
AeK;; 
=BA (or K;=eBAF  even K;F=F) iffA=F for each A E K;; 
Fl=eBAY c. A (or FI=eBAY 	A even IF =-y -4 A) if for every eBA A, AHF 
implies AHy ' —p A. 
Analogous to Lemma 2.4.3, we have a theorem for admissible qBEs as follows. 
Let F be a set of dBEs and qBEs, and Adm(F) be the class of eBAs admissibly 
satisfying F. 
Theorem 4.2.2 (admissible Birkhoff's Theorem for qBEs): The two state-
ments below are equivalent: 
T/Adm(F) 	A; 
for every : T 	T, if) c Adm(F) then (A) E t9Adm(r). 
Similar to Lemma 2.4.4, there is an implication for admissible qBEs. Formally, 
Lemma 4.2.3 (admissible substitutions and qBEs): Adm(F)='-y 	A 
implies that for every admissible : T —* T if ('y) c ?9Adm(r) then (A) E ?9Adm(F). 
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I17 c-p A and FHy 
which is almost the same as either H q EQ or F eBA except that 
F eBA contains all rules in HeBA, 
it has two compositional rules (one is for function variables and the other is 
for Binding Operators) instead of one as in 'qEQ, 
t, u, v in H q EQ are replaced by p, q, r respectively in H CBA, and 
FeBA  has one extra rule (q- 1) below: 
(q-') 	BA{(1: u) 	u')} ,' U V:  = 	u' [ := ill 
where {} c V and {} fl ((Free(u) - {}) U (Free(u) - {})) = 0. 
About calculi HeBA  and HeBA  we have a remark below. 
Remark 4.2.5 ((q-) and (d-)): We do not have a rule like (q-) in HeBA, 
(q-) 
where t, U E T and {} c V. But we do have a rule like (d-) in H6BA.  The reason 
for these is simple, i.e. rule (q-) is unsound in general. A counter-example to its 
soundness is 
x 	true(y) -* (x,y: x) 	(x,y : true(y)) 
in Example 2.4.5. 
Similar to Theorem 2.4.9, we can get that HeRA is sound and complete with 
respect to admissible BEs. With (d-intr) rule, we can extend the soundness and 
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completeness to include admissible dBEs. Further with (q-skm) rule, we would have 
the soundness and completeness for admissible qBEs. That is, 
Theorem 4.2.6 (soundness and completeness of FeBA):  Given F, FF eBAy 
A ff F=:BA —* L. 
The proof is similar to the one for Theorem 2.4.9 and is left out. 
4.3 Admissible uBEs 
Similar to Section 2.5, a deduction system of the form 
E M} —+ (7-1  L) 
is investigated in this section, which is referred to as an admissible universal BE 
(admissible uBEs). Sometimes, we refer it simply as ft 
An eBA A is said to be a model of 1, written as AF=BAl  (or AHCBAI1  even 
A=) if AH: 	,. 	 H BA{(m) 	 E M} implies A:BA 	Li. So, when M = 0, 
1 is an (pure) admissible qBEs, further if 'y = 0, it is an admissible BE; when all 
y's are empty, it is an admissible dBE. 
Analogous to Section 2.5, we can naturally define the followings: 
(or A=eBAl  even Kj=1l) is the natural extension of A41 to a class 
K1 of eBAs; 
A=:BAF  (or A=eBAF  even A=F) is AH1  for each fl E F, which is a set of 
(admissible) uBEs. 
3• 	heBAF (or fleBAF  even K=r) is the natural extension of AF to a col- 
lection F of admissible uBEs. 
4. FB1  (or F=6BAl  even F 	 ft =1) if for every eBA A, A=F implies A= 
Let Adrn(F) he the class of eBAs admissibly satisfying F, which is a set of uBEs. 
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Note that the last one of the above definitions of admissible universal satisfaction 
is equivalent to Adm(F) = ft 
We proceed analogous to Theorem 2.5.1 and have a theorem for admissible uBEs 
below. 
Theorem 4.3.1 (admissible Birkhoff's theorem for uBEs): The following 
two statement are equivalent: 
I. T/9Adm(r); 
2. whenever for every 6 T .' T, 	 Adm(f) implies Ci((m)) E Adm(F) 
for each m E M, we would have that for each 2 T - T, C2('y) ç 
t9 Adm(F) 
implies C2() E 9 Adm(r). 
Similar to Lemma 2.5.2, we have the following. 
Lemma 4.3.2 (admissible universal equality): If Adrn(F)J=1l, then when- 
ever for every 	T - T, i(y)9 9Adm(f) implies C1(m)) E 9 Adm(r) for 
each rn E M, we would have that for each 	T —b T, C2(7) ç ' 9 Adm([') implies 
2() E 9 Adm(F). 
Similar to Theorem 2.5.3, we have a theorem below. 
Theorem 4.3.3 (admissible uBEs and admissible qBEs): 
iffA-7() 	(") for each m E M implies A7 	for every A H F, 
where the form of  -* A is short for the form of 0 H-* (' 
From the above, we can introduce calculus F u eBA as follows. 
Definition 4.3.4 (calculus HBA): Calculus E- BA is defined in the judgement 
form of 
FF - BA or FE-Il 
which is almost the same as either HuEQ or ,BA except of the following: 
t, U, V in HuEQ are replaced by p, q, r respectively in HeBA like in HeBA, 
BA has two composition rules (one if for function variables and the other 
is for Binding Operators) like in 1 eBA instead of one as in 
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(c) it contains three extra rules of (a), () and (_1).  like in F eBA compared with 
HuEQ. 
Theorem 4.3.5 (soundness and completeness of I-BA):  FE-Il iffFj=uI. 





In the end of Subsection 1.2.2, we have given a clue of how to achieve the equa-
tional completeness of iBA, i.e. reducing it to the equational completeness of F-EQ. 
So, we are going along this idea. But, first of all, we have to verify the well-
definedness of interpretations in iBAs (Section 5.2). Obviously, substitutions have 
to be tackled before it (Section 5.1). Then, we give a definition for the counter-
part of iBAs in many-sorted first order algebras, called b-clones (Section 5.3). The 
intended reductions is substantiated by discovering two translations, tr4.l from 
binding terms to terms of b-clones (Definition 5.3.5) and Lrj[.JJ from terms of b-
clones to binding terms (Definition 5.3.8). Then, we are going to show that 
for binding terms p and q, I' F- BA p q implies trdl] U Axb F-EQ tr4p 
trq]J, where Axb is the set of axioms for b-clones, and (Free(F) U Free(p) U 
Free(q)) fl V c {} (see Theorem 5.5.3.13); 
for terms t and u of b-clones, 17  Axb F-EQ t 	implies tffi F- BA iM 
trN (see Theorem 5.5.2.12); 
for binding term p, F- BA p 	Lr~tr,&j J where Free(p) fl V c {} (see 
Lemma 5.6.2.1); 
calculus F- BA is sound and complete as a result from (5.a) to (5.c) (see 
Theorem 5.6.1.1 and Theorem 5.6.2.2). 
Next, we extend the results to include dependent Binding Equations (dBEs) in 
Section 6.1, and quasi-dependent Binding Equations (qBEs) in Section 6.2 together 
with the extension to the universal Binding Equations (uBEs) in Section 6.3. 
Chapter 5 
Friedman's Approach 
In Chapter 1, Definition 1.2.2.2 gives interpretations in an iBA. But it ran short of 
an argument for their well-definedness. It is our intention to do so in Section 5.1 
and Section 5.2. Then, we follow the idea of exploiting the intuition of binding pre-
algebras (see comments before Definition 1.2.2.1) and introduce b-clones formally in 
Definition 5.3.2. It is followed by discovering syntactic connections between binding 
terms and terms of b-clones. The connections are two translations trz and tr. These 
are also arranged in Section 5.3. Thirdly, the preservations of derivations between 
H eBA and IEQ  with Axb by the translations are shown in Section 5.4 (Theorem 5.4.3.2 
and Theorem 5.4.3.6) and in Section 5.5 (Theorem 5.5.2.12 and Theorem 5.5.3.13). 
Finally, the soundness and the completeness of HBA are achieved in Section 5.6 
(Theorem 5.6.1.1 and Theorem 5.6.2.2). 
5.0 Relationship between eBAs and iBAs 
Our intention of this section is to formally confirm that the relationship between 
eBAs and iBAs is Extensionality. For this purpose, we first introduce Extensionality 
in an iBA B as follows, 
Definition 5.0.1 (Extensionality in iBAs): Let B be an iBA, i.e. a pair 
of< B)  13 > such that B = {Bm lm > O} and B = {pr,o,ak,j > Oandu E 
177 
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I <> and  < i < k}. Thus, B is said to be extensional if for k > 0, given 
g, h E Bk and if for all bi  E B0, we have goko <b >= hok,o < b>, then g = h. 
On the other hand, suppose A is an eBA, i.e. it is a pair of < FA, A > such 
that FA =< A, { -Fm Im E Nat} >. We understand that A is equivalent to Fo in the 
sense that whenever there is an element a in A, correspondingly there is an element 
Co,,, in F0 and vise verse. Consequently, we can identify these two. Furthermore, 
we can obtain an eBA from an extensional iBA. 
Theorem 5.0.2 (from iBAs to eBAs): Suppose B is an 1BA with Extension-
ality. Let A be B0 and Fm(A) be {g : Atm -* A I there exists h E B such that g(à) = 
ho,o <d> for everyä E Am} for each rn > 0. Then 
FA =< A, F> is explicitly closed, 
A = B 0 is uniform over FA,  and 
A is an eBA. 
Proof 
For 1, we would have that 
- for m > 0 and for each a E A, Cm,a corresponds to aoo,m <> and it is in 
Fm. 
- for m> 0 and 1 < i < rn, 'irm,i corresponds to PTm,i and it is in F. 
- for rn > 0, k > 0, given h E Fm and g, E Fk, the function defined in 
(iBA-right-proj) is ho,k < g >, i.e. 0m,k  corresponds to 0 because of 
(iBAassoc). 
For 2, we can get for k > 0, given g, E Fk+mi  and h j E Fk, the function defined 
through (iBA-unif) is B,, (J-, ii). 
To see the uniformity more clearly, we give some details: 
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curryk,m(g)() can be defined as g® < Cm,a , 7rm,1, 7rm,2, ..., 7rm,m >, where 
Cm,a is the list of Cm,ai , Cm,a2, ..., Cm,a,; and this function corresponds to 
gok m,m <aoo,m <>,PT m >. 
 
A® < (curryk,n 0 ll), 	> 
= B 0 < ( curryk,n 0 11i,e ,' llt+1 	> ,t+n 
= Bak , 
where Hi is a projection functional such that 
ll(g, 	= g (1 < i <£ + n). 
For 3, it follows straight from the above two. 0 
An MA can be viewed as an eBA if this MA is extensional. Conversely, an eBA 
can be thought as an extensional MA. Subsequently, 
Theorem 5.0.3 (from eBAs to iBAs): Suppose A =< FA, A> is an eBA 
such that .FA =< A,{Fjm E Nat} >. And, let B =< B,B > such that B = 




i,e 	£+1,t+n > I k,m> O and l <i < k and a E I<>  and  = ñ, }. Thus, B is 
an extensional iBA. 
Proof 
We know that 
Bm is F, for m > 0; 
PTk,i is ,7rk,i for 1 < i < k; 
(iii.a) 0m,k  is the composition functional Om,k  for rn, k> 0 such that 
(iii.b) goo,k <>=df Ck,90 if m = 0, and 
(iii.c) gom,o < C0,6 >df  Co,9( ) if k = 0; 
(iv.a) Bao = Aa when k = 0; and 
(iv.b) Bak  = Aa® < (curryk,n. ® fli,e 
+7 ' TTJ?+Th 	> when k > 0; ' 
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(v) The rest staff is to check whether the above defined B satisfies those equations 
in Definition 1.2.2.1. 0 
We conclude that 
Corollary 5.0.4 (eBAs and iBAs): An extensional iBA is equivalent to an 
eBA. 
Although binding primitives are not explicitly included in signature BO,  they 
are implicitly implied by the indices < ñ, n > of BO•  The role of binding (in 
eBAs) can be viewed as coding a graph into an function object, and interpretations 
of BUs (in eBAs) can be viewed as having ability of decoding an function object into 
a graph. The reason we can study BUs in such an algebraic way (i.e. a generality 
with hidden coding and decoding for function objects) in this thesis is that we have 
the work of [40,119,134,141,47] and many others. 
From the above results, we understand either 
that given an extensional MA B, we can obtain an eBA A'; or 
that given an eBA A, we can get an extensional MA B'. 
However, we have not checked whether or not these are enough to guarantee the 
equivalence between interpretations of B and ones of A' (or between interpretations 
of B' and ones of A), i.e. either 
13rIJtJ = A'E[(: t)(p,  ) for {} 	(Free(t) fl V) and p = '; or 
B'4t] = AI[(x: t)(p,  ) for {} 	(Free(t) n V) and p = 0. 
In other words, whether there is a consistency between interpretations of iBAs (Def-
inition 1.2.2.2) and interpretations of eBAs (Definition 1.2.1.4). This consistency is 
ensured either by 
(a") for {} 	(Free(t) fl V) and {} D (Free((y7: t)) fl V), 
(a".i) A'(p[/], ) = 	to < 
where (i) = (000,0 <>, 
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where a'(i) = a'(i)o0,11  <>; or by 
(b") for {} D (Free(t) fl V) and {} D (Free((y: t)) fl V), 
(b".i) At(p [dl ],p) = B'iJtJj,j.,o < 	> 
where (i) = ä(i)oo,o <>., 
(b"-ii) Aj: t)(p[/J,) = B'(: t)o <1,191 
where ?(i) = (i)oo,WI <>. 
We state the consistency as a theorem below and leave the actual proof to the 
interested readers. 
Theorem 5.0.5 (consistency of interpretations): Interpretations of iBAs 
and interpretations of eBAs are consistent with each other. 
Now, we should return from our digression and back to the equality of iBAs. 
5.1 	Substitutions 
To get the well- definedness of interpretations, substitutions of binding terms are 
unavoidable. But if you have run across Lambda Calculus before and assume the 
well- definedness of interpretations, you can skip off this section and the next. In 
case of any doubt in future, you can consult them here later accordingly. 
Following [146], we define simultaneous substitution as follows. 
Definition 5.1.1 (family of substitution functions ): Let he a family 
of p and {&m I m E Nat} such that : V —* T and 	: FVm * FVm U FT, (since 
we do not have FVm c FT,,, (772 > 0)), 
1. 	[x] =df  (x) for x E V, 
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[f] =df m(f) for f E FVm(m > 0), 
f t 	ifx=. [x := t}[.] df 	
L5[] if x 
where x E V, t E T and • E V U (UmENat  FV7 ). 
I ft iff=. [f := fl]E.] =df [] iff. 
where f E FVm and ft E FVm U FT,,, (m> 0), 0 E V U (UrnENat FVm). 
We call a substitution. 	can be viewed as a product function from (V —+ 
T) x (®mENat  FVm "(F1'm U FT,,)), if you wish. 
Next, we are dealing with free variables and free function variables in binding 
terms. 
Definition 5.1.2 (free variable Free): We define a function Free on BT 
inductively as follows: 
Free(x) =df {x}, where x E V; 
Free(f()) =df U=1  Free(t) U {f}, 
where f E FVm and t j E T; 
3. Free(a(ft,i)) =df (U1 Free(ft)) U (U1 Free(t)), 
where <ñi, n >e Nat*  x Nat and o e 	and Iffi I = £, fti E FTmj 
(1 	 eT(1 < j sn). 
Free(ft) =df Free(t) — {:}, 
where (: t) = ft e FTk (and k = 
For function terms, we also need some tools to divide them into two parts. One 
is the binding variables and the other is the term being bound by those variables. 
For rn > 0, we define two functions 11,, FT,, 	T and Irn : FT,,, —* V such 
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that (i : t) 1,,, =df  t and ( : t) 1,, =df . Therefore, we have that for m > 0, let 
ft E FT,. Then ft = (ftlm ftHm). 
We consider a substitution as applying a family of substitution functions to a 
binding term as follows. 
Definition 5.1.3 (substitution): 
xê=df  [x], where x E V. 
f()=df 
I [f]() 	if [f] E 
 [fIIIm[:=] if[f]FVm 
where i ={f]lm LO Iis the abbreviation for list iit 2 , ..., tmand f E FVm. 
r(ft,1)=df  
where !t is short for list ft17, ft 2 , ..., Pd. 
(E:t)= j (:t[:=]), 
where y3 is the least y E V such that 
Vz E Free(t).y V Free([z])U {7[3_i}. 
Later, we will adopt the convention that omits the family iof idenity substitution 
functions in substitutions, e.g we will write p [f x:= ft, tl for pi[f,  
Before going further, let us look at some properties of substitutions, which con-
vince ourself that substitutions are well-defined (see Theorem 5.1.7). 
Property 5.1.4 (renaming): Let rename() =df  (Vx € V. _[x] E V) A 
(Vm,Vfe FVm.[f] E FVm). Then, 
for all rename(') implies 
(Vx,y C V.renai- [x := y]))A(Vm,Vf,f' E FVm.renaine LO ([f := f'])) 
for all601 - we have that renarne() implies 
Vj,Vt E 	 and Vm,Vft E FT -ft e FT; 
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where BTW =< 	 >, FT(S) = {FT) I rn E Nat}, TW and FTW (j E Nat) 
are defined inductively as follows' 
(a) T ° =df {xlx E V} U If ()If E FVo} U I 9()Ia E 
(b) for IS I ~! 0, F 	=df {(: t)It E T ° A xj E VAx1 	x(i j)} 
2. (a) 
df TW U U 0{f(Of E FV11 A tj E T() } 
UU<,,n>eNai.xNa{a(ft,I)Icr E E< , > A ft 1 FT,1 A  t E 
where I TI = n. 
(b) for n > 0, 	=df 	U {(: t) it E TW A x j E VA 	= n}, 
where (i) 	(j) if 
Proof 
For the first case, it is easy and is left out. 
For the second case, it can be obtained by induction on j with case analysis. 0 
This property will be used very frequently, especially in proofs involving in-
ductions. Also we can generalize it to Theorem 5.1.7, which says that applying a 
substitution to a binding term yields a binding term. But we need something else 
before we can actually prove the generalized theorem. 
Lemma 5.1.5 (substitution and terms): 
	
(a) For t E T(k), for all {} c V and t3 E T(), we have t [i := 	E T(Jt) 
'Let T* =df UjENat T 3 , and fork > 0, FT =df USENajTk We would have T = T* 
and for k > 0 FTk = FTC, since the following. Firstly, T* and FT* satisfy the four 
conditions in Definition 1.1.3.1, i.e. T* D T and for all k > 0, FT D FTk. Secondly, we 
have that V3.T() c T. and for all k > 0 V3.FT c FTk. Then, T* c T and for all k > 0, 
FT c FTk . This property mainly enables us to use induction on binding terms in many 
proofs to follow. 
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(b) For ft E 	for all {E} c V and t3 E 	we have ft [i:= E 
Proof This is done by induction on k. 0 
We can sharpen the above result to Lemma 5.1.6, since t E 	implies t E T(2') 
and ft E FTW implies ft E FT' where j < j'. The lemma actually describe the 
impact of substitutions on binding terms. They will be used to convince us that the 
substitutions are well-defined, see Theorem 5.1.7. 
Lemma 5.1.6 (impact of substitution on terms): Let ii range over VUFV. 
For t E TM, let ii E Free(t) and LO [v] E 	(or FT,)) for some k E Nat, 
we have t 	T(+l+m),  where m = max{kzi E Free(t)j. 
For ft € T(k),  let v E Free(ft) and [v] E 	(or FT)) for some k E Nat, 
we have fte FT,+l+m),  where m = max {kIv E Free(ft)}. 
Proof Induction on k with Lemma 5.1.9 and Lemma 5.1.10. 0 
Because of the above lemmas, the well- definedness of substitutions follows easily. 
Theorem 5.1.7 (well-definedness of substitutions): For all we have that 
Vt E T.tE T and Vm,Vft E FTm.ftE FT,. 
Proof It follows from Lemma 5.1.5 and Lemma 5.1.6. 0 
Since there are so many way to express substitutions which have a same effect 
on binding terms, it is a good idea to classify them into some equivalent classes. We 
say that two substitutions are equivalent, written asx , if for all t E T, t = 
and for all m > 0 and for all ft E FT,,,, ft= ft?.  Below we give some properties 
of equivalent substitutions. 
Lemma 5.1.8 (equivalent sustitutions >): For all we have that 
([x := ti ])[x := t 2 ] x 	:= t 2], where x E V and t1,t2 € T. 
for all m > 01  ([f := ft1])[f := ft 21 	[f := ft2], where f E FVm and 
ft 1,ft2 E FTm. 
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([x := ti])[y := t 2 ] x ([y := t2])[x := t1], where x,y E V, x 	y and 
t1, t 2 E T. 
for all in > 0, ({f := ft 1]){f' 	It21 x ([f := ft2 ])[f := ft1 ], where 
f, f E FVm, f f' and ft1,ft2 E FTm . 
([x := 41)[f := ft 21 	([f := ft2])[x := t1 ], where x E V, f E FVm , t1 E T 
and ft 2 E FTm . 
Proof It follows straight by definition. 0 
Now, we are going to show that the effect of a substitution over free variables 
and free function variables decides the substitution in the sense of the equivalence. 
We will not repeat this comment and a later usage of "same" for substitutions will 
be in this sense of the equivalence. 
Lemma 5.1.9 (role of non-free variables): 
(a) if x V Free(t), t= t[x 	t'], where x e V and t' e T. 
(b) if x Free(ft), ft= ft[x := t'], where x E V and t' E T. 
(a) for all m > 0, if f Free(t), t = t[f := ft'], where f E FVm and 
ft' e FTm . 
(b) for all m > 0, if f V Free(ft), ft= ft[f := ft'], where f E FVm and 
ft' e FTm . 
Proof By structural induction. 0 
This lemma says that substitutions have no effect on non-free variables. The 
next lemma will give us a relation between free variables and substitutions. 
Lemma 5.1.10 (relation between free variables and substitutions): Let 
u E T. 
(a) Given t E T, for all {} if {} ç Free(t) fl V and Aioj x 	x3 then 
Free(t [X-:= iZ]) = (Free(t) - {}) U (U='1 Free(u)). 
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(b) For all k > 0, given ft E FTk and for all {} if {} c Free(ft) fl V and 
Ai,-j x 	xj  then Free(ft [X-:= iZ]) = (Free(ft) - {}) U  (Ui Free(u)). 
Proof 
It is by structural induction. For the case of 1Y I = 0, it is trivial, since we have 
Free(t ) = Free(t) and Free(ft ) = Free(ft). 
	
The following only deals with 	> 0. 
case x: since 111 >0, i.e. x = x1 and I i j = 1, then 
LHS = Free(a1) = RHS 
case f(I): by structural hypothesis, 
LHS = U 1  Free(t [ := ifl) 
= Ui((Free(t) - {}) U  (Ui Free(u j ))) 
= ((Ui(Free(t) - {})) U  (Ui Free(u)) = RHS 
case (: t): by structural hypothesis, 
LHS = Free((: t[7:= iZ,])) 
= Free(t [7:= iZ,])— {} 
= ((Free(t) - {, }) U  (U 	Free(u)) U (U 1i Free(z1))) - {1} 
= ((Free(t) - {}) - {}) U  (U1 Free(u)) = RIIS 
case o(jJ): by structural hypothesis, 
LHS = UL1 Free(ft1 { := ]) U  U Free(t [Y:= ifl) 
= (U1(Free(ft) - {}) U (U1 Free(u3))) 
U(UL1(Free(t) - {}) U (U1 Free(u3)) 
= ((U 191  1 Free(ft)) U (U Free(t)) - {}) U (U1 Free(u3)) = RHS.D 
Extending the above result to include function variables, which will be used in 
section 5.3, we have the following. 
Lemma 5.1.11 (free variables and substitutions): For  E T or  E FTk of 
some k > 0, let {f} 9 FV and Aioj f fj and {} c Free(p) fl V and Ai:A j x 
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we have Free(p [f, Y := ft, i1]) = (Free(p) - {J, }) U  (U1 Free(ft)) u 
(U1 Free(u)), where ft1 e FVk U FT, and u j E T. 
Proof By structural induction 0 
Now, we are able to give the definition for interpretations of binding terms, which 
is the subject of the next section. 
5.2 	Well- definedness of interpretations 
Essentially, an interpretation is defined by an arbitrary way of bound all free vari-
ables in binding terms. From another point of view, we can think of that inter-
pretations are only provided for closed binding terms. So the well- definedness of 
interpretations largely depends on the careful manipulations of binding variables in 
interpretations. The following lemma (Lemma 5.2.1) provides such kind of manip-
ulations. It is followed by the well- definedness of interpretations in iBAs (Lemma 
5.2.2). 
Lemma 5.2.1 (interpretation and substitution): Let B be an IBA. Thus, 
given t E T, for all {} c V if {} 2 Free(t) fl V and Aioj x, x j, then we 
have 134t [9:= ] }J,, E B11, where Free(t [W:= Z-]) fl V c {}. 
given ft E FT,,,, for all {} C V if {} D Free(ft) fl V and Aioj x 2 sj, then 
we have BlJft [7:= 1] IV, E B1x 1+m, where Free(ft [!7:= z]) fl V c {}. 
Proof 
We prove this lemma by induction on j of TW and FT) with case analysis. 
For j = 0, i.e. t = x and ft = (I? : x), there are two possibilities for t and 
three possibilities for ft. 
- Let us consider the two possible cases for t first. 
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* if x E {}, say x = y, (where y3 x and 1 <i < J < JW I), then 
B4[il:= ] ] 	B1 
since Free(x [g:= ]) = {z}. 
* ifx{I7}, then 
134x [Y-:= Y1 ], = 	e B11. 
- Secondly, three possibilities for ft are 
* xE{y'}, 
* 
* x{y'}  and x{}. 
Let us deal with them one by one. 
* for the first possible case, 
Bft[:= ] L 
= 	x 	:= 
(where y7  is the least y" E V such that for all z E Free(x), 
Free(i[ 	] [z])U{?' [-'}) 
= 13(y": y') ]L 
(where x=y{1?}) 
(where z is the least z E V such that 
z 
= 
= pr1g1m1 j j € Bj+m 
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* for the second case, 
Bft [W:= ] 10 
= 	x [W, l? : 
(where y7  is the least y" E V such that for all z E Free(x), 
Free(i[7:= ][z])U{l?'[_l}) 
= 13d(y": z) 
(where x = y j E {17}) 
= BtJz [y1' := 
(where z is the least z E V such that 
(Free(z)—{'})U{}U{ [j-i }) 
= pr1I+m,j E B11+,,, 
(where zi = xj E {}) 
* for the third case, it is similar to the second case. The difference is 
that instead of having zi = x3  E {}, it directly has x = xj E {}. 
So, we leave it out. 
For j > 0, there are three cases. 
- case f(I) : since f() [W:= 	= f(I [7 := ]) and induction hypothesis, 
we have 
B&(F) [:= 1] = 13&(t-[Y-:= 
= it(f)°v,ii <B4[7:= ] ] >E B1 
- case (y' : 
B4ft [7:= ] b 
= 	Y t[, 	., y h]) ] 
(where y!  is the least y" E V such that for all z E Free(t), 
Free([7:= ][z])U{l?'[_i}.) 
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:= ,y1']) [lJ- := 
(where z is the least z e V such that 
,y7']) - 	U {} U 1[j-1} 
Since having Lemma 5.1.4, Lemma 5.1.9, Lemma 5.1.11 and induction 
hypothesis, we have that the above value is in Bii+m. 
- case 	1): It follows easily from induction hypothesis. 0 
With the above lemma, we can say that all values of interpretations of binding 
terms are in proper domains, i.e. well- definedness of interpretations in iBAs. 
Theorem 5.2.2 (well-definedness of interpretations in an iBA): Let B 
be an 1BA. Thus, 
given t E T, for all {} C V if {} D Free(t) fl V and Ai,4j x 	x j, then we 
have Bt]j e B 1 . 
given ft € FT1, for all {} c V if {} 2 Free(ft) fl V and Aioj x 	x j, then 
we have B4ftjo E B111. 
Proof 
We prove this by structural induction (see Definition 1.2.2.2 for BIJ.}). Since 
the other cases are quite easy, we omit them and only give the case for function 
terms. I.e. 
case (: t) : Bz&tjo = 13t [W := ] }j,, where z j is the least z E V such that 
z 
By Lemma 5.2.1, the above value is in 	0 
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5.3 b-clones 
As we pointed out before (Section 1.2), a careful reader may already notice that if 
we consider a natural number k as a sort, then iBAs can be viewed as a certain 
kind of many-sorted first order algebras, so-called b-clones (b for binding). Such an 
observation leads to the following. 
Let E be sorted by Nat* —* Nat, L ranges over variables X. E has that 
constants: 	k'i E E,,k (1 < i < k) 
operations: 
Q-mk E m,km~k, where km = k,k,...,k 
m times 
Qk E k+mi .....k+mt,k—k or simply k+ñ,k-4k 
Note that there is a correspondence - between EBO and E , and between FVm 
and xm such that f E FVm if f E xm and for each Ic E Nat, a e E > if (a, Ic) 
Qk E Ek+,,kn_k. This correspondence is a bijection. Because of this, we sometimes 
omit the underline - of L, 	1, jZk in referring to them in the future. 
For convenience, we repeat the definition of first order terms below specially for 
b-clones. 
Definition 5.3.1 (terms of b-clones): We define b-clone's terms T() ( c 
as follows: 
for each k > 01 
E Tk 	
E e—*k and 1 	Z'k) 
 
LETk (fEXk and k>0) 
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3. 
uETm ; 
(Qm,k E m,km_*k) 
2m,k(L)1,.L2, ",m) E Tk 
tl  E Tk+mi,L2 E Tk+m2 , ... ,E Tk+t;il,li2, ..... fl E Tk 
 
—., it, i1,i2, ...,u) E T 
From now on, we are only interested in this kind of -algebras, i.e. b-clones, 
which are intended to be the counterparts of iBA in many-sorted first order algebras. 
Formally, 
Definition 5.3.2 (b-clone): A >-algebra D is said to be a binding clone (b- 
clone for short) if it satisfies the following laws: let 	=i+2' 
pr 	(i <i) and 	= IKI , (g1,h),2 , (g2,h), 	 forg E 
(b-cln-left-proj) 
Let 1 i :c Li and k > 0, then 	 = gi, 
where 9j E Dk (1 i 
(b-cln-right-proj) 
Let Ic > 0, then 24k(g,z.1,k ) = 91 
where g E Dk; 
3. (b-cln-assoc) 
Let Ic > 0, then (0D  (g',.), 1;:) = 2 	 k (9'QI 
 11 &, 
1h1,k 	Li,IhI 
where' E D1111 , gi E D11  (1 	i 	), h E Dk (1 
(b-cln-unif) 
For 1? 0, 	 = 
where 	= 2k+m l+m (g• I i 	z, Prmt (1 	; i £), h'3 , = P_l,l+mi (hh j,,i 1mt) 
(1 < j' < k), g 	E Dk (1 < j 	n), g j E Dk+mi (1 j< £), h1 e D1  
(1 <j' < k), qk e >k+t7i,kn-k  and g j E 
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From definitions, we can easily check that 
Fact 5.3.3 (equivalence between iBAs and b-clones): B is an MA if it is 
a b-clone (and this is written as B = D). 
This substantiates our previous intuition. On the other hand, the equivalence 
leads us to think of relating the equality of iBAs to the one of b-clones. With this 
purpose in mind, we proceed as follows. For convenience, we provide the definition 
of interpretations in b-clones (Definition 5.3.4), although it is just a special case of 
the one for many-sorted first order algebras (Definition 2.0.3). With the equivalence 
in Fact 5.3.3, we would certainly be interested in a syntactic relations between iBAs 
and b-clones. We discover two translations tr, and tr between binding terms and the 
terms of b-clones. They will be defined in Definition 5.3.5 and Definition 5.3.8 and 
their well- definedness will be verified in Lemma 5.3.7 and Lemma 5.3.9 respectively. 
For convenience, we repeat the definition of interpretation for first order algebra 
below specially for b-clones. 
Definition 5.3.4 (interpretation in b-clones): We follow the standard way 
of defining an interpretation V over b-clone D (or >-algebra) with an environment 
Pk : Xk —* D, (Xk Xk,  k > 0) such that 
V?rJj(p)  =df pr
D  
V[fJl(p) =df pk(D, 
V2Ik(t,'i2)(p) =df Vj(p)oI,k <Vt[YJ(P) >, 
L )]R) df 	(V (p), DM (p)). 
In what follows, we define two syntactic translations between binding terms and 
the terms of b-clones. They are the connections to relate Binding Equations, de-
pendent Binding Equations and quasi-dependent Binding Equations to E-equations, 
dependent s-equations and quasi-dependent s-equations, respectively. 
Definition 5.3.5 (translation tr): A translation ire : BT —p T is defined as 
below: 
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given t E T and ft E FTk, for all {} c V such that (Free(t)flV c {z} and A,6 
x) and/or (Free(ft) fl V c {} and Aioj x 	x) 
trjjxj =df 	where (i) = 
tr4f(F)j =df vi,ii(f' trd1J), 
where tr4fl = trdtiJl, tr4t2 , ...,tr4t it] J1. 
tr4(: t) 	df tr4t 19:= .] 
where z j is the least z E V such that z (Free(t) - {}) U {} U {[j-1}; 
tr o(ftJ) =df EIZ1(trj1J,tr&I.[fl), 
where tr4j11J = tr4fti,triJft2, ..., triJft1j1J. 
The proof of the well- definedness of translation trg is analogous to the ones of 
Lemma 5.2.1 and Lemma 5.2.2. The lemma below says that the results of translation 
trz of binding terms being applied to certain substitutions are in proper terms of 
b-clones. 
Lemma 5.3.6 (translation trz  and free variables): 
if Free(t [ç:= ]) fl V c {}, tr4t[17:=  ] J E T1 ; 
if Free(ft {l7:= fl) fl V C {}, trdft [ç:= ] J E TIJ+k, where ft E FTk . 
Proof 
It is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.2.1 and is omitted. 0 
Similar to the relation between Lemma 5.2.1 and Theorem 5.2.2, we have 
Lemma 5.3.7 (well-definedness of translation try): Fort E T, tr4t E T11; 
and for ft E FTk, tr4ftj E T1+k. 
Proof It follows from Lemma 5.3.6 with structural induction. 0 
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This lemma show that binding terms are translated into proper b-clone terms 
by tr. So, we are going to turn our attention to translation tr which is somehow a 
reversed version of tr. 
Definition 5.3.8 (translation tr): A translation tr from terms T of b-clones 
to binding terms BT is defined as follows: 
LrIJ =df x, where xi is the ith least x E V. 
zEJfIj =df f(), where x 3 is the least x E V such that x3{[j-1}. 
3.ItI,k('E =df LIIL [ := 	1' where x is the least x E V such that 
X {4}. 
4. Lkk(Lt) =df a(fv,v), where fv(i) = (?[k: trIffJ) and (j) = LJi(j). 
Translation tr is not a direct reversed version of translation tr. One obvious sign 
is that all possible results of translation tr are terms, none is a function term. But 
it still has a nice property relating to free variables, see Lemma 5.3.9. The reason 
we said that translation tr is a reversed version of trz is that they preserve equality 
and derivability. These are topics of Section 5.4 and Section 5.5, respectively. 
Lemma 5.3.9 (well-definedness of translation 	: For 	we have 
trl[t}J E T and Free(tr{tfl fl V c {}, where x3 is the least x E V such that 
Proof By structural induction. 0 
The above lemma actually expresses that free variables of terms being translated 
from terms of b-clone by tr are among the first a few variables in V. Another thing 
we should mention here is that the confirmation of that the two translations are the 
one and the reversed of the other will be given in Subsection 5.6.2, i.e. Theorem 
5.6.2.1. This, in turn, shows the well- definedness of one that supports the well-
definedness of the other's. 
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5.4 	Preservation of equality 
On observation of the similarity between iBAs and b-clones, we obviously hope that 
the two translations in the previous section (Section 5.3) can preserve semantic 
equality. With this idea in mind, we would like to know what are 
the relationship among B, trg and 75', and 
the relationship among B, tr and V. 
For (a), we have Lemma 5.4.1.1. For (b), we have Theorem 5.4.2.4. These two 
results lead us to expect: "identity" (equality) preservations by the translations. 
Next, Subsection 5.4.1 and Subsection 5.4.2 contributes us that 
for every binding term p there is a corresponding term tr4pJj of b-clones which 
has a same denotation as the binding term (Lemma 5.4.1.1). 
Conversely, for each term L of b-clones there is a corresponding binding term 
trt which has a same denotation as the term of b-clones (Theorem 5.4.2.4). 
Therefore, binding terms and terms of b-clones share a same syntactic expressive 
power. Consequently, Subsection 5.4.3 shows that equalities are preserved under the 
translations. Syntactically, it implies that the valid equations are preserved under 
the translations. 
5.4.1 Relationship among 13, tri and V 
Because of Fact 5.3.3, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.4.1.1 (interpretation and translation tr): Given an 1BA B = D, 
where D is a b-clone, we have the following: 
(1) Fort E 	and for all {} C V, if Free(t) fl V C {} and Aioj x1 x j, then 
BtJJ. = Vl[tr4t]1 }(p), where 1(f) = p(f) and - is a bijection between FV and . 
(ii) For ft Eand for all {} C V, if Free(ft) fl V c {} and Aioj x1 54 x j , 
then !34ftJJ.j, = Vtr4ft (p),  where b(f) = p(f). 
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Figure 5-1: translation tr4.]J and interpretations 
Proof 
By Fact 5.3.3, Property 5.1.4 and induction on j of 	with case analysis (the 
reason for not using structural induction is related to the case of function terms 
(:t)). 0 
What this lemma says is that the following diagram (see Figure 5-1) commutes. 
It can also mean that every binding term has its counterpart in b-clones. The 
conversion of this is the subject of the next subsection. 
5.4.2 Relationship among B, tr and V 
Similar to Section 5.4.1, we hope the following diagram (see Figure 5-2) commutes. 
It means that every term of h-clones has its counterpart in BT. 
This time it can not be achieved as easy as the previous one. Fortunately we do 
have it commutes (Theorem 5.4.2.4). We proceed as follows. 




T 	 - BTo 
V[. 
Figure 5-2: translation 	and interpretations 
Lemma 5.4.2.1 (interpretation and double substitution): Let B be an 
1BA. 
Fort E T(), B-t [7:= ] 	= 134(t [7:= i?]) [? := 
where is a y' E V such that y' V (Free(t) - {il}) U {?[j-1}, z j is the least z E V 
such that z V (Free(t) - {}) U {} U {4-}, w2 is the least w E V such that 
w V (Free(t [V:= 	- {}) U {} U {tZ[ 1} and il are distinctive in V. 
For ft E 	(k > 0), 13ft [i:= ] 	= Bg(ft [-:= i?]) [I? 
where is a 	V such that y' (Free (ft) - {}) U {[i},  z j is the least z E V 
such that z 	(Free(ft) - {il}) U {} U {[j_1}, w3 is the least w E V such that 
w ' (Free(ft [7:_— y']) - {17}) U {} U {ti[j 1} and y7are distinctive liz V. 
Proof 
It is of very length by induction. The proof involves a very careful examing the 
side condition, e.g. actually z j = w, and freely introducing non-free variables and 
eliminating non-free variables. 0 
Lemma 5.4.2.1 said that an interpretation of a binding term, which are doubly 
applied to families of substitution functions, can be replaced by an interpretation 
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of the same binding term, which are singly applied to single family of substitution 
functions. 
The coming lemma will say that essentially all c-convertible terms (see Definition 
5.5.1.1) denote to a same object. 
Lemma 5.4.2.2 (interpretation and substitution): Given an IBA B, we 
have the following. 
(1) Forte T and for all {} c V, we have Bdt]j = Bdt[:= ] id,, 
provided that Free(t) fl V c {} and z j is a z e V such that z (Free(t) - 
{}) U {4_} - 
(ii) For ft E FTk, for all {} ç V, we have l3y4ftJJ,.p = Bft [ 	] , 
provided that Free(ft) fl V c {} and z j is a z E V such that z (Free(ft) - 
W}) U {4i-l}. 
Proof 
It follows from Lemma 5.4.1.1 with structural induction and carefully introducing 
non-free variables to make two sides of equations match to common ones (a similar 
techniques used in the proof of Lemma 5.4.2.1). 0 
Lemma 5.4.2.3 (substitution and composition): Let B be an IBA. Thus, 
(1) given t E T, for all {} c V and Aioj y 	Yj and {} Free(t) fl V, for all 
T and for all {} c V such that {} 2 (U1 Free(u)) fl V and 	Jill, we 
have 
B{t [7:= ill J = 13f{(: t)Jo1j1,11 < BtZ], >, 
where B,&IJ p means BJu1], B4n21, ..., 
(ii) given ft E FTk (k > 0), for all {7} c V and 	yi 	y3 and {} 2 
Free(ft) fl V, for all i E T and for all {} c V such that {} 2 (U1 Free(u)) fl V 
and JW I = , we have 
B4ft [I7:= U  JJ,, = 
I+k D II+k ft 	[z:= 1)°II~k,II+k <B 	OII,I+k < r1,1 >' Pr  
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where = 	= = k,and y {} UFree(ft)U  
Proof By Lemma 5.4.2.2 with structural induction. 0 
This lemma told us is that syntactic substitutions can be replaced by semantic 
compositions in a certain way. 
Theorem 5.4.2.4 (interpretation and translation tr): Let B be an iBA 
and B = D (D as a b-clone). Thus, for t E T11, we have DM(p) = 13IJfr ]I, ,, 
where x3 is the least x E V such that x {[j-1}. 
Proof It results from the above lemma and structural induction. 0 
5.4.3 Intensional equality under translations 
With the results of previous subsections, we are ready to show the semantic preser-
vations of identities. First of all, we re-state the satisfaction relation accurately 
below. 
Definition 5.4.3.1 (intensional satisfaction F=BA): Let B be an MA. 
For t,u E T, B F=BA t 	u (or B = t 	u) if for all environment 
(- {/,jk E Nat})and for all {a1} c Vsuch that {} D (Free(t)flV)U(Free(u)flV) 
and bk are over dorn(b)k c FVk, which contains (Free(t) fl Fl/k) U (Free(u) fl FVk) 
(k > 0), B4tIII, = B4u]J. 
For ft, fu E T, B h=BA  ft fu (or B J=iBA  ft fu) if for all environment 
and for all {} c V such that {} D (Free(ft) fl V) U (Free(fu) fl V) and '/'k  are 
over domk() c FVk, which contains (Free(ft) fl FVk ) U (Free(fu) fl FVk ) (k > 0), 
5&t = 84fup. 
As an easy consequence of Lemma 5.4.1.1, we have that the translation try- does 
preserve equality of iBAs. Formally 
Theorem 5.4.3.2 (equality from iBAs to b-clones): Let B be an MA, both 
p and q range over either T or FTk for some k E Nat together. Thus, B = p q if 
D =z  tr4p 	tr4q for all E V and {} 2 (Free(p) fl V) U (Free(q) fl V); where 
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Proof It can be proved easily from definitions and Lemma 5.4.1.1. 0 
Theorem 5.4.3.2 can also be viewed as that translation trg preserves soundness. 
To get a similar result of this for translation tr (see Theorem 5.4.3.6), we need more 
preparation. Basically, it is the treatment of variable indices. Firstly, let us consider 
permutations of in 13g. 
Lemma 5.4.3.3 (permutation of binding variables): Let B be an IBA. 
For t G T and {} D Free(t) fl V, let 1 < i < lth I and x_i  is the prefix list 
of list with length 1-  1, and 	is the tail list of list obtained by dropping off 
the first i + 1 elements in Y, we have 
= 131 Y, AtIP0191,191 	prII ii,pr11 , 	> 
For ft E FT,,, and {} Free(ft) fl V, let 1 < i < lc, we have 
lI+m 	 Il+m 
B{ftpOII+m,;I+m < p r_ ,prlI+m,j+1,prII+m,j, p 
	> 
Proof 
It proceeds by structural induction with the laws of b-clones in Definition 5.3.2. 
Next, we are considering dropping off non-free variable y of terms or function 
terms in B, where y appears in Y. 
Lemma 5.4.3.4 (elimination of non-free binding variables): Let B be an 
MA. 
For t E T and y Free(t) and {} 2 Free(t) fl V, we have 
D = Btoii,ii+i < £ r21 	> 
For ft E FT,,, and y Free(ft)) and {} 2 Free(ft) fl V, we have 
II+m+1 
t34ft]1 = B4ftioii+m,ii+m+i < r2,I+1 > 
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Proof It is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.4.3.3. 0 
Correspondingly, we consider adding non-free variable y of terms or function 
terms to B, where y does not appear in i. 
Corollary 5.4.3.5 (introduction of non-free binding variables): Let B be 
For t E T and y Free(t) and {} D Free(t) fl V, we have 
= Bto 11,p 1 < pr11,1, Pr 	1 > 
For ft E FTm and y 0 Free(ft)) and {} Free(ft) fl V, we have 
Pr B4ftjhp = 13y  ft 0II+m+i,lI+m < prig I+m,l, 1 rl 
I I+' 
II+m  > 
Proof By Lemma 5.4.3.4 with the laws of b-clones in Definition 5.3.2. 0 
Now, we can prove that translation tr preserves the soundness. That is, 
Theorem 5.4.3.6 (equality from b-clones to iBAs): We have that D = 
. implies B = trJJ 	where B is an MA and D is a b-clone, i.e. B = D. 
Proof It is a result of applying Theorem 5.4.2.4 and the above lemmas from 
Lemma 5.4.3.3, to Corollary 5.4.3.5 with structural induction. 0 
5.5 	Preservation of derivations 
With Indistinguishability preservations of the translations, we hope to proceed fur-
ther to obtain derivation preservations by the two translations. This will be the 
last step before we reach soundness and completeness of Equational Calculus 1-- BA 
for iBAs. The deduction systems of both calculi of iBAs and of b-clones will be 
presented (in Definition 5.5.1.1 and Definition 5.5.1.4). Then, the preservation of 
derivations under each translation follows (Theorem 5.5.2.12 and Theorem 5.5.3.13). 
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The results in this section coupled with the results of previous sections will establish 
the soundness and completeness of F- BA in next section (Section 5.6). 
5.5.1 Calculus F- BA and axioms Axb of b-clones 
Let F (or simply F) be a set of BEs, where each element in F has the form of p q 
such that either p, q E T or p, q E FTk for some k > 0. 
A family of substitution functions is functional if Vf E FVm.Q[f1 fl V = 0 A 
VxEV.(x)EV for all m>0. 
Then, calculus HBA is given below. 
Definition 5.5.1.1 (calculus F- BA): Calculus F-IRA is defined in the judgement 
NVOINVOTI 
F F-IBA p q or F F- p D q 
which is almost the same as calculus HeBA except the rule for subtitutions where 
the families of substitution functions can be arbitrary in ',BA  but they must be 
functional in HIBA. 
Since calculus f-,-7,A  has been given in Theorem 1.2.3.1, it will not be repeated 
here. 
Similar to Chapter 2, we can introduce a function Mb  such that p q E Mb(F) 
itt' F -IBA p q without using cut rules. Apparently, Mb is monotonic with the usual 
set inclusion as the partial order. Furthermore, we can have that a Binding Equation 
(BE) p q (or L) is derivable from IF, written as F 1 iBA A, if L\ E LJMb(F) 
Remark 5.5.1.2 ((func-sub)): 
A more generalized (funcsub) rule is to drop off the condition Vx E V.(x) 
V from functional substitutions. This generalized rule is named as (gen-func-sub). 
(ii) A more restricted (func-sub) rule is 
(pure-f une-sub) 
F F- IBA P q 
F F-IRA [1= 	q J := ft]' 
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where fi E FVm , fti E FT,,,, and Free(ft) fl V = 0(1 <i < fr); i.e. the family 
of substitution functions is also functional. 
An ordinary (func-sub) rule is 
(ord-sub) 
where v,t,u E T (1 j 
F HBA  t U 
FHBAt[:=7] 	u[:=ii] 
We understand that (gen-func-sub) rule is derivable from (pure-func-sub) 
rule coupled with (ord-sub) rule. From Lemma 5.5.1.3 below, we have that (ord-sub) 
rule is derivable from (pure-func-sub) rule. From this, we have that (gen-func-sub) 
and (pure-func-sub) are equivalent, since (pure-func--sub) rule is obviously derivable 
from (gen-func-sub). 
For convenience, we will use F E- BA Pi 	q1 ,p2 	q2, ... ,p,, 	q,, as an abbrevia- 
tion for list F HBA P1 	q, F HBA P2 	q2, ..., F F- BA p 	qn . 
Lemma 5.5.1.3 ((ord-sub) rule): (ord-sub) rule is derivable from (pure-func-
sub) rule within F- BA. 
Proof 
To simplify our proof, we introduce two equivalent rules for (pure-func--sub) and 
(gen-ord-sub) rule respectively as follows: 
FHpq,ft1 fu(1 < i <) 
(gen-pure-func-sub) 
F H p[f := ft] q[f := fu] 
and 
(gen-ord-sub) F HBA ti 
Ui (1 	= ilD,t u 
Thus, lets = 1, P= f(Lk), q = f(u,x'Lk), ft1 = 	: t) and fu1 = (x' : u), 
where ? [IgI  x, {} D Free(t) U Free(u), in (pure-func-sub) rule. Then, (ord-sub) 
rule can be derived with () rule and (b-cmp-1) rule. For instance, F HBA p q by 
(b-cmp-1) rule and HBA ft1 fui by () rule. 0 
As a consequence of Lemma 5.5.1.3, we are free to use (ord-sub) rule in F- BA. Also 
we should notice that under certain condition a parallel substitution can be replaced 
by two sequential ones, e.g. p[f, := ft, t 	(PV :=  ft])[ := 1] is derivable, where 
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ft, fl  is a family of more generalized functional substitution functions. The 
reason for this is Free(ft) fl V = 0. 
Another thing worth to point out is that (e-1) rule (i.e. anti-6 rule) can be 
replaced by a simplier one like 
(var_1) 	F HBA (z: u) 	: u') 
F HIBA u[ 	] 	u'[z' := 
where {} c V and {} fl ((Free(u) - {}) U (Free(u') - {})) = 0. We should 
know that (_1)  rule and its variant (var- 1) rule are equivalent at the presence of 
(ord-sub) rule in 1 iBA• 
Let i. be a set of a-equations of b-clones, i.e. every element in IF is of the form 
p 	q and p, q E Tk for some k. 
Definition 5.5.1.4 (Axioms Axb of b-clones): The calculus for b-clones is 
the same as [-EQ.  But it has extra axioms in AXb  as follows: 
1. (Axb-left-proj) 
where  < i< , k>0,p. E 	(1 <j <k). 
(Ax&-right-proj) 
2&k(P, L-r.l,k) 
where k > 0, p E . 
(Ax-assoc) 
2j?j,j4j(P,2jqj,kVS.)), 
where k>- 0,pT 1 , L j ET11 (1 <j 	J),q. ETk (1 <j< 141)and 
It,k(L, ) = Q-!i,k(2'_1,   
(Ax&-unif) 
D 	Qij,i(P",)), 
where 1 > 0, i?.i = Qk+m,1+m(Pj,2J,1+m2(4, p m)p7l+m; 
	) for 1 	i 
E 	q+q-, 	E 	n—i, i E Tk+m  (1 < < £), P-j = 	E T1j 
(1 <j <n) and q. eT1 (1 <j< 1J=n). 
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We say that A is derivable from L if IF  Axb HEQ 
Remark 5.5.1.5: From Theorem 2.2.6, we understand that calculus 'EQ with 
axioms IF  Axb is variable index free for arbitrary F if Xo can be expressed by other 
X' c x - Xo• 
With Remark 5.5.1.5, we assume that the signature EBO (or simply ) under 
consideration always satisfies this condition (see Theorem 2.2.6). In turn, >BO has 
to satisfy certain condition, since there is a 1-1 correspondence - between >BO and 
in the comments before Definition 5.3.2. Actually, for iBAs as long as FV0 0, 
everything is going to be all right on this aspect. 
5.5.2 Preservation of derivations under tr 
In this subsection, the central consideration is whether 
E  Axb HEQ p q implies 	1 iBA LrJPJJ tzjqL 
where trTO =df 0 and tr jjp q} u L =df {tdJp 	fq} u trTfl. For this purpose, 
we firstly check the preservation of the four axiom schemas in AXb (see Lemma 
5.5.2.3, Lemma 5.5.2.4, Lemma 5.5.2.5 and Lemma 5.5.2.9). In the entire proof of 
the preservation, we find out that (func-sub) rule in F— BA is not required except in 
verifying the preservation of (crs-sub) rule in IEQ (see Lemma 5.5.2.10). However, a 
weaken substitution rule (ord-sub) is required before Lemma 5.5.2.10. Nevertheless, 
(pure-func-sub) rule is actually required instead of (func-sub) rule. So, we define 
the "weaken" derivability without using (func-sub) rule as F c, to distinguish from 
iBA as follows. Formally, F F c, p q without (pure-func-sub) rule but with (ord- 
sub) rule if a derivation of F 'iBA p 	q only involves (ord-sub) rule whenever 
substitutions are used in the derivation; i.e. no substitutions of function variables. 
We will give some necessary properties of "weaken" derivability I-c, from Lemma 
5.5.2.1 to Lemma 5.5.2.5. 
Lemma 5.5.2.1 (identity substitution and ~): For p E T or p E FTk for 
some k>0, we have Hppi'. 
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Proof 
By structural induction. 
We only show the case for function terms, i.e. p = 	: t). Hence, RHS = 
:= i]), where y3 is the least y E V such that Vz E Free(t).y 	Free(i[z]) U 
W[- } The side condition is equivalent to that y3 is the least y 	V such that 
y 	Free(t) U {Ij1}.  Obviously it satisfies the side condition of a-conversion of 
Definition 5.5.1.1. 0 
The next lemma says that certain two substitutions can be replaced by a single 
one. 
Lemma 5.5.2.2 (hierarchical reduction of substitutions): For p E T or 
P E FT, for some k > 0, we have that 
Ha (p[ := ])[:= iZ} 	p[ := 	:= 
where {} fl ((Free(t) fl V) - {}) = 0. 
Proof 
By structural induction. 
case x: there are two possibilities: 
either x = xi E {} 
or 
For (i), we have LHS = t [-:= = RHS. 
For (ii), we have LHS = x[:= iZ] = x = RHS. 
By reflection rule (in Definition 5.5.1.1), we got what we want. 
case f(): by structural hypothesis and (cmp-1) rule. 
case 	: t): let x 1 ,x 2 , ... , Xi, 	for short), be the string of all free variables of 
t) in string x1, X2 , ...' Xm. Then 
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where y is the least j' E V such that for all z E Free(t), 
Free(i : 	U 
We can conclude that 	U2  Free(t13 ) U 
Let yj1 , y2, ..., yj, (yi for short), be the string of all variables occurring free at 
least in one term of string t , t 2 , ..., t, in y1, Y2, ..., yi. Then by Lemma 5.1.10, 
we have 
LHS = ((X/: t)[ :=])[y := trj l 
= (y": (t Pi,X,:= 	 := 
where 	is the least y" E V such that 
Vz E Free(t 	 0 Free(i"[j := ü][z]) U {y'[j-i} 
On the other hand, we have 
RHS = (X I :t)[i:=[17:=ü]] 
where 	is the least x" E V such that for all z E Free(t), 
Free([th := 	:=  
By careful examination, we know that 	= y7. Consequently, 
RHS = (iii : 	:= 	:= := 
By structural hypothesis, we come to 
Ha (t[thj, 	:= 	 := tij,y'} 	:= 	:= 	 := ti j,x'] 1. 
And by () rule, we will have F Ha LHS RHS. 
case a(ft, ): it is a result of using (cmp-2) with structural hypothesis. 0 
For (Axb-left-proj), we have Lemma 5.5.2.3. 
Lemma 5.5.2.3 ((Axb- left- proj) schema): For 1 < i 	we have that 
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where p. ET, (1 < i < U. 
Proof 
RHS = til[pr1 ]j[:= r}] 
(where x3 is the least x E V such that x ' {[j-1}.) 
=x[:=t4j] 
(where xi is the ith least element of V.) 
= 	= LHS. 
Then, by (b-rfl) rule, we get what we need. 0 
For (Axb-right-proj), we have Lemma 5.5.2.4. 
Lemma 5.5.2.4 ((Axb-right-proj) schema): For p E 2I for some k, we have 
I- rF{ LEIQk,k(p,Ei,k)F 
Proof 
RHS = t.L1P [ = 	 Ld I 
(where x3 is the least x E V such that x ' 
=t[:=] 
So, we can get what we need by Lemma 5.5.2.1. 0 
Lemma 5.5.2.5 below will say that (Axb-assoc) is preserved too. 
Lemma 5.5.2.5 ((Axb-assoc) schema): 
Ic 	Ii,k(2II,WI(I,))I 
Proof 




LHS = 	 tiIl I 
(where x3 is the least x E V such that x {[j-1}.) 
= (trI[rj1[r := ?2 	:= L] 
where 	is the least x' E V such that x' ç' {[j-1}. 
 
RHS = trfr]I[:= 	2k(p,q)1 
(where y3 is the least y E V such that y ' 
= trl[rIl [7 := 
where p = zj[p.J1 	trjJTj ] y is the least Y' E V such that y 
1j). 
we know that x'3 = y3 for 1 <j < 	and x3 = y for 1 <i < , 1 <j < 
So, by Lemma 5.5.2.2 we have F a LHS RHS. 0 
The "weaken" derivability is a relative derivability, i.e. relative to (ord-sub) rule. 
We extend this idea of relativity and introduce a "relative derivability" focusing on 
the substitution rule involved in derivations. Formally, 
Definition 5.5.2.6 (relative substitution x"): ix" if F I a [x] 	[x] 
for each x E V and every f E FT/rn (m E Nat),  
Apparently, we have that if F' c F then that 	implies >T . We let xz 
be x0. The close relationship between x' and 1a  is exemplified as follows. 
Lemma 5.5.2.7 (' and f-a ): r"  implies that F F-, p_ pt'. LO 
Proof 
By structural induction. 
case x: obvious. 
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case f(I): it is by structural hypothesis and compositional rule. 
case (: t): LHS = (: t[ := i]), where y2 is the least y e V such that 
Vz E Free(t).y (Free(KO -[z]) - {}) U 
and RHS = (: 	:= ), where z j is the least z E V such that 
Vy E Free(t).z (Free(LO -[y]) - {}) U {4j}. 
Let 	be a x' e V such that 
Free(t[ := ]) U Free(t[i5 := ) U {[j-1} 
and 	be 	:= ] and 	be &[ 	z]. We will have t = t[ := 
where *[z ] = *[zfl *[z I ...,*[zJ and {} = Free(t) fl V. 
4 	 4 	4 
Similarly, we have t' 	t[z' := ' * [z'] I. 
By (a), we get 
F c, LHS 	: (t[z' :=•*[ I)[ü: i)]),  
Hc. RHS 	( XI (t[z 	?*[)])[;:= ]). 
By Lemma 5.5.2.2 we have 
Ha RHS of (a) 	(a : t[ := *[][c:= ] ]), and 
Ha RHS of (b) 	( : 	:= ?*[][?:= ] }). 
For z, we have 
if 	E {}, say z = x, then *[z] = y and *[z/] = z1. i.e. 
[z] [: 	= x and & 
* 
[z] [ = 	= x. 
If z E {}, then *[z] = [z] and ?*[z] = [z] (they are a-convertable). 
Hence, by structural hypothesis we have 
F Ha ( : t[ := *[][:= p]]) 	(x t[ := L[ ][Z:= x'] D. 
Then, by () and (b-trs) rule, we arrive at F Ha LHS RHS. 
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case u(j, 1): it is a result of using structural hypothesis and compositional rule. 
. 
To prove the preservation of (Axb-unif) schema (see Lemma 5.5.2.9), we need to 
extend the result of Lemma 5.5.2.2 to include function parts as follows. 
Lemma 5.5.2.8 (hierarchical reduction of substitutions): For p E T or 
p E FTk (k E Nat), 
Hc (p[j, := ft, 1})[9 : =  'iZ] 	p[j, 1 := fi, i[7:= U11, 
where {} U If D Free(p) and Free(ft) fl V = 0. 
Proof 
By structural induction. 
case x: Assume x = x3 E {}. Then LHS = t[ := ü] = RHS (i.e. by 
reflectivity). 
case f(V): if f {f}, it is obvious by structural hypothesis. So, let f = fi 	f}. 
LHS = (ftjIIk[ := [f,:= J,fl ])[:= iZ] 
where Xt = ftjIk and k, = k. 
By Lemma 5.5.2.2, Lemma 5.5.2.7 and (b-trs) rule, we have 
F H LHS 	ti I  
(Note that Free(ft) fl V = 0). 
Similarly we can get 
F F a RHS ftIIk[x := [f:= 	tj~ :=: it] 1] 
By structural hypothesis, we have the following derivable 
Xi := (i[j 	:= ft,fl)[ç:= iZ]] x 	 := 	t:= iZ]]]. 
By Lemma 5.5.2.7, we reach F H LHS RHS. 
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case 	: t): Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.5.2.2, we let 	 ( for 
short) be the string of all free variables of p in x1 , x2 , ..., xk. Then 
PV' 	:=Jt,i] = p[J,i :=ft,t2] 
= (y' t[f,,x' := ft, ,y']) 
where 	is the least y' E V such that for all z E Free(t), 
Free([jx := ft, ][z]) U 
Consequently we have that 	U3  Free(t,) U 
Let 	yj, ..., y, (yi for short) be the string of variables in i, Y2, ..., Yk oc- 
curring free in at least one of t, , 421  ..., t. Then 
LHS = (p[ f, := ft,J)[y :=Uj 
(i[j, 	= A1)[u? 
where 	is the least y" E V such that 
Vz E Free(t 	:= 	 Free(i[ := ü][z]) U {y'[_}. 
Accordingly we have 
RHS=p[J,x:=ft,{[7,7 :=il]] 
=PV, 	:= ft,[y := t] I = ( x" t[f,,x' := ft, i'i[ 	tri 
where 	is the least x" E V such that for all z E Free(t), 
Free([x := ft,[ := u] ][z]) U 
By carefully examining the side conditions, we understand that 	= y7. So, 
We come to what we need by structural hypothesis, and (b-c-rule). 
case a(Jt, ): we can obtain what we want by structural hypothesis and composi-
tional rule. 0 
Lastly, (Axb-unif) schema will be preserved. Formally 
Lemma 5.5.2.9 ((Axb-unif) schema): 
F c  LI[2i1,i(2ii (P )'i) 
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where p' = i 
for 1 <j < n. 
Proof 
Remind you that [= x1 , x2 , ..., x and 	x,l, Xfl+2, ..., x 11 (0 < n < 
Also, we are going to use a lot of shorthands for those formulars which cannot 
express inside one line and/or one page if otherwise, especially in this proof. They 
might be not quite well-defined. But if you read them with the specific context in 
mind and compatibility in hand, you should be able to read them correctly. 
 
LHS = LdJk(p)J1[x 	1Jq I 
(where x3 is the least x E V such that x {4j_1}).) 
= cr(Jt, t)[ := irjI I 
(where ft1 = (yl : ti'I[p), t j 	rI{p11 .I1, and y is the least 
yl such that 
y1  v {[j-1} and  < i < t and 1 <j 




RHS = a(fu,iZ) 
where 
l fu1  = ( : 	 (Pi, 2i,i+m , 	p —1-i
+m
+i ,i+m )), 
and u3 = 	 and is the least z1 E V such that z1 {[3 _1 }). 
= cT(fU',u 
where fu 1+m = (z : 	:= fr1 	(Pm) 	+''+ 	I), = 
tr.[xII+i := tr M] , and 	is the least x1 V such that x1 Ixi  
= 
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where fu' = (z : 	:= ,x[i.i]) such that q = 	fq.]J [x' 
u' = u, and 	is the least x'1 E V such that x' 	{x'[_1}, x3 is the jth 
least element of V, and the length of zi is 1 + m. 
= 
where fu" = (z : 	:= q',[1.1J) such that q7 = 
	:= 	], 
and u' = u. 
(since x' = x3 for 1 < < i and 1 <i < 1 and xf 1 = x11+j for 1 
Li - 
= 
where fu =(z : 	:= q,x[1.1]) such that q = tjq.J, and u7 = u'3 . 
(since x = x j for 1 <i < 	1 <j < 
= 
where fu," = (z : trj[pJ[:= q, x[11]) such that 	= tqi', and u = 
	
3. By Lemma 5.5.2.7, we get what we require since 	I+j = liql+j = 	for Iq 
1it and 1j<n1. 0 
For (crs-sub) rule, Lemma 5.5.2.10 says that (crs-sub) in b-clones can be replaced 
by (pure-func-sub) in iBAs. We discover that this replacement does not involve 
substitutions of function variables. In turn, it justifies of the previous introduction 
of the relative derivability, say I- and 
Lemma 5.5.2.10 (substitution replacement): We have 
L[j] Ha trq][J:= ft] Lri[q[/f] b 
where fti 	tijpj) and E T (1 < i 	= fI) and  {f} Free(p). 
Proof 
By structural induction on q. 
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case 	LHS = xi = RHS, where xi is the ith least element in V. 
case f E xk: If f ç'  {j},  then it is trivial. So, let f = f. E {J} and k = k2 . 
LHS = f()[f:= ft] = trI[pi[x := [J:=ft] } = ddr 
On the other hand, RHS = tjp.JJ. We come to what we need by Lemma 
5.5.2.2. 
	
case 0k(q, ;k):  let fu, = (k+mi [k: triJ) (1 < i < £) and uj = LrJ 	(1 < i < 1). 
LHS = ( f)[f:= j] = a(fu [J:=  
Similarly, we have 
RHS = ikL [P/fJ,[P/fj)]l = a((1[: 	),ji[/7] 11) 
For each Z', we know +m  Lk= Xk+1,Xk+2, .., Xk 	and let x[k= x+l, x21 
X+m . by (a) and Lemma 5.5.2.8, we have the following derivable. 
(k+m [k: tq.[f:= j]) 	(a[: (q.[f:= j])[k+mi Lk:z x[k]), 
where the first k elements of x are the same as the first k elements of +m 
and 	is the least x E V such that for all z E Free(r{q.]j), 
Free([f := ft][z]) U {x 	[k}. 
H 	RHS of the above 	(x[ j : trljq ]j[f, k+m [k: ft, x [k]) 
(since we know that for 1 <j < 	Free((xi : trl[p.]1)) = 0.) 
At last, by structural hypothesis, (a) and compositional rules, we obtain what 
we want tijl'JJ Hc, LHS RHS. 0 
With the above lemma, we are to verify that(crs-sub) rule in Definition 5.5.1.4 
is preserved. That is, 
Lemma 5.5.2.11 (from (crs-sub) to (pure-func-sub)): IfF]I HBA LIfp]J 
then frilillil HBA trp[r/f] ]1 	jq[r/f]  J, where  {f} D Free(p) U Free(q). 
Proof 
Let fti = (x1 , x2, ..., xk 	iJj) and F be trj[L].  Thus, 
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. by (func-sub), we know that the precondition implies that 
FHBA Lr  p][f:= ft] D trq][J:= ft] 
• 	By Lemma 5.5.2.10 and (b-trs), it is resulted in what we need. 0 
To sum up the result so far, we come to the point to claim the preservation of 
derivations for tr. Formally, 
Theorem 5.5.2.12 (derivability from b-clones to iBAs): Translation tr 
preserves derivations, i.e. if F  Ax EQ P q, then JF] iBA LrjJp]1 Ld. 
Proof 
By induction with lemmas such as Lemma 5.5.2.1, Lemma 5.5.2.4, Lemma 
5.5.2.5, Lemma 5.5.2.10, and Lemma 5.5.2.11, we come to what we want. 0 
As a summary of this subsection, we have come to 
(5.5.2.*) F U Axb HEQ p q implies Lj[fl1 HBA Ld 	triM 
The next subsection is going to attack a kind of the reversed implication of the 
above, which will involves another translation. 
5.5.3 Preservation of derivations under tr 
In order to get the intended preservation (see Theorem 5.5.3.13), we have to do 
some delicated work. The most important thing is to show that the derivability 
is independent from all possible ways of binding ordinary variables (see Lemma 
5.5.3.8). 
Since the difference between Section 5.4 and here is the difference between Se-
mantic one and syntactic one, we need to have a syntactic version of Lemma 5.4.3.3, 
i.e. to show that derivabilities are invariant under variable permutations. 
Lemma 5.5.3.1 (permutaion of variables): 
(i) Fort e 	if {} D Free(t) fl V, then 
LUAx& HE 	 ,11(tr4t,hL1, P1 .+1PTV.I Pr 
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(ii) For ft E FT for some m > 0, if {} 2 Free(ft) fl V, then 
FUAXb 	 - HEQ tr11 	,x,xL+i ft - 	,mi(tI[ft]1, rj'_1 Pim',i+i ' Lm',i' E_1i+2,m'), 
where m' = j + m. 
Proof By structural induction. 
,i+1 
if x = Xi 
(i) case x: LHS = 	 if x = 5i+1 
	 and 
Evw 
	ifs = 53  E {4-1,L1+2} 
RHS 
f 	
ii,ii (r11, 	ri1_i , iII,i 
	pr 	Prigi +1 ' 
= l 2.II,II (pr—Il ,.+1 , 	 &i+2II) 
II,II (i??:,j 	rtJ_ , 	iII,i+1 '?,i' 	
1 
+2II) 
if x = Xi 
if x = 5i+1 
ifs = xi E 
Hence, by (Axb-left-proj) schema and (eq-trs) we will have 
iI,i+1 
if x = xi 
F-EQ RHS if x = 
Evi 
ifs = 53 E 
case f(I): 
LHS = Qrn,ii(L, trI1 i,xi+i:zi4i+i 
= QM ' 11(f, 	 P:i:.i,i,Ei:i+2,ii)) 
On the other hand, 
RHS = 	 (f, tr t 1J),Pr J_1 pr iI:I,j' &j+21) 
So, by (Axb-assoc) we get F-EQ LHS RHS. 
case (: t): LHS = trI_1  ,Xj+1,X 	dt[y:= 
(where zj is the least z E V such that z (Free (t) - { 7}) U {} U {z4a_i}) 
and 
RHS = Qm1,m (t[t[7  := ZI }J, !:1,i_1 	m',i+1' 1m',i' FZi+2m') 
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(where z is the least z' E V such that z' (Free(t) - { 7}) U {} U {z, z, ..., z 1 }) 
By examining both side conditions, we come to z = z3. Therefore by induction 
hypothesis we get HEQ LHS RHS. 
(iv) case 
LHS = 	 1[ftI, 	 E{fl) 
and 
RHS = 	(tro( ft , )L PriLi 	£r1,i 	i+2II) 
= 	(tr4ft, tr IJi1J),..Er_1, 	' 
By induction hypothesis and (eq-cmp) rule, we get HEQ LHS 
m where fttk 11 i- 	 rn = 	+ m 
and u3 = 1 11,j1 (tr tj]J,'_1, r.11 , +1 
By (Ax&-unif) and (eq-trs), F-EQ RHS 
7 	'II where fvk = Qrn!k ,mlk (trxif tk]J, 1L 	'iji,i' A_ i+2,lji' —lji+i m'k)' and 
p Mk 
= 	 'lji,i+1 = 	m(P 	 Pr'
/191 	 191 M / P 
	= 
rm'ELj+2,1 = iji,m( 	2, 1 ,f 1 ), and m'k 	+ rnj, 
and vj = 1 ii,I (tr tj,1i_1, ?iji,i+1 
By (Ax&-left-proj), (eq-cmp) and (eq-trs), we reach IEQ LHS RHS. 0 
Analogous to Lemma 5.4.2.1, we are going to consider the replacement of binding 
variables, which is a preliminary attempt to attack (oz) conversions. 
Lemma 5.5.3.2: For all j > 0, given p E TO and/or p E for some k > 0, 
and for all m > 0, F-EQ tr,p[ := ] ]] 	tr-4(p{y := ?)[ := ] , where 	is a 
C V such that y' Free(p) - { 7} U {?[i} and zj is the least z E V such that 
z V Free(p) - {} U {} U {4}. 
Proof 
It is proved by induction on j. We only show the case for function terms. 
case 	: t): let yj, y2, ..., y 1 , 	for short, be all free variable of Yi, Y2, ..., y,, in 
(:t). 
LHS = tr,d(x' 
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where 	is the least x" E V such that 
Vz E Free(t) - 	Free(i[ : 	][z]) U 
= tr.74(t 	:= 	:= x] 
where 	is the least x" E V such that 
Free(t[, := ,2']) - {'} U {} U {} U  
Let y be y3 if j E {i1, i2,...,  i1 }, otherwise be 	E V such that 
Free(t) U {} U {y, y;, ..., yj*1} 
and let z]' be z j if j E {i1 , i2 ..., i 1 }, otherwise be z * E V such that 
(Free(t) - 	U {?} 
= tr(t[y, P := z,x'])[z,a' := 
By induction hypothesis, we have HEQ LHS tr; [t [y, JP := , x] J 
on the other hand, we have RHS = tr4(: 	:= y,t]){y := ] 1, where 
w3 is the least w E V such that 
Vz E Free(t) - {}.w Free([ := 	U {[w[} 
= trd(w': (t[, 	,z;})[1;,ti; := 	;'j ii 
where w is the least w' E V such that 
Vz E Free(t[ 	{}.w' Free(i[ := ][z]) U {t'[} 
= tr 7,((t[, 	:= 	 := 	:= 
By careful examining, we would discover that 	= w' for 1 < j< k. Then similar 
to the technique used on left hand side and by twicely using induction hypothesis, 
we come to HEQ LHS c RHS. 0 
To replace Y in trE  in certain way, we need that the derivability is invariant under 
(a) conversions. Formally, 
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Lemma 5.5.3.3 (replacement of bound variables in tr): For p E T or 
p E FT,,, for some m > 0, we have F-EQ tr4p 	irdp[x := ] ], where {} D 
Free(p) fl V and {7} fl (Free(p) - {}) = 0. 
Proof By induction on j of TW and FTW and the above lemma (Lemma 5.5.3.2). 
It is worth to point out that only the case for function terms has to use the same 
technique used in the proof of Lemma 5.5.3.2 and the lemma itself. 0 
Analogous to Lemma 5.4.3.4, we present that derivability is invariant under 
eliminating non-free variables. Formally 
Lemma 5.5.3.4 (elimination of binding variables): 
For t E TO), y V Free(t) fl V and {} D Free(t) n V, 
Axb F-EQ tr4tJ] 	2II,ji+1(trdtb Vr21
H+1
1~1) 
For ft E FTW, and y V Free(t) fl V and {} D Free(ft) fl V, 
Axb 'EQ tr4ft 	 p II+m+1 
Proof 
By induction on j of TW and FT) with case analysis. 
For j = 
(i.a) case x: say x = x j E {}, LHS = pr 11 and 
v RHS = .11,111(pr 
- 	-:L—' 2,1 91+1). 
By (Axb-left-proj), we have 1 EQ RHS LHS. 
(i.b) case (ç: z): see below case 	t) of j>0. 
for j > 0 
(ii.a) case f(I): LHS = 2111 I+1 (f,tr4) and 
RHS = 2ii,i+i(2vi,ii (L tr,)E111) 
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By (Axb-assoc), we get 
I+1 
	
F-EQ RHS 	Qj1,11+i (1' ii,ii+i (tr,4I, i_72,I+1)) 
By induction hypothesis and composition (cmp), we have F-EQ RHS c LHS. 
(ii.b) case 	: t): LHS = tr,4t[ := ] 1, where z j is the least z E V such 
that z (Free(t) - {}) U 	U {4}. 
v And RHS = Q+m,II+m+i(t1'I[t[ü := z] ]lL-i.I I+m+1  2, I1+m+i ), where 	is the least 
Z' E V such that z' (Free(t) - {}) U {} U {2[j_1}.  Then, 
(ii.b.1) for those x3 E {}, we find 	V such that 
{} U (Free(t) fl V) U {y} 
(ii.b.2) for those x3 such that xj E{},  we still let 	= x. 
Therefore, tr..,  [t[7 := ] ]j= tr.. t[x *,y := 	}J. By Lemma 5.5.3.3, we xz x,z 
come to F-EQ trp[{t[il:= z]  ]] 
Similarly, we can get F- EQ trt[ç 	1] J 	tr7.lJt1J. I.e., by induction 
hypothesis we have F-EQ LHS RHS. 
(ii.c) case a(fi,i): LHS = qjgj+j (tr, 	,tr4) and 
D 	
I.  RHS = 	 (trlJ ft, trJ)i2111) 
By (Axb-unif), we reach that F-EQ RHS 
where fI+ 1 	ID II+m+1 zL1 = 	 (tri[f tilJ - II+1,II+m+1 (_i,II+1 )-7 I+2,II+mi+1) 
I:Ei+1 and U 
By (AX &- left- proj), (eq-cmp), and (eq-trs), we have 
F-EQ RHS 	 6) 
where 
D 1M 91+. 
fv = 2II+mj,Ii1+m+1 (trftJ , 
D IfI+1 and v = 
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By induction hypothesis, we obtain HEQ LHS RHS. 0 
The above result can be formalized in another way, which is a reversed version 
of the above, and it is analogous to Corollary 5.4.3.5. Formally, 
Corollary 5.5.3.5 (introduction of non-free variables): 
For t E TO and y Free(t) fl V and {} Free(t) fl V, 
Axb HEQ trIJt D 	 V II 
For ft E 	and y ' Free(t) fl V and {} D Free(ft) fl V, 





Proof By Lemma 5.5.3.4. 0 
The previous two lemmas allow us to introduce and eliminate non-free variable 
freely, which are primary tools in proving some results. Nevertheless, we formalize 
another result about non-free variables as follows. 
Lemma 5.5.3.6 (role of non-free variables): 




tr4t 	0 	 ;t,i r1 	
, IxI+WI+1,II+IiI+Ix'I xyx II+Ix'I,II+Ii1+Ix'I (tr  
(ii) Given ft E FT,, (m > 0), {}u{} D Free(ft)flV and {} fl Free(ft) = 0, 
we have 
EQ tr?j[(: t\ 	a 	t)],Proj) ' - 
p II+!1+Ix'I+m pIt+Iili+Ix'I+m where ft = (17: t) and Proj = r111 	
I+I+1,II+II+Ix'I+m 
Proof 
By induction on j of TO and FTW with Lemma 5.5.3.2 and Lemma 5.5.3.3. 0 
In particular, we have F-EQ tr-p 	 Similar to 
Lemma 5.5.2.2, we can replace ordinary substitutions by syntactic compositions. 
On the other hand, this tells us the insight of /3-conversions in Lambda Calculus. 
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Lemma 5.5.3.7 (substitution vs composition): 
Given t E T, for every {} c V and {} D Free(t) fl V, for all it E T 
(Jill= l) and for all {} C V such that {} Ui Free(u3 ) fl V, we have 
tr4t[7:= iZ] J = I,II(trd(il: t),trlJfl) 
Given ft E FTk (k > 0), for every {} c V and {7} D Free(ft) fl V, for all 
iZ E T (JU-1 = fl) and for all {} c V such that {} D U1 Free(u j ) fl V, we have 
tr[ft[:= ifl } = 
where fv = tr(y' : ftIk[z 	I?[Iy1}), v j = Ii,II+k(tr ujJJ,Pri,IgI ) V1,11j 
prIxI+k,I+i, = ft I k, = 	and 	Free (ft)U {[jy+j-1}. 
Proof By structural induction. 0 
All of the above is a kind of built-up in order to prove the independence of 
variable indices in the translation of tr. This independence can now be achieved. 
We formalize it below. 
Lemma 5.5.3.8 (independence of derivability from binding variables): 
For p,q e T orp,q E FT,, for some 	> 0, ifLUAxb HEQ trJpJJ 	trylfqjJ for 
some {} D (Free(p) U Free(q)) fl V, then F U Ax6  HEQ trdpjj 	tr7IJq] for all 
{} 	(Free(p) U Free(q)) fl V. 
Proof 
We can always assume that {} = (Free(p) U Free(q)) fl V. Otherwise, we can 
come to this by Lemma 5.5.3.1 and Lemma 5.5.3.4. 
Hence, from this {}, we extend it to any W such that {} 	{} by the same 
Corollary 5.5.3.5 and Lemma 5.5.3.1. 0 
As a consequence of Lemma 5.5.3.8, it is more desirable to use notation trl[fl 
than tr-F in a sequence of tr4p 	tr4q, where p q E F and {} (Free(p) U 
Free(q)) fl V. Actually inside the sequence, is just a symbol, therefore has lost its 
original meaning. Therefore, F and is one corresponding to the other under the 
translations. 
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Returning from the digression, we have that (a) conversions are preserved by 
translation tr. Formally, 
	
Lemma 5.5.3.9 ((a) schema): p-EQ trd(: t)JI 	tr(y: t[ 	] 1, where 
{} D (Free((: t)) fl V) and {il} fl Free((: t)) = 0. 
Proof By Lemma 5.5.3.3. 0 
For the (_1)  rule, we have the preservation below. 
Lemma 5.5.3.10 (_1  rule): If trF EQ trd( 	u) 	trd( 	u')j for 
{} = (Free((i : ti)) U Free((z' : u'))) fl V, then trF1J HEQ ir4u[z fl 
tru'[ := fl I for {} fl {} =0 and {il} U {} = ((U1 Free(t)) fl V). 
Proof 
By Lemma 5.5.3.2, we have that the pre-condition implies trI] 'EQ  tr,u{ 
YI] tru'[ 	] where {} fl {} = 0, Q} fl (Free(u) - {}) = 0 
and {l?}  fl (Free(u') - {z}) = 0. 
By Lemma 5.5.3.2, we have 
F- EQ tr4u[:= 1] 	tr,4(u[:=Y Y1 := ç,1] I and 
F-EQ trq4u'[z'  
By Lemma 5.5.3.7, we have 
F- EQ trç4(u{:= ?J)[? := , fl 	y(tr(, : u[:= ]),tr4) 
and 
F-EQ tril4(u'[z' := ])[7 := 9,fl 	p 3i(tr( 	: 	:= 
where  = jI+ I 	and  3' = jyj + JI. 
By Lemma 5.5.3.3, we have 
F- EQ trj(y,y . u[:= ?]) 	truc4u[z:= ?] 1 and 
F- EQ tre ,: u'[ := 	tr*L'[ : 	11. 
So, trIJF F- EQ trd(i7,y' : u[:= ?]) 	tr(7, 	: '[2 
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By  1, 3 and 4 of the above with composition (cmp), we have 
trUrl HEQ tr.4u[:= fl } 	 fl ]. 0 
Next, we show that () rule is preserved. 
Lemma 5.5.3.11 ((c) rule): IfFU Axb HEQ trdt]1 trdu} for some {7} 2 
(Free(t) U Free(u)) fl V, then F IEQ UAxbtrilj(x1: t) 	trd(: u)]1 for all {} such 
that {i} D (Free((x: t)) U Free((x: u))) fl V. 
Proof 
LHS = trt[ := 	and RHS = tr4u[ := z'] 1. 
Let z' be z * E V such that z 	{}UFree(t)UFree(n)U{z'}U{z"}U{z [} 
By Lemma 5.5.3.3, we have 1 EQ LHS tr., - (t[:= 2])[  
By Lemma 5.5.3.2, we have IEQ LHS tr.  
Similarly, we haver HEQ RHS tr - IJu[x 	z]  JJ. 
For x3 which is not in (Free(t) U Free(u)) fl V, let 	V be such a x that 
x * 
	
Free(t)UFree(u) U {?}U {x [ } U {}. If x 	(Free(t) UFree(zt))fl V, 
then let 	= x. So, we have 
ii HEQ LHS tr-. [t[x 	z] ]J and[ HEQ RHS tri. u[x := z] JJ 
By Lemma 5.5.3.3, if {} fl {} = 0, we reach 
:ii HEQ LHS tr-'. 	and I HEQ RHS tr- u]1 
So, by the pre-condition of () rule and Lemma 5.5.3.8 we come to 
F IEQ LHS RHS. 
For {} fl {} =A 0, by Lemma 5.5.3.4 and Lemma 5.5.3.8 we can get 
HEQ LHS tr4(: t)JJ and F-EQ RHS tr,ft(: 
where z is zj if zj 0 {}, and otherwise 	is a z' E V such that z' 
{} U Free(t) U Free(u); thus, the same reasoning of 3 above can be applied 
again. 0 
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For (pure-func-sub), we have a lemma, see Lemma 5.5.3.12. 
Lemma 5.5.3.12 ((pure-func-sub) vs (crs-sub)): F-EQ  trp[J := Jt] J 
tr4p[tr1ft/f], where Free(ft) fl V = 0 (1 < 	Ifti = LU• 
Proof 
By induction on j  of T' and 	(k > 0). We only show two cases. 
case f(): there are two possibilities (i.a) f V  {f} and (i.b) f = fi  E {f}. 
For (i.a), we have LHS = 1j. 11(f,tr[1[f := ft] ]). 
By structural hypothesis, we get F-EQ LHS Q11,11(f, tr[trjftJ1/f]). 
So, F- EQ LHS RHS. 
For (i.b), we have LHS = tr4ftHk[7:= i[f:= fi]]  J, where 7= ft. 
By Lemma 5.5.3.7, we have F-EQ LHS 2k,jI(trd(: ft k),tr[f := ft] D. 
So, again by structural hypothesis we come to F- EQ LHS RHS. 
case (i7: 1): LHS = trd(: t[  J, 	J])J1 where z is the least z E V 
such that for all z' E Free(t) - {}, z V Free(1[f := ft][z']) U {41}. 
We should be aware of that up to now what we actually have is if F-c, p q then 
F- EQ tr[p 	tr4q. By Lemma 5.5.2.8, we would have 
F- EQ LHS tr 	t[7,f:= 	, 
where z is the least z' E V such that z' Free(t [,f := ZI 
Obviously, we know that p[,J := ,Jt] = (p[y := 	:= J]. Then, by 
Property 5.1.4 and induction hypothesis, we get that F-EQ LHS 	tr4t[y := 
On the other hand, we have RHS = triJJt[yT := z] lltrjJt]1/7], where z; is 
the least z 	V such that z ' Free(t) - { U }  
Hence by Lemma 5.5.3.3, we come to F- EQ LHS RHS. 0 
To sum up the previous results, we will have the preservation of derivability 
under translation tr. Formally, 
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Theorem 5.5.3.13 (equality from iBAs to b-clones): Translation tri pre-
serves derivations of HBA, i.e. if F HBA p q, then F U Ax, HEQ trrIJp 
where F = trIi. 
As a summary of this subsection (Subsection 5.5.3), we have obtained 
(5.5.3.*) F H Z BA p q implies trF] U Ax, HEQ tr[p 	tr[qJj 
5.6 	Soundness and completeness of 'iBA 
Now we are ready to prove the soundness and completeness of Equational Calculus 
F- BA. Up to now, we know that 
(5.6.a) "identity" (equality) are preserved by translations tr and tr (Theorem 
5.4.3.2 and Theorem 5.4.3.6), i.e. semantic preservation; and 
(5.6.b) the derivations are also preserved by these two translations (Theorem 
5.5.2.12 and Theorem 5.5.3.13), i.e. syntactic preservation. 
In what follows, we are going to show that the soundness and completeness of 
iBA can be established from them. 
5.6.1 	Soundness of 1iBA  for BEs 
In this subsection, we are going to prove the soundness of FBA. 
Theorem 5.6.1.1 (soundness of HBA): F iBA p q implies F iBA p q. 
Proof 
By Theorem 5.5.3.13, we have that F F-i.BA p q implies 
tr4F U Axb HEQ tr4p tr4q. 
By Theorem 2.1.34 and Theorem 2.1.35, we get 
tr4FJJ U Axb I=EQ tr4p]1 tr4qJJ, 
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since we assume that the signature of b-clones satisfies the condition of elimi-
nating quantifications (see Theorem 2.2.6 and Remark 5.5.1.5). 
By Theorem 5.4.3.2, we will have F iBA p q. 
5.6.2 Completeness of HBA 
The proof of the Completeness of HBA is more complicated than the one of the 
Soundness in Subsection 5.6.1. Firstly, we will show a syntactic relation between two 
translations tr and tr, (Lemma 5.6.2.1). Then, the completeness follows (Lemma 
5.6.2.2). 
Lemma 5.6.2.1 (syntactic relation between trz and tr): 
F- BA t 	 := ], where {} Q Free(t) fl V, jYI = J Y J and (j) is 
the jth least element in V. 
HBA (: t) 	([ii: irtrd(: )J1 11) [ := ], where {} D Free((.: t)) fl V 
and 	=191  + jil. 
Proof 
By combining induction on I of T 0 and FT and with case analysis. 
(i) For j = 
(i.a) case x: since x E {}, we have trdx = prJ1, j, where (i) = x. Then, 
rEJprii,J = x, where x, is the ith least element in V. So, x 	:= 	= x. 
(i.b) case (1: x): trd(.: 	= tr;4x [ : 
(where z is the least z' E V such that z' ' (Free(t) - {i}) U {7} U {z'[_1}.) 
PTWI+I,i 	if x 	{}) and x = (i) e {} (i.b.1) 
Pfl+Ij,+j if X = 	E {} 	 (i.b.2) 
For (i.b.2), we can get iBA 	x) 	 : tiJjtrd(z : 	fl 	:= 
since trtrd(: x) 	= x'(j). 
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For (i.b.1), We have F-BA ( : x) 	(2? : Lrj[tr( 	x)]I 11 [2 
since trl[trd(i: x) 	= 2(i). 
(ii) For j> 01  
(ii.a) case f(I): since trdf(i)] = o1,1ç(f,trqI[flJ), we would get 
trtrdf()fl ] = tr[f] [i := r[tr[1]] 
(where x3 is the least element of V such that xj  çt {Ij-1}.) 
= f(tr[trfl ID 
So, fitrdf(i)]1 J [W:=  ] = f(Lrj[trd II) [ := il = f(tjjtrdfl ] W:= 
By induction hypothesis, we have F- BA f(I) titrdf(i)]j ] [W: =  
(ii.b) case ( : t): since trd( : t) = trt [1 := 2] ll where 	is the least 
z E V such that z 	(Frec(t) - {}) U {} U {2[}, we would have ft'IJtrd(: 
= 	rt [:= Z11 Ii. 
On the other hand, by induction hypothesis we have 
(*) 	F- BA t [Y:= 2] 	LdJtr4t  [:= 2] ]j ] [ 	, z']. 
By () rule we get HBA (2 t [:= 2]) 	(2 : frtr4t [:= 2] I [ := 
For the left hand side of in the above (*), by (cr), we have 
HBA (1: t) 	(2 : t [ := 2]). 
For the right hand side of in the above (*), we also have 
(2 : tzj[tril4t [ := 	}J V:= 9, 2]) 
= (2 (Lr[trg,dt  
(where z7 is the least z" E V such that 
Vz E Free (trtrd(: t) fl.z" Free(i[[11:= WIIZD U 
and 2'j = 	= L) 
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And by (cr) we have 
F-BA ( : ( fr[trq4t [5 := z] ] [.ii := , z']) [z' := 
(z' : rj[tr,t[:= 	] J I  
Thus, 
iBA (z' Lr{tr,dt [:= z] J  [ 
(?:ti tril,dt [i:= 1 	[[ici' Li:= , i']) 
So, by Definition 5.1.3 (substitution), we have 
F- BA (?: rtr,dt [:= z']I [[Iy,4ii:= 
: .dJtrgIJ(2 : t) 	) [[iii:= 	] 
(ii.b) case a(jt, 1): since trda(ft,  r)j = i(trdft, trdifl, we get 
tr.IItrdo(Jt,i) 11 = 	 lJtrdjt ]),frjJtrdfl lID 
where mi shares the same arity with ft, (1 < i 
Therefore, by induction hypothesis, we have 
F-BA tTJ[trdO(ft,t)fl  [:= yj 	u(Jt,i).D 
Consequently, we have the completeness of equational calculus F-IRA. Formally, 
Theorem 5.6.2.2 (completeness of I-IRA): F I=IBA p q implies F HIBA p 
Proof 
By Theorem 5.4.3.2, we can get that F I=IBA p q implies 
Axb U tr[F]1 kEQ trIJp 	tr4q. 
By Theorem 2.1.35, we have Axb U trdF I-EQ trjDJI ir4q. 
By Lemma 5.6.2.1, we have 	Jj HIBA 	tr4pJ1 ] 	rj[trIJqJ ]. 
By Lemma 5.6.2.1, Lemma 5.5.3.10 and transitivity (trs), at last, we have 
the completeness. 0 
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Note that the reason we need Lemma 5.5.3.10 is as follows. F might contain 
some pairs of function terms, say ft f  E F. Then by Lemma 5.6.2.1, we have 
(5.6.c) that ft = ( : t) 	: trtrd(z : t)]j ]) [ 	:= 	], where {7} 
Free((: t)) fl V, 	= ], Ix"I = jil and 
(5.6.d) that fu = ( 	: u) 	(x x 	: trlltr4(z' : u)] 1) [X* := 	], where 
{} D Free((z : u)) fl V and ji 	1~1  and x 	= 	I (note : JYJ = IPI is the 
arity of ft and fu). Hence, let 7 = I?, then ft fu HBA trtrdft 11 trtrdfu]]1 
by (c') rule. 
Looking back to calculus F- BA, we understand that the role of binding seems 
to vanish, since the presence of both (_1) rule and () rule. This may well be an 
inappropriate impression, unless we replace >BO by EIBTI Therefore, the exact 
border line between these two deserves a future investigation. 
Nevertheless, we point out a condition under which (_1) rule is redundant in 
the following remark. 
Remark 5.6.2.3 (redundancy of (_1) rule): Overlooking the whole proof 
of the completeness, we will discover that (_1) rule has not been used until in the 
proof of Theorem 5.6.2.2. Therefore, this rule is redundant if F does not contain 
BEs between function terms. 
This remark is very important and should be borne in mind, especially in Part 
I,  
Actually, this lengthy chapter was to prove the completeness of HBA. Technically, 
there is nothing novel once the two translations trg and tr being discovered. It seems 
that the whole proof was a bit too technical and delicate, although the proof was 
proceeded quite gradually. However, this approach does work (see Chapter 11 for 
a possible improvement). This success brings us an intensional characterization of 
BOs. 
Chapter 6 
Extended Friedman's Approach 
The success of capturing Completeness of HBA in Friedman's approach in Chapter 
5 leads us to consider of extending this approach to include dependent implications 
(dBEs) and quasi-dependent implications (qBEs). The present chapter is the result 
of such extensions. The completeness foriBA and for F- BA are established similar to 
the method of Chapter 5, i.e. reducing them to the corresponding ones of b-clones. 
Section 6.1 is devoted to HBA and HBA is the subject of Section 6.2. The universal 
BEs (uBEs) are treated in Section 6.3. The remaining part of this introduction is to 
verify that the two translations trg and tr preserve the dependent implications, the 
quasi-dependent implications and the universal equality. In other words, trg and tr 
preserves dBEs, qBEs and uBEs semantically. 
Definition 6.0.1 (satisfactions of I=iBA  and I=iBA  and J= A): Let A range 
over BEs, -y range over sets of BEs and B be an 1BA. Then, 
B IThBA y i— p L (or B iBA Y 	even B = -y i-4 A) 1ff B4'th for each 
{} c V and {} D (Free(y) U Free(z)) fl V and for all 0 : FV - B implies for 
every {} ç V and {} D (Free(-/)UFree(L))flV BL\],4, and for all J": FV —4B, 
where !34p q]o means BgDjo = B4qjp and B&& is its natural extension to 
a set of BEs, Free(y) =df UPPl E (Free(p)UFree(p')) and Free(L) =dJ  U(Free(q)U 
Free(q'))) (z\ = q 	q'); 
B HBA -y c 	(or B iBA -y c*A even B 	y —* ) 1ff By implies 
BJ1J, for every {} c V and {} 2 (Free(-y) U Free(z)) fl V and each b. 
234 
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(c) B BA {(m) 	Irn E M} 	(-y c* z) (or B HBA {(m) 	Im E 
M} 	('y c—p 	even B 	{(m) ,. 	E M} F— (-y 	)) 1ff B =iBA (m)1-4 
(m)  for each rn E M implies B HBA ' '+ L. 
From Chapter 5, especially Lemma 5.4.1.1 and Theorem 5.4.2.4, we understand 
that when B = D 
(6.0.a) B4p}j = BJqJJ,j, if Dtrp J(p) = Dtr4q] ](p) and 
(6.0.b) VtrtJ ]1() = Vtr[u] ](p)  if Bfrt] Ip = Bg ILr Jgj ], 
where b(f) = p(f) for f E FV. These two can easily be further exploited; and 
Theorem 6.0.2 and Theorem 6.0.3 are the results of such exploitation. 
Theorem 6.0.2 (dBEs under translations): Let {} D (Free(y)UFree(L))fl 
V. Then, when B = D 
D HdEQ trM i—p tr4/.\] 1ff B kBA 
B hBA  r[^/l F-+ trIAj 1ff D dEQ 7 
Similarly, 
Theorem 6.0.3 (qBEs under translations): Let {} D (Free('y)UFree(L))fl 
V. Thus, when B = D 
D qEQ trN —* trg IAj 1ff B HBA Y 
B IA Th L4 	1ff D HBA L4 A. 
Theorem 6.0.2 and Theorem 6.0.3 say that the two translations trz and tr pre-
serve dependent implications and quasi- dependent implications. Obviously, the 
same treatment can be applied to uBEs. 
Theorem 6.0.4 (uBEs under translations): Let {} D Free ( y(m))UFrce((m)) 
for every m E M, and {l}  2 Free(-y) U Free(L). Hence, when B = D 
1. B1--iuB A {Y 	—* (m)Im E M} —+ 	— ) 1ff 
D 	uEQ {tr.(-) 	ti 	E M} 	(tr*y 	trdAfl; 
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2. B HiBA {L! m)J1 	 E M} i-* (trj[ 	C4 tr}) if 
D 	UEQ {(m) : L(?2) I rn E M} i> ( r 
6.1 	Calculus F—A  for dBEs 
Firstly, we introduce a calculus F-  BA for dBEs, which is similar to F-dEQ. 
Definition 6.1.1 (calculus): Calculus H A is defined in the judgement form 
Of 
F F-IBA 'v F-* A orF HIBA 'y -+ A even F H -y -* 
where F is a set of dBEs, y is a set of BEs and / is a BE; and HA is almost the 
same as either HEQ  or HeBA  except that 
t, u, v in FEQ  is replaced by p, q, r in FBA 
there two composition rules in F- BA (one is for function variables and the 
other is for Binding Operators) instead of one in HdEQ 
there are three extra rules (a), () and (_1)  in HA which are not in HEQ 
rule (d-intr) in F- BAis absent in EBA 
families of sub stitution functions involved in substitution rule (d-sub) of 
HBA must be limited to functional ones instead of arbitrary ones in either F eBA  or 
dEQ 
By (5.5.2.*) and (5.5.3.*), we expect that the following hold. 
(6.1.a) E  Axb EQ -y F-* A. implies tijF} HiB A t&yj i-* trftAj and 
(6.1.b) F U Axb  HA -y 	L\ implies tr[fl U Axb  F-dEQ  trEfry i-* trf[z. 
For (6.1.a), as a result of Subsection 5.5.2 we have that Axb and (d-sub) are pre-
served by tr. The preservation of the other rules in HEQ can be inductively achieved 
by HA  under translation tr. Therefore, we state this as a theorem (Theorem 6.1.2). 
Theorem 6.1.2 (dBE's derivability from b-clones to iBAs): Given any 
F, we have that 
r  Ax6 1 dEQ 	q 
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implies 
mi HIBA ti 
where an equation (a BE) A. is short for 0 '-i A. 
For (6.1.b) as a result of Subsection 5.5.3, we have that (of), () and  (e-1) are 
preserved by translation tr (index Y of trg is omitted since Lemma 5.5.3.8). The 
other rules can be easily verified. Thus, we state the result as Theorem 6.1.3. 
Theorem 6.1.3 (dBE's derivabiltiy from iBAs to b-clones): Given an F, 
we have that 
F HBA P q 
implies 
trI] U Ax6  HdEQ trI[pJ 	trqJ 
where an equation (or a BE) A is an abbrevaition for 0 i-* A. 
In other words, Theorem 6.1.2 and Theorem 6.1.3 together say that 
(6.1.a*) LUAXb F-dEQ 'f 	4iff trF]1 1 jBA 	 LrjJ4 when 1=0; and 
(6.1.b*) F HA y 	A if tr[FJ U Axe, dEQ trN F-* tr4z when 'x 0. 
Since F- BA is sound and complete with respect to BEs. We would have a corre-
sponding result. Formally, 
Theorem 6.1.4 (completeness of HA): HBA is sound and complete with 
respect to BEs. 
Similar to the extension from F- EQ to HdEQ, FBA can be extended to 1IBAI  which 
is sound and complete. Formally, 
Definition 6.1.5 (calculus H 2BA): Calculus HBA is defined in the judgement 
form of 
F HjBA 	or  HBA 	even F H 
and it contains all rules in HA with one extra rule (d-intr) as in HdEQ. 
From this, we have results similar to Theorem 6.1.2 and Theorem 6.1.3 below. 
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Lemma 6.1.6 (dBE's derivations between iBAs and b-clones): Replacing 
iBA and'EQ by  HiBA  and IdEQ  respectively in (6.1.a) and in (6.1.b), we have that 
both new (6.1.a) and new (6.1.b) are valid. 
Consequently, 
Theorem 6.1.7 (completeness of I jBA): F-  BA is sound and complete for 
dBEs. 
6.2 	Calculus I— 
 
?BA for qBEs 
Analogous to Section 6.1 and to Section 2.4, we give a calculus HBA  for qBEs. 
Formally, 
Definition 6.2.1 (calculus F-BA):  Calculus 1BA  is defined in the judgement 
form of 
or 
where F is a set of dBEs and qBEs; and 1BA  is almost the same as either HEQ or 
F6BA except that 
t, u, v in 	are replaced by p, q, r in [_q  respectively respectivelqEQ 
two composition rules (one is for function variables and the other is for 
Binding Operators) are in F- !BA instead of one in qEQ 
three extra rules (ci), () and (_1)  are available in F- BA but not in H q EQ 
skolemization rule (q-skm) in FflA  is not available in HBA 
the families of substitution functions involved in 	rule (q-sub) of 
iBA are limited to functional ones instead of arbitrary ones as in H eBA. 
We should be aware of that () rule is not like {t 	u} —* (: t) 	(: u), i.e. 
Wrule in FBA is the same as () rule in F-  BA; which is similar to the situation 
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between HeBA  and HeBA•  So, this is an obvious example to show that the difference 
between dBEs and qBEs is not just a notational variation, and it is quite subtle. 
Remark 6.2.2 (soundness of () rule in I — BA): The soundness of all rules 
inF- BA is quite obvious, probably except () rule. But any suspicion on this will 
disappear if you check the results of Subsection 5.4.3, i.e. we will have 
Bd(: t)}j,. = Bdt [i:= ] ] J and  Bd(: 	= I34u [X-:= ] 
where {} fl {} = 0, {} fl (Free(t) - {}) = 0 and {} fl (Free(u) - {}) = 0. 
Each of them can transform to the one with only free variables in both function 
terms bound in the interpretation. Hence, they are equal because of the precondition 
of () rule: 
() 	HBA It 	u} I.' (: t) 	(: u). 
Analogous to Section 6.1 we hope the following hold: 
(6.2.a) 
FU Axb HEQ -y F-+ p qand IF  Ax6  HEQ 
implies 
	
zl[fl FthA Lh --+ trW D ti 	and trl[I] HBA LJJ c trl[p 	trIJq]; 
and 
(6.2.b) 
F H A -p q and F 
implies 
trFJJUAx6  F- EQ tr['y i- 	trq] and trE{I]UAX6 HqEQ  tr'yJ1 -* trI[p 	tr q . 
For (6.2.a), as a consequence of Section 6.1, we have that Axb and (q-sub) rule 
in F- BA are preserved by translation . This is because that all rules in 1BA  are 
implied by the rules of H 1( , and other rules can be inductively shown that they are 
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preserved by F1BA under translation tr. For example, we can let be tro t[o_ (i.e. 
(f) = tri(f)fl, then the substitution rule 
F  Axb 'qEQ r 
LU Axb HqEQ  t(-y) c 
(where i : T() —* T(t)) is preserved by HA under tr, i.e. 
2Fj I1BA trN c—* zAj1 
L HBA Lrjt('y)] c 
So, when -y is empty, (6.2.a) follows easily. Formally, 
Theorem 6.2.3 (qBE's derivability from b-clones to iBAs): (6.2.a) is 
valid when ' 	0. 
For (6.2.b), since (a) is the same in both F — BA and 	and since all rules in 
iBA are implied by the rules in H? BA, (a) is preserved by HEQ under translation 
tr. 
For () rule, i.e. 
tr{F] U Ax HEQ {trdt] 	trdufl —+ trd(: t)J1 tr(: 
for any IF, Remark 6.2.2 provides a clue for us. As a result of Subsection 5.5.3, we 
would have 
tr]I] u Axb HqEQ tr.lJ(: t)]1 	trj[t [X-:= .] ] 
and 
trE{1I] U Axb HqEQ trd(': u)] 	tr.4u [X-:= ] 11, 
where {} fl {} = 0, {} fl (Free(t) - {}) = 0 and {} fl (Free(u) — {}) = 0. 
Similarly, we can have that 
tr[F]I U Axb H qEQ tr4t [X-:= 	trr4u [X-:= 1] 11 
if 
tr[F]1 U Ax6  HqEQ trIJt D trIJu 
where D {(Free(t) U Free(u) fl V)} . On the other hand, the same treatment can 
go to the pre-condition of () rule, i.e. 
tr IQ U Ax6 HqEQ trdtjl trdti} if tdJl]  U Ax6  HqEQ trI[t 	tr;4uJJ. 
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We have that for every v, . In turn, we can use (q-trs), (q-wkn) 
and (q-MP) to obtain what we want. Therefore, () rule is preserved by HEQ under 
translation tr. 
The other rules in FBA  can be inductively proved that they are preserved by 
H qEQ with Axb under tr. Formally 
Theorem 6.2.4 (qBE's derivability from iBAs to b-clones): (6.2.b) is 
valid when -y = 0. 
From Theorem 6.2.3 and Theorem 6.2.4, we can get that HBA  is sound and 
complete with respect to BEs. Namely 
Theorem 6.2.5 (completeness of HflA): HA is sound and complete with 
respect to BEs. 
Similar to Section 2.4, we can extend the above completeness result to dBEs. 
That is similar to Lemma 6.1.6, we would have 
Lemma 6.2.6 (qBE's derivability between iBAs and b-clones): 
1. When we only consider dBEs, (6.2.a) is valid; and 
2. when we only consider dBEs, (6.2.b) is valid. 
Succeedingly, 
Theorem 6.2.7 (completeness of HA): 1jBA is sound and complete with 
respect to dBEs. 
Following Section 2.4, we can extend HBA to F- BA. Formally, 
Definition 6.2.8 (calculus F
_ 	Calculus Calculus F-  BA is defined in the judgement 
form of 
or 
F 	*pq and F FlEA 
It contains all rules inHBA with one extra rule, i.e. skolemization rule (q-skm) in 
H either eBA  or HqEQ. 
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Analogous to Lemma 6.2.6, we would have a similar lemma. Formally, 
Lemma 6.2.9 (qBE's derivations between iBAs and b-clones): Replacing 
HBA and F qEQ 
q 	
—dby HiBA  and HqEQ respectively, we have that both (6.2.a) and (6.2.b) 
are valid. 
Therefore, for F — BA, we can have the completeness. That is, 
Theorem 6.2.11 (completeness of I_ 	Calculus  Calculus FBA is sound and com- 
plete with respect to dBEs and qBEs. 
6.3 	Calculus F—BA  for uBEs 
This section is investigating a deduction system of uBEs, i.e. 11 of the form 
{(m) 	 e M} 	( 	). 
B is said to be a model of it, written as B I=iBA Q (or B I=jBA Q even B = 1), if 
B I=BA {(m) , 	 M} implies B I=BA 7 c 	Therefore, satisfactions 
among HBA  and =iBA, I=iBA and =BA  coincide with each other under the following 
conditions: when M= ø I=iBA is equivalent to =BA  (i.e. Q is a (pure) qBE); further 
if 	= 0 1 I=BA is equivalent to l=iBA (i.e. Q is a BE); when all ny's are empty, HBA 
is equivalent to =fA  (i.e. Q is a dBE). So, we will adopt similar abbreviations as 
the ones in Section 4.3 (or Section 2.5). 
Obviously, we are investigating a more general format which combines all three 
formats of BEs, dBEs and qBEs into one. 
Analogous to previous sections and Section 2.5 (or Section 4.3), we can naturally 
define the following. 
I=iBA Q (or K =IBA  Il even AC = 1) is the natural extension of B =iBA 
to a class AC of iBAs; 
B I=iBA  F (or B I=iBA F even B =iBA  F) is B iBA  1 for each Q E F, which 
is a set of 1's; 
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l=iBA  F (or K j=iBA  F even K; = F) is the extension of B =BA  F to a 
class of iBAs; 
F iBA Q (or F iBA  Q even F j=  Il) is B hBA l if B IiBA  F. 
Definition 6.3.1 (calculus HA): Calculus HA is defined in the judgement 
form of 
F H2BA  l or F F- BA 
It is almost the same as either F-UEQ or H eBA except that 
t, u, v in -UEQ  are replaced by p, q, r respectively in HA 
two composition rules (one is for functional variables and the other is for 
Binding Operators) are in HiB A instead of one in F uEQ 
three extra rules (a), () and () are available in HiB A but not in UEQ 
rule (u-q-u) in either F—U EQ or H eBA is absent in HA 
families of substitution functions involved in substitution rule (u-sub) of HA 
are limited to functional ones instead of arbitrary ones as in HBA. 
Analogous to Section 6.2, we hope that the following holds 
(6.3.a) L U Axe, HUEQ a implies frj[iij1 F- BA 	and 
(6.3.b) F F- BA 1 implies trF]] U Axb HuEQ trfl. 
For (6.3.a), as a consequence of Section 6.1, we have that Axb and (u-sub) are 
preserved by translation f,  since both all rules in HA and in FBA are implied by 
the rules in F-  BA. Other rules can be inductively shown to be preserved by HA 
under translation tr. For example, we can let be tr o i[o_ (i.e. (f) 
then the (u-sub) rule 
LHuEQ I  
F HuEQ t() * 
(where : T(X) -* T(Y)) is preserved by HA under fr.,  i.e. 
frl[iii HjBA rN - LIAJ1 
frj[Li F- BA Lt 	c— trWz)Ji 
So, when M in Q is empty, (6.3.a) follows easily. Formally, 
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Theorem 6.3.2 (uBE's derivability from b-clones to iBAs): (6.3.a) is 
valid when M in Q is empty. 
For (6.3.b), since (cr) in HiB A  is essentially the same as (a) in HA, and since 
FBA is implied by H A, (cr) is preserved by H A  under translation tr. 
For () rule, i.e. tr1i] U AXb HUEQ {trdt] 	trduJj} -* trç{(: t)J 	trd(x:  u) 
for any IF, Remark 6.2.2 provides a clue for us. As a result of Subsection 5.4.3, we 
would have 
tr'E{F] U Axb HEQ trd(: t)] 	tr.4t [ 	] 11 
and 
trJr'l U Ax6  HuEQ trgI[(: u)J1 	trrdu [ := ] JJ, 
where {} fl { = 0, {} fl (Free(t) - {}) = 0 and {.} fl (Free(u) - {}) = 0. }  
Similarly, we can have that 
tri]Pl U Ax6  HuEQ trE{t [ := 	 [ := ] ]J 
trJrj U Ax, HuEQ tr4{t 	tr [u]1 
where {} D (Free(t) U Free(u)) fl V. 
On the other hand, the same treatment can go to the pre-condition of () rule, 
tr[r] U Axb HEQ tr4t 	trg!{u] 
trJI'l U Ax6 UEQ tr;, E[t 	tr[u]I. 
We have that for every L, {. v} 	v. In turn, we can use (u-trs), (u-wkn) 
and (u-cut) to obtain what we want. Therefore, () rule is preserved by FA under iB 
translation tr. 
The other rules in 	can be inductively proved that they are preserved by 
HiB A with Ax6 under tr. Formally 
i.e. 
IM 
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Theroem 6.3.3 (uBE's derivability from iBAs to b-clones): (6.3.b) is 
valid when M in 1 is empty. 
From Theorem 6.3.2 and Theorem 6.3.3, we can get that HiB A is sound and 
complete with respect to BEs. Namely, for iB HA, we have soundness and complete-
ness with respect to BEs, i.e. completeness up to the form of A, which is short for 
0 )—* (0 c* z). Formally, 
Theorem 6.3.4 (first completeness of HA): Calculus FBA  is sound and 
complete with respect to BEs. 
Completeness of HiB A up to dBEs follows easily from the above theorem. That 
is, analogous to the extension from F-  BA to HZBA  in Section 6.1, we have soundness 
and completeness of HiB 
	
A with respect to dBEs, i.e. up to the form of y 	, which 
is an abbreviation for 10 	LL' E -y} i—p (0 c* z). 
Theorem 6.3.5 (second completeness of H A): HBA is sound and complete 
with respect to dBEs (or more properly dependent uBEs). 
Similar to the extension from HBA to HBA in Section 6.2, we can verify that HA 
is sound and complete with respect to qBEs 'y 	/, which is short for 0 	(y -4 A). 
That is, analogous to Section 6.2, we have a theorem below. 
Theorem 6.3.6 (third completeness of HA): F- BA is sound and complete 
with respect to qBEs (or more properly quasi-dependent uBEs). 
To get completeness of uBEs, we need to extend HA  to HA  as follows. 
Definition 6.3.7 (calculus FBA): Calculus BA  is defined in the judgement 
form of 
FHZBA l 0rFH IBA Q evenFf- Z 
It contains all rules in Hu_ BA with one extra rule (u-q-u) in either teBA  or IUEQ. 
With previous three completeness of HiB A and the fact that HBA  contains all 
rules of HA, we have the completeness for Fu below. 
Theorem 6.3.8 (completeness of FBA): F BA  is sound and complete with 
respect to uBEs, i.e. 
IiBA if F HA 
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It is a common practice of introducing higher types (or higher sorts) to deal 
with non-ordinary objects. However, the Framework for BOs in this thesis tends to 
introduce "higher order" syntactically (i.e. binding primitive into syntax), instead of 
higher sorts. Nevertheless, it does not fail to be a good idea to introduce higher 
sorts into binding signature EBO.  But we only show how to introduce multiple sorts 
into FBO, so-called many-sorted Framework for Binding Operators (many-sorted 
FBO) in this part, i.e. Chapter 7. This extension of from single-sorted to many-
sorted is not a trivial extension, see [75,42,164]. The introduction of higher sorts (or 
higher types) into FBO is briefly discussed in Section 7.3. 
Chapter 7 
Extensions to Many-Sorted FBO 
We are going to extend the Framework for Binding Operators from single-sorted to 
many-sorted. Technically, let BO  be a binding signature, then we are considering 
a FBO with ISort(EBo) I > 1 (sometimes Sort(> °) is simply written as S) and 
op(>Bo) (sometimes simply denoted as >B0).  In many-sorted FBO, 
(7.0.a) a constant a E EBO  is sorted by s where s E S = Sort(BO); 
(7.0.b) a function a E BO is sorted by < ., s > (or . — s) where . is a list of 
sorts in S (sometimes written as . E 8* such that 5* = U3ENat S 
(7.0.c) a functional a E BO  is sorted by << , . >, s" > (or < 9,s` >—* .s") 
where sort S I' E S, list 	S11, the bold face list is a list of bold face (i) = S 
such that bold face si is 8z = s (i = 1, 2, ..., ), and list 82 E SI ,  sort si E S. 
We define many-sorted binding terms as follows. 
Definition 7.0.1 (many-sorted binding terms BT): Let V be a set of 
ordinary variables for sort .s E 5, FV be a set of function variables sorted by bold 
face s (= . = s'). The many-sorted binding term BT is a pair < T, FT> of term 
T and function term FT where T is sorted by S and FT is sorted by S such that for 
each s E S and every s E S, ordinary term T and function term FT are generated 
using the following formation rules: 
1. 
XEV8 
x E T3  
RRI 




ti E Tai  ,t 2 ET82 ,...,tET8 
f(t 1,t2, ...,t) E T3  
where f E FV and bold faces = 	s' and 191 = n, 
 
t E T8 
(: t) E FT 
wherex1  E VI I , X2 E V32 ,...,xE V3,, and bold face s=s=s' and 19 1 =n, 
for o E BO <<,>,3,,>, 
ft 1 E FT 1 ,ft2 E FT 2 , .... ft t E FT,,; t 1 E T,t2 E 	E 
o(ft1, ft2, ..., ft, t1, t 21  ..., t) E 
where (i) = s, and 191 = £, and .(j) = S'j and s' = n. 
For simplicity, we assume that every variable set V3 (s E S) and every function 
variable set FV (s = . = s', . E S11 and s' E S) are disjointed with each other. 
Then, the results of previous chapters (e.g. Chapter 3 and Chapter 5) follows 
easily to the many-sorted FBO. Apparently, certain treatment of Chapter 2, say 
variable index x, can be adjusted to deal with many-sorted FBO. Perhaps more 
importantly, the condition for variable index free calculi need to be adjusted, which 
should essentially be the same. 
Section 7.1 will briefly show how to extend the previous work of Friedman's 
approach to include many-sorted cases. No detailed work will be presented, because 
that is a kind of easy extensions with more notational modification. Similarly, 
neither the extension of the previous results of Birkhoff's approach to many-sorted 
cases will be carried out due to the same reason. However, Section 7.2 is reserved as 
a reminder for this extension. Higher-sorted FBO will be briefly discussed in Section 
7.3. 
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7.1 	Many-sorted Friedman's approach 
Let us turn our attention to many-sorted b-clones. Now, E is its signature and 
= Sort(s). It contains following operations 
(7.1.a) constants: pr' is sorted by a, where bold face s. = ( = j) and 9(i) = 
(7.1.b) functions: g1 is sorted by <7' >—* a'), where bold face s= (= ), 
bold face s' = (. = s), bold face s1'(i) = 	= (. = s) and :s j = 9W, (i = 
1,2,..., 1121 = 	D; 
(7.1.c) functionals: ç is sorted by <,i!' >---* s, where bold face s  
bold face (i) = 	= 	=' ) and Isil = m (i = 1,2,...,n), and bold face 
1,2,...,n). 
Here, variables range over x by f, and they are sorted by bold face s for each 
= 9= .5'. 
Definition 7.1.1 (many-sorted terms of b-clones): Term T, with s. = ( = 
) is generated using the following formation rules: 
pET 





E Lu; L E T8 
E T-11  
where bold face s = (. = s), bold face s' = (. = .$), bold face s"  
and s=.(i) (i<i< I); 
11 
ti E 2'; jkj E T 
) E L 
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where bold face s = (9 =' s), bold face st = 	= (, s' =' s), and bold face 
."(j) =S_j=  (=-!) 
Many-sorted terms of b-clones is being considered to be sorted by s where s is 
a kind of (9 = k.'). Similarly, many-sorted b-clones can be defined accordingly as 
follows. 
Definition 7.1.2 (many-sorted b-clones): an s-algebra D is said to be a 
b-clones if it satisfies the following laws: 
(m-Ax&-left-proj) 
where s = (. = 	), = (?= si), and tj E 
(m-Ax&-right-proj) 
where L E T. 
(m-Axb-assoc) 
2,a"(2j,_(t_, Q, ) 	2,'(L, 21,a"c' 
where bold face s = (9 = s), bold face s" = (s" = ), bold face s = (. = 
bold face = (i" 	E 	, v E T,iLi E 	and 
(m-Axb-unif) 
where bold faces = (9 	.$), bold face s' = (. = .$), bold face s = (.,5i 
,si), bold face ej = (i,? 	= 	 with 	= 
= 2( 	')( 	3l)(V,U). 	= mi, i e 
L?- ET=s'P), and& E 3) forl <i <f and 1 < j <n. 
Then the relationship between many-sorted b-clones and many-sorted iBAs will 
be the same between single-sorted b-clones and single-sorted iBAs. The difference is 
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that instead of sorted by natural number k, they are sorted by some proper (9 = s) 
where the length of list 9 is k. So, the results in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 can be 
re-done here with some more notational modification. This modification is left out 
for the interested people. However, later chapters of applications will use the results 
of this modification. 
7.2 Many-sorted Birkhoff's approach 
The similar analogy to the last section will be applied to the extensional approach, 
and this is left out for the interested people. 
7.3 Higher-sorted FBO 
Referring to Subsection 1.4.1, we understand that there is a distinction between 
higher orders and higher sorts (or higher types). In this section, we briefly discuss 
two cases of higher sorts in FBO, i.e. 
(7.3.a) simple typed FBO and 
(7.3.b) polymorphic typed FBO. 
Let >BO  be a binding signature for higher-sorted FBO, S be the set of base sorts 
in Sort(E), 0 and 	be the constructors for sorts. Then 
(7.3.a) EBI  is simply-typed if Sort(s) is the least closure of the followings: 
(7.3. a. i) 
sS 
s E ort(J°)' 
(7.3.a.ii) 
SiE Sort(E 0 ) 
Si 0 S2 E Sort(°)' 
and 
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(7.3.a.iii) 
Si e Sort BO  ( F  
s1Ej1s2 E Sort(>BO) 
For simplicity, we will write x and = for 0 and 	respectively. 




S E Sort()' 
(7.3.b.ii) 
X E VS 
x E Sort(EBO) 
where VS is the set of variables for sorts, 
(7.3 .b .iii) 
si E Sort( 0 ) 
Si >< 82 E ort()' 
and 
(7.3.b.iv) 
Si E Sort( 0 ) 
Si 	'2 E Sort (Y'30 ) 
The purpose of introducing variable sorts is to consider polymorphism into FBO. 
So, binding primitives would include binding over sorts as well. 
For higher-sorted FBO, we are not clear how to establish connections between 
"orders" and "sorts", say between arities and 0, and among -, = and 	. With 
regards to binding over sorts, we are not sure of whether it is fruitful to mix "or-
dinary" binding with "sort" binding. Anyway, these questions are remained to be 
answered (see Section 1.4.2 for a possible direction for future research). For ordinary 





In this application part, we demonstrate that the Framework for BUs and its 
intensional and extensional calculi e.g. F eBA  (or HeRA even F-) and F-2BA (or 'iBA 
even F-), can be used 
to equationalize First Order Logic, 
to characterize \-algebras and )-models equationally, and 
to capture weak and strong bisimulations of finite CCS with data-dependency. 
Since from pure syntactic point of view, HBA is a sub-part of F-,BA  we will present 
our work through intensional F- BA so that the presented work will also be sound 
through HeBA; although by doing so we lose some benefits obtained from F-,BA.  For 
example, for /3-conversion 
(/3) app(.Ax.f(x),y) f(y) 
of Lambda Calculus, F- BA has to use (/3-schema) 
(/9-schema) app(Ax.t,x) t 
instead of (/3) as it would be in 'eBA 
Therefore, throughout this part, i.e. from Chapter 8 to Chapter 10, we presume 
H as HBA unless we explicitly say otherwise. 
Chapter 8 
Equationalization of First Order Logic 
As a first example of applications, we choose the most commonly used and well-
studied example, i.e. First Order Logic. But our approach is different from the ones 
in literature, since we have binding primitives available. The idea of using algebraic 
method to deal with First Order Logic is not new, for examples see [59,66,8,67]. 
Basically, if you consider logic as meta-laws, then the work of this chapter can be 
viewed as internalization of logic into algebraic systems. Section 8.1 is going to pro-
vide First Order Logic in uBE's form. This explains the practical reason of extending 
BEs to include dBEs, qBEs and uBEs in this thesis. A Sequent Natural Deduction 
system of First Order Logic will be given in Section 8.2, which is essentially the 
system in Hu and Lu's [140]. Section 8.3 is dedicated to complete equationalization 
of equational presentation of First Order Logic in Section 8.1. Some review with 
related work is offered in Section 8.4. 
8.1 	Equational presentation of First Order Logic 
Considering signature E1°, we give its operations in two-sorted case for simplicity, 
say bool and obj for boolean and the other sort. They can be easily extended to 
include other many-sorted cases without higher sorts. 
boolean constant True E <<e,e>,bool>' 
negation 	E <<e,boo1>,boo1> 
257 
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connectives A, V, DE Elog <<,b00l2>,bool>' 
m-ary predicates m's, for each of these rn-ary predicate 4, there is a objm 
log such that 4D E >i<<e,objm>,bool> where rn E Nat; 
log unary quantifiers V, 3 E 
A formula of 	is of the form t True, or simply t for short. Also, sometimes 
-t, t D u, t A u and t V u are adopted for -'(t), D (t, u), A(t, u) and V(t, u) respectively 
as conventions. 
Definition 8.1.1 (Ax1°9): Let Axlog be a set of following uBEs as follows: 
(-'-elim) 
{('y U { —i(t) True)) -* u true, ('y U {-'(t) True)) -* -(u) 	True} 
(y c 	True), 
(D-elim) 
{ D (t, u) True,t True} - u True, 
(-intr) 
(-y U {t True) -* u True) 	(-y -*D (t, u) True), 
(left-A-elim) 
A(t, u) True 	t True, 
(right-A-elim) 
A(t,u) True -* u True, 
(A-intr) 
It 	True, u True) -* A(t, a) True, 
7. (V-elim) 
{ t 	True -* v True, u True -* v True) i-* (V (t, u) True -* v 
True), 
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8. (left-V-intr) 
t 	True —* V(t, u) True, 
9. (right-V-intr) 
u 	True —* V(t, u) True, 
10. (V-elim) 
V((x : t)) True c_ t [x := y] True, 
11. (V-intr) 
{ 	t [x := yJ 	Truel for some y Free(-/)) i.' ( 	'V((x : t)) 	True), 
12. (-e1im) 
{t [x := y] 	True —* u 	Truel for some y 0 Free(u)} —* (((x 
True c_* u True), 
where y 0 Free(u); 
13. (-intr) 
t[x :=y] 	True c_* ((y :t[x:=zy]))True. 
We should point out that the side condition of that y is not a free variable of u in 
the axiomatic schemas of (-elim) and (V-intr) are extremely important. Otherwise, 
for instance of (-e1im), we would have 
where 3x.t is short for (< x : t >). This is obviously absurd. However, it is a quite 
common mistake in the reasoning of mathematical logic. 
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8.2 	Sequent natural deduction 
We provide a SND system, which is essentially the one in Hu's [140]. 
Definition 8.2.1 (sequent natural deduction): Let I' be a set of terms of 
First Order Logic, t be a term of First Order Logic (FOL). A derivation relation 
H snd between F and t of First Order Logic is defined as follows: 
1. (FOL-id) {t} F-8 d t, 
(FOL-wkn) 
F H srj t 
F,F' H snd t 
(FOL-cut) 
F H snd t;F,t snd 
(FOL--i-elim) 
F, -(t) H snd U; F-i(t) 1-3 d -i(u) 
(FOL-D-elim) D (t, u), t H8 d U, 
(FOL-D-intr) 	 - 
- 	,'--- 	-1 
(FOL-left-A-elim) A(t,u) F snd t 
(FOL-right-A-elim) A(t, u) F-8 d u, 
(FOL-A-intr) t,u 1-3 d A(t,u), 
(FOL-V-elim) 
t H sr,4 v; 'u 	V 
11. (FOL-left-V-intr) t Hand V(t,u), 
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(FOL-right-V-intr) U H snd V(i, u), 
(FOL-V-elim) Vx.t H3d t [x 	y],  where Vx.t stands for V((x 
(FOL-V-intr) 
(FOL--e1im) 
F Hsnd t [x := y]; y Free(F) 
FH 8ndVX.t 
t [x := y] 1 snd U; / 	Free(u) 
X.t Hand u 
where ax.t stands for ((x : 
(FOL--intr) t [x := y] H and (y.t [x := y}). 
According to literature, say [140], we have soundness and completeness of F-3 d. 
We simply state it as follows. 
Theorem 8.2.2 (soundness and completeness of SND): First Order Logic 
HandlS sound and complete with respect to standard interpretations. 
The standard interpretations mean that there is an MA B' such that inter-
pretations of A, V, D, V and 3 are somehow fixed and they correspond to logical 
"and", "or", "imply", "for all" and "there is" in 2-valued Boolean Algebra of B 
respectively . Formally, B = {0, 1}, TrueB = 1 and 
AB 0 i 
0 1 	 0 00 
1 	0 	 1 	01 
B'(g) = 	0 ifgisCo 
1 otherwise 
VB 0 1 	 D  0 1 
0 	01 	 0 	11 
1 	11 	 1 	01 
VB'(g) = 	
1 ifgisC1  
0 otherwise 
where g, Co, C1 E Bb -* Bb001; Co and C1 are the constant functions which map 
everything to 0 or 1 respectively. From now on, let us fix a B' for convenience. 
Since the proof of Theorem 8.2.2 can be found in many book on First Order 
Logic, say [139,10,140], we omit it here. However, we should point out that the 
essential point of the proof is the introduction of "evidences" for the existentially- 
quantified formulae, so-called Henkin's method. Algebraically, this implicitly implies 
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a restriction on signatures of algebras for First Order Logic, i.e. the signatures must 
not have empty sorts. This is a significant point. We will come back to it after the 
proof of Theorem 8.3.2. 
8.3 	Complete equationalization 
We expect to have that 
F H8 d tiff Ax1° F- 'y —* t 	True, 
where -y = 	Trueu E F}. We can called the "if" direction as soundness of 
equationalization of First Order Logic, and the "only if" direction as completeness 
of the equationalization. The following theorem can be viewed as either that axioms 
Axb09 with F- (Definition 8.1.1) is complete with respect to snd  (Definition 8.2.1) or 
that Hsnd is sound with respect to Ax10 with I-. 
Theorem 8.3.1 (complete derivability of I- with Ax'°9 ): If F H8 d t then 
}09 
	
H 'y —* t True (or Ax1° HBA 	c f True , if you prefer full notation 
in I—u iBA 
Proof 
case FOL-id: That is, t H3d t implies (t 	True c_ 	 True). This is 
trivial. 
case FOL-wkn: That is, 
F F-8 d t 
IF, IF' F-,,d t 
implies (-y —* t 	True) i—f (-y U -y' 	t 	True). This is trivial, too. 
case FOL-cut: 
F F-  8 d t;F,t F- snd U 
F F-8 
i.e. {('y —* t 	True),(-yU{t 	True} 	u 	True)} i—* (-y —* u 	True). By 
Modus Ponens, we have it hold. 
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case FOL--'-elim: 
F, 	(i) H3 d u; F, —i(t) H 3 d -'(u) 
F Hd t 
i.e. {(-y U {-'(t) 	True} —* u 	True), (-y U {-'(t) 	True} —* -1(u) 	True)} 
(-1 c 	True). This is (-e1im). 
case FOL-j-elim: D (t,u),t F- u, i.e. ({D (t, u) 	True,t c True} c u 
True). This is (D-elim). 
case FOL-D-intr: 
F, t H snd u 
F HsndD (t,u) 
i.e. {(-y U It 	True} 	u 	True)} '—* (",' —*j (t, u) 	True). This is (D-intr). 
case FOL-left-A-elim: A(t, u) Hsnd t, i.e. (A(t, u) 	True —* t 	True). This 
is (left-A-elim). 
case FOL- right- A-elim: That is, A(t, u) Hd u this is (right-A-elim). 
case FOL-A-intr: t,u F-3d A(t, u), i.e. ({t 	True,u 	True} —* A(t, u) 
True). This is (A-intr). 
case FOL-V-elim: 
F 	v; u F-3 d v 
V(t,u) snd V 
i.e. 
True). This is (V-elim). 
case FOL- left- V-intr: t F-3, V(t, u), i.e. (t 	True —* V(t, u) 	True). This 
is (left-V-intr). 
	
(1) case FOL-right-V-intr: That is u, H3 d V(t, u). We have (u 	True c 
V(t, u) 	True). This is (right-V-intr). 
case FOL-V-elim: Vx.t F-3 d t [x := y], i.e. Vx.t 	True '-+ t [x 	y] 
True). This is (V-elim). 
case FOL-V-intr: 
F F-3d t [x 	y] (y Free(F)) 
F -8d  Vx.t 
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i.e. {'y —* t [x := y] 	True I y çt Free(-y)} i—+ (-y —* Vx.t 	True). This is (V-intr). 
case FOL--elim: 
t [x := y] F-3d (y V Free-(u)) 
x.t F- snd U 
i.e. It [x := y] 	True —4 u 	True I y 	Free(u)} i—* (x.t 	True 	u 
True). This is (-elim). 
case FOL--intr: t [x := y] F-8 d 3y.(t [x := y]), i.e. (t [x := y] 	True —* 
y.t [x := y] 	True). This is (a-intr). 
Overall, we can prove this theorem (Theorem 8.3.1) by induction on the 
length of a proof F F-snd t in First Order Logic. 0 
What Theorem 8.3.1 tells us is that if F F- snd i is derivable in First Order Logic, 
then Ax1° F- 'y —* t 	True is derivable. Also, from its proof we notice the 
following correspondences: 
(8.3.a) F—* (dependent implication) is corresponding to 1 (inference rule in logic); 
(8.3.b) 	(quasi-dependent implication) is corresponding to F- (derivability in 
logic); 
Therefore, by (8.3.b) and by (FOL-D-elim) and (FOL-D-intr), D can be regarded 
as internalization of —* into logic. 
From Theorem 8.2.2 and Theorem 8.3.1, we can infer that Ax log  F- (-y 	t 
True) is sound and complete with respect to the standard interpretations as they 
are defined in Section 8.2. Namely, 
Theorem 8.3.2 (soundness of derivability in F- with Ax' 09 ): If Axb09  F- 
(y c* t 	True), then F F-8d t. 
Proof 
This is simply because the followings: 
Ax1° F- (-y 	t True) implies Ax10 = ( 	t True) (obviously); 
Axbog HEBQ (7 '—* t 	True) implies B' H ('7 	t 	True), since B' H 
Ax b09 and (i) 
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B' j= (y - t True) is actually F = I provided t L True. 
F = I if F F-3 d I (the usual completeness of First Order Logic), 
where F = t is defined as: for all environment b, 8jJuJ = 1 (for each u E F) 
implies l3AtIo = 1. 0 
As we remark earlier, we should notice that each carrier of a sort in B' is required 
to be non-empty in the completeness proof of First Order Logic, say by Henkin's 
method, since every proper instance of existential quantifier has to have an evidence 
in W. This observation implies that the equational system of First Order Logic (in 
Definition 8.1.1) is conservative over First Order Logic in an algebraic sense. That 
is, the system I- with Ax"-q has no restriction about empty-sorts but Hsnd does. 
Also, we should point out that the equality eq in First Order Logic is different 
from the Indistinguishability (or meta equality) , although is commonly referred 
to as "equality" as well. eq can be regarded as a special predicate and it is defined 
inside B', e.g. B' = eq(x, y) 	True (i.e. eq(x, y) is true in B') if for every 
interpretation [s]  in B', eqB'(fr, y) is TrueBl.  Of course, eq can be viewed in 
certain sense as an internalization of 	into logic. 
As a result of Theorem 8.3.1 and Theorem 8.3.2, we have the expected equiva-
lence. That is, 
Corollary 8.3.3 (equivalence): Let 'y  {u Trueju e F} and 7(m) = {u 
Trueu E Fm} for each rn E M. Thus, 
1. FF fld tiffAxb0YH7c_*tTrue; 
further, we have that 
{Fm H ImIm e M} 
Fl - i 
iffAx1° H {7(m) 	tm Truem E M} >-> (-y a—> 	True). 
This equivalence also enables us to reduce First Order Logic entirely into a 
certain deduction system of Binding Algebras (eBAs or iBAs) which satisfy Ax10 . 
However, the same equivalence can be viewed as reducing the deduction system of 
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many Binding Algebras satisfying Ax"-q into the deduction system of one certain 
Binding Algebra B', i.e. we do not need to consider all possible Binding Algebras 
but a special one. This special Binding Algebra, say B' which has Boolean Algebra 
B as a sub-algebra, is unlike term Binding Algebra T. It has more meaning to 
human beings. Nevertheless, this reduction does require certain pay-off, i.e. some 
extra operations and Binding Operators have to be introduced. They are logical 
connectives, say negation, universal quantifier and existential quantifier accordingly. 
But the pay-off has a significant advantage of being intuitively understood by human 
being. 
8.4 Discussion 
The essential departing point of the work presented in this chapter from the other's 
work in literature is that we are trying to reduce First Order Logic to certain algebras 
rather than to take algebras out of First Order Logic, which is a quite common 
practice. 
Referring to Corollary 8.3.3, we can understand the equivalence as a two-way 
bridge between model-theoretic approach to logic and proof-theoretic one to logic. 
So far, we are mainly in model-theoretic approach to logics. There is another way 
to equationalize First Order Logic, i.e. taking quantification as Adjunction, say 
t - ii 
Y 
where t - u means Ax b001 U It - 	x.t, 3x.(t A y) 	x.t A y} H t 	t A u such 
that Axb001  is the usual equational axioms for Boolean Algebra B [60]. There are 
other references in this approach, see [25,99,12] and especially the bibliography in 
the end of [12]. Therefore, it is quite reasonable for us to turn our attention to 
proof-theoretic approach to logics. 
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From computer science point of view, proof-theoretic approach can be better put 
in a ring, which is actually a folklore among this society. That is, 
Propositions ===> Proofs 
Types 	== Programs 
The arrows in the above ring means that one thing leads to another. This ring can 
be better explained by the following. Informally, 
(8.4.a) every formula is a proposition if there is a proof showing that it is, and 
every proposition is true if there is a proof showing that it is as well; 
(8.4.b) every proof corresponds to a program; 
(8.4.c) every program corresponds to a type; and 
(8.4.d) for every type, there is a formula corresponding to it. 
For (8.4.a), it corresponds to Intuitionistic Logic which is the same as H snd in 
Section 8.2 except that (FOL--'-elim) rule is replaced by (FOL--'-intr) where (FOL-
-i_intr) is 
F,t H u,-'(u) 
I' I- -'(t) 
(see [135,161] for more references to Intuitionistic Logic); considering (8.4.b), it 
corresponds to logic programming [96]; regarding to (8.4.c), it is a very common 
practice in programming, say ML typing and others [107,111]; to (8.4.d), there is a 
formula-as-type correspondence [77,1 29]. 
Martin-Löf has exploited the above circle phenomenon to certain extent in his 
type theory [101]. In his (intuitionistic) type theory, every type is a proposition and 
every proposition is the collection of all its possible proofs. Apparently, this kind of 
formalization is in favour of computer science. 
The proof-theoretic approach has certain advantages over model-theoretic one. 
One of them is that we can code proofs of proofs into proofs, and at the meantime, we 
can extract programs from proofs. This can be exploited and recently demonstrated 
by Hayashi and by Sato in [64,132]. Hayashi and Sato used LISP language, built up 
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proof's hierarchy and code proofs of proofs into proofs. Therefore, all meta proofs 
up to w level can be realized as an ordinary proof. 
Finally, we should point out that the above discussion provides the theoretical 
reason of considering First Order Logic in this thesis. Another reason for it will be 
to provide a technical preparation for Chapter 10, where boolean expressions are 
under consideration. 
Chapter 9 
Equational Theories of A-algebras and 
of A-models 
In this chapter, we relate Lambda Calculus with Combinatory Logic (CL) [32,33] in 
the Framework for BOs. Recall that we have shown the reason of choosing Lambda 
Calculus approach in Subsection 1.3.2 instead of Combinatory Logic approach. In 
this chapter, we would like to give a connection between these two approaches. At 
the meantime, we relate )-algebras with \-models. Standard work on this field 
can be found in Barendregt's [7, Section 5.2]. We are going to demonstrate this 
standard work in the present framework. Since we allow function variables appearing 
in )-terms, the previous work can not be straightly copied (see Section 9.5 for 
more discussion on this). Modification is needed. This modification help us in 
understanding of functionality. 
Section 9.1 is to present equational forms of Lambda Calculus and Combinatory 
Logic. Syntactic connections between Lambda Calculus and Combinatory Logic are 
established by two translations between the terms of these two calculi, and the well-
definedness of these translations is verified in Section 9.2. Section 9.3 is to cover 
the equational theory of )-algebras. The equational theory of )-models will be the 
subject of Section 9.4. Section 9.5 is to give a review with some related work. 
MIR 
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9.1 	Equational theories of Lambda Calculus and 
of Combinatory Logic 
The signature E' for Lambda Calculus consists of app and A where app E 	2> 
and A E 	<i>,o>. 
Let V be a set of ordinary variables, FV1 be a set of function variables with arity 
1, T' be a set of A terms and FTjA be a set of A function term with arity 1. For 
convenience, we sometimes denote A((x : t)) and app(t,u) as Ax.t and t.0 (or even 
t u) respectively 
Definition 9.1.1 (equational theory of Lambda Calculus and (/3)): Let 
A be the equational theory of Lambda Calculus. Then, p q E A if (/3-schema) 
p 	q; where (/3-schema) is app(Ax.t, x) t. 
Note that /3-axiom is app(Ax.f(x), y) f(y).  Since function variables are only 
substituted by semi-closed function terms, Lambda Calculus obtained by /3-axiom 
is linear Lambda Calculus, where the "linear" simply means that there is at most 
one free ordinary variable occurring in (linear) A-terms. However, whether these 
two Lambda Calculi can be directly shown equivalent is raised in Chapter 1 (see 
Subsection 1.4.3). In the present chapter, our main interest is not linear Lambda 
Calculus. So, later we will simply use (0) to refer (3-schema). 
The signature Ec of Combinatory Logic (CL) has (1) constants: K, S E 
and (2) operation: ap E > 6 2> 
Let j be the set of ordinary variables for Combinatory Logic, , , range over 
and Tc  for terms of Combinatory Logic. Combinatory Logic can be presented 
equationally. That is, 
Definition 9.1.2 (equational theory of CL, K-axiom and S-axiom): Let 
CL be the equational theory of Combinatory Logic. Then, p q E CL iff(K) (5) I- 
p 	q where K-axiom, or simply (K), and S-axiom, or simply (S), are as follows: 
1. (K-axiom) ap(ap(KQ,),) 
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2. (S-axiom) ap(ap(ap(SQ, ), ), z) 	ap(ap(, ), ap(, )) 
Unlike in Lambda Calculus, we do not need to have function variables in CL, 
which is due to the philosophical argument of Curry, see [32]. Since there is no 
function variables, (ord-sub) rule comes into the place of (func-sub). The reason for 
this is that we have no functional substitution rule available to play the role for the 
ordinary substitution rule in CL. For simplicity, we will use K and S to refer K() 
and SQ. Also, it is well-known that there is a close relationship between Lambda 
Calculus and Combinatory Logic. In order to present this relationship here, let 
= V U EY and x, f range over V and EY1 respectively, where is a bijection 
between V (or FT/1) and V (or FV1). Since x and f are different by nature, we 
have to pay special attention to them. 
Firstly, we are going to give two translations \-C and C-\ between T' (or FTfl 
and T' (or FTfl. 
Definition 9.1.3 (translations of C-,\ and .A-C): 
(1) Translation C-\ from T' (or FT) to T" (or FT) is defined as 
C-A[X] =df X 
C-M f I =df )tx.f(x) 
C-AlJap(t, i)Jj =df app(C-j, C-)dJjj) 
C-)4K df 
sometimes it will be denoted as K,, for short. 
C-)tI[S]j _- 	 x..Ay.\z.app(app(x, z), app(y, z)), 
sometimes it will be denoted as 5,, for short. 
C-AIJ(x: 	=df (x : C-Mt). 
Note that C-,\ is only defined over ( 	) such that i E V c . 
(ii) Translation A-C from T'' (or FT') to TC (or FT,') is defined as following 
1. (a) )t-Cfr] =df ., 
(b) A-C~ f (t)j =df ap(f, A-Ct), 
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A-Capp(t,u) =df  ap(A-Ct,)-Cufl, 
A-C(x : t) 	df (: 
)L-CE[)((x : t))] =df abt7-C(x : 
2. where ab is defined as follows 
ab((: )) =df ap(ap(S, K), K), it will be denoted as I for short. 
ab((x:y)) =df  ap(K,y), wherey. 
ab((: L)) =df ap(K,f), 
ab((: K)) =df ap(K,K), 
ab ((z S)) =df  ap(K, S), 
ab ((L ap(, jLffl =df  ap(ap(S, ab((: tM, 	((IL 
Note that ab is only defined over 	L)  such that i E Y. 
Intuitively, ab is the counterpart of )-abstraction in Combinatory Logic, where 
ab is often referred as )' in literature (see [7] for instance). Also, there is another 
definition for ab which has a slight difference on ab(( . : )) for x 	Free(), i.e. 
ab((x: 1)) =df  ap(K, ). These two definitions are equivalent under if we accept 
that for all ,u E Tc, ap(K,ap(L,M)) ap(ap(S, ap(K, t)), ap(K, u)); which is the 
KS-schema to be introduced in Lemma 9.3.5. We will turn to this point later (see 
Section 9.3). 
Before proceeding further, we have to make sure the definitions of both transla-
tions )-C and C-,\ are well-defined. Actually, the well- definedness means inter-well-
definedness between the two translations. 
9.2 	Well- definedness of C-A and of A-C 
With regard to well- definedness of the translations in Definition 9.1.3, the easy one 
to check seems to be C-A, since combinators K and S can be regarded as )kx.)y.x and 
)xAyiz.xz(yz) respectively. This observation leads to the following expectation, 
i.e. if (K) (5) F-., p q then (fi) F- C-)dJp 	C-q}. However, we do not have this 
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expected result in general. A weaker result is obtained, and it is very reasonable as 
you will see. So, we state the weaker result as a theorem below. Its proof will be 
postponed until some technical preparations are ready (after Lemma 9.2.4). 
Theorem 9.2.1 (well-definedness of C-A): Let CL-  be (almost) CL except 
that the following two conditions. 
for (oç) and for (c), 	and in ( : L) E FT and ( : t[ := 	FT, 
u) E FT, must be in V; 
for 	*)rule, e(f) must be in Ab(TC)  for f E FV1, 
where Ab(Tc) = {ab((x: t))x E VAt E Tc}. 
Then, we have that p q E CL-  (or (K) (S) -_ p q) implies (/3) -A  C-AI[p 
C-Aq. 
Note that CL is weaker than CL and the restriction of variables in Theorem 
9.2.1 is reasonable, since L E EV I and x E V have different nature in functionality. 
More discussion on the difference is in Section 9.5. We will proceed the proof of 
Theorem 9.2.1 gradually through Lemma 9.2.2, Lemma 9.2.3 and Lemma 9.2.4. 
Lemma 9.2.2 (A-abstraction and ab): For t E Tc and x E V, we have that 
(/3) F-A C-Aab((x : t)) 	A((x C-At)). 
Proof By structural induction on L. D 
The above lemma confirms our belief that ab is the counterpart of A-abstraction 
in Combinatory Logic. 
Lemma 9.2.3 (substitution exchange): For p E TC or p e FT, we have 
that 
where t j = ab((y. : )), and (y. : ) must not have free variables in V c , i.e. 
Free((y. :))fl= 0. 
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Proof 
By structural induction and Lemma 9.2.3 and be aware of that 
Free(ab((x: t))) = Free(t) - {x}. 0 
By Lemma 9.2.4, we understand that substitutions can be swapped with the 
translation C-A. 
Lemma 9.2.4 (substitution): For p,q E TC  or p,q E FTJC,  we have that if 
(,@) F x C-Ap] 	C-A[q, then p-A  C-A[p[f, Y:= 	Jj 	C-Aq[f,, 	t,iZ] 1; 
where t 2 = ab((y. : t')), and (y. : t j) must not have free variables in V c , i.e. 
Free((y. :))flV= 0. 
Proof by Lemma 9.2.2 and Lemma 9.2.3. 0 
Lemma 9.2.4 says that substitutions can not destroy equality of Lambda Calcu-
lus. Therefore, we can safely get a proof for Theorem 9.2.1, i.e. the well- definedness 
of translation C-A. Formally, 
Proof (of Theorem 9.2.1) 
By induction on the length of proof H_ p q and Lemma 9.2.2, Lemma 9.2.3 
and Lemma 9.2.4. 0 
Now, we have established the well- definedness of C-A. We turn our attention 
to the other translation A-C. Apparently, the two well-definedness are inter-linked 
with each other. We can exploit this observation and acquire the well- definedness 
of A-C through the well- definedness of C-A. Formally, 
Theorem 9.2.5 (well-definedness of A-C): For p E T' or p E FT1', we have 
(3) HA C-A[A-C[pJJ ]J 	p. 
Proof by structural induction with Lemma 9.2.2. 0 
Therefore, intuitively Theorem 9.2.1 and Theorem 9.2.5 demonstrate that trans-
lations C-A and A-C are (somehow) faithful to each other. In next section, we 
further pursue the faithfulness to a certain extent and establish the equational the-
ory of A-algebras, which are Combinatory Algebras satisfying all equations that the 
counterpart of them are derivable in Lambda Calculus. 
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9.3 	Equational theory for )-algebras 
Before introducing A-algebras, we first look at the following result. That is, 
Theorem 9.3.1 (from Combinatory Logic to Lambda Calculus): For 
p,q E T' or p,q E FT1', we have that (K) (S) H- A-CE[p] 	A-Cq implies 
() H p q. 
Proof 
By Theorem 9.2.5, we have H, C-A A-Cl[ 11 ] c p and H C-A j[A-Cq JJ q. 
By Lemma 9.2.1, we get that (K) (S) F-a-- A-Cp 	A-Cq] implies (0) H 
C-AA-C[p]j] 	C-AA-Cq ]. 
By transitivity rule, we come to the required result. 0 
If we accept that A-C is a faithful translation, we can infer that Lambda Calculus 
has no weaker proof power than Combinatory Logic from Theorem 9.3.1. But what 
about the other way around? That is, whether Combinatory Logic and Lambda 
Calculus have a same proof power. This question leads to the introduction of A-
algebras (also see [7, Definition 5.2.2]). 
Definition 9.3.2 (A-algebras): An iBA B of Combinatory Logic is a A-algebra 
1ff for all p, q E Tc or p, q E FT, we have that (8) H,, C-AI[p]I 	C-A~ qj implies 
B 
where an iBA B of Combinatory Logic means that it satisfies K-axiom and 
S-axiom in Definition 9.1.2. 
Therefore, although we are actually looking for an equational theory, written as 
CLAa for A-algebras, we can name it as CL(Aa). More formally, 
Definition 9.3.3 (equational theory CL(Aa ) of A-algebras): An equational 
theory CL(Aa ) is said to be the theory for A-algebras provided that Aa Hc p q 
(or p q (E CL(Aa)) 1ff for all A-algebra B, B = p q. 
We know that for an iBA B of Combinatory Logic, if B = Aa then B = p q; 
where Aa H p 	q. This implication will remain its truth if we replace H by 
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I-a- in the side condition. Consquently, if B = Aa is equivalent to that B is a 
A-algebra, then the remaining job is to find a proper Aa such that the pre-condition 
(equivalence) holds. 
Therefore, We need to find a Aa such that B j= Aa implies that B is a A-algebra. 
And then we show that the reversed implication holds as well. Another way to 
understand the equivalence is to see whether A-algebras are equationally definable. 
The obvious way to start the finding is to consider whether we can swap the positions 
of C-A and A-C in Theorem 9.2.5, and the same result holds. The same result does 
hold provided that there are some extra axioms. Formally, 
Lemma 9.3.4 (inter-relation between A-C and C-A): For p E T' or p E 
FT, we have (K) (S) (Ab1) (Al/K)  (Ab) I-a- A-CC-Ap j 
where 
(a) (Ab1) ab((: ap(f,) f (or S(KDI 
supposing that t u stands for ap(t, u),- );
(b) (Ab'K ) ab((x: ab((y: )) K (or S(KK)I K); 
(c) (Ab) ab((c: ab((y: ab((.: ap(ap(, i.),  ap(y,)))))))) 	S; 
(or S(S(KS)(S(K(S(KS)))(S(S(KS)(S(K(S(KS)))(S(K(S(KK)))K)))(K 
(KI)))))(K(S(S(KS)K)(KI))) S). 
Proof By structural induction. 0 
This lemma coupled with Lemma 9.2.5 convinces us that A-C is a reversed version 
of C-A, and vice versa. 
Lemma 9.3.5 (ab and bound variable): For t E Tc, we have 
(K) (S) (KS) He- ab((x: t)) ap(K, L) 
provided 	Free(t), and where (KS) is ap(K,ap(,)) 	ap(ap(S,ap(K,)), 
ap(K,)) for ñ, E . 
Proof By structural induction on L. 0 
Lemma 9.3.5 can also be regarded as explaining the necessity of (KS). 
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Lemma 9.3.6 (ab and substitutions): For t E Tc, we have 
where 
(1)iZ(i) = ab((y. : 
y E V such that Vi E Free(t) - {.}.y ' Free(i[7,j := : 
Free(ab((y. : j)) fl ii = 0 (1 < i < k = 
Proof By structural induction with Lemma 9.3.5. 0 
Lemma 9.3.7 0-conversion in Combinatory Logic): Given t E Tc,  for all 
u E Tc, we have 
	
(K) (S) F- a- ap (ab ((: f)), u) 	t [ := u]. 
Proof by structural induction on t. 0 
It is hard to show that ab preserves derivations directly, and especially when 
it is related to substitutions (ord-sub), we are thinking of eliminating substitution 
rule completely in Combinatory Logic. For this reason, we introduce a new concept 
pseudo semi-cl osedness for CL-terms, i.e. a CL-term p E Tc (or a CL function term 
P E FT,') is pseudo semi-closed if Free(p) fl V = 0; since x. and f play different 
roles anyway. Similarly, an equation p 	q is said to be pseudo semi-closed if 
(Free(p)UFree(q))flV = 0. Thus, we have an easy verified fact by Lemma 9.3.5. 
Namely, 
Fact 9.3.8 (ab and pseudo semi-closedness): If F-s- t. 	and 	is 
pseudo semi-closed, then for 	, I-_ ab((x: L)) 	ab((x: 
Therefore, with the pseudo semi-closedness ab does preserve derivability. 
To eliminate the need for substitution rule in proof, we have to find some extra 
axioms (or schemas) which, as a whole, have the same proof power, (i.e derivability) 
as the original CL with substitution rule. Obviously, the proof power of the new 
collection of axioms (or schemas) has to he closed under substitutions. 
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In what follows, we proceed our search for the new collection of axioms gradually. 
Most technical verifications are left out. However, if you are interested in such 
details, you should have no difficulty in carrying them out by yourself or you can 
look them up in [7] with slight notational modification. 
Lemma 9.3.9 (search step 1): With substitution rule, the set of axioms 
{(K'), (S'), (KS')) has the same derivability as the original set of axioms {(K), (S), (KS)} 
respectively; where 
(K') Ky. for ,yeY, 
(S') 
(KS') K(y) S(K.)(Ky). 
The difference between {(K'), (S'), (KS')) and {(K), (S), (KS)) is quite a minor 
one. It is just the variables ranging over different domains, say over V instead of 
over j = V U FY1 . 
Lemma 9.3.10 (search step 2): {(K'), (S'), (KS'), (Ab f )) with the substitu-
tion rule has the same proof power as the set of schemas {(K"), (5"), (SKab), (Ab f )) 
without the substitution rule; 
(K") 
(5") 
(KS") K t u S(K)(K .), 
(SKab) S(Kab((x: i)))I ab((x: t)), and 
(Ab f ) S(Kf)I f (where f is viewed as a special constant). 
Lemma 9.3.11 (search step 3): (SKab), i.e. S(Kab((j: L)))I  ab((: 
is implied by the following three axioms: 
(i) (Abi) ab((: ap(I,))) 	I, 
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(Abs) ab((x: ab((y: ap(ap(S,ap(K,ap(ap(S,x),y))),I))))) 
ab((: ab((y: ap(ap(S, )y))))), 
(AbK ) ab((a.: ab((y: ap(ap(K,.)y))))) 	K. 
Lemma 9.3.12 (search step 4): (K"), i.e. ab((. : K)) 	ab(( : p)), is 
implied by 
(Kab) ab((x: ab((y: S(S(KK)x)y)))) 	ab((x: ab((y: S(K.)I)))) and 
(SKab) S(Kab((x: t)))I ab((x: t)) 
Lemma 9.3.13 (search step 5): (S"), i.e. ab((x : Stuv)) 
Lu)), is implied by (Sab), i.e. ab((: ab((y: ab((: S(S(S(KS)))z)))))) 
ab((x: ab((y: ab((z: S(Sz)(Syz))))))). 
Lemma 9.3.14 (search step 6): (KS"), i.e. 	ab(( 	: K(tu))) 
ab((x: S(K t)(K u))), is implied by (KSab), i.e. ab((x: ab((y: S(KK)(S x y))))) 
ab((x: ab((y: S(S(KS)(S(KK)x))(S(KK)y))))). 
By the previous six search steps (from Lemma 9.3.9 to Lemma 9.3.14), we are 
finally reaching our goal, i.e. elimination of the substitution rule. 
Note that the six previous lemmas can be proved by structural induction or by 
induction on the length of proof 	u. Basically, we can introduce "contexts", 
i.e. let [] be a special (meta-)variable, being viewed as the identity context, and 




C, E Coritc 
ap(C1,C2 ) E Cont' 
Then by induction on the length of proof L 	, we have the property that if t u is 
derivable then so is C[] C[n]. Subsequently, we define ab((x: C[ ])) over context 
Contc as 
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ab((x: [])) =df [] 
ab((x: ap(C1, C2) =df S(ab((x: Ci )))(ab((x: C2 ))). 
Therefore, we can use C[] to show that [] may or may not be present, and it 
is more meaningful to denote ab(( : C[ ])) as ab(( 	C))[ ]. We know that 
"abstraction" over "contexts" has the following property, i.e. if t 	u is derivable, 
so is ab((x: C[t])) 	ab((x: C[u])), since ab((x: C))[ab((x: 0)] = ab((x: C[.I)). 
In summary, we have that 
Theorem 9.3.15 (A'a collection of axiom schemas): 
1. If p q is derivable from {(K'), (5'), (KS'), (Ab f )}, then so is p q from A 
without the substitution rule, where A'a  contains the following 
(Abi) ab((x:Ix))I 
(Ab f) ab((:ap(f,)))f. 
(AbK ) ab((x:ab(y:Kxy))))K 
(Kab) ab((x: ab(y: S(S(KK)x)y)))) 	ab((: ab((y: S(Kx)I)))) 
(Abs) ab((x: ab(y: S .y)))) 	ab((: ab(y: S(K(S y))I)))) 
(Sab) ab((x: ab(y: ab((z: S(S(S(KS)x)y)z)))))) 
ab((x: ab(y: ab((: S(S)(Sy))))))) 
(KSab) ab((: ab(y: S(KK)(Sxy))))) 
ab((x: ab(y: S(S(KS)(S(K 
K )x) ) (S (KK );))))). 
2. The derivability (or proof power) of A'a (or coupled with {(Abk), (Ab')}) 
with the substitution rule is the same as the one of A'a  (or coupled with 
{(Abk), (Ab)}) without the substitution rule. 
Finally, we reach that the deduction closure of A'a(U{(Abk), (Ab')}) is closed 
under (Abe)  where  (Abe)  is {t 	u} '—* ab((x: t)) 	ab((x: u)) and which means 
that whenever t 	it is derivable, so is ab((: L)) 	ab((: z )). Formally, 
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Theorem 9.3.16 (derivation closure over ab): For L,  u E Tc, we have that 
A(U{(Ab), (Ab)}) H_ . y.implies that A(U{(Ab), (Ab)}) He- ab((: )) 
ab((x : U)) for x  V. 
Proof 
By induction on the length of proof A'a H- . 	with the lemmas from Lemma 
9.3.5 to Lemma 9.3.14. 0 
Lemma 9.3.17 (substitution and A-C): For p E T" or p E FT', we have 
A(U{(Abk), (Ab)}) H-  
where (i) = (y : ui), (i) = ab((ç : A-CE[fZJ)) and Free((y, : ui )) fl V 	0 
(1 < i < k). 
Proof 
By structural induction on p with Lemma 9.3.6, Lemma 9.3.7 and Lemma 9.3.16. 
U 
Lemma 9.3.18 (A-C and A): For p,q E TA or p,q E FTj', we have that 
(i3) I ), p 	q implies A'a (U{(Ab'K), (Ab's)}) H_ A-Cl[pJ] 	A-C[qjJ. 
Proof 
By induction on the length of proof (9) H), p q with Lemma 9.3.16 and Lemma 
9.3.17. 0 
Therefore, we come to 
Theorem 9.3.19 (A and A-algebras): For p,qE TC orp,qe FTf, if (P) H), 
C-)4p 	C-Aq]j, then A U {(Ab')(Ab')} F- _ p q. 
Proof 
By induction on the length of proof (3) H), C-A[p}j C-Aq, with Lemma 9.3.4, 
Lemma 9.3.18, i.e. p A-Cl[C-AD] 	A-C[C-A[q 	q.D 
Up to this stage, we know that for an MA B of Combinatory Logic, if B 
A'a  U {(Ab <), (Ab's)}  then B is an A-algebra. The reversed implication holds as well. 
Consequently, we get that 
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Theorem 9.3.20 (A-algebras and Aa ): Let B be an algebra of Combinatory 
Logic and Aa = A'a  U {(Ab'1<), (Ab)} Then, B is a A-algebra if B = A,,. 
Proof 
For "" (if direction), we have Theorem 9.3.19. 
For "" (only if direction), we just need to check that (0) F-,, C-AAa ]. 0 
9.4 	Equational theory for A-models 
From Section 9.3, we understand that A-algebras are equivalent to /3-algebras in the 
sense of derivability where /3-algebras are iBAs satisfying (/3). There is another kind 
of semantic models similar to A-algebras, i.e. A-models (see [7, Definition 5.2.7]). 
They are of the subject of this section. A-models are basically A-algebras with 
Extensionality. We define A-models first. 
Definition 9.4.1 (A-models): A A-algebra B is said to be a A-model if B = 
(ext-axiom), where (ext-axiorn) is {ap(y, x) 	ap(, )} -* y 	z. 
There is another equivalent way of defining A-models, e.g. let B be a A-algebra, 
then whenever B 	ap(y, x) 	ap(z, x) holds, B J= y 	. holds as well. Also, 
(ext-axiom) can be equivalently replaced by (ext-schema) where (ext-schema) is 
{ap(L, ) 	ap(, )} i-* t.  
Let 
extA be Extensionality rule in Lambda Calculus, i.e. 
(ext) {ap(y,x) ap(z,x)} y z; 
77-axiom be; 
(17) Ax.yx D y 
(c) (Ab) be 
(Ab,1 ) ab((x: S(Kx)I)) c I. 
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We should notice that (ext-axiorn) (or simply ext) and (extA) are dBEs. 
Then, we can easily get that 
Theorem 9.4.2 (A-models and Ab,1 ): The following three statements are 
equivalent: 
1. B = p q for all A-model B. 
Aa H c_+extc 	q (since the derivability is closed under BEs in derivations of 
iBA 
3. Aa U{(Ab,)}H pq. 
Proof 
For 1 	2, it is obvious. 
For 2 #> 3, 
(ii.a) let us look at 2 = 3 first. applying t to both sides of (Ab,), we have 
ab((x: tx)) 	t, where x ' Free(t). 
Similarly, we have ab((x: ux)) u, where x Free(u). 
Now, let us assume that Aa U {(Ab,)} I-_ ap(t,x) 	ap(,x), where x 
Free() UFrce(j). Then by Lemma 9.3.16 we have Aa U {(Ab71 )} H ab((: La)) 
ab((x : ux)). So, Aa U {(Ab,1 )} I-- _ L 	u. i.e. (ext) is valid in Aa U {(Abr )} 
deduction system. Thus, (ext) is valid in Aa U {(Ab,)} deduction system (since 
(ext -scherna) without substitution is equivalent to (ext) with substitution). There-
fore, by induction on the length of proofs of Aa Hc+(extc) p q, we come to 2 = 3. 
(ii.b) Next, for 3 = 2, we know that Aa  Hc_+(extcschema) ab(( : t x)) 
Then by (ext-schema), we get Aa Hc_+(extcschema)  ab((: t)) 
So, let t be y ( x), we get Aa  Hc+(extcschema) ab((x: yx)) 	y. 
To put it another way, this is 
Aa Hc_+(estcschema)  ab((y: ab((: y))))y 	ab((y:  y))y. 
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Again by (ext-.schema), we come to 
Aa Hc_+(evjc-schema) ab((y: ab((x: yx)))) 	ab((y: y)). 
i.e. Aa Hc—+(extc_schema) (Ab,1). 
Note that Aa Hc_+(exic schema) 	q without substitutions if Aa HC_+(extC ) 
with substitutions. 
Therefore, by induction on the length of proof Aa U {(Ab)} H_ p q, we have 
that 2 4= 3. 0 
So, we know that the equational theory of A-models is almost the same as the 
one of A-algebras but with an extra axiom (Ab,). Naturally, we would like to know 
the corresponding theory of A-models in Lambda Calculus. This correspondence is 
provided as follows and the details are omitted. In case of any doubt, you can check 
those in [7]. 
Lemma 9.4.3 (ext > , ext and A-C): (3) H+(ext A) p 	q if Aa Hc_+ext 
A-Cq]. 
Lemma 9.4.4 (ext, ext and C-A): Aa H C +(€t) p 	q if (19 ) H\+(extA) 
C-AI[p] C-Aq]. 
Lemma 9.4.5 (77 and ext): {(/3), (i)} F- p 	q if (/3) FA+(exjA) p 	q. 
In summary, we have the following. 
Theorem 9.4.6 (ii, ext) , ext and Ab): The following deductive systems 
share proof power: (i) {(/3), (ij)}, (ii) 1(/3) U (ext)}, (iii) Aa U {(ext)}, and (iv) 
Aa U {(Ab)}. 
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9.5 Discussion 
9.5.1 Curry's Ag and A-algebra's Aa 
Comparing the results in this chapter with some results in literature, for example 
let us relate Aa with A (see [105]), we have that 
(9.5.a) (AbK ), (Kab) and (Sab) are (7.1), (7.4) and (7.5) in [105] respectively. 
(9.5.b) (Ab'K)  implies (K') and (Ails)  implies S in [105]. 
(9.5.c) (Abs) + (Ab'5 ) implies (7.2) in [105]. 
(9.5.d) (KSab) implies (7.3) in [105]. 
(9.5.e) (Abi) and (Ab f ) do not appear in Aa.  We can say that the disappearance 
of (Ab f ) is due the non-existence of f in the CL of [105]. But this can not applied 
to the case for (Ab1). So, the reason for the disappearance of (Ab1) in [105] is not 
clear to us. 
9.5.2 Function variables and definable elements 
In section 9.2, we make a correspondence of function variables in Lambda Calculus 
to "definable elements" in Combinatory Logic. Accordingly, this divides CL-terms 
into two categories. One is "ordinary" terms (say Tc)  and the other is "definable" 
terms (say Ab(T')). The collection of the "definable" terms is a sub-collection of 
the "ordinary" terms. This difference is represented in the deduction system of the 
equational theory in the following ways, 
(9.51) by the "ordinary" variables (say ) can be substituted by both "ordinary" 
and "definable" terms; 
(9.5.g) by the "definable" variables (say f) can only be substituted by the "de-
finable" terms; and 
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(9.51) more significantly by an extra axiom (say (Ab f )) for the "definable" 
elements (the "definable" makes more sense if we only consider the counterpart of 
(0) F- A in CL). 
Interestingly, this difference essentially disappears in the equational theory for 
A-models, because of the presence of axiom (Ab,? ). This means that the "ordinary" 
elements and "definable" elements are inter-substitutable. This also implies that 
it is no longer necessary to distinguish the variables like ,. from the variables like 
f. However, this situation can not be applied to Lambda Calculus part, i.e. so-
called A3i-calculus (see [7]). The difference between the ordinary variables and 
the function variables still remains. It is worth to mention that i conversion (i.e. 
Ax.yx 	y) for function variables (i.e. Ax.(Ay.f(y))x 	Ax.f(x)), is derivable from 
(9). And it is believed to correspond to (Ab f ) in Combinatory Logic. 
9.5.3 )-family and extensional /3-algebra 
According to [7, p.127], we can also establish a connection between Volken's A-
family and an eBA satisfying 0, i.e. A-families and eBAs satisfying 3 are essentially 
the same. More specifically, let ..T =< X,. > be an applicative structure and 
= Uprat F be a family of functions such that for every f E Fe, f : X? -* X. 
is called a A-family on F if 
(9.5.1) .T*  contains all algebraic functions' where g : X -* X is algebraic (or 
definable) if there is a term t and Free(t) c {} and JYJ = £ such that 
V.g() = t(p[ := 
(9.5.2) 	is closed under substitution of constants (e.g. if g E ..T2 and a E X, 
then (y  f(x,y))(p[x 	a][f 	g]) e 
(9.5.3) there is a map G : Fi - X such that Vg E F1,Va E X.G(g) a = g(a), 
and 
'The definition for algebraic functions can be found in [7, Definition 5.1.6]. 
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(9.5.4) Vg E .77,+1, Vd E  Xk, if h(a) = G((x f(,x))]1(p[f 	g][:= a])) then 
h e Fk where= k. 
Note that the above definition is almost the same as in [7, p.127] except of some 
notational modification. 
Obviously, if A is an eBA satisfying (3), FA  satisfies (9.5.1) and (9.5.2) above 
and (9.5.4) corresponds to (eBA-unif). Moreover, the interpretation AA  of A-
abstraction operator corresponds to G in (9.5.2) and that A satisfies /3 means (9.5.2) 
is true for A. In the other words, J' is a A-family. 
Conversely, if .P' is a A-family, Conditions (9.5.1) and (9.5.2) guarantee that it 
is explicitly closed (i.e. closed under constant functions', projections' and function 
compositions). G can be taken as the interpretation of A-abstraction operator, and 
condition (9.5.4) guarantees that C is uniform over .F. So, < X, T* > can be 
regarded as an eBA. Furthermore, condition (9.5.3) guarantees that < X, .F" > 
satisfies (/3). Hence, we have briefly established the connection between Volken's 
A-families and eBAs satisfying (3). 
Similar to Volken's connection between A-families and A-models, we can have 
an easy correspondence between syntactical A-models and eBAs satisfying (/9) (i.e. 
A-families), where M =< X,., 	> is a syntactical A-model if it is a syntactical 
applicative structure (see [7, Section 5.3]); i.e. 
(9.5.i) x(p) = 
(9.5.ii) I[Ca]p) = a, 
(9.5. iii) app (M,N)(p) = M(p). 
(9.5.iv) Ax.M(p) a = M(p[x := a]) 
(9.5.v) plFree(M) = p'[Free(M) implies M(p) = M(p') and that 
2This is actually implied by condition (9.5.2). 
3This is implied by condition (9.5.1), e.g. Vd.aj = 7r,j(d) = x j ]j(p[ 	d]), where 
II=. 
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(9.5.vi) for all a M(p[x 	a]) = N(p[x := a]) implies [Ax.M(p) = I[Ax.N(p). 
Similar to showing the connection between A-families and eBAs satisfying (0), 
the link from eBAs satisfying (0) to syntactical A-models is straightforward and is 
left out. For the reversed link, following Section 3.4 (Chapter 3), especially from 
Lemma 3.4.6 to Lemma 3.4.9, we can build a term eBA from M which is an eBA 
satisfying (9.5.i), (9.5.ii), (9.5.iii), (9.5.v) and (9.5.vi). In other words, the term 
eBA is a conservative extension of Al satisfying (9.5.i), (9.5.ii), (9.5.iii), (9.5.v) and 
(9.5.vi). For (9.5.iv), we know that 
Ax.M(p) a = Ax.M(p). Ca (p) = app(Ax.M,Ca)(p). 
Since quotient algebras preserve satisfaction (see the comment after Definition 3.7.7), 
we can get a quotient eBA from the above term eBA over the least congruence 
containing (/3). Apparently, this quotient term algebra satisfies (9.5.iv) besides the 
others. Therefore, we have completed the reversed link. Also, we should point out 
that the correspondence between syntactical A-models and eBAs satisfying (/3) is 
functorial (i.e. preserving homomorphisms). 
With regards to the connection between A-models and syntactical A-models, see 
[7, Theorem 5.3.6]. We shall not repeat this here. 
9.5.4 	Intensional /3-algebra and Cartesian Closed Cate- 
[I4 
Another thing we should point out here is that our attempt to connect an intensional 
/3-algebra (of Lambda Calculus), which is an MA satisfies (/3), to a Cartesian Closed 
Category (CCC) is not as successful as in [93,7]. 
Basically, what we do is to construct a CCC C from an intensional /3-algebra 
B and to derive another intensional /9-algebra B' from such a C by following the 
approach taken in [93]. But we are not able to show that these two /3-algebras are 
isomorphic. In what follows, we demonstrate our unsuccessful attempt. We are able 
to construct both C from B and B' from C. Thus, the question becomes whether 
we can still have the isomorphism between B and B'. 
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Let B be an intentional /3-algebra (an MA satisfying /3). We define u * v =df 
8.E[( : f(f'(x)))([u,v/f,f']) for u,v E B1, where f 	f'. It is easy to show that 
this definition is independent of the environment ?/. It is also not difficult to check 
that * is associative. 
Next, we construct a category C from B. Let Obj(C) =df {g e Bi g*g = g} and 
Hom(u,v) =df  {w E B, Iv * w * u = w} for u,v E Obj(C). The composition ";" is 
defined as n; v =df  v * u where u E Hom(w1, w 2 ), v e Hom(w2, w 3 ) and w, E Obj(C). 
So, U; V E Horn(wi , w3). For each 'u E Obj(C), the identity idu =df  u. We can easily 
check that ida; v = v and w; idu = w where v E Horn(u,?) and w E Hom(?, u). 
To see the constructed C is a CCC, we proceed as usual, see [93] for a reference: 
1. terminal object: T =df 13e (x: )y.y)](b). 
	
2. 	(a) product: u x v =df  8j(x : \y.y f(x . K) g(x K))b[u, v/f,g]), 
where t - = app(t,t'), KA = .\x\y.x and K = .\xAy.y. We always 
assume the usual association of - (dot) to the left. 
projections: 7r><vdf  Bj(x : f(x . K A))(b[u/f]) and 
1r 	df l3I[(X : g(x . K))([v/g]) 
<u,v >=df  13j(x: \y.y -f(x) -g(x))](b[u,v/f,g]). 
3. 	(a) exponents: vu =df  5jJ(x: \y.g(x . f(y))('[u,v/f,g]) 
u1 xu2 =df  13j(x : y.y.fi (f(x-K)).f 2(g(x-K')))(p, q[ui , u2, u, v/f1 , f2, f,g]), 
where u1 E Horn(u, ui'), u2 E Hom(v, v'). 
ev =df T3I[(x : g((x . K) f(x - K))?b[u,v/f,g]). 
A(u') =df 5j(x: y.f'(z.z. f(x) .g(x)))b[u',u,v/f',f,g]) 
We can check the followings: 
(i) (terminal object) T is a terminal object in C; 
(ii.a) (projections) 7ruxv E Horn(u x v,u) and irt' E Hom(u x v,v); 
(ii.b) (pairs) <ui,u2 >E Horn(w,u xv) 
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(ii.c) (pairs and projections) u1  =< U1, U2 >;7cu and u2 =< u1,u2 >;lrL, 
where u1 E Horn(w, u) and u2 E Hom(w, v); 
(iii.a) (products) u1 x u2 E Horn(u x v, u' x v') 
(iii.b) (evaluation) ev E Hom(vu x u, v) 
(iii.c) (currying) A(u') E Hom(u, wv), where u' E Hom(u x v, w); 
(iii.d) (projections and products 1) 7r v ;  u1 = (ui x u2 ); 
(iii.e) (projections and products 2) ir ><1 ; u1 = (ui x u2); .u,'xv' 
(iii.f) (currying and evaluation) u' = A(u') x id; ev. 
There is a special object U in C with the retraction pair e and p 
reflexive object U =df 
embedding e =df  13j(x : Ay.x - 
projection p =df BIJ(x: Ay.x.  y)JR?1L)). 
We can also verify that U E Obj(C), e E Hom(UU,  U) and p E Hom(U, UU).  
Therefore, the above construction yields a CCC C with a reflexive object U from 
B. Now, we come to the questional part, i.e. from C to an intentional /3-algebra B', 
which is supposed to be isomorphic to the original B. 
Let C be a CCC with a reflexive object U and retraction pair e and p. For any 
object v, let -, : Horn(v, U)2  —* Hom(v, U) be defined by v1  'v V2 =df< v1;p,v2 >; ev. 
It is easy to check that for any w' E Hom(w, v), w'; (vi ', v2) = (w' )  v1) •, (w'; v2) 
and appB' = . T. Let us forget every thing (say how to extend this to an intentional 
/9-algebra B') except just look at a possible bijection t between B and B'. It is 
clear to us that such a map i. to be a morphism has to preserve compositionality 
(or to preserve application app operator), i.e. t(t B  t') = t(t) •B'  i(t'). On the other 
hand, we know there is a Koymans' isomorphism i. in [93], where t(a) is defined as 
Ka (also see the proof of Theorem 5.5.13 in [7]). Therefore, we naturally think 
of translating his bijection into the present framework. However, there is no trivial 
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way to translate his bijection. Nevertheless, there are two obvious ways of defining 
such a "bijection" t by translating the one in [93]. They are 11 and 12 as follows: 
11(V) =df Bf[(x : Ay.f(y))(/'[v/f]) for v E B1, 
12(V) =df 13d(x : f(Ay.y))]J([v/f]) for v E B1. 
With some effort, we would know that 
t, is injective; 
12 is surjective, since Hom(T, U) collects all constant functions in B1, 
11 does not preserves compositionality, since 
ii (u) •' ti (v) 
= B[(x: f(Ay.g(y)))]/,[u,V/f,g]) 
13 IJ(x: Ay.f(g(y)))([u,v/f,g]) 
= ti(u f 
12 preserves compositionality, since 
t2 (U) .f t2 (V) 
= 13(x : f(Ay.y)) .i  (x : g(Ay.y))b[u,v/f,g]) 
= 	: f(Ay.y) g(Ay.y))([u,v/f,g]) 
= Bj(x: (Az.f(z) .g(z)) . Ay.y)b[u,v/f,g]) 
= B4(x: h(Ay.y))b[u •B  V/h]) = t2(u B 
t2(v) = app(ii (v),T), since (x : app(Ay.f(y),Az.z)) 	(x : f(Az.z)). 
Because the images of 11 are constant functions, we immediately realize that 
ti (Bi ) c t2(Bi ). Thus, card(Bi ) = card(ti (Bi )) = card(t2(Bi )), where card(B) 
means the cardinal number of B. But we have no way to tell whether or not 12 is 
injective at this stage. Therefore, neither 11 nor 12 is an isomorphism between B 
and B' (unless these two 11 and 12 collapse with each other). 
However, we believe that the above problem can be gotten around if we modify 
the above definitions to the following: (a) for £ > 0, B = Horn(Ut , U) (where 
U° = T and Ut+1 = Ut x U); (b) compositions and projections have evident 
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definitions; (c) for application operator, we have that app' E B 2 is given by 
app' = eval a (((p  o 72)  x id) o ((e o A) x (e a As))) and (d) A' : B 1 - B 
is given by A'(v) = e o A(v) where v E Hom(U 1, U), and A is currying and 
A 	: Hom(U', U) - Horn (U', UU).  
Nevertheless, we are not very clear of the reason why this is the case at present 
stage. But, it does suggest us to connect iBAs (and/or eBAs) directly with Category 
Theory instead of going through intentional (and/or extensional) 0-algebras and/or 
CCCs. By doing so, it may be helpful in understanding the reason of the above 
breakdown (see Subsection 1.4.2 for a possible future research direction). 
Chapter 10 
Equational Theories of Finite CCS 
with Data-Dependency 
In this chapter, we are going to present equational characterizations of strong bisim-
ulation and weak bisimulation of finite CCS with data-dependency in Framework 
for BOs. Similar work but without data-dependency have been done in [69,68,162]. 
The main difference between the work here and [68,162] is the presence of value-
passing and if-statements. Perhaps, some people might think that if-statements 
can be reduced to an infinite sum. This idea turns out to be naive, see section 10.2 
(although an infinite sum is not allowed syntactically). Therefore, the new feature 
(value-passing with if-statements) is not a trivial extension of the work in [68,162] 
because the feature makes bisimulations depending on data (data-dependency). 
The difference between the work here and [69] is the definition of observational 
equivalence. For example, let .-'' be Hennessy and Plotkin's observational equiv- 
alence generated by 	in [69] and 	be the observational equivalence defined in 
Section 10.1 below, then we would have that 
(a?x.t + a?x.u) J'P a?x.(eq(x, 0) D (t, u)) + a?x.(eq(x, 0) D (u, t)), 
but (a?x.t + c?x.u) 7t  a?x.(eq(x, 0) D (t, u)) + a?x.(eq(x, 0) D (u, t)); 
where eq is a predicate which means "being equal" and b D (t, u) is an abbrevi-
ation of if b then t else u. 
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Philosophically, (a) means that not only the behaviour on communicating ports 
is observable, but also the messages (or values) carried through the ports are observ-
able. And the observability is based on both with no priority. (b) has observability 
on both as well, but it puts a priority on the former. That is, the behaviour on 
ports has the decisive factor in influencing observations. The associated values pass-
ing through ports have a secondary influence on observations. This can be better 
phrased as "observability + causality". 
Since (a) ignores causality completely, (b) implies (a), i.e. for every two terms 
t and u, if t '-i u then t -'' u. Syntactically, the negligence of causality has to be 
achieved by an w-rule (for '-'') as demonstrated in [69]. 
Interestingly, for - we do not have (a) but have (c) below. 
(c) (a?x.i + a?x.u) 	a?x.((eq(x, 0) D (t, u)) + (eq(x, 0) D (u, t))). 
Finite CCS will be introduced briefly in the first section (Section 10.1). Then, 
we will provide an equational characterization of strong bisimulation (with silent r 
actions observable) in Section 10.2. Weak bisimulation (with silent r action unob-
servable) is complicated, but we are able to give an equational characterization in 
Section 10.3. A review is provided in Section 10.4. 
10.1 CCS 
The signature 	of pure CCS contains a collection of sorts and a collection of 
operations (i.e. BOs). More specifically, Eccs has the following. 
(i) sorts: 
(i.a) m 	the sort for messages in communication; 
(i.b) a 	the sort for agents in communication; 
(i.c) bool 	the sort for truth values. And 
(ii) operations: 
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(ii.a) r E 
(ii.b) Nil E 	—*a (or a) 
(ii.c) Plus, Par E e,a2 a (or +, I E axa-#a respectively), 
(ii.d) out-a E e,mxa—+a, where a C Lab and Lab is the collection of communicating 
ports; 
(ii.e) in-a E (m=a).—a, where a E Lab; 
(ii.f) if E >,boolxa2_+a (or if_1then_2else, and —1 D (-21 )). 
Let x, y, z range over Vm, f range over FVma and w range over Va. Also, let 
us fix a boolean language for the present chapter, i.e. we consider a toy boolean 
language Eeq with one predicate eq. Its abstract syntax is given in BNF as following. 
(iii) E ::= True I False I eq(x,y), 
where x, y E Vm . Sometimes we denote E as Eeq for convenience. That is, >2o0l 
contains True, False e > ool and eqC'M 	With regards to the expressive 
power of if-statements and E, we do not need logical connectives like negation (-'), 
conjunction (A) and disjunction (v) since 
(iv.a) (if -b then t else u) = (if b then u else t), 
(iv.b) (if b1 A b2 then t else u) = (if b1 then(if b2 then t else u)else u)), and 
(iv.c) (if b1 V b2 then t else u) = (if b1 then t else(if b2 then t else u)). 
Similar to [69], we consider communication capabilities (or communication mes-
sages). For this purpose, let us assume Nat as the values of proper messages, where 
means the empty message and set Nat1  = NatU{±}, and we extend the above sig-
nature to include n E Emss C-M(or Em) for all natural number n E Nat and I E 
(i.e. every message is definable including the empty message). So, the complete 
signature of CCS language being considered in this chapter is ECCS U Eb,ol  u Emsgs. 
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For readability, we write Me.t instead of out-c(e,t), and c?x.t instead of 
in-a((x : t)), where e is a data-expression, say simply assuming e E Nat1  U Vm, 
where Nat1 = { n I n   Nat} U {I}. 
Later we refer t as a pure CCS term if Freea (t) = 0. We also define a "depth" 
function depth over terms and function terms in the obvious way. 
In what follows, we are going to give an operational semantics for CCS by fol-
lowing Plotkin's [122]. Since we are interested not only in agents' behaviour over 
communicating ports but also in the messages carried through the ports, the opera-
tional semantics to be presented has to take evaluation environments into account. 
Informally, we are to define a transition system -p on the terms Ta(Vm U FVma), 
or Ta for short, of CCS over evaluation Eval, i.e. 
-9: (Ta x Eval) X (Ta >< Eval), 
where Eval contains the function space Vm -9 Nat  and interpretations for all 
operations in E. According to convention, we write 
t 1.1 	 U 
for 
< t, 	>---*< U, [01 >, >
and it means that under a source evaluation 	t can be transformed to u with a 
target evaluation 	by performing an action , where EE is an instance of either 
Mn, or a?x, or r. Since under normal circumstances source evaluations are always 
known by contexts, we will often omit them and only write down target evaluations, 
even sometimes neglect the target evaluations if they happen to be the same as the 
corresponding source evaluations. Of course, we will not make such omissions when 
they lead to confusion. 
In what follows, we provide an operational semantics for CCS with data-dependency 
by following Plotkin's [122] (this operational semantics has a denotational semantics 
in [152], which is based on self-independent Petri Nets). 
Definition 10.1.1 (operational semantics): Given a (source) evaluation 
on e (expression for output) and b (boolean expression) such that F[nj = n for 
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n e Nat, J] = I, [x]] E Nat1  for x E Vm , [True]] = true and False]] = false, 
and we assume that for all b either 'b]] = true or kb]] = false. Then, we have the 
following: 
Nil has no transition 
a!l[e] c!e.t -* t, 
where source and target evaluations share a same 
c?x.t 	L.I[L/y]  t [x := 
where y is not in Free(a?x.t); 
r.t-4N 
where source and target evaluations are the same][.]]; 
5. (sum) 
ti 
(t1 +  
where (t1 + t 2) is short for Plus(ti ,t2), both of the top transition and the 
bottom transition share the same source evaluation (omitted), and a same 
target evaluation i.]];E Corny, and Corn,- =df  Corn U {r} in which Corn 
Input U Output, Input = {a?y]a E Lab & y E V,,,} and Output =df  {c!n]o E 








&IeJ (t]u) 	(t'Ju) 	(tju) 	NO 
where both of the top transition and the bottom transition shares a same 
source evaluation (omitted) and a same target evaluation [.]] for each 
inference rule; 
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(tin) 	N[1/z] (t' [y := z] in) 	(tin) 	E.I[1/z1 (tin' [y := z])' 
where (tin)  means Par(t, n), z is not free in t and n, and i{.] is the source 
evaluation. 
t 	* [.J t' 	U 	3E1 u' and 
(tin) _____+[.i (t'iu) 	(tin) ___:, (tju') 
c?y 
t _*[.J{L/y} t'; U 	U 
 and 
U 	*[.][J/y] u'; t 	t 
(t(u) 	4N  (t' [y := n lu') 	(tlu) (t'iu' [y := n]) 
where 	is the source evaluation, n = 	(E Nat1, notice that n can 
be I in here). 
7. (if) 
t 	t 	JfbjJ = true 	
and 	
u 	uJfbj = false 
(if b then t else u) —N' ' (if b then t else u) —4, u' 
where Jej is the source evaluation and {.jfl'  is the target evaluation. 
Note that 6(d) of Definition 10.1.1 is not defined as below, and readers are invited 
to think of the reason why 
c!n ø?y 	 a!n t 	t'; u 	u 	u 	.1['/] n'; t _—*N  t' and 
(tin) 	*N[fl/y] (t'iu') 	(tin) __-*1[fl/y] (t'iu') 
where n E Nat1  (hint: variable clashing and considering the 3rd item and the 6(d) 
together with possible substitution in mind). 
The above transition system has a property of non-changing evaluation environ-
ments by all actions perhaps except input actions. This property will be exploited 
in definitions of strong and weak observational equivalences (or bisimulations). 
Since we have to consider the value of a free variable, the original observational 
equivalence (or bisimulation), which does not take messages into account, has to be 
modified. We offer a new definition. Define a functional °T 
0,- : (Eval 	P(Ta X Ta )) - (Eval 	IP(Ta >< Ta )) 
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aiy 	 / 	o?z  
	
1. 	• if t 	t then u .0 U'  and x 	(Free(t) - {y}) U 
(Free(u') - {z}),'v'cE Nat j.t'[y := x]R(I{.]1[c/x])u'[z := x] 
c!IeI if t 	t then u' .0 —*.j u' and t'R(.flu' 
if —4 t' then 3u'.0 —4N  u' and t'R(.flu'. 
2. 	• if 
Ua?y 
	 UF  then t/  • 	I.I[1/z] t
F and 3x 	(Free(t/) - {z}) U 
(Free(u') - {y}),VcE Nat±.t' [z := x]R(.1fl[c/x])u'[y := x] 
if u 
&[eJ 
 u' then 3t'.t 	t' and t'R(.])u' 
if u 	+•j u' then t'.t _-4[.] t' and t'R(I[.]l)u' 
It is easy to check that 0 is monotonic and so it has a (maximal) fixed point. 
Definition 10.1.2 (observational equivalences ', and first bisimula- 
tion 	and second bisimulation 	Given Je1fl, let rs.O (ft.) be Ta X Ta . 
Then, observational equivalence '-' ([.) is flkENat k 	where k+1 ([']1) =df 
0T(k)(•J). 
u if for every ['], t --', (.])u; sometimes we will simply denote 	as 
t 	2  u 1ff for all 111.11] 
(a) 	• if t 	t' then u'.0 _*.[j/z} u and Ix (Free(t') - {y}) U 
(Free(u') - {z}),Vc E Nat j..t'[y := x] 	(E{.[c/x])n'[z := x] 
if t —f -L t' then 3u.0 	l'I  u' and t' 	(N)u' 
if t 	t' then u'.0 —l.J  u' and t' '-, (.])u'. 
c?y 	 cy?z (b) 	• if u _*l,I[±/y]  u' then t'.t 	*[.][J/z] t' and 3x 	(Free(t') - {z}) U 
(Free(u') - {y}),Vc E Nat j .t'[z := x]' (N[c/x])u'[y := x] 
cr![e]j if u 	u
/ 
 then t'.t _—* ff.] t' and t' ' 	(.)u' 
if u —,j it' then 3t'.t —. t' and t' '-' (F{.]1)u' 
Since we are not considering infinite sum terms, and then the existential quanti- 
fier in above definition (Definition 10.1.2) has no infinite possible choices available, 
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the two equivalences 	and 	have to be the same by the syntactic restriction of 
finiteness in this chapter. That is, 
Fact 10.1.3 (coincidence of ' and 2): t 	u jif j 2  u, under the 
assumption of no infinite sum terms. 
Fact 10.1.3 is important in axiomatizing strong bisimulation since it allows us 
to do structural induction over terms. This fact also explains why we need 1 and 
2 . However, whether this fact is valid only because of the finiteness is remained 
to be seen. Nevertheless, we are interested in the terms which can not be observed 
differently in any context. So, we introduce contexts first as the following. 
Definition 10.1.4 (contexts): Let [] be a special variable (i.e. identity con-
text) and we define contexts Contccs for CCS as below 
Cont' 
 
Ci E Cont..  
(C1 + C2) E Cont 
3. 
Ci E Cont' a 
(C1 C2) E Contg 
 
C E Cont"; x E V 	
d 
 C E Cont";  n E Nat 
out-a(x, C) e Cont an out-a(n, C) E Cont8 
 
C e Cont; x E Vm 
(x : C) E COfltm a 
f  E COfltmra  
in-o(f C) Contccs  
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Since a free variable may be bound in a context, substitution C[t/[] ], simply 
written as C[t], can not be anything else but a textual substitution. Thus, strong 
bisimulation can be defined as follows. 
Definition 10.1.5 (strong bisimulation '.-): We say that t and u are strongly 
bisimulated, written as t 	u or simply '- u, if for all C Cont, C[t] 2 C[U],  
where C[t] means C[ t/[] ], textual substitution. 
Another informal way to say strong bisimulation is to suppose that all silent 
action r's are observable. 
Since strong bisimulation itself is complicated enough, we will restrict our at-
tention to "closed" CCS terms. Whether "open" terms (i.e. there is free ordinary 
variable in the terms to be bound by contexts) have an influence on the result 
obtained from closed terms is subject to future research. 
10.2 Equational characterization of strong bisim-
ulation 
Our purpose is to find a collection Eq of equations such that 
t"ctL if EqHtu. 
Of course, for each p q E Eq it does not need to be closed, although we are only 
interested in semi-closed t, u, where p is said to be semi-closed if Free,, (p)0, i.e. 
no free agent variable at all. 
By definition, we can easily get that t 	u implies t 2  u (i.e. under the 
identity context). To see the reversed implication hold, we need to show that ,2  is 
a congruence relation. This is confirmed by the following lemma. 
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c?x.t ,2  c?x.0 
, ,.2 
(t1 + t2) ,2  (u1  + u2 ) 
	
. 	,2 , 
(tilt2) (nilu2) 
(if b then t1 else t 2) 	(if b then u1 else n2) 
Proof 
By structural induction on terms. To facilitate our proof, we can introduce 
Subterm for terms as follows 
Subterrn(Nil) =df 0 
Subterrn(c!e.t) =df  {t} U Subterm(t) 
Subterrn(cE?x.t) =df (UyEV and yFree(t)_{}({t [x := y]} U Subterm(t [x := 
U(UENat± ({t [x := n]} U Subterm(t [x := n]))) 
Subterm((t + u)) =df  Subterm(t) U Subterm(u) 
Subterm((tlu)) =df Subterm(t) U Subterm(u) 
Subierm((if b then t else u)) =df  Subterm(t) U Subterm(u) 
We also need to show that 
(10.2.1.a) for some 	if t 	t' then t' E Subterm(t), and 
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Let us demonstrate a proof for the 2nd item and the 4th item of Lemma 10.2.1. 
Given 	for the 2nd item, i.e. c?x.t _—*[,J[/y] t [x := yJ, where y V Free(t) - {x}, 
from the first item in 2.(a) of Definition 10.1.2 we need to have that there is a u' 
such that ?x.0 
c.iz 
_*[.lij/z] u and 3x V (Free(t) - {y}) U (Free(n,) - {z}), Vc e 
Nat1.t [y := x] 	(.[c/x])u'[z := x]. Apparently, by letting u' = u [x := z] we 
get what we want. 
For the 4th item, there are three possibilities, i.e. 
(10.2.1.i) (i1 I2) 	[.I[±/z] (t i), 
(10.2.1.ii) (t1 t 2) 	(t t), and 
(10.2.1.iii) (t1 t 2 ) 	1 	(t t). 
For instance, considering (10.2.1.i), we know that there two possible cases cor-
responding to which rule has been used to derive it (see the 7th item in Definition 
9 
	
a9.y 	 / 	 c.y 10.1.1). Either of them, i.e. t 	 t, leads to u —3i.1[J7,]  u,. Since t 	u, 
and (10.2.1.a), we can apply induction hypothesis on (tjt) and (nju). When 
we consider (10.2.1.iii), there are four cases (see the 8th item and the 9th item in 
Definition 10.1.1) and we need (10.2.1.b) for the two cases corresponding to the 9th 
item in Definition 10.1.1. Summing up the three possibilities, by induction we get 
what we want. 0 
Therefore, from Lemma 10.2.1 we can easily verify that -,is the same as 
Further, we have that 
Lemma 10.2.2 (properties of ): For t, u, v, the following hold 
1. (a) (+-ass) (t+(1L+v)) c ((t+u)+v) 
(+-cmm)(t+u)(u+t) 
(+-rdc) (t + t) -i t 
(Nil-+-elim) (t + Nil) 	t 
2. (a) (1-ass) (tJ(ulv)) 	((tu)Jv) 
(b) (J-cmm) (tu) c (ult) 
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(c) (Nil--elim) (tNil) 	t 
3. (I-to-+) If I is EjaiVi.ti and u is >1.I  193 #3.u2, where cr, 13j E LabU{r}, V 2 =!e 
or ?xi or 6 (empty), and / j  =!e or ?y3 or 6, then 
E j  a2V.(tu) 
(tfr.i) —'c 
+ >rj3j & (V=!e & #j?Yj V V=?a & #=!e) T.(tju), 
where 
>i 	t = t1 and 	t = (>i2i t + tk+1) for k> 0 
• 
V =?x, t = t [x := x] and x 0 Free(n) U (Free(t2 ) - {x}) if 
Vi =?x, 
(c) 	• 	= /1L and u = u3 if 	=!e or E, 
//=?y, w = uj[y3 := y] and 	Free(t) U (Free(u) - { y3 }) if 
41-.J  -? .Tr 
(d) 	• t = t2 and u = uj[yj := e] if V 2 =!e, and # =?y3, 
t = 12 [x := e] and u = u3 if V, =?x and # =!e'. 
4. 	(a) (if -then) (if b then I else u) -, I or (b D (I, u)) '—'s 
	
where Free m(b) = 0 and 	= true. 
(if -else) (if b then I else u) -, -' u or (b D (t, tL)) 	u, 
where Freem(b) = 0 and 	= false. 
(if -both) (b D (1,1)) '- I 
(then-forward) (b1 D (b2 D  (ui,u2),I)) '-' (b2 D (b1 D (ui ,t),bi 
(U2, I))) 
(else-forward) (b1 D (t, (b2 D (ui,u2)))) t-- (b2 D (b1 D (t,ui ),bi D 
(t, U2))) 
(then-cut) (b D (b D (ti ,t2),u)) 	(b D (ti , u)) 
(else-cut) (b D (I, b D (u1, u2))) 	(b D (I, u2)) 
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(if-forward) 
(!-forward) cvie.(b 	(u1, u2)) '- (b D (a!e.ui ,a!e.u2)) 
(,T-forward) 'r.(b D (ui,'a2)) -, (b D (7-.u1,r.n2)) 
(?-forward) a?x.(b 	(U1, U2)) 	(b D (c?x.ui ,o?x.u2)), 
where x Freem(b) 
(+-forward) (t+(bD (U1, U2)) 	(b D (t+ui,t+u2)) 
(I - forward) (tI(b 	(U1, U2)) -c (b 	(tlui,tIu2)) 
Proof By structural induction on context C E Cont 0 
If you observe the above lemma (Lemma 10.2.2), especially the collection of pairs 
in item 5 of the above, you may notice that if-statements can universally move 
forward syntactically without changing "-, perhaps with a slight side-condition on 
(?-forward). We exploit this phenomenon below and introduce a concept of normal 
forms for CCS terms. To simplify the matter, we can repeatly apply laws in (if-
forward), which will moves every if-statement forward as much as possible in CCS 
terms and this movement will preserve strong bisimulation. And then, we also 
repeatly apply (I-to-+) to eliminate the appearances of I operations in CCS terms, 
and this elimination will preserve strong bisimulation as well. Hence, we reach a 
collection of CCS terms which are -free (i.e. there is no appearance of I operations in 
CCS terms). Now, for these -free terms, we introduce semi-normal form as follows. 
Definition 10.2.3 (semi-normal form or semi-nf): For -free CCS terms, 
we define the semi-normal forms (or semi-nf) as follows 
1. Nil is semi-nf, 
cx!e.t is semi-nfift is semi-nf and t IF, 
where t E IF 1ff there are t1, t2, b such that t = (if b then t1 else t2); 
r.t is semi-nfift is semi-nf and i V IF; 
c?x.t is semi-nfift is semi-nf, and t E IF(x) or t 0 IF, 
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where t E IF(x) if there are t1,t2,b such that t = (if b then 11 else t 2), 
x E Free(b); 
(t + t2) is semi-nf if t j is semi-nf (i = 1, 2), ti 54 t 2, t, 	Nil and t, 	IF 
(i = 1,2); 
(if b then ti else t 2 ) is semi-nf if t, is semi-nf (i = 1, 2), t1 	t 2, and 
Freem(b) =A 0. 
As a summary of Definition 10.2.3, we understand that if t is semi-nf then either 
t is Nil, a sum-form Eik= l aiViti, or a (nested) if-statement (if b then t else u), 
where Free m(b) 54 0. We can further define a reduction system on semi-closed CCS 
terms as follows. 
reductions obtained from 1(c), 1(d), 2(c), 3, 4(a) to 4(g), and 5(a) to 5(e) in 
Lemma 10.2.2 by replacing -, with t; and 
reductions obtained from 1(a), 1(b), 2(a), and 2(b) by replacing 	with N; 
where N means 1> for both directions. 
Observing the reduction related to (r-forward) we will learn that if-then-else is 
quite different from + operator. For example, we never have r.(t + u) 2  (r.t + r.u) 
in general. This makes it clear that a if-then-else can never be reduced to a sum 
expression in general, even if an infinite sum is introduced. 
The definition of semi-normal forms is not usual, i.e. it does not designate as 
that t is a normal form if there is no redex in t. In other words, so-called strong 
normalization property does not hold for such a reduction system. This non-strong 
normalization property is a simple result of the reductions related from (if-both) to 
(else-cut). For example, we would have 
(10.2.*) b1 j (b2 D (t1,t2),b2  D (U1, U2)) Nb2  D (b1 D (t1,u1),b2  D (t2, U2)) 
That is, t> is not noetherian (or not strong normalizable). 
Apparently, if t> (and/or N) is replaced by ''-', then the reductions above are 
valid. 
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Lemma 10.2.4 (semi- norm alizability): For each -free semi-closed t, there 
exists -free u such that t V u and u is semi-nf. 
Proof 
By induction on £ of Ta(t) with case analysis and be aware of that if t L> t' and 
t e T,() implies t' E 	where t and t' are -free. 
For £ = 0, there is only one case, i.e. t = Nil and it is semi-nf. 




(10.2.4.iv) (t1  + t2), 
(10.2.4.v) ifb then t1 else t2 . 
We are only to show three cases (10.2.4.ii) and (10.2.4.v) and the rest cases are 
left out. 
For (10.2.4.ii), by induction hypothesis we have t' V u' and u' is semi-nf. If u' 
is not an if-statment, then t V a?x.u' and a?x.u' is semi-nf. Suppose u' is an if-
statment, i.e. u' = ifb'thenu'1 elset4. If u' E IF(x), i.e. x  Free m(b'), then t V 
a?x.u' and a?x.u' is semi-nf. If u' IF(x), then by reduction 5(c) in Lemma 10.2.2 
we have that a?x.u' 1> if b' then a?x.u' else a?x.u'. Further since Free m (b') is not 0 
(otherwise u' is not a semi-nf), by induction hypothesis a?x.0 Vu' and u' is semi-
nf. Now, if u'1' = t4 then by 4(c) in Lemma 10.2.2, we have a?x.u' V cr?x.u' which 
is a semi-nf. Further suppose 0 =At4', we have that if b' then a?x.u' else a?x.0 V 
if b' then a?x.0 else a?x.u" which is semi-nf. 
For (10.2.4.v), if Free(b) = 0, then either by reduction 4(a) in Lemma 10.2.2 
we have t t1 and apply induction hypothesis to t1 or by reduction 4(b) in Lemma 
10.2.2 we have t t' t2 and apply induction hypothesis to t 2. D 
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We understand that if-statements will cluster together in semi-nf, which may 
be prefixed by relevant inputs (i.e. a certain kind of binding). But for nested 
if-statments, this need further clarification. 
if -statements are neither just syntactic sugar nor easy to tackle with in semi-nf, 
without mention of that binding happens at the same time as well. The reason for 
this can be found in some work relating to axiomatization of if-statements (without 
binding) in [17,57,104]. Their work are not data-dependent, which is the major 
difference of our work below with theirs on axiomatization of if -statements. 
Firstly, we define the collection path(., t) of all possible path for if-statements 
of a (semi-nf) term t under an evaluation environment 	Formally, given an 
evaluation [']l, 
E 	 ift'IF 
path(., t) =df 	1 path(., t1 ) if t = if bthen t else t 2 and 	= true 
2path(.J,t2) if t = ifb then t1  else t2  and 	= false. 
Secondly, we need to know all possible path paths(t) of a term t without involving 
an evaluation environment as well, i.e. 
paths(t) =df  {e} U {1 11,2 121 t = (if b then t1 else t 2) and 1i E paths(t)} 
Thirdly, we are interested in knowing what is the subterm, subterm(p, t), of a 
term t under its path p. Namely, for p E paths(t), 
It 
subterrn(p,t) =df j subterm(p1,ti) 
subterm(p2, t 2) 
if p = E(and t IF) 
if p = lpi and  = (if b then t i else t 2 ) 
if p= 2P2  and  = (if b then ti else t 2 ) 
Lastly, we have to be aware of all possible boolean expressions premise(p, t) 
involved in a term t along its path p. Precisely, let p E paths(t), 
0 	 ifp=e(andtIF) 
premise(p,t) =df 	{b} U subterm(p1 ,t1 ) 	if p = 1 Pi and  = b D (t1 , t 2) 
{-'b} Upremise(p2,t2) if p = 2P2 and  = b D (t1 , t2) 
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With these, we can introduce concise semi-nf below. A semi-nf t is said to 
be concise either if it does not contain if-statment or if it contains a subterm 
y?x.ifb then t1 elset2 then x E Freem(b) and both c?x.t1 and a?x.t2 are concise. 
Clearly, the above definitions are more interesting if we can connect them with 
strong bisimulation 	(or 	We give one as follows. 
Property 10.2.5 (-, and if-statements): For CCS terms t and u, when 
U we have that for all [', 
subterrn(path(., t), t) 	( [.flsubt erm(pat h( j[.,  u), u). 
Proof 
t 	(.]).subterrri(path({.,t),t) and u --' (.)subterm(path(.,u),u). 0 
Informally, considering semi-normal forms without loss of generality, we under-
stand that Property 10.2.5 gives a nice evidence of showing the role of if-statements 
without binding, i.e. if no binding is available then the role of if-statements can be 
eliminated. 
Now, we are considering boolean expressions, since some expressions are semantic 
equivalent to each other. We will take certain restriction on these expressions. 
For example, no such b1 and b2 is allowed to appear in a semi-normal CCS term 
like b1 D (b2 D (ti ,t2),u) where b1Jj = true always implies b2j = false for all 
evaluation 	i.e. the branch t2 in b1 D (b2 D  (4, t2), u) is not reachable in any 
way. Therefore, a CCS term containing non-reachable sub-terms is not desirable. 
Also, for boolean expressions, the independency of their representatives would help 
us to obtain a proof system with syntactic compositionality. So, we formalize the 
above reachability and independency as a theorem as follows. 
Theorem 10.2.6 (Si): Let ci?x.t be -free semi-nf. Thus, if t is an if-statement 
then we have the following. 
1. (reachability) There is another concise semi-nft' such that t —'s ' and for p E 
paths(t'), and for all [el, we have that p E implies x E flbEpremise(p,t') Free,,, (b) 
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and 3c E Nat1, Vb E premise(p,t').b' = true, where 	= .[c/x]. Some- 
times, we said that subterm(path(s]J[c/x],t'),t') is x-reachable. 
2. (independency) Let u be another concise semi-nf and t 	u. If t = if bthen t1  
else t 2 and u = if b' then u1 else u2 , then either that b' is (semantic) equivalent 
representative of b (written as b +-* b') or for some i there is a pi E paths(u1) 
and b  prernise(p,u). 
The proof of Theorem 10.2.6 is postponed to Section 10.4 (see Theorem 10.4.6). 
Note that combined Lemma 10.2.4 and Theorem 10.2.6, we can improve the 
result of Lemma 10.2.4, i.e. we can have a refined version of Lemma 10.2.4 as "for 
every term t there is a semi-nf u such that t V u and u has the reachable property 
and independence property in Theorem 10.2.6". For such kind of u, we will refer it 
as refined semi-nf. 
With this Theorem 10.2.6, we are able to isolate CCS terms from if -statements. 
By doing so, we are able to yield a complete characterization of 	. Basically, 
the completeness will be independent of individual boolean language as long as the 
language satisfies the properties in Theorem 10.2.6. 
Theorem 10.2.7 (.-'1):  Let t,u be concise refined semi-nis and given 	we 
have that if t 	(.}J)n then 
.subterm(path(., t), t) i-.-" .subterrn(path(I[.], u), u). 
Proof 
By induction on the sum of depths of t and u with Fact 10.1.3. 
case depth(t) + depth(u) = 0: it is a trivial case. 
case depth(t) + depth(u) > 0: let t' = subterrn (path (.,t),t) and 'u' = 
subterrn(path(.}, u), u), 
c![eI (.)u", then t", u" 	IF and by if t' 	t", u".u' 	u" and t" 
induction hypothesis, we have that t" 	u". 
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, T 	,, ,, , T i 	 ,, 	,, 	 ,, 	,, f t - t , a •u —*.j  u and t .- (.])u , then tit, u IF and by 
induction hypothesis, we have that t" -' -.- u". 
if t' -- 	t", a".' --.j  u" and ax V Free(t") - {y} U Free(u") - {z} such 
that for all c E Nati, tit [y := x] -, (E{.[c/x])u"[z := x], then by the first 
part (reachability) of Theorem 10.2.6, we have that 
(a) paths(t"[y := x]) = prefix({path(.[c/x],t"[y := x])Ic E Natj)) and 
similarly 
(b) paths(u" [y := x]) = prefix({ path  (E[.[c/x],u"[y := x])Ic E Nat1}), 
where prefix(S) =df  {e, s', s", ss E S As' 1 E S A s"2 E S}. 
Since prefix({path(.j',t"[y := x})I 	e Eval}) = paths(t"[y := x]) and 
prefix({path(.',u"[z := x]) 	Eval}) = paths(u"[z := x]), we have 
t" [y := x] '-, u" [z 	x]. That is, we get what we want. 0 
Note that -- is equivalent to 2,  So Theorem 10.2.7 is a very nice result. It 
says that if two terms in concise and refined semi-nf are observably-equivalent up 
to w-level under an evaluation then the subterms of them correspondingly obtained 
through the evaluation are bisimulated with each other independent of any evalu-
ation. That is, with regard to strong bisimulation the influence of evaluation (or 
messages communicated through ports) is restricted to (nested) if-statements. This 
observation leads to a new definition for strong bisimulation. Formally, 
Definition 10.2.8 (3  third bisimulation): For concise and refined semi-nfs 
t and u, we define t - u if for all I['], 
	
1. 	(a) if t 	t' then au'.0 -- 	u' and Vc E Nat 1.t' [y 	c] 
2  u' [z 	c] 
(b) if t cle]/ 	, 	 / 	/ 2 / t then an .0 u and t 	u 
(c) if t 	t' then atil.tt 	n' and ' , 2 U' 
c?z 2. 	(a) if u —q.j u/ then ai'.t 	t/  and Vc e Nat1.t' [z 	c] 2  'a' [y := c] 
a!IeI if u - 	'a
, 
 then at'.t 	t' and ' '-.' 'a' 
if 'a 	'a'  then at'.t 	t' and 
t,,2  u'. 
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What the above definition (Definition 10.2.7) is trying is to bring the semantic 
version of strong bisimulation ,..d2  up to a syntactic level. Apparently, we would be 
interested in --' only if this syntactic version of strong bisimulation is tightly linked 
to the previous semantic one. Obviously, we have that t ' u implies 	u. For 
the reversed implication, we provide a lemma (Lemma 10.2.9) as follows. 
Lemma 10.2.9 (2  and '-..'): Let t and u be concise and refined semi-nfs and 
U. We have that given 
c! 
 [e] 	. a!IeI • 	if t 	t" u —*.j u' and t' --, (.)u', then ' ,,2 U'; 
• 	if t 	t', u'.0 —4i.j u' and t' '-.-, (.flu', then 	,.2  U'; 
if t 	* [.[j/y] t 	 t/  and x 	(Free(t/ ) - {z}) U (Free(u,) - {y}) 
such that Vc E Nat j .t'[z 	x] 	(s]1[c/x])u'[y := x], then t'[z 	x] 2 
Proof 
By induction on the sum of depths of t and u with Lemma 10.2.7. D 
As a result of Lemma 10.2.9, we know that 2  is the same as '--. Coupled with 
Fact 10.1.3, we have that t "-" u if t 	u if t '-'s  u for concise and refined semi-rifs 
t and u. This equivalence link enables us to do induction over CCS terms and to 
get the equational characterization of strong bisimulation 	Formally, 
Theorem 10.2.10 (equational characterization of strong bisimulation 
-): For terms t and u, t 	u if Eq H t 	u without substitutions, where 
Eq 	contains all instances oft u which are instances oft -,u in Lemma 10.2.2 
replacing '-'a by 
Proof 
Since every t can be reduced to a concise and refined semi-nf, we can concentrate 
on such concise and refined semi-nf's t and u such that t -,u. 
We assume that t 	u and t, u are concise and refined semi-nfs, and the proof 
of this theorem is based on induction at the sum of the depths of t and u with case 
analysis. 
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It is trivial if depth(t) + depth(u) = 0. So, let us assume depth(t) + depth(u) > 0 
and consider all possible cases for t. 
(10.2.10.a) case t = Nil : we know that u cannot be Nil. So, if u = u1  + u2, 
then Nil 	u1 (i = 1, 2). By induction hypothesis we get Nil u (i = 1, 2). Thus, 
t 	tz by (Nil-elim). 
(10.2.10.b) case c!e.t' : If u is an if-statment, say u = ifb then u1 else u2; by 
reachability of Theorem 10.2.6 we know that both u1 and u2 are reachable; by 
Theorem 10.2.7 we have i u, (i = 1, 2); by induction hypothesis, we have t 
(i = 1, 2), i.e. u 	if b then t else t;; by (if-both), we have t 
If u is not an if-statment, then it must be a form of E a!e.u3 such that for all 
j, t' -, u3. By induction hypothesis we come to t' u3 for all j. Hence, Me.t' u 
by (+-rdc). 
(10.2.10.c) case r.t' : it is similar to the above case. 
(10.2.10.d) case c?x.t' : u must be a form of >Ic?x.u3  such that t'[x := y] '--
u3 [x := y] for all j where y Free(t') - {x} U U3(Free(t) - {x3}) (see Lemma 
10.2.9). Consequently, by induction hypothesis we have t' [x := xI u [x := x] for 
all j. So, a?x.t' 	u by (+-rdc). 
(10.2.10.e) case E j &V 1.t: similar to the above three cases (i.e. from (10.2.10.b) 
to (10.2.10.d)), for each i, there exists flj,  and 'uj such that cV2 .t 	by 
induction hypothesis. Then, we are considering all those possible #j,and uji as a 
group. Obviously, this group can be reduced to a single one by applying (+-rdc). 
Similarly, after finishing this kind of reductions on u's side, we can in turn do the 
same kind of reductions on i's side. Consequently, we can put aiVi.ti and aj#.0 
into an 1-1 correspondence. Therefore, for each i and the corresponding j, we can 
get c4V.t, 	So, i u is the natural result of applying (b-cmp). 
(10.2.101) case (if b then t1 else 12) there are two possible cases for u, i.e. 
either (10.2.10.f.i) u E IF or (10.2.10.f.ii) u ' IF. 
For (10.2.10.f.ii), by Lemma 10.2.7, Fact 10.1.3 and Lemma 10.2.1 with the 
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reachability of Theorem 10.2.6, we can have t, -,u (i = 1, 2). Hence, by induction 
hypothesis, we can get t2 u. Thus, by (if-both), we have t u. 
For (10.2.101i), let us suppose (if b' then u1 else u2). If b = b' then by 
induction hypothesis we have t, 	ui for i = 1, 2. Thus, t u is naturally derived 
by (b-cmp). If b 	b' then by the independency of Theorem 10.2.6, we can get 
u 	if b then u'1 else u' by the reductions from 5(c) to 5(g) in Lemma 10.2.2, which 
all preserve semi-nfs. This time, we return to the case b = b' above. 
(10.2.10.g) All rules involved function terms do not creat more equations on 
terms (since in-a is an unary Binding Operator). 
As a result of the above from (10.2.10.a) to (10.2.10.g), we have the completeness 
of the equational characterization of strong bisimulation. 0 
Note that the derivability F- 9 without substitutions is equivalent to the deny-
ability of F cc for semi-closed CCS terms. Whether the semi-closedness is removable 
or not is interesting to see. 
10.3 Equational characterization of weak bisim-
ulation 
Unlike strong bisimulation 	as pointed out by Milner in [108], weak bisimulation 
(i.e. silent action T ' S are not observable) is not preserved by +; i.e. that t 	u 
(i = 1,2) does not necessarily imply t1 + t2 	u1  + 'u2. A well-quoted example 
of this kind is Nil + a!e.Nil 	'r.Nil + a!e.Nil. That is, 	does not preserve 
compositionality. On the other hand, 	is obviously an equivalence relation which 
preserves composition ality (i.e. a congruence). Therefore, the relationship between 
and 	becomes very interesting. For instance, r.Nil Nil but r.Nil 	Nil. Of 
course, we have that t 	u implies t u. So, it appears that the techniques used in 
last section (Section 10.2), say reducing 	to ', can not be used in here (Section 
10.3) for weak bisimulation although we understand that t ' u implies t 	and 
t 	z; i.e. 	can not be reduced to . Other techniques are indispensable. 
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Milner shows that t 	u ifft + u, where t 	u is defined as Vv.(t+v) (u+v). 
So, 	is a congruence, see [108, Theorem 10.8]. This result locates the trouble spot 
for 	at + operator only. 
Further, Walker finds a new definition of an equivalence relation R?. In fact, he 
proves that this 	is equivalent to 	, where ? can be considered as an equivalence 
relation generated from 	in [162]. This new definition of 	has an advantage 
over 	that 	has no relationship with contexts. It is independent of contexts. 
Basically, the work to be presented in this section (Section 10.3) can be viewed of 
borrowing their results and developing our own techniques to tackle data-dependency. 
Similar to Section 10.1, we make 	more precisely as follows. We define a 
functional 0 (without an index r unlike 0 in Section 10.2). 
0: (Eval -+ P(Ta X Ta)) - (Eval P(Ta X Ta)) 
such that given 	and R: Eval --+P(T,, X Ta ), t0(R)(.]1)u if 
cr?y 	/ 	 c?z 1. 	(a) if t ____*[.I[J/y] t then u".0 ===.j  u" and u" 	[.J[L/z] u" and 3x 
(Free(t') - {y}) U (Free(u") - {z}), Vc E Nat1.u'.u" [.J[c/z] 	I.[c/z] U' 
and t' [y := x]R(E[s][c/x])u'[z := x] 
if t O"Iel t' then u'.0 	u' and t'R(I[.flu' 
if t —4N  t' then 3u'.0 =4N  u' and t'R(I[.flu'. 
2. (a) if u 	u' then t"'.t ==3N  t" and t" —[.][±/z]  t" and 3x 
(Free(t") - {z}) U (Free(u') - {y}),Vc E Nat1.t'.t" l.11±/z1.I[c,z1  t 
and t' [y := x]R(.[c/x])u'[z := x] 
if u 011e]
! 
u' then t'.t =1 t' and t'R(.)u' 
(c) if u —[.] u' then 3t'.t ==$[.J t' and t'R(.])u' 
where transition system 	, say t 	=i u, is defined through transition system 
-* as follows: 
(10.3.i) t .j 	E.I1 t; 
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(1O.3.ii) 
['1 	'•' [.] 	*[•] t" 
t 1.1 
(1O.3.iii) 
t .J =E.1 t'; t' .j __+[•]I t" 
where 
(1O.3.iv) 




We can easily check that given a source 	0 is monotonic and it has a (maxi- 
mal) fixed point. 
Definition 10.3.1 (first weak observational equivalence ' and second 
weak observational equivalence 2):  Let o 	be Ta  X Ta for each jej. Then, 
observational equivalence t 	u (with 'r unobservable) is that for all 
t 	where 	=df flkNat k (•) and k+1 	=df 
u if for all [01 
1. 	(a) if t 	t then 3u".0 =N  u" and u" 	N[L/z] u" and 3x ' 
(Free(t') - {y}) U (Free(u") - {z}), Vc E Nat1.2u'.u" I.I[c/zI *l.I[c/z] U' 
and t' [y 	x] 	, (.[c/x])u'[z := x] 
if i 011el 1' then ju'.0 	u' and t'  
if t —4N  t' then 3u.0 ==3[.] u' and t' 	(l[.)u'. 
2. (a) if a u' then t".t 	i" and t" 	*.][j/z] t" and 3x 
(Free(t") - {z}) U (Free(u') - {y}), 'v/c  E Nat1.t'.t" I.I[c/z] 	'[.J[c/z] t 





*,j u'then t'.t 	t' and t'  
if u-4 u'then 3 t'.t ===N  t' and t' 	(.)n' 
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Similar to Fact 10.1.3, we have a similar result for 	and 2  below. Namely, 
Fact 10.3.2 (coincidence of 	and 2 ): j 	jif j 	u, under the 
assumption of no infinite sum terms. 
Following [162], we introduce a notation = which means the transitive closure 
of 	or 	We define a new observational equivalence 	as follows, which is 
actually a congruence (to be verified in Lemma 10.3.5). Formally, 
Definition 10.3.3 (weak observational congruence *): t 	u if for all 
1. 	• if t -+%f±,i t' then au".0 ==3. u" and U'11 	*[.I[L/z] U" and 3x 
(Free(t') - {y}) U (Free(u") - {z}), 'v/c E Nat1.u'.u" [.I[c/z] 	[.]{c/z] 
and t' [y := x] w  (.[c/x])u'[z := x] 
if t __* t' then 2u'.0 	n' and t' 	(.Uu' 
T if t 	7 	t, then au .0 	tt,  and t/ 	, (.]})u.. 
a?y 	/ 	 a?z 2. 	• if U 	u then t".t ==3[,J t'" and t" 	t" and 3x 0 (Free(t") - 
{z}) U (Free(u') - {y}),Vc E Natj.t'.t" 	I.I"[c/z] t1  and t' [y := x] 
(E[.][c/x])u'[z := x] 
if u 	u then 3t'.t 	t' and t' 	(.)u' 
7 	 , 	7 	/ if a 	U, then t • t and t / 	(f[.flu 
Note that the difference between R? of Definition 10.3.3 and 2  of Definition 
10.3.1 is whether an unobservable change can be identifiable. The former can identify 
the change but not the latter. Also, there is a close relationship between the former 
and the latter, i.e. we can easily arrive at the conclusion of 	by checking their 
definitions, i.e. t 	u implies 	u. About the reversed implication, we have the 
following. 
Lemma 10.3.4 (equivalences between 	and i: t 	U if t ci' U, where 
t 	U means that for all v, (t + v) 2  (u + v). 
Proof 
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For "" (only-if direction), assuming t 	u we expect that 3v.(t + v) 
(u + v), i.e. t 	implies t 	u, where 	means 
Suppose t 	u, there exists a source 	such that we have the following cases 
(i.a) case 3a, y, t'.t 	jJjyJ t' and for all u" and u" such that either u 	N 
or u" 4[.1[/z]  u" or for all x Free(t') - {y} U Free(u') - {z} and there exists 
c E Nat  such that there are two possible cases, i.e. either u" [.I[c/ ==[.][c/z} u or 
t' [y := xI 	(.[c/x])u'[z := x] 
let v = Nil, we have (t + v) (u + v). 
c!Ie] (i.b) case 3a,t'.t -J 	t' and for all u' either u =.j  u' or t' 	(.flu': 
let v = Nil. 
(i.c) case t /  .1 	- t/ and for all u/  either u 	u/  or t / 	(.}J)uI 	let 
v=Nil. 
(i.d) case t -— *j t' and for all u' either u =E.I  n' or t' 	(.)u' 
there are two sub cases for the former and the latter can be regarded as the second 
subcase. 
(i.d.1) subcase u = u' and u does not need a T action to reach u' 
Let v = ci!e.Nil where ci does not appear in t and u. Then, since (t + v)  —i-*N  t' 
and since there is no I" such that t 2,j  t", t' 0 (.fl(u + v). 
(i.d.2) subcase u 	u' and t', ({.}j)u': 
let v = Nil. 
For "" (if direction), we want to show that t 	u implies t 	tt, i.e. 
Vv.(t+v) (u+v). 
(ii.a) case (t + v) ____*I.I11/y t' 
there are two subcases, whether the transition is contributed by v or not, as 
follows. 
c?y 
(ii.a.1) subcase v 	t' 
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we would have (n + v) 	'M/] t'. The remaining is trivial. 
(ii.a.2) subcase t _____ c?y*[][.j/ y] t' 
we would have that there exist u" and u" such that u 	u" and u" 
U" and 3x E Free(t') - {y} U Free(u") - {z},Vc E Nat1,u'.0 	u' and 
t' [y 	x] 	(N[c/x])u'[z := x]. So, (u + v) $[.J[±/] U'. 
(ii.b) case (t + v) 	t': similar to the above case (ii.a), we have to consider 
whether the transition is contributed by summand v. 
If this is the former case, it would be trivial. So, we suppose the latter. From 
this, we can derive that there exists u' such that u 	u' and t' 	, (.flu' by 
t 	u. Then, (u + v) 	u' and t' 	(N)u'. 
(ii.c) case (t + v) 	t' : it is similar to the above case (ii.b). 
(ii.d) The remaining arguments will be similar to the above cases from (ii.a) to 
(ii.c). The only difference is to exchange the roles of t and of u. We omit them. D 
As we point out previously, the above result suggest that 	is a congruence 
relation. The following lemma is actually a verification of this suggestion. 




t 	* U 
c!e.t 
t 	* U 
a?x.t a?x.0 
ti 	* Ui 
(t1 + t2) * (ui  + u2) 
4 2 	..* ( 	Ui 
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5. 
(if b then t i elset2 ) 	(if b then ui else u2 ) 
The proof of Lemma 10.3.5 is a simple definitional check and is left out. 
As a result of Lemma 10.3.4 and Lemma 10.3.5, we sense that 	and 	are 
actually the same relation, as the case with data-dependency for CCS. We present 
this as a theorem (Theorem 10.3.7) below. Before doing so, we give another handy 
lemma (Lemma 10.3.6). 
Lemma 10.3.6 (congruences and z): If 0 is a congruence and t0u implies 
t 	u, then iOu implies I 	U. 
Proof 
Since 0 is a congruence, C[t]OC[u] for all context C[]. Then, VC[].C[t] c C[u], 
i.e. t 	U. 0 
Finally, we have 
Theorem 10.3.7 (equivalence among—', 	and *): I 	u if I 	u if 
I 	U. 
Proof 
It is obvious that I 	u implies t 	, i.e. 	'C +• Then, 	 On 
the other hand, I 	u implies t 	u. By Lemma 10.3.5, 	is a congruence. So, by 
Lemma 10.3.6 we come to the conclusion of that I 	u implies I 	u, i.e. 
Overall, =+=R:*. 0 
Lemma 10.3.8 (soundness of Eq): If Eq` H,c, I u, then I 	u, where Eq 
CS contains Eq and Eq 1 . Eq i only contains all instances of following 
1. 	(a) (?-r-elim) o?x.r.i 	a?x.i 
(!-r-elim) Me.r.t 
(r-elim) r.-r.t 	T.t 
2. (-i--r-elim) (t + r.t) 	'r.t 
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3. 	(a) (?-r-+-elim) (a?x.(t +7-.u) + c?x.u) 	o?x.(t + r.u) 
(!-+-T-elim) (Q!e.(t + r.u) + a!e.0 	c!e.(t + r.u) 
(r-+-r-elim) (r.(t + r.u) + r.u) 	r.(t + r.u) 
4. 	(a) (?-then-T-elim) c?x.t 	i-* ci?x.(b D (t, v)) 	cE?x.(b D (u, v)) 
(b) (?-else-'r-elim) a?x.t 	c?x.0 i-* c?x.(b D (v, t)) 	c?x.(b D (v, u)). 
Proof 
Replacing 	by , we only need to check the instances not in Eq7. The actual 
verification is omitted. 0 
The result of Lemma 10.3.8 leads us to wonder whether weak bisimulation can 
be characterized purely by equations (or more precisely, BEs). 
Following Section 10.2, we only need to consider 1-free CCS terms and extend 
the previous reduction system in Section 10.2 (replacing t> by I) to include the 
reductions which are gotten by replacing with 1> in Eq 1. Similarly, we introduce 
a new definition for semi-Normal forms (semi-Nf in short, not semi-nf as in Section 
10.2) 
Definition 10.3.9 (semi-Nfs): We define semi-Normal forms (semi-Nfs) for 
as follows 
Nil is a semi-Nf 
T.t is semi-Nf if t is semi-NI, t 	IF and there does not exist t' such that 
r.t' = 
cx!e.t is semi-Nf if t is semi-N1, t 0 IF and there does not exist t' such that 
= 
cx?x.t is semi-Nfift is semi-NI and there does not exist t' such that r.t' = 
and further either t E IF(x) or t ' IF; 
>I 	t, (k > 1) is semi-Nf if t, is semi-Nf(1 < i < k), t, t2 (i i) t 
t j ' IF, and t 	Nil; 
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(f) (if b then t 1 else t 2 ) is semi-Nf if t1 is semi-Nf(i = 1, 2), t1 54 t 2, and Freem(b) 
0. 
Analogous to previous section, we need to know about normalizability. We state 
it as follows. 
Property 10.3.10 (semi- Normal izability): Let t' be the (reflexive and) 
transitive closure of . Then, for all t, there exists a t' such that t t' t' and t' is a 
semi-Nf. 
We leave the proof out, since it is similar to the proofs of Lemma 10.2.4. Also, 
t' inherits the non-strong-normalizability of . The problem comes from the same 
source, i.e. if-statements. We firstly locate the scope of the influence of if-statements 
in following Lemma 10.3.11. Similar to Section 10.2, we also introduce concise semi-
Nfs and refined semi-Nfs. Since their definitions can be easily copied over from the 
previous ones with terminological modification, we omit them. 
Lemma 10.3.11 (weak bisimulation and if-statements): Let t and u be 
(-free and) concise and refined semi-Nfs. Thus, given 	if t 	(.])u then 
subterrn(path(E{., t), t) 1  subterrn (path (.]1, u), u). 
Proof Note that for each 
t 	(.')subterm(path(.', t), t) and ti 	(.')subterm(path(.', u), u).D 
Since the above lemma, we can define 	similar to '--p  in previous section (see 
Definition 10.2.8) as follows. 
Definition 10.3.12 (third weak bisimulation 	): Let t and u be concise 
and refined semi-Nfs, then t 	u if for all [.11 
c?y 	 c?z 1. 	• if t ____*I.flL/yJ  t then u".n ==• u" and u" 	I.I[J/z] u" and 3x 
(Free(t') - {y}) U (Free(u") - {z}), Vc E Nat1.u'.u" [.I[c/z} 	IsI[c/z] U' 
and t' [y := c] 2  u' [z := c] 
if t 	t' then Pju'.0 	u' and j' 	u' 
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if —4 t' then 3u'.0 ==N  u' and ' 2 u'. 
2. 	• if U 	[.JJ[J/y] u' then 3t"'.t ==3N  t" and t" 	[.][1/z] t" and 3x 
(Free(t") - {z}) U (Free(u') - {y}), Vc E Nat1.t'.t" E.I[c/zl =I.1[c/z] t' 
and t' [y := c] 2  u' [z 	c] 
&IeJ if u 	m u' then 3t'.t 	1e1  t' and ' 	u' E.1 
• 	if u 	u' then 3t'.t 	t' and ji 2 u' 
The above definition is to bring a semantic version of 2  up to syntactic level. 
This is somehow accomplished by a technique, so-called call-by-name. 
Similarly we bring a new version of Theorem 10.2.6 to here, and state it as 
follows. Formally, 
Theorem 10.3.13 (S): Let c?x.t be (-free) semi-Nf. 
(reachability) There is another concise semi-Nft' such that 	t' and for p E 
paths (t') and for all 	we have that p =A e implies  E flbpremise(p,')  Frecm(b) 
and 3c C- Nat1, Vb E prerriise(p,t')4b'= true, where 	= 
(independency) Let u be another semi-Nf and 	U. If t = b D (t1, t2) and 
u = Y D (ui , zL2), then either b +—+ or for some i there is pi E paths(u1) and 
b E premise(pj, ui ). 
The proof of Theorem 10.3.13 is postponed to Section 10.4, i.e. Theorem 10.4.7. 
Of course, we can easily get t 	u implies 	U. The reversed implication can 
be derived from the following lemma, Lemma 10.3.14. 
Lemma 10.3.14 (2  and ): Let t and u be semi -Nfs, and 	U. We have 
that given 
c!Ie] 
If t —+.j  t', au'.0 	u' and t' 	(.flu' , then ' 
0 if t -[] t', au'.0 	N  u' and t' 	, (.)u', then 
t, 2 U'; 
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. if 	N[J 	" 	4  	and x Free(t') - 
	
-y , u , = 	 "  
{y} U Free(u') - {z}, Vc Nat1, there exists a u' such that u" =[.][c/x]  U 
and and t'[y := x] 	(e[c/x])u' [z := x], then t'[y := x] 2 U, [Z := 
Proof It is similar to the one of Lemma 10.2.9. 0 
As a consequence of the above lemma, we know that 	it implies t 
where t and it are semi-Nfs. So, we have an equivalence link that t 	u if t 2  u 
if i 	u. However, this link has no much value in itself if there is no good relation 
between 2  and 	, since 	is equivalent to 	. The following lemma (Lemma 
10.3.15) is to prove such a good relationship between 2  and 	. 
Lemma 10.3.15 (2  and *): Let t and it be semi-Nfs, and t,u IF. If 
j 	2 u then either t 	U, T.t 	it or t 	'r.u. 
Proof 
We prove this lemma by case analysis. 
case of there exists 	such that 3t'.t _L3,1  t' and t' 	(.flu 
by the definition of 	, we have t .? r.u. 
case of there exists 	such that 3u'.0 	u' and t 	(1.J1)u': 
it is similar to the above case (a) that r.t 	it. 
case of neither of the above cases (a) and (b) hold: we would have t i' u. 0 
Since we are reasoning with weak bisimulation, a target term of a weak transition, 
i.e. the term on the right hand side of a transition ==, plays an interesting role 
in an inductive reasoning. On this observation, we are led to consider all directly 
reachable target terms of a term by =, and see whether the reachable target terms 
can somehow be regarded as summands of the term. Therefore, a weak transition 
== of a term can be replaced by a strong transition -* of the term. The following 
lemma is to exploit the above idea. Formally, 
Lemma 10.3.16 (reachable terms and summands): Let i be semi-Nf and 
t IF. Thus, 
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if there exists 	such that 3t'.t 	t', either a!e.t' is summand of t or t 
can be extended to include a!e.t' as its summand, i.e. t 	(t + a!e.t') is derivable 
from Eq ... ; 
T if there exists 	such that 3t' .t ==.j  t, either r.t F  is summand of t or t 
can be extended to include r.t' as its summand, i.e. t 	(t +7-.t') is derivable from 
if there exists {.] such that st', t", c E Nat1.t --jij  t", and t" [.][c/y]  
t', then we have either t' = t" or t' t". For the former, we have that cE?x.t' [y := 
where x Free(t'), is summand oft up to or-conversions, i.e. 1 	(tH-cE?x.t' [y 	x]) 
is derivable. For the latter, there are two subcases: 
(iii.a) if 	
c?y 	,, 	T t".t ___*I.][j/y] , t"  [.[c/y] =='i.I[c/yI t' and t" 	IF, then t can be 
extended to include a?x.t' [y := x] as its summand, i.e. t 	(t + a?x.t' [y := x]) is 
derivable; 
(iii. b) if 3t".t 
c?y 
4[.]j[j/y] t t,, I,I[c/y] == 	[c/y] t' and t" E IF, then there exists 
till such that t 	(t + cE?x.t'" [y := 
where for all (other) evaluation 	paths(t") = paths(t iii ), premzse(p,t") = 
prernise(p,t ) for each p E paths(t"), and subterrri(path(. ,t ),t"') 
- I subterm(path(N', t"), t") 
if path(. / 
ii, 
, t ) = path(.]', t) 
otherwise 
if there exists Tel such that st', t11, t", c  Nat1.tt"''  t'/' 	
' 
1.1  
and t" [.][c/y] 	N[c/y] t', then t can be extended to include ci?x.t' [y := x] as its 
summand, i.e. t t + a?x.t' [y := x] is derivable. 
Proof 
By combining all possible cases with structural induction. 
For case (i), it is trivial for a!e.t' to a summand of t. So, we are considering 
two subcases (not this one), i.e. either (i.a) 3t".t 	t" and t" 	t', or (i.b) 
=',j t" and 
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Considering (i.a), i.e. 3t".t 	t" and t" =N  t', we have t" 0 IF and by 
structural hypothesis, t" 	(t" + r.t'). Hence, 
t 	(t + a!e.t") 	(t + o!e.(t" + r.t')) 
(t + (a!e.(t"  + r.t') + a!e.t')) 
(t + (a!e.t" + a!e.t')) 	(t + a!e.t') 
Considering (i.b), i.e. 3t".t =N  t" and j11 	t', we have t" 	IF and by 
structural hypothesis, t" 	(t" + a!e.t'). Therefore, 
t 	(t + T.t") 	(t + (r.t" + t")) 
(i + (r.t"  + (t" + a!e.t'))) 
(t + (r.t" + a!e.t')) 	(t + a!e.t'). 
For case (ii), it is similar to the case (i) above. 
For case (iii), it is trivial if a?x.t' [y := x] is a summand of t up to a a-conversion. 
So, we are considering the other possibilities of (iii.a) and (iii.b). 
For (iii.a), it is similar to the case (i) above. 
For (iii.b), we firstly introduce a technique to deal with nested if-statements with 
silent action r's. For example, we have 
(b D (t1, t 2)) + T. (b D (U, t2)) 	(b D (t1 + r.u,r.t2)); 
and also, we have 
a?x.((b D (t1, t2)) + T.(b D (U, t2))) 	a?x.(b D (t1 + r.,t2)). 
Therefore, by (?-T-+-elim), (?-else-T-elim) and (?-T-elim), we get 
a?x.(b D (t1 + T.U, t2)) 	a?x.(b D (t1 + T.U, t2)) + a?x.(b D (u, t2)). 
The above technique can be applied repeatedly. Consequently, we will have what 
we claim, i.e. t 	(t + cr?x.t" [y := x]). 
For (iv), we understand that (1) there is only one r action prefixing a term 
which is in semi-Nf, and (2) there is only one r action prefixing each summand of 
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a term which is in semi-Nf. Because of case (ii) above, we can bring all reachable 
subterms of a term by silent action r's up to the level of direct summands with only 
one r action prefixing by repeatedly applying (+-r-+-elim). The same technique 
is also used to eliminate the by-products of the previous procedure in order to get 
the right summand. After finishing these two procedures, we will have t t + T. t...  
where t" has a summand prefixed by an input on port a, i.e. the summand is 
identical to a?x.t" [y := x] with subject to a-conversion. By (+-T-elim), we arrive 
at 'r.t" T.t"  + t". Considering r.t" in the above sum term, it can be eliminated 
by the previous technique in elimination; considering t" in the above sum term, it 
is actually the case (iii) above. Therefore, what we claim holds. 0 
Note that the new extended summands appearing in the proof of Lemma 10.3.16 
are semi-Nfs, as well. It does not fail to remind us of that the above lemma 
(Lemma 10.3.16) plays a significant role in the proof of completeness for Eq 8 of 
Theorem 10.3.17. The following is my account on key ideas of the completeness 
proof. 
(10.3.a) Firstly, we locate the breakdown of compositionality at + (sum) opera-
tor, and introduce + (see [108, Theorem 10.8]). 
(10.3.b) Secondly, the new definition of 	substitutes for 	. This replacement 
wipes out all possibility of depending on contexts (see Lemma 10.3.4). Now, we are 
only needed to reason straightly from the definition of 	. 
(10.3.c) Thirdly, the reduction of weak transitions (double-arrow like =) to 
strong transitions (single-arrow like -p)  enables us to reason weak bisimulation just 
like strong bisimulation. This task is accomplished by extending a term to include 
all reachable subterms as its summands (see Lemma 10.3.16). 
(10.3.d) Lastly, the extension of a term as in (10.3.c) above can be viewed as 
an opposite of the processing, i.e. contraction of the term. More specifically, a 
term t can be extended to t + EaiViti and they are weakly bisimulated with each 
other, where ti 's exhaust all possible reachable subterms without duplications. Also, 
EaiV iti is actually weakly bisimulated with t. So, if u is weakly bisimulated with t, 
then both oft and u can be extended to t+aVt1 and u+aVu3. By an inductive 
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reasoning, we can prove that EaiVit 	EajV ju j since there is a 1-1 correspondence 
between i's and Fs. Then, by applying the same lemma (Lemma 10.3.16) but in 
an opposite way, i.e. contracting, we get back to i + >c jV1t 	u + >cV 3u3 . So, 
t 	U. 
The last point in (10.3.d) finally brings us the completeness as follows. 
Theorem 10.3.17 (completeness of Eq): If t 	u then E CCS q 	tu 
(without substitutions). 
Proof We should understand that substitution rule is not essential (or elim-
inable) since Eq 8 contains axiomatic schemas only. Secondly, without loss of gen-
erality, we can restrict our attention to concise and refined semi-Nfs. For each 
concise and refined semi-Nf term t, we can get a term t' + EaiViti such that EaVt 
is bisimulated with t and it completely reduces the weak transitions to strong tran-
sitions. We can name EaiViti as the standard semi-Nf of t, i.e a semi-Nf term t is 
a standard one if its weak bisimulation coincides with its strong bisimulation. 
In what follows, we are only interested in all possible standard terms (in semi-
Nfs), written as Standard(Ta ) if you prefer. 
Similar to the proof of Lemma 10.2.9, let t and u be two standard semi-Nfs such 
that t 	u. Let us consider all possible cases for t with induction over the sum of 
the depth of t and u defined in Section 10.1. 
For depth(t) + depth(u) = 0, it is trivial. 
For depth(t) + depth(u) > 0, there are several cases of t to be considered 
below. 
(b.i) case Nil: we know that u cannot be Nil, 7. U', cx!e.u' or a?x.u' for some u'. 
So, if u = (Ui + u 2 ) or if u = (if bthen u1 else u2), then by induction hypothesis, we 
have t 	u, for all i. Thus, t 	u. 
(b.ii) case c!e.t': we would have that u cannot be Nil. And u can not be in IF 
since it is in semi-Nf. So, ZL must be >1 3  &ej.u j (actually 	= e]j has to hold for 
all evaluations 	then we can replace e j by e from a point of view of representing 
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an equivalent class), Since a!e.t' and u are in standard forms, t' must be bisimulated 
with uj. By inductive hypothesis, we get t' uj, therefore t u holds. 
(b.iii) case r.t': it is similar to the case t = c!e.t'. 
(b.iv) case a?x.t': We have that u cannot be Nil. Also, if u E IF, say u = 
(if bthen u1 else u2), then by induction hypothesis, we have t u. Thus, t 
So, suppose u 0 IF, say u = E j c?y j .u j. Since t and u are in standard forms, t' 
is bisimulated with u3. By inductive hypothesis, t' u3 is derivable, so is t u. 
(b.v) case >, 	+ >I 	 + >k T.tn+m+k u cannot be a Nil. If 
U E IF, say u = (if b then u1 else U2),  then by induction hypothesis, we have t u. 
Thus, t u is derivable. 
If u ' IF, say u = Eil cEji?yji.uji + I1 nl+j 	+ k' T.nl+m!+kF, then 
since both t and u are in standard forms, there be a 1-1 correspondence between 
the collection of t, tr j, and tm+m+k  and the collection of up, 	and ttn'+m'+k' 
For each pair of such corresponding terms, say t, and uj , t 	t,1 is derivable by 
inductive hypothesis. So is I 
(b.vi) case t = (if b then t1 elset 2): there two possibilities for u, i.e. either 
u E IF or u IF. 
(b.vi.1) For the latter, by Lemma 10.3.14, we can have I, 	u (i = 1, 2). Hence, 
by induction hypothesis, we can get that I n is derivable. 
(b.vi.2) For the former, if b = bi, where u = (if b'thenui elseu2), then by 
induction hypothesis t 	ui holds for i = 1,2. Thus, t u is derivable. 
If b 	b', then by the independency part of Theorem 10.3.13, we can get u 
(if bthen u'1 else u) by reductions from 4(c) to 4(g) in Eq 3. which preserve semi-
Nfs. Now, we return to the case of b = Y as the above again. 0 
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10.4 Discussion of boolean languages 
In Section 10.2 and Section 10.3, we have presented two equational characterizations 
of weak bisimulations and strong bisimulations of finite CCS with data-dependency. 
But the completeness proofs are relied on Theorem 10.2.6 and Theorem 10.3.11. The 
purpose of this section is to discuss the generality of Theorem 10.2.6 and Theorem 
10.3.13 and show that there are some boolean languages which satisfy the theorems, 
i.e. the extra conditions of E and I. are satisfiable. However, how far we can 
go to extend the limited boolean languages to more general one is remained to be 
investigated. 
For each theorem there are two parts of it. (10.4.a) One is reachable part and 
(10.4.b) the other is independency part. For (10.4.a), it is easy to verify that the 
variable bound by an input appears free in boolean expressions. We state this as a 
lemma (Lemma 10.4.1) below. 
Lemma 10.4.1 (variables bound by an input): Let t be a closed semi-Nf 
(or semi-Nf) and for all u, if there is a 	t ---*N c?x.t', and t' E IF, then 
X E flbEpremise(p,t') Freem(b), where p E path.s(t'). 
Proof 
It is obvious, otherwise there will be some instances of the reductions from 5(a) 
to 5(e) in Eqccs 0 
For (10.4.b), there is difficulty in proving the most general case. The reason 
comes from the fact that in First Order Logic, Vx.A(x)VB(x) is not always equivalent 
to Vx.A(x)B(x) VVx.A(x)-iB(x) VVx.-'A(x)B(x). Apparently, the latter implies the 
former but not necessarily another way around. And each of A(x)B(x), A(x)-'B(x) 
and -'A(x)B(x) is independent of each other by the obvious sense. In what follows, 
we are only trying to demonstrate that the independency part of the theorems is 
satisfiable. 
Obviously, in general we understand that 
Fact 10.4.2 (implication and if-statements): 
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b1 D b2  implies (b1 D (b2 D  (ti ,t2),u)) 	(b 	(ti, u)); 
b1 D -b2 implies (b1 D (b 	(t1,t2),u)) 	(bi  D (t2, U)); 
-'b1 	b2 implies (b1 	(t, (b2 D  (u1, u2)))) 	(bi D (t, ui )); 
-b1 D -b2 implies (b1 D (t, (b2 D (ui,u2)))) 	(b 	(t,u2)). 
Firstly, we need to have some extra equations which serve to treat boolean expres-
sion and if-statements. Bearing this purpose in mind, we can denote 111 2, -3, -41 
as if eq(_1, -2 ) then else for simplicity. Thus, there are some obvious laws: 
Property 10.4.3 (Eeq and if-statements): 
IX, x,t,u] - 
IX,  y,t,u] 	[y,x,t,u], 
[x, y, t, u] 	[x, y, t [x := y], u]. 
From the above, we would have 
Fact 10.4.4 (forwarding variables in if-statements): 
1 
IX) Y, 1x,z,t1,t2},u] 
y, [y, z, t, [x, z, t1, t 2J ],u] 
z, [x, y, t1, u], [x, y, {x, z, t1, t 2], u] I 
2. 
[x, y, t, [x, z, u1, u21 1 
y, t, [y, z, u2, [x, z, u1, u21 I  
z, [x, y, t, U2 1, [x,  Y,  t, [x, z, U1, u2]]]. 
If a nested if-statement involves x, y, z then there are three kind of relations, (i) 
between x and y, (ii) between x and z and (iii) between y and z. 
For relation (iii), we can further exploit it. Suppose variable x is prefixed and 
bound by an input o?x. Both of the equations in Lemma 10.4.4 show that unbound 
variables can be move forward from nested if-statements. This observation leads to 
the following property (Property 10.4.3). 
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Property 10.4.5 (forwarding free variables in prefixed if-statements): 
a?x.[x,y,[x,z,ti ,t2],u] 	[y,z,c?x.[x,y,ti ,u],a?x.[x,y,[x,z,t1,t2],u]]and 
c?x.[x, y, t, [x, z, ui, u2] ] 	[y, z, c?x.[x, y, t, u2], c?x.[x, y, i, [x, z, zt1, u2] 1]. 
The above properties will be used in the proof of Theorem 10.4.6, i.e. it enables 
us to insert some proper boolean expressions as we wish. Consequently, if boolean 
expressions in a nested if-statement involve three variables x, y, z as our previous 
analysis, then the relationship between y and z must be clarified (or sorted out) 
before the input action c?x taking place. 
Before proceeding further, we would like to do some preparation. 
Firstly, let us extend the paths to include the case of non-if-statements, i.e. 
Paths(t) =df I 
{ f} 
	
if t = Nil 
{€, 0,0 lot 10 E Paths(t')} 	if t = c!e.t', c?x.t', or T.t' 
f 671127111,2 121 Ii E Paths(t1)} if t = (t1  + t2) or 
(b D (ti , t 2)); 




Subterm(po,t') if p= 0 p and  = a!e.t' or r.t' 
Sbterm(p, t) = df 
	Subterrn(po, t*) if p = 0 p and t = c?x.t' 
y V Freem(t') - {x} and t = t'[x := y] 
Subterm(p1,t) if p = ip, and t = (t1 + t2 ) or (b D 
where p E Paths(t); 
By extending the above definition, we can have the collection of all possible 
subterms of a term. Namely, Sterm(t) =df UpPaths(i) Subterm(p, t). 
Lastly, we need to know of the condition to reach a branch under a path. For- 
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mally, 
0 	 if t = Nil (arid p = varepsilon) 
Cond(po, t') 	if p = 0 p and t = r.t', ci!e.t' or 
Cond(p,t) =df 	Cond(p2,t) 	if t = (t1 +t2) and p = ip 
{b}UCond(pi,ti ) 	ifp= 'pi  and t=bD (4, t2) 
{-b} U Cond(p2 , t 2) if p = 2P2 and t = b D (4, t 2) 
Now, we are ready to prove Eeq satisfies the theorems. It might appear that 
the above definitions are not necessary but we need them, at least in stating the 
theorems below. 
Theorem 10.4.6 (Eeq and Theorem 10.2.6): Suppose  is a semi-closed semi-
nf. Then there is another semi-nf u such that t u and for all o?x.u' E Sterrn(u) 
U/ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 10.2.6. 
Proof 
This proof is actually based on an algorithm. The principle behind the algo-
rithm is to exploit Property 10.4.5 to certain extent so that the relationship among 
variables other than x (which is bound by an input a?x) has been sorted out along 
the path of the term before reaching the input action ci?x. 
That is, given a semi-nf t, we can always obtain a corresponding semi-nf 'a, 
by repeatedly applying Property 10.4.5, such that the relationship among variables 
other than the variable bound by an input has been established. The termination of 
this algorithm comes when there is no case available to apply Property 10.4.5. The 
termination of the algorithm is guaranteed by the fact that only finite terms are 
under our consideration (in this chapter). Therefore, we claim that the reachability 
part of Theorem 10.4.6 is proved. 
For the independency part of Theorem 10.4.6, we only need to remind you of the 
fact that eq is independent in boolean language Eeq and every distinct variable forms 
a syntactic representative of a semantic equivalence class of message expressions. 0 
Apparently, we can name a term in semi-nf (or semi-Nf), which has the property 
of the relationship among variables other than the variable bound by an input has 
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been established by the corresponding path, as boolean standard semi-nf (or semi-
Nf). Also, Property 10.4.5 preserves such normality of a term. So, the previous 
theorem can be viewed as saying that every semi-nf (or semi-Nf) term t has a 
corresponding boolean standard semi-nf (or semi-Nf) term u such that t 	u is 
derivable. 
For Theorem 10.3.13, we can prove a similar result and by a similar way except 
that we need t to be a boolean standard semi-Nf rather than just a semi-Nf. So, we 
state the result only as follows. 
Theorem 10.4.7 (Eeq and Theorem 10.3.13): Suppose t is a semi-closed 
standard semi-Nf. Then there is a boolean standard semi-Nfu such that t u and 
for all c?x.u' E Sterm(u) u' satisfies the conditions of Theorem 10.3.13. 
By the above two theorems, we have shown that Eeq satisfies Theorem 10.2.6 
and Theorem 10.3.13. 
By the remark between Theorem 10.4.6 and Theorem 10.4.7, we understand that 
the crucial point in proving both theorems is (a) to establish the property of the 
relationship among variables other than the variable bound by an input before the 
input can be perform, i.e. the relationship has been sorted out by the corresponding 
path to the input; and (b) to have total independent predicates in boolean languages. 
It seems that as long as all "primitive" predicates in a boolean language are 
independent with each other, i.e. none of them can be expressible by the others 
through logical connectives, we will have our two theorems holds. However, we 
wonder whether this is true in general case. We expect that this is the case and 
state it as an open problem. 
Open Question 10.4.8: Let E be an boolean language, if none of predicates 
in E are expressible by other predicates in E through logical connectives, then both 
of Theorem 10.2.6 and Theorem 10.3.11 hold for this E. 
Part VI 




This is the last part of this thesis. We will compare satisfactions between =CBA 
and I=iBA  as well as the proof powers between calculus FeBA  and calculus 1 iBA• 
Then, a discussion on a possible improvement of F-BA  follows. 
Chapter 11 
Birkhoff's approach vs Friedman's 
approach 
This thesis has so far presented a Framework for Binding Operators and their alge-
braic characterizations with some applications. As we pointed out in Chapter 1, such 
a framework has been foreseen by many people. There is no originality due to me on 
this aspect. What I have done in this thesis is working out the details. Obviously, 
there are many problems I run across while I work on the thesis. Some problems 
are unexpected, e.g. the breakdown of commutativity for Binding Homomorphisms 
which leads to a weaker result than the expected. However, we would like to know 
whether I=eBA  and eBA  coincide with each other. We have some discussion of this 
in Section 3.13, and we do not resume them again. 
In this thesis, we essentially present two calculi F — BA and ',BA  along with their 
Completeness and Admissible Completeness, which are achieved through Friedman 
approach and Birkhoff approach. In this chapter, we intend to clarify on the rela-
tionship between these two approaches, especially between HCBA  and j=jBA  as well 
as between HeBA and HBA. The former is to be discussed in Section 11.1; and Sec-
tion 11.2 is given to the subject of the latter. Finally, a possible improvement on 
Friedman approach is examined in Section 11.3. 
Before we actually get to the fore mentioned subjects, there are some comments 
need to be made. 
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Question 3.11.11 - 3.11.12: (a) Under what condition, admissible equality of 
a class K is closed under direct product of eBAs? 
(b) Whether there is a constructible (or definable) operator T over classes C of 
eBAs such that Mod(I,) = 
Question 10.4.7: Let E be a boolean language. Thus, if none of predicates in 
E are expressed by other predicates available in E through logical connectives, then 
whether both Theorem 10.2.6 and Theorem 10.3.13 hold. 
It is a little surprise for us to understand that First Order Logic is the same as 
others, i.e. it can be equationalized in such a way as in Chapter 8. More importantly, 
this equationalization convinces us that many more theories can be equationalized 
similarly as long as the following key points of the equationalization is valid for those 
theories: 
(11.0.i) reduce a deduction F I- t to a quasi-dependent Binding Equation 
y*tTrue, where -y={uTruenEF},and 
(11.0.ii) reduce an inference rule 
F, I- t (i E I) 
F I-i 
to an universal Binding Equation {-y, —* t, Truei E I} E—* (-y —* t True). 
11.1 Relation between HeBA  and IiBA 
With regards to the extensional satisfaction =eBA  and the intentional satisfaction 
i=iBA, from Theorem 5.0.5, we have both (11.1.a) and (11.1.b) as follows: 
(11.1.a) B I=IBA t u implies that there exists an eBA A' such that A' =eBA 
t) 	(: u), where {} 	(Free(t) fl V) U (Free(u) fl V); 
(11.1.b) A =CBA  (: t) 	(: u) implies that there exists an 1BA B' such that 
B' =iBA t tt, where {} D (Free(t) fl V) U (Free(u) fl V). 
From these, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 11.1.1: If p and q are semi-closed binding terms, i.e. Free(p)flV = 0 
and Free(q) fl V = 0, then F =iBA p q if F I=CBA p q. 
Proof Let Mod2nA(F) be the class of iBAs satisfying F, and MOdeBA(F) be the 
class of eBAs satisfying F. Hence, this lemma can be rephrased as that MOd Z BA(F) l=iBA 
p 	q if MOd6BA(F) =eBA p q, where p and q are semi-closed. 
By the proof of Theorem 5.0.5, we can get KBA of eBAs, and K eBA of iBAs such 
that they correspond to Mod BA(F) and MOdeBA(F) respectively. Furthermore, we 
know that 
KBA c MOdeBA(F) and 
KeBA c M0dIBA(F). 
From (i), we have MOdeBA(F) I=eBA p q implies MOdBA(F) =iBA p q; i.e. 
F 	eBA  p2 q implies F iBA P q. 
From (ii), we have M0d2BA(F) 1=IBA p q implies MOdeBA(F) HeBA p q; i.e. 
F h-BA  JJ q implies F HeBA P q. 0 
11.2 Relation between 1iBA  and 'eBA 
Previously, we implicitly claim that calculus HBA has equivalent proof power with 
calculus 1eBA  if we use axiomatic scheme in F-IBA instead of axioms in F eBA. In this 
section, we are going to formally justify such a claim with a slight modification. 
That is, let la (F) be the closure of F under (full) substutions, (oz) and (id). 
Then, 
Theorem 11.2.1: Given F, FI eBAP q iffcicy(F) HBA p q. 
Before we formally proceed to the proof of the theorem, we introduce derivations 
for an arbitrary calculus H as follows. 
We say that F H p 	q is derivable in H if there is a sequence IF, H Pi 	q1 , 
F2  F_ P2 	...,F1 Hp 	q( such that F=F,p=p,q=q and F Hp 	qj 
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(1 < J < t) is either an axiom of F- or a result of applying a rule in I- to some 
previous F 1 H p 1 	qj1 , F 2 H p,2 	qj2 , ..., 	I- p 	q j, where 1 < ik < j for 
1 < k <n. Also, £ is called the length of the derivation F H p q. 
Let F eBA be almost the same calculus of H eBA except that 
substitution rule (ord-sub), see Remark 5.5.1.2, is always allowed; and 
substitution rule (func-sub) is only allowed to be used up to the length of k 
in derivations. 
For simplicity, we abbreviate HBA as 
So, obviously if FHeBAP q, then there is a k such that 	q. Conversely, 
if FHkp q for some k, then FH CBAP q. 
On the other hand, we apparently have the following lemma. 
Lemma 11.2.2: Clcy(F)F eBAP q 1ff FHeBAP q. 
Next, 
Lemma 11.2.3: For k > 1, if Cl(F)H 1 p q, then cl(F)HCp q. 
Proof 
Let F1 Hp1 	q, F2Hp2 	q2, ..., FHp 	qe be a derivation of FHp 	q, and 
Fk+lHpk+1 	q+i is a result of applying substitution rule (func-sub) to a previous 
FFp 	q (1 < j < k). 
We will prove this lemma by induction on k. 
case k = 1: j must be 1. In this case, 1'1Hp1 	q must be one instance of (id), 
(refi) and (a). We only show the subcase for (a) since the other two subcases 
can be shown similarily. 
For subcase (a), we do not need using substitution rule (func-sub) since 
premises el(F) already contains all possible results of applying (func-sub) 
rule. 
induction hypothesis k < m: That is, for k < m, if cl(F)F-' p 	q, then 
cl(F)H p 	q. 
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case k = m+1: Assuming that Fm+2Hpm+2 q2 is a result of applying (func-sub) 
toFHp 	qj and 1 j m+1. 
If j <in +1, we can exchange F,+2  Hp 2  L,  q+2  with rn+1 Hpm+i 
in the derivation, and obtain a new derivation which is then a derivation for 
cla (F)H
m+1 
 p q. 
If j = in + 1, there are several subcases which result in Fm+1 Hpm+i q+,. 
subcases (cr), (id) and (refi): These are the same as in case k = 1. 
subcases (sym), (trs), (wkn), (cut) and (cmp-2): We can obtain a new deriva-
tion simply by moving the substitution to apply on its premises instead. 
The new derivation is actually a derivation for cl(F)H M+l p q. 
subcase (cmp-1): Let p = f(t 1,t2, ...,t) and q= f(ui ,u2,...,u). Thus, if 
the substitution does not involve f, then we can obtain a new derivation 
just like the above subcases. 
If the substitution do involve f, say (x1, x2, ..., x: v) to substitute for f, 
we can obtain a new derivation, i.e. to replace Fm+2HPm+2 q2 in the 
derivation by a derivation of 
(*) Fm+iHv[:]v[:t], 
where tt  and z are new lists of term lists F and it obtained from them 
by applying the substitution. It is easy to verify that a derivation of (*) 
do not involve new substitutions besides the one for derivations of each 
U1, t 	u', ..., and t', 	u. On the other hand, by repeatly applying 
the induction hypothesis, each derivation of 	can be reduced to a 
derivation involved none of (func-sub) rules. Therfore, a new derivation 
is obtained for PH
m+1 
 p q. 
subcases () and (1):  These are left out for interested readers. 0 
Proof of Theorem 11.2.1 Because of Lemma 11.2.3, by induction on k we 
have that for any k > 0 cl(F)Hkp 	q if cl(F)H1p 	q. Actually, H1 is identical 
with HBA, i.e. cl(F)H p q if cl(P) HBA p q. So, by Lemma 11.2.2 we have 
that 1 eBAP q if Cla (P) HBA P D q. 0 
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11.3 Possible improvement on Friedman approach 
Lastly, whether the result of Chapter 5 can be improved, i.e. whether there exists 
another proof for soundness and completeness of F-IRA such that substitution does 
not require to be functional. 
Following the above question, we know that functional substitutions come into 
the present place because of Lemma 5.5.3.12. If we can replace this lemma by a 
more general result, we may be able to improve our present result. However, to do 
so we need a significantly different proof than the one presented in Chapter 5. The 
reason for this is simply as follows. 
From the role of Lemma 5.5.3.12 in the proof of completeness, we would lead to 
introduce more general translations between binding terms and terms of b-clones. 
For this, we need to have a technical extension of binding terms such that each 
function variable f E FV would be extended to f(k) E FV 	for every k E Nat 
and there is no such extension for ordinary variables. Then, we build up extended 
binding terms BTeXt  by following Definition 1.1.3.1 and let BT -T' be the extended 
binding terms such that all function variables appear in it must be f(°) for some f. 
Then, BTOeXt  can be regarded as identical to BT. For this BT', we can build up 
terms 2i 	of b-clones by following Definition 5.3.1. Hence, we can introduce new 
translations between BTt  and  Tt  as below. 
Definition 11.3.1 (extended tr): Given k E Nat, we are to define a (new) 
translation trIJ.]j  from binding terms to terms of b-clones such that trMt : 
and trilft : Tt+m+ pxi for t E T and ft E FT, respectively as follows. 
trext IJy = k+II,k+j for = (i) 
D 	IiI LrMf(i)]J = o(fJr1 
k+1:51
k ,tr ext [i1J) 
tr{( : t)]1 = trdi [ := 	] where z j is the least z E V such that z 
(Free(t) - {17}) U {} U {4_'} 
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4. tr l]o(ft, iT = 	k'XV trfl) 
Note that try defined in Definition 5.3.5 is the same as tr 	(in Definition 11.3.1) 
when k = 0. For the reversed translation, we have the following. 
Definition 11.3.2 (extended tr): We are to define a (new) translation trext 
from terms of b-clones to binding terms as follows. 
tr ext Dr.kj = x j where x j is the jth least x E V; 
jext1[f(k)J = f(k)() where (j) is the jth least x E V and for some rn E Nat 
= k + in and f E FVm; 
3 trexI 2()J = Lt[t] { := 
4. 	t k (,)] = a(fv,v) where fv(i) = (x : ext (i)J1) such that x(j) is the 
(k +j)th least x V and 	= rn, and where (j) = 
With these extended translations, we seems to be able to replace the crucial 
substitution lemma (Lemma 5.5.3.12) by the following 
(11.3.a) trIJ 19 , 99p[:= Jt] 	tr14p [ := trkX IJj] 
where #(Z') = f(), (i) 	[i+k+ 	for some f E FV, (Free(fi) fl V) c {}, 
(Free(p) fl V) c {} and {} fl {} = 0. This attempt seems to work but it does 
not. The breakdown comes when we consider a similar result of Lemma 5.6.2.1, i.e. 
(11.3.b) 	LextE[trk,xextE[, 11 [7:= ü[k,} 
where (j) is the jth least y E V. 
This time, in order to have the equality (11.3.b), we are required to have some 
extra laws like 
(11.3.c) f(k)() f(0)() 
where 111 = k andis the same as the arity of f(°). This (11.3.c) further would 
impose certain requirement on the substitution rule (e.g on (11.3.a)). 
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For example, we expect something like 
f(x i) [f := (x3 : 9(x3 , x2))] 	g(xi, x 2), 
or 
	
f (°) (xi ) [f 	(x3  : 9(0) (X3, x2))] 	9(') (X1, x2). 
With respect to (11.3.a) and we have 
tre x2xi IL f(x1) [f 	(x3 : 9(X3, X2))] k,  
t e ext - rk+l,S1 f(xi) [fl) 	trkxt if', 2 x3 : 9(x3 , x 2))] 	by (11.3.a) 
- 2(P k+1) p k+2 , 	 t 1 1'tr xi x1)t trk ,k+ 	1 	 , 2 jg(x3 ,  x 2)] 
- 0(f(k+1) p k+2 - - 	'-1-1,k+1' k+2,k+2) [f(k+1) 	oL(k), 	trX2 3  [x3 , tr23  x2 fl] 
by (Axb-right-proj) 
f(k+1) [f (k+1) = o(g(k) ,  prk+2 	
k+2,k+2' rk+2,k+1)  
= o(g(k), Pr12, !ik+2,k+2' Jc+2,k+1)  
and 
ext 
trk,Z2X1 fl g(xi, x2) 
o(g(k), p 
k+2 tr  ext = - - 	__r1 ,k , k,x2xifr1L tTk,x2xifr2) 
= 0 (9
(k) pk+2 P-!ik+2,k+2' ?ik+2,k+1) 
With respect to (11.3.b), we have 
(jext E[oL(k), p.-2 lk+2k+2' !iik+2,k+1)l) [ 	Y1kx2x11 
= (g(k)(17) [ := frext p -2],ext 	J1,trextE{Pr 	111) [W := [kX2X1] 
= (g(k)(7) [-:= 949(k + 2)17(k + 1)]) [W:= [kX2X1] 
= g(k)([ (k + 2)(k + 1)) [ 	[kx2x1] 
= 
Then, by (11.3.b) we would have 
g(k)([, x1, x2) 	g ° (xi , x2 ) 
which is an example of (11.3.c). 
Therefore, we are lead to a circular argument of improving substitution rule i.e. 
for an arbitrary substitution j, we need (f(m)) 	( f (°)) (for each m E Nat) in 
order to be used in proofs. A conclusion from the above analysis is that a completely 
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different proof than the one presented in Chapter 5 is needed in order to improve the 
results of that chapter. Subsequently, HBA has to use axiomatic schemas instead of 
axioms in order to share a same proof power with HeBA. For example, in Lambda 
Calculus we need (/3-schema) for HBA to share the same proof power of HeBA with 
(/3-axiom). So, what is the essential difference between Birkhoff's approach (in 
Chapter 3) and Friedman's approach (in Chapter 5) remained to be seen. 
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